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PREFACE 

This publication contains edited versions of the prepared Lecture Notes and supple- 
mentary Seminar Contributions from the AGARD-VK1 Lecture Series on "Aircraft 
Performance Prediction Methods and Optimisation", at the von Kärmän Institute for Fluid 
Dynamics during the week 24-28 April 1972. 

The aim of this Lecture Series was to provide an up-to-date account and appraisal of 
performance prediction methods and their practical utilisation for subsonic and supersonic 
aircraft.  The basic topics comprised range/radius, airfield and flight-manoeuvre performance 
aspects related to both combat and transport aircraft.  Special reviews were added on 
problems of aerodynamic prediction, aircraft mass estimation, and engine selection. 
Parametric and optimisation techniques for aircraft design synthesis were also discussed. 

The Course was well supported as regards both the number of attendees and their 
technical quality.  The organization was carried out under the auspices and with the 
support of AGARD, in collaboration with the von Kärmän Institute who had the responsi- 
bility for the general administration and local organization.   Professor Paul E.Colin 
(Associate Director of the VKI) deserves particular commendation for his extensive efforts 
towards the success of the Course, in his capacity as its Chief Administrator and Joint 
Technical-Director. 

A special tribute must be paid to the Lecturers for the quality of their presentations, 
the valuable analysis contained in their lecture notes provided for distribution during the 
Course, and their participation in the discussions.  Various supplementary contributions to 
these discussions and the concluding Seminar are also gratefully appreciated, particularly 
in respect of attendees who provided appropriate texts subsequently for publication here. 
Finally, our acknowledgements are due to the official and private organizations through 
whose helpful cooperation and courtesy it was possible to offer such technical experts as 
lecturers and contributors. 

John Williams (RAE, UK) 
Editor and Joint Technical-Director of Course 
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RANGE AND RADIUS-OF-ACTION PERFORMANCE PREDICTION FOR 
TRANSPORT AND COMBAT AIRCRAFT 

Robert K.Page 

I.     INTRODUCTION: DEFINITIONS 

To explain the double descriptive term in the title of this section or the Course: with the emphasis in the NATO 
context of operational military aircraft the purely technical term 'range', meaning the distance an aircraft can fly 
between take off and landing as limited by its fuel capacity often has to be given a special qualification, in that 
instead of taking off from A, flying to B and landing there, the aircraft will return from 'overhead' B and land again 
at A.   In the first case the air and ground ranges are identical and equal to the straight line distance AB, in the 
second case the air range will be AB + BA = 2 x AB, but the operational interest is in the ground distance AB, 
which is then termed the 'Radius-of-Action' and is thus equal to half the air range capability of the aircraft.  In 
certain cases, e.g. for search and rescue, combat air patrol or maritime reconnaissance operating the time, rather 
than distance will be the parameter of interest, either alone or in conjunction with a specified radius-of-action, but, 
of course, the two are simply related as 

distance 
time = 

cruise speed 

'Duration' and 'Endurance' are alternative terms for the time the aircraft can spend at a specified condition of speed 
and height. 

It is usual, when predicting the performance of an aircraft for assessment to assume still air, i.e. zero wind con- 
ditions.   Similarly, for comparative purposes ISA temperature conditions only are adequate, but in some specialised 
instances (such as combat aircraft with appreciable periods at specified engine ratings) calculations may have to be 
done at some specified non-standard ambient temperatures. 

2.     THE PLACE OF THE RANGE/RADIUS SECTORS IN 
THE TOTAL MISSION OR SORTIE PROFILE 

The justification for including this section originates from the primarily military, and especially combat emphasis 
in the Course.   In contrast, for civil airline transport operations, range flying (especially if, as is usual, the distances 
covered in climb and descent arc credited to the total range) makes virtually the whole of the total flight apart from 
the take off and landing circuits.  The only 'allowances' are those made for possible diversion to an alternate destina- 
tion, and 'loiter' or 'stacking' whilst awaiting ATC permission to land, and even these are from the technical viewpoint 
of performance prediction equally range and duration operations.  For combat aircraft on the other hand there will 
commonly be operational requirements for 'combat' or target area attack' phases, as well as diversion and pre-landing 
loiter, that not only are NOT reckoned as contributing to the operational range/radius, but in total may be the same 
order of magnitude in their final requirements, and hence must be dealt with to the same order of accuracy. 

Figures 1-3 show the expenditure of fuel for the various segments of the total sorties for some combat aircraft. 
Figure 4 shows for comparison similar information applicable to a bomber or a medium-range transport. The points 
to notice are 

m   the proportions of the total fuel used that are consumed in range flying and in fixed allowances. 

(til   for the combat aircraft, even some of the range fuel is consumed whilst flying under precisely specified 
conditions of speed and height 

On the diagrams, the parts marked with a heavy line are 'pure' cruising, when height and speed may be choien 
to optimiM: the results, those with a broken line have height or speed (or both) restrained to prescribed values 

In txample I (a subsonic low-level sinke «orliet. rather less than half is used lor cruising at bctl economy 
condiliom (though at a fixed height) and about \ for a high-speed cruise or 'dash' for which both height and speed 
are fixed    A variation on this type of sortie i- Ihe Hi Lo Lo Hi where the economic cruise is made at altitude in 
which case rather more than \ of the total tallowing for two climbs) would be pure cruising 
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Example 2 is a special type of Hi Lo Lo Hi strike sortie, in which the aircraft when within a certain distance 
from the target on the run-in is required to be below the line of sight of a radar beam at or near the target; and in 
the particular example this actually prohibits any initial high-level cruise at all. so that the only unrestricted cruise 
is on the return, amounting to { of the total fuel requirement.   The third example is a different type of mission, a 
Combat Air Patrol at a fixed distance from base at a height probably loosely defined as 'high', 'medium' or 'low' 
level, at a speed optimised for endurance.   Because of the relatively very high fuel consumption during the super- 
sonic attack phase, cruising accounts for only about half the total fuel requirement, and more than half of this will 
be restricted to a particular height level. 

The fourth example is a high-altitude bomber (which foi the present purpose is regarded as a transport on 
which the effect of dropping the load half-way is to slightly reduce the fuel requirement for the return leg).   I or 
this example ) of the fuel is used in pure cruising     or 4/5 it the diversion is included (though this latter may be 
restricted in height or speed by ATC). 

The conclusion to be drawn from these examples is that the degree of sophistication of methods justified for 
optimising cruising conditions and estimating fuel consumed will be judged against the kind of mission being studied, 
that .is whether cruising is likely to account for the major or only a small proportion of the total fuel used. 

3.   DATA REQUIRED FOR THE PREDICTION PROCESS 

In this section the data required will be listed;  the methods by which those items not likely to be directly 
available may have to be calculated or estimated is dealt with in other lectures in the course. 

The data can be grouped as follows: 

I      Airframe: 1.1 Weight 
1.2 Lift and Drag 
1.3 Fuel capacity 

Engine:        2.1   Thrust (or power) ratings 

J.3 

2.4 

Thrust and fuel consumption variations with forward speed and height 
Variation of fuel consumption with thrust at all appropriate speed and height 
combinations 
Installation arrangements in multi-engined aircraft as affecting possibility of cruising with 
some engines shut down. 

Commenting on each of these: 

1.1 h'ciglit is all-important, primarily because, as will be shown in a later section, a 'limiting case' for 
cruising (to which various conditions approach more or less closely) is the speed for maximum L/D 
ratio, at which the thrust required, and to a first approximation, the fuel consumption are directly 
proportional to the aircraft total weight. 

For range calculations, the weight data required are the weight less usable fuel, the usable internal fuel. 
the weight of any drop-tanks and their contents, and the weight of any weapons or other stores 
released in light. 

1.2 />i4f is required as a function of lift coefficient over the range of Mach numbers relevant to the level 
flight envelope, and also for the total height band, to take account of Reynolds number variations. 
Also, limiting values of lift coefficient from buffet onset considerations may be relevant to high 
altitude cruising. 

For analytical purposes, and in gencal unk-vs and until wind-tunnel tests show the contrary, it is 
usual to assume a lift drag relationsh.p of the form: 

=    <IKI + w\ t.' 

4.   CHOICt OF METHODS APPROPRIATE TO THE STATE OF THE PROJECT 

We havr seen, in Section 2. how the proportion ol the total fuel usage that is accounted for in the cruise 
phases of» flight vanes amsiderably with the type of mission considered.   When the proportion is relatively small 
(say less than one half) and in addition we are dealing with the preliminary 'feasibility' phase of a project  it would 
be unnecessary and inappropriate lo n-» methods incorporating such detail of refinement and accuracy as are 
desirable when an aircraft has been more ck>srly defined and when (as for the transport or strategic bomber) the 
cruising phase is predominant 

2 
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As examples of areas where some degrees of approximation or simplification resulting from alternative methods 
can be introduced: 

(H  Fuel consumption can be calculated for a mean weight (that can be checked from the result of the cakmla- 
tion and re-approximated if necessary I. rather than doing a stcp-by-slep process or integration depending 
on the variation of aircraft weight as fuel is used 

lilt Omission of the acceleration and deceleration phases between successive legs of the sortie that are flown 
at different speeds. 

(in) Similarly to liil. where there are laige changes of heigh! between successive stages, as in a Hi Lo strike 
sortie, the total change in 'energy height' (which includes the accompanying change in cruise speed with 
height I can be calculated with the value of ra(e-of-change corresponding to some mean height, instead of 
doing 3 step-by-s.ep summation. 

(iv) When, from previous experience, it is known that the variation of fuel consumption (or fuel per unit 
distance! will have a fairly 'Hat' optimum and also the final choice of speed will in the final analysis be 
influenced by considerations of vulnerability as well as by fuel economy, some 'second order' factors 
affecting the result can be omitted. 

5.     OPTIMUM CRUISING SPEEDS AND SPECIFIC RANGES 

This aspect o«' the subject has been extensively treated in the literature of aircraft performance.   It comprises:- 
the selection of the speed and height to give the best range and the variation from the 'best' value if external influ- 
ences, e.g. ATC requirements force deviations from the optimum speed or height, the way in which the optima vary 
as the aircraft weight is reduced when fuel is consumed, and finally the integration of the 'specific' ranges (or instan- 
taneous rate of change of distance with fuel consumption) to give the total distance flown for a given amount of 
fuel.   The treatment to be given here was developed by Peckham1 a former colleague of the present author when a 
member of Projects Division of Aerodynamics Department of the RAE at Farnborough; this assistance and advice is 
gratefully acknowledged. 

Before starting on the detailed analysis of this part of the problem it should be pointed out that any analytical 
treatment in which a fairly large number of parameters is involved can be made tractable only if reasonably simple 
expressions can be formulated for the variables, which will involve some approximations, e.g. the assumption of 
constant values for those that vary only to a very small ext-'iit. or the neglect of 2nd order terms.   Whilst such pro- 
cedures necessarily result in some degree of inaccuracy in the results, the resulting analysis is none the less valuable 
in giving an insight into at least the qualitative relationships between the primary parameters, and so is particularly 
suited to preliminary 'parametric' project studies. 

Two assumptions in particular will be noted: 

(i)   The relationship between drag and lift is taken as a simple quadratic expression; this is usually true in 
practice, the conditions in which it does not hold are dealt with in the detailed discussion later. 

(ii)   'The engine specific fuel consumption is constant during the flight.' 

This statement is true only to a certain limited extent. 

S.l   Climb 

For turbinc-engined aircraft even the initial optimum cruise height (when very little of a possibly large fuel load 
has yet been used) is likely to be at least in the region of 25.000-35,000 ft so that, unless some much lower level is 
chosen for operational reasons, the cruise phase will be preceded by a fairly prolonged climb, and in general the 
distance covered during this phase will be credited to the range or radius.   Because (as will be shown later) cruise 
economy improves markedly with height, it will generally pay to climb as quickly as possible, i.e. to use the highest 
engine rating permissible, so long as this does not entail a very large increase in sfc, e.g. by the use of maximum 
reheat,   ("limb optimisation is a subject in itself;  but for most purposes, where the climb segment is short compared 
with the cruise, considerable simplifications can be made in the interests of pilot work-load, e.g. fixing climbing speed 
as at a constant Mach number. 

S.2   Specific Range 

52 1    Estimation of specific range is described in Section 5.2.2 and the theory for the particular case of a parabolic 
drag polar is discussed in Section 5.2.3.  Section 5.2.4 deals with optimum specific range in general, and Section 5.2.5 
with optimum specific range for the particular case of a parabolic drag polar.  All theory in the above sections is 
based on the assumption that the specific fuel consumption remains essentially constant along the cruise trajectory 
considered (this is not in general exactly true but otherwise the algebra would be intractable).   Integration of specific 
range, over a change of aircraft weight equal to the weiflit of fuel consumed, gives the range; this is discussed in 
detail in Section 5.3. 

.1 
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5.2.2   Esttmthn of Specific Range 

The rate of change of aircraft weight, being equal to the rate at which fuel is consumed, is given by 

dW 
-=-cT, (,) 

where c = specific fuel consumption (sfc) 
t = time 
T ■ thrust 
W = aircraft weight. 

The instantaneous value of range in still air is then given by 

V 
dR  =  Vdt dW, (2) 

cT 

where R = range 
V  =  cruise true airspeed. 

Now in cruising flight, because the incidence is «mall, it can be assumed that lift is equal to weight, and that 
thrust is equal to drag, so the expression for specific lange becomes 

-*lmlmllL (3) 
dW       cT       W c D 

which, for speed in knots, sfc in lb/lb/h, and aircraft weight in pounds has the units of nautical miles per pound 
of fuel. 

In some theoretical studies, it is more convenient to work in terms of an overall efficiency of the powerplant, 
Hf , defined as 

^ = cli • (4) 

where H = the calorific value of the fuel. 

The expression for specific range then becomes 

dR       TJ..II H L 

dW T p W D 

The calorific value of kerosene is 18,550 Btu/lb.  For use in a range equation.   H   needs to be expressed in 
appropriate length units.  Thus it should be noted that 

l«,550Btu/lb  =   18.550x778 ft lb/lb =   14.43x10* ft 

14.43 x 10* ft   = 4398 m 
= 2733 mile (statute) 
= 2373 n mile (UK) 
= 2373 n mile (international). 

5,2,3   Specific Range Based on a Parabolic Drag Polar 

The simplest expression for the total drag coefficient of an aircraft, and one which accords very closely with 
actual drag characteristics for a wide range of aircraft types is 

CD   - CDo + CD|  =   CDO + — Cl . (6) 

i . 
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where e                                    CD0 = drag coefficient at zero lift* 

CDI ■  lift-dependent drag coefficient 

K =  lift-dependent drag factor 

A =  aspect ratio 

cL =  lift coefficient  =  L/ipV2S  = W/qS 

P =  air density 

s =  wing area. 

Thus the ratio of drag to lift is then 

D 

L CL         CL       irA    L ' 
(7a)  / 

which on substitution for CL  gives 

D 

or 

_ V2       2K  W/S 

2K W J_ 
itp b2 V2 

(7b) 

=  C DO ©-&) 
Thus the lift-to-drag ratio, required for use in Hquation (3), can be obtained by taking the reciprocal of D/L 

in Equations (7a) or (7b), depending on which is the most convenient form to use. 

When a number of results are required, over a range of speeds for example, a convenient method is to base the 
calculation on conditions for minimum drug. Differentiation of Equation (7a) with respect tu ('L gives the condi- 
tions for minimum drag (and maximum lift-lo-drag ratio) as 

1)0 
JTA 

l'2Lmd    and   CDmd   =   2C IXI (8) 

It follows that 

and 

/irA( D0 \'
a 

CLmd   =   I      K      1 

Wn,"        2 \KCW 
(EY I K \* 

(10) 

Ml) 

Substituting Equation (10) into Equation (7a) gives 

Dmi„        V2    CL        CLmd/        2    \Vmd>;       \M } l\        m7 (12) 

where  m = V/Vm(j 

* It must be admitted that, for k cambered wing, the term "drag coefficient at zero lift" is not very meaningful. For the purpose of 
performance computation, however, Equation (6) can be used as a "best fit" over the range of lift coefficients which are of interest. 
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Equation (12) is a perfectly general function that applies to any aircraft whose drag characteristics can be 
represented by Equation (6),  The variation of lift-to-drag ratio with speed is tabulated below and shown in Figure S. 

m - v/vmd 0.9 1.0   1.1        1.2         1.3        1.4 1.5         2.0     2.5 

Ügl = (L/D)/(L/D)max 0.9782 1.0   0.9821   0.9370   0.8765 0.8096 0.7423 0.471 0.312 

or DIDmin 1.02 1.0   1.018    1.068      1.14      1.24 1.35      2.125 3.285 

Using such values, specific range can be obtained from the expression 

dR       V    L        V    2(L/D) max. 
dW       cW D       cW   m2 + l/mJ (13) 

Numerical Example 

For an altitude of 30,000 ft (a = plp0 = 0.3747), and a speed range from 400 knots to 500 knots 
(M ■ 0.675-0.85) estimate the specific range of an aircraft with the following characteristics: 

W  -   30.0001b,       S   =   300 ft2,      - =   20 ,      CD0   =   0.02,       c  =  0.7 lb/lb/h ,      W/S  =   lOOIb/ft1 

In addition, calculate the speed and specific range for a thrust of 2000 lb. 

From Equation (II), 

2 x 30,000 \ "2       /      1 

(; 
md  10.00238 x 0.3747 x 300/    l 20 x 

i y/4 

0.02J 
=   595.5 ft/s   =  352.6 knots. 

Thus the speed range of 400 knots to 500 knots is covered by a range of m  from 1.1 to 1.4. 

From Equation (10), 

Therefore 

Wmax       2 ^0.02^ 
=   15.811 

CWIDJ 
15.811 

max 0.7 x 30,000 
=   75.29 x lO^h/lb 

(14) 

m 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 

V knots 388 423 458 494 530 

(L/D)/(L/D)max 0.9821 0.9370 0.8765 0.8096 0.7423 

V    L 
-   — (n mile/lb) 
cW  D 

0.0287 0.0298 0.0303 0.0301 0.296 

Dn 

 W_ 

(L/D) max 

30,000 

15.811 
=   1897 lb   . 
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Thus for 2000 lb thrust, 

Va        2000 

V^d   "   1897 

V 
1.3874,    =   1.1779. (15) 

V,nd 

Dmin '897 

—2^ =    =  0.9485 and, from Figure 5, 
D 2000 

V   =   1.78x352.6  =   415 knots. 

V   L 415.3 
Specific range   = = 

cW D       0.7 x 30,000 

/      2x 15.811      \ 
I \   =   0.297 n mile/lb. 
11.17792 + 1.1779-2i 

5.2.4    Optimum Specific Range Performance 

Maximum specific range, at a given aircraft weight, will occur when (V/c)(L/D) is a maximum, and different 
values will be obtained depending on the cruise condition specified, i.e. whether constant speed, constant engine 
setting, or constant altitude.  (As weight is reduced by consumption of fuel for a constant engine setting, either 
height or speed or both will increase). 

On the assumption that engine specific fuel consumption does not vary along the cruise trajectory for each 
of these cruise techniques, (the justification for making this assumption is that only small changes are considered) 
the relationships between lift and drag to obtain maximum specific range are derived below, and It is shown that 
these relationships are independent of the way in which drag varies with lift. 

5.2.4.1 Constant speed 

For cruise at a constant true airspeed, it follows directly from Equation (3) that maximum specific range will 
occur when drag is a minimum (i.e. when the ratio of lift to drag is a maximum).  The same is also true for cruise 
at a constant Mach number in the stratosphere, where the temperature and speed of sound are constant.  That is, 
the height should be that where the \m^ becomes equal to the chosen speed. 

5.2.4.2 Constant engine setting 

At a given engine rpm, engine performance in the stratosphere (where temperature is ronstant) is such that 
thrust is directly proportional to air density, and specific fuel consumption remains constant.  Usually, also, thrust 
may be considered independent of speed (at subsonic speeds) over a limited speed band.  For these conditions a 
simple relationship between lift and drag to obtain best specific range can be derived, provided that there is sufficient 
thrust at the maximum cruise rating of the engines for flight in the stratosphere to be attained.  The required 
relationship can be obtained by substituting in Equation (3), 

1/2 / fT \    v2 

 1 (16) pscDy 
/2D \n       / 

and it follows that 

dR        J_ /jrV*  C^ 
dW   ~   cW^pS/    cjf (l7) 

This the condition for maximum specific range in the stratosphere, at a given engine setting, occurs when 
(lift)/(drag)3'7 is a maximum, or (lift)2'3/(drag) is a maximum. 

5.2 4.3    Constant altitude 

To obtain the relationship between lift and drag for maximum specific range at a constant cruise altitude,   V 
in Equation (3) can be eliminated by substituting 

/_2W_V 

\pscj (18) 



I-M 

giving 

dR        1/2 N14 Cl" 
  -I 1    — . (19) 

dw     c \pswy   CD 

Thus the condition for maximum specific range at a given altitude (p constant) occurs when (lilu'^/dirug) is a 
maximum. 

S.2.4.4    Summary of conditions for maximum specific range 

In the three previous sections it has been shown that maximum specific range in the following cruise conditions 
is obtained when: 

For constant speed —     L/D is a maximum 

For constant engine setting    —     l.: '/!> is a maximum 

For constant altitude —     V*ID is a maximum. 

It is emphasised, once again, that these conditions have been derived without making any assumptions in 
regard to the way in which lift and drag vary with speed.  However, they apply only to the case of specific fuel 
consumption constant. 

It should be noted that p1'2   appears in the denominators of the expressions for specific range and this is 
one fundamental reason why high cruising altitudes are chosen for jet aircraft when good range performance is 
required. 

5.25   Optimum Specific Range Performance with a Parabolic Drag Polar 

The relationships between lift and drag for maximum specific range, obtained in Section 4, are now used 
with the theory of Section 3, to obtain optimum specific range relationships for the case where an aircraft's 
drag characteristics can be represented by Equation (6). 

5.2.5. /    Constant speed 

From Section 4.1, we have that maximum specific range at a constant speed occurs when drag is a minimum, 
and Equations (9), (10) and (I I) then apply.  In particular, we get from Equation (II) that 

is a constant for a given aircraft at a given weight where  (Ve)m(j  is the minimum drag speed in I-AS 
(Ve   =  Vv/o),and   a is the air density relativ«, to sea level conditions. 

Hence the maximum specific raije condition for any required true airspeed is obtained at an altitude defined 
by 

Va  =   ^ • 
"reqd 

5.2.5.2    Constant engine setting 

Maximum specific range in this case is obtained when L2/3/D is a maximum, and Equation (7a) gives 

La/3        C2
L'3      rrA    L     ' 

which, on differentiation, gives 

2K    1 3 
CD0   -     *   CLes >        i6-    CDes   -   -, CD0 • <22) 

TTA 2 

where the suffix   es   refers to conditions at a constant engine setting. 

8 
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It I «Mows that 

\2Kj y/2     l i" "l-rirJ     ' TTCtmd  - 0.707 r,,,,., (23) 

\CoJm      3 ^s/ 3   vy 
/ 2W\,J 

Vei =(^w s 2 md" l",89Vmd' 

=  0.943 (-] (24) 
max Vv mix 

(25) 

S. 2..?. i    Constant altltudv 

Maximum specific range in this case is obtained when   L|/2/D   is a maximum, and liquation (7a) gives 

iL-£EiuJLcf 

which, on difi'erentialion, gives 

3K    , 4 
<DO   =  "T(Lh-        '•«'   ('i)h   " T^'PO • <-h> irA 3 

where the sulTix   h   refers to conditions at a constant altitude. 

It follows that 

Cth  -]      "  CLmd   =  0.577 CLmd (27) 

Ä  . V3 /JTAX"' = V2. /L\     = og66 M 
(28) 

Vh   =f^j      -  ^  Vmd   =   1.316 Vmd  . (29) 

Equations (21), (25) and (29) are collected on Figure 6. 

5.2.5.4    Numerical examples 

For the aircraft characteristics used as an example in Section 5.2.3, calculate the maximum specific range (and 
thrust requirements) for the following cases: 

(i) A Mach number of 0.8 (in the stratosphere). 

(ii) An engine setting as in (i). 

(iii) Cruise at 30,000 ft (o = 0.3747). 

The results of the calculations are shown on Figure 7. 

5.3  Cruise Height Schedules and Integrated Range 

5.3.1 

This section collects together, with some extensions, the classical theory of range performance of jet aircraft in 
cruising flight, for conditions where engine specific fuel consumption can be assumed to remain essentially constant 
during the flight.  Most of the theory can be found scattered amongst standard text-books on aerodynamics in the 
references cited in 5.3.6, but is summarised here for convenience to the user, together with some worked examples. 

, . 
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5.3.2 

The dltUnce covered during criming flight (in Hill air) it obtained by integration of the "specific range" 
(i.e. the distance flown per unit quantity of fuel comumed) over a change of aircraft weight equal to the weight of 
fuel comumed. 

i.e. cruise range "-J., wv 

and dW  - dWF. 

where 
dP-        v 

dW   " cT   " ,PedfiC "^ 

V   -   cruise speed 

c   ■  specific fuel consumption 

T   =  thrust 

W,   -  aircraft weight at start of cruise 

W,    -  weight of fuel consumed. 

(la) 

(lb) 

For short ranges it is often sufficiently accurate to obtain cruise range by multiplying a mean specific range by 
the weight of fuel consumed, since the variation of specific range with weight is usually close to linear. 

Thus we have, approximately, that 

either 

or 

R   = ( —) WK 

\dW/W|-WF/2 

2[\dW/i      \dW/f, 
WF . 

(2) 

(3) 

where the subscripts  i   and   f  refer to initial and final conditions, respectively. 

For instance, in the example from an aircraft performance manual given in Figure 8, for an initial cruise weight 
of 26,000 lb and 8000 lb of fuel consumed, we get 

Method Mean (dR/dW) (n mile/lb) Range (n mile) Error {%) 

Integration 

Equation (2) 

Equation (3) 

0.380 

0.382 

0.377 

3040 

2056 

3016 

+ 0.5 

-0.8 

However, for theoretical work and early project studies, it is often more convenient to obtain cruise range from 
direct integration of Equation (la) over a chosen cruise trajectory.  In some cases, it then is necessary to assume a 
law for the variation of aircraft drag with speed such as* the single parabolic law: 

D-ipSV^Coo + ^C^-qS^o^C^ (4) 

Also, it is necessary to express the equation for specific range in the form 

dR V V        1 V L 
 = — = — = (Equation (3) of Section 5.2.2). 

dW        cT        cD       W   c D 
(5) 

The integration of this equation is discussed in the next section. 

* Theoretically, it may not always be justifiable to express the drag in this way, e.g. for an aircraft with a twitted wing such that 
minimum drag does not occur at zero lift; in such a situation, it may nevertheless be good enough to use Equation (4) as a "best-fit' 
to the  CL-CD polar over the range of lift coefficients likely to be used during cruise. 

in 
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.V / .i    HaniH' liiiiiiliiin\ 

.*. .1J I    Gnwnl nnwkt 

ll cun he wetl Irom intpection of i-.quulion (5) that one class (simple Inun (he unulylicul point of view) of 
cniiM* irujectones Ihul cun be eonxidered. are Ihosc where speed and/or (he rutio of lilt lo drug ure kept conslunl 
throuiihoul the I1i|tht   Keepinit (he rulio of lilt to drug constunt also mvuns thut the uirerut't incidence und lilt 
coefneient will remain oonitMi. 

Examination of the husie etiuution 

L   =  W   -   (YqS   =   (iJpV'S (ft) 

shows thut flight ut constant lift coeflicient can he uchieved in the following ways: 

(it .S/xr./ eonstMt.   This requires the cruise alti'ude of the aircraft to he steadily increased as fuel is consumed, 
in u way such thut air density is proportionul to the weight of the aircraft. 

or     (ii) AlllluJc amlaiil   This requires the speed of the uircrufl to be sleudily reduced us fuel is consumed, in u 
way such that   V   is proportional to the weight of the aircraft. 

or    (iii) Dynamic preuure f>ritfii>rtit>iial In llw wvtghl of the ainrajt.   However, an infinite variety of combinations 
of p   and   V   is possible, and this case is nut amenable to a general theoretical approach. 

Case (i) above is generally referred to as the Bftguel "crulsv-tlitnh" technique: it may not be acceptable in muny 
situutions because of the requirements of Air Traffic Control,  (use (ii) which requires u steudy decrease in speed 
during the cruise is unlikely to be acceptable to airlines us a normal operational procedure.   The more practical pro- 
cedures from the operational point of view, of cruising at constant altitude with either speed or engine thrust kept 
constant, are considered in Sections S.3.3.3.I and S.3.3.3.2 respectively. 

Also in these sub-sections each of the equations derived for various methods of cruising at constunt ultitude are 
compared with the Breguet equation for a cruise-climb, lor the same initial conditions of aircraft weight, speed, alti- 
tude and fuel fraction.   Vulues of the "rulios of range" so obtuined are plotted.   This has been done in order to show 
the loss of range relutive to the Breguet cruise-climb technique, and also to simplify computation.  Thus, once a 
Bregviet range has been obtained, for given initial cruise conditions, the range using other cruise techniques can 
quickly be found by application of the appropriate "ratio of range" rather thun having to substitute vulues into 
euch runge equation in turn. 

A typical variation of specific runge with aircraft weight and speed is shown in Kigure 9, with cross-plots showing 
the various types of cruise trajectory, ut constunt ultitude. thut have been considered.   The worked examples in 
Section 4 ure bused on this figure. 

5 3.3 2    Cruising with Incidence, lift coefficient, and HfMo-drag ratio constant 

5.3.3.2.1      Spird constant, altiiudc increasing (p a W ; both decrease together). 

Integration of liquation (S) gives the Breguet equation 

V L W. 

c I)     ^ W I 

V L I 
i.e. RHr   = log,  . (7b) Br        c D      e  I - W, /Wj 

5.3.3.3    Cruising at constant altitude with lift coefficient and lifl-lo-drag ratio free to vary 

5.3.3.3.1     Speed eonstan M C L a W) 

For this method of cruising, the aircraft incidence has to be steudily decreased as fuel is consumed, in such a 
way that the lift coefficient is proportional to the aircraft weight.  In addition, the engine thrurt will need to be 
steadily decreased during the course of the flight.   An example of such a cruise trujectory is shown by the line   AC 
in Figure 9. 
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I mm Equations (4) and (5), Cor the xamc conditionii ut start of cruise, the ratio of the cruise ranges is given by 

W^W, 
(m? + l/m?)tan-' -« *-—* r 

Kunge nt constant speed and altitude I m, ♦ (I     W,/W^/nij 

Breguet range 
loge V-Wp/wJ 

(8) 

The above ratio of ranges is plotted in I'igure 10 and it can be seen that, lor the same conditions at start of 
cruise, cruising at constant speed and altitude always results in a loss of range relative to the Breguet cruise-climb 
technique. 

5, i. J. 3.2    Thrust mutant 

The mctliod of cruising described in Section 5.3..1.3.1 above, requires that the engine thrust be steadily reduced 
during the course of the flight.  A possibly more convenient method from the operational point of view is to leave 
thrust constant, and to allow the aircraft speed to increase steadily during the course of the flight 

For the same conditions at start of cruise, the ratio of the cruise ranges is given by 

Range at constant thrust and altitude 

Breguet range 

vmein Wp/W, 

V| 
log» (       '       \ 1  1   ... 11/   IMI     1 

(9) 

The ratio  Vinejin/V|   is plotted in Figure 11, and the ratio of ranges in Figure 12.   In general, there is a lots 
of range relative to the Breguet technique, except at low values of  m,   and   W,./W|. Comparison of Figures 10 
and 12 shows that, at the higher values of  m,   and   W, W, , there is very little difference in range between the 
constant-speed and constant-thrust techniques (for the same initial cruise conditions). 

5. J. 4   Initial I ruisc i mditiom fur Maximum Range 

All the "ratio of ranges" given so far have been based on the same initial cruise conditions of aircraft weight, 
speed and altitude   In many circumstances, this is a fair basis of comparison, but on occasions it may be more 
realistic to make comparisons on the basis of initial cruise conditions which give maximum range. 

For the cruise techniques in which the lift coefficient is held constant throughout the flight, maximum range 
will be obtained when  VI I)   is a maximum.   From Kquation (2()) of 5.2.5 we have that   (VL/D)mix   is obtained 
when 

m  = 
Vmd 

=  3"*  = 1.31 h 

and, since 

we obtain that 

VL in 

D      m1 + l/m' 

mi 

Breguet range 

(Breguet range). max 

1.0 I.I 1.2 1.3 1.316       1.4 1.5 1.75     2.0 

0.8774     0.9479     0.9865     0.9998     1.000       0.9996     0.9769     0.906  0.825 

Thus the ratios of (range obtained by cruising at constant speed or constant thrust) to maximum Breguet 
range, can be found by multiplying the "ratios of range" from Equations (8) and (9), respectively, by the ratio of 
Breguet range to maximum Breguet range given above. 

12 
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For example, for cruising at constant thrust and   W^/Wj = 0.2 , we get 

mi 
R/RBr 

(same Vj) 
RBr/RBrmax R/Rßrmax 

1.0 1.062 0.8774 0.932 

i   u 0.089 0.9479 0.937 

1.2 0.953 0.9865 0.940 

1.3 0.934 0.9998 0.934 

1.4 0.922 0.9996 0.922       1 

1.5 0.915 0.9769 0.894 

The above table also shows that the initial speed to give maximum range, using the constant-thrust technique, 
is about   1.2 Vmj   in this particular case. 

5.3.5    Exam/ > of Range Calculation 

For the purpose of these examples, an aircraft with the following characteristics is assumed: 

Initial cruise weight = 30,000 lb 

Final cruise weight = 20,000 lb 

Initial (or constant) cruise height = 30,000 ft (o   =  0.3747) 

Wing reference area =          300 ft2 

JTA 
CD0   =   0.02:   =   20;   c  -  0.07 lb/lb/h. 

Thus we have 

VVmax ^ \KCD(V/ 2   ^0.02^ 

CLmd   " (nr1)        *  »20x0.02)' 

<Vmd)|   - 

=   15.811 

=  0.6325 

('   2W      \  ' 2       / 200 \ 

op0SCLmd)        "(o.000891 x 0.6325) 

= 595.7 ft/s 

= 353 knots 

Thus, the initial speed for maximum Breguet range is 

3"4 <vmd)i   =   1-316x353   =  464 kt. 

The specific range performance of this aircraft, for an altitude of 30,000 ft, is plotted in Figure 9. The constant-CL 

trajectory is shown by the line AB , the constant-speed trajectory by the line AC , and the constant-thrust trajec- 
tory by the line   AD , all for an initial cruise speed of 464 knots, as calculated above. 

(a)   Breguet cruise-climb 

From Equation (7b) 

1 

i.e. M-T) \J - 0.333/ 
464.2 

RBr = ■ x 13.693 log,. = 3682 n mile . 
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Since   W/o   is constant, 

of  =   (Wf/W^Oj   =   »x 0.3747  =  0.2498 givmg hf  =   39.800 ft. 

It should be noted that there is a difference between a cruise-climb schedule and those flown at constant 
height;  the former requires work to be done against gravity as well as against drag:  in the example. 

work done against gravity W x 9000 x 100 
x I007f   =   =   0.6'/! 

work done against drag (W/13.7) x 3682 x 6020 

Correcting for this, range  =   3682(1 -0.006)  =   3660 n miles , 

small, but not quite negligible! 

(b)   Constant V and h 

From Figure 10, 

R  =   0.890 x RBr   -   3277 n mile. 

From Figure 12, 

R   =   0.849 RBr   =   3200 n mile. 

5.3.6   Bibliography 

The theory of range performance is partially covered in a number of text-books, articles, etc.   For a deeper 
study of the question References 2-6 are recommended. 

S.4   Effect of Various Aircraft and Engine Characteristics 

5.4.1 

In the development of any simple analytical treatment, such as those for cruise speed height and range outlined 
above it is tacitly assumed that any relationships between parameters hold good over the ranges of values that need 
to be considered, i.e. there will be no discontinuities in the functions.   In particular, it is assumed that (for the 
aircraft) drag is a continuous (in the mathematical sense) function of lift, and of speed, and for the engine, fuel 
consumption and thrust are continuing functions of "pilots demand' (i.e. throttle position) forward speed and height. 
None of these assumptions can be justified unreservedly and without limit.   The simple parabolic law connecting 
drag with lift,   CD = CD0 + K,^ , holds good only up to   CL - CLcri(, after which a further term   K^CL-CY^J,)1 

must be added.   Profile drug   D0   varies as   V3   only up to a value of  V   corresponding to an often ill-defined Mach 
number   M crit , at which the value of  C1)0   is no longer (approximately) constant, but increases sharply.   For prac- 
tical purposes these two effects may be dealt with by assuming that the speeds corresponding to the critical values 
represent points at which the fuel consumption in Ib/nm will increase sharply, and so they are effective boundary 
conditions.   For the engine, discontinuities occur when some engineering design parameter such as TFT. compressor 
total pressure, or r.p.m. that respond to external conditions, reach a limiting value, or some modified mode of opera- 
tion such as the action of compressor blow-off valves (e.g. Figure 17) comes into effect.   The effect of these on the 
aircraft performance is usually only progressive, and of course, it can only be allowed for empirically. 

5.4.2 

It is instructive to examine the extent to which the basic assumption of the preceding sections     that the sfc 
is constant over the cruise phase - is borne out in practice, and the effect on the cruise performance of any deviations 
that occur. 

In fact, sfc for a turbo-reaction engine (jet or fan) in general varies with 

(i) r.p.m. (or more directly of interest in the aircraft performance context, with thrust) 

(ii) forward speed, 

(iii) height (or more correctly, with ambient temperature), i.e. the variation occurs only below the tropopause. 
(Above the tropopause there may be a minor variation resulting from blading Reynolds number effects, 
but this is usually only of consequence in extreme cases.) 

(ii) and (iii) are significant in all cases, though the magnitude of the rate of change depends on the characteristics of 
a particular engine. 1A 
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(in is (one suspects) a source of occasional conlusion, in that when (as in modern high temperature and high 
compression engines), there is very little change in sic at a constant fomard snccJ over the working range of thrust, 
this is just when the variati 'ii of sfc with forward speed in level flight at constant weight when installed in an air- 
craft, is greatest.   This apparent anomaly is best explained graphically     see Figures 13 to Id. which show sfc plotted 
against thrust for a range of speeds (Mach number) for four different types of engine: 

1. a low pressure ratio and moderate temperature (TET) turbo-jet. Figure 13, 

2. a moderately high pr, high TtT turbo-jet. Figure 14, 

3. a high pr. high III low by-pass ratio turbo-fun. Figure IS 

4. a high pr, fairly high III. high bpr turbo-fan. Figure 16. 

The curve super-imposed on all these is the thrust required (= drag) for the level tlight of an aircraft of aspect- 
ratio 7 cruising at low altitude (this latter chosen so that a wide variation in speed can be shown). 

Comparing the four sets of curves it will be seen that there is in fact an appreciable variation of sfc with speed, 
particularly in the region of  Vtn   for the turbo-fan engines. 

The effect on specific range is shown in Figures 17 and 18. where it is plotted against speed for the four engines, 
and compared »■.;;;. ihe values obtained with constant sfc.   The important point to note is the variation in the speed 
for optimum specific range from the value of 1.316 Vin   given by the simple analytical treatment. 

N.B. Except that the general order of progression from engines (1 to 4) is correct, the curves should not, NOT, 
be taken as a measure of the exact differences in specific range obtained by installing engines of different characteris- 
tics in a given aircraft.  These will depend on how the engines are 'matched", e.g. for same take-off thrust, same 
maximum speed, or to give the same range. (In the Figure, for convenience they are matched at the same thrust at 
the same maximum speed).  The matching involves a whole host of parameters such as installed weight and drag, and 
is another major subject in itself! 

Figure 18. for cruise at the tropopause illustrates the condition (for engine 1) where the optimum speed is not 
leached at all, as it would be above   Vmax   which is assumed to be determined by drag rise at   M = 0.9 .   There 
would be a similar but even more abrupt increase in slope of the curves where   C L = CLait , it this occurs before 
the drag rise. 

5.5 Descent 

As with climb, so can the descent from a high-altitude cruise to ground level often be a segment contributing 
to the total range distance.  Whether it does so or not is usually a matter lor operational consideration.   For military 
aircraft returning to base, or attacking a target after a surprise approach at altitude, a rapid descent will be permissible 
or desirable, often with engine throttled back and air brakes in operation; the distance covered and the fuel actually 
consumed are both small and it is an acceptable simplification to assume that the aircraft continues to cruise until 
overhead base, and ignore the descent completely. 

At the other extreme are civil passenger aircraft for which both the rate of descent (actual increase in cabin 
pressure) and attitude must be kept to low values, and so the descent (at some prescribed Mach number or CAS 
height schedule) will cover an appreciable distance, comparable to the climb segment, and must be dealt with in a 
similar way. by stages.   A technically similar condition exists for combat aircraft for which an 'under the radar beam' 
approach to a target is required.  (In passing, one may perhaps be allowed a facetious comment that in treating this 
special condition, actually that of following a target to the earth's surface, it seems to be a common, if heretical, 
practice to regard it as a curved path above a Hat earth!) 

5.6 Allowances 

This term is used to cover secondary (though by no means always second-order in terms of fuel usage) phases 
or segments of the total flight plan, after the main distance contributions of cruise and the associated climb and 
descent.   They include phases where the aircraft is changing speed between major phases, e.g. climb and fast cruise, 
combat or attack phases for military aircraft, diversions from the intended destination to an alternate and stand-off 
or loiter before receiving permission to land. 

As the amounts of acceleration and deceleration expressed as speed changes must always in total be equal and 
opposite in the course of a flight, one might be tempted to ignore them and assume that the speed changes are 
made over zero distances flown.  Although the amounts of fuel concerned are usually small they are not equal; 
(a) because Ihe acceleration phase takes longer, the net force being  T - D , which may often be small towards the 
end of the phase, whereas for deceleration it is Drag minus idling thrust (which may well be negative at low r.p.m., 
i.e. momentum drag > gross thrust); (b) the deceleration will occur later in the flight, when the aircraft weight has 
been reduced; (c) as it is not practical to shut down the engines entirely, fuel is still being consumed at an appreciable 
rate to produce unwanted thrust. 

15 
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'CoiPbat' attack or 'dash' phases for military aircraft may sometimes be specified as not being considered as 
contributory to distance but. if they are to be included, the fuel used at (usually) maximum-rating conditions may 
well be comparable with that used on the true cruise phases, even though the distance is small. 

'Diversions' can of course, be treated as just another set of cruise conditions but, as they may in practice have 
to be started from low level and be comparatively short, it may not be possible to attain anywhere near the optimum 
cruise height: but even so it will often be more economical to follow a climb-descent path, with no level cruise 
segment at all. than to fly the whole distance at low level.  This will be illustrated by means of a fuel-distance 
diagram, in the final section (Fig.26). 

Loiter, or stand-off is, in a sense, a type of cruise flight, but in contrast to range cruising, the object is to 
maximise time flown (rather than distance) for a given fuel quantity.   It is fairly obvious that this will be achieved 
by flying at the speed requiring minimum thrust; 
higher speed at which   sfc/(L/D)   is a minimum. 

i.e. if sfc is constant, or in the practical case, the slightly 

Fuel consumed will usually be reduced by flying higher, but true speed will then increase, which may not be 
desirable; in any event the height will often be specified for operational reasons. 

6.     USE OF FUEL AND DISTANCE DIAGRAMS 

There are two ways in which this type of diagram is useful, first as a graphical presentation of the calculated 
results of range of radius together with the other components of a complete sortie, i.e. the total flight plan; and 
secondly it is often an easier method in practice of arriving at the total operational range of radius or duration when 
the separate specific ranges and allowances have been found, than the alternative of formulating and solving a possibly 
complex and cumbersome equation. 

Figure 19 shows such a diagram, with the essential features annotated.  The slope of the various curves equals 
1/specific range (and thus for no-distance allowances specific range is zero).  Where (and this in general is the case) 
specific range is varying, this will show up as a curve, but if intermediate points are of no interest in a particular 
case the diagram can be simplified by drawing straight lines between the terminal points. 

The second use of the diagram is illustrated by Figure 20 by drawing the part of the diagram containing the 
descent, attack and re-climb phases on a transparent sheet and placing it over the out and return cruise curves so 
that the end points of the descent and re-climb phases coincide with the cruise curves.   The procedure enables the 
radius for the sortie to be found very much more easily than by an analytical solution when the allowances (as in 
the example) are complex, and the cruise lines non-linear, and when no computer program is available. 

Figures 21, 22. 23 and 24 show diagrams corresponding to the block diagrams of fuel usage for various types 
of sortie with which we started in Figure I of the paper.   Figure 24, for a high-level range flight, has been chosen 
to show another use of the diagram;   the additional range obtainable by in-flight refuelling.   In Figure 25, note that 
two types of solution are obtained, according to whether or not the limitation due to observing a 'point of no return' 
before refuelling is to be complied with or not.   Possible deviations from the required cruise conditions necessary 
during the refuelling process affect only the amount of fuel dispersed by the tanker, except for an additional fuel 
used during a re-climb from refuelling to cruise height, though this can in practice be allowed for by implicitly 
assuming (as in the figure) that the refuelling takes place at constant range, whereas it will normally be done whilst 
continuing on course. 

Figure 26 shows how the fuel for a diversion that is started from low level, may be minimised by .limbing to 
a cruise height appropriate to the diversion distance.   For example, for the diversion range   RDi, less fuel will be 
used by cruising at the height   li,   than by continuing to   llj, because the extra climb fuel would outweigh the 
better specific range at the greater height for the very short cruise distance involved. 

7.     OPTIMISATION 

We mean by 'optimisation' of range or radius-of-action, something more than for example the selection of a 
cruise regime (i.e. height, speed and engine setting) to give the greatest distance when the aircraft is otherwise com- 
pletely defined. 

Optimisation in the fullest sense means designing the complete aircraft     wing geometry, type and location of 
engines, body proportions    to give the best range performance for a given cost (which may include R&D. initial 
unit cost and also subsequent operating costs) or, alternatively the minimum cost for a given range. 

Because weights, aerodynamics parameters and engine performance are so inter-dependent (as is shown in 
R.Wallace's paper), it is hardly conceivable that, except in the simplest cases, when some arbitrary constraints reduce 
the number of variables, any simple formulae or set of equations can be written to give a direct answer.   Rather, a 
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complete 'parametric study' must be done, using where appropriate, the methods and rules for cruising developed 
in this lecture to give 'families' of aircraft for which varying cruising performance levels can be matched against 
other performance parameters, eg. airfield performance.  The different sizes of aircraft to give these performance 
levels can be evaluated, from their airframe weight and engine outputs, on a cost basis, and thence yield the informa- 
tion from which an optimum choice can be made in terms of whatever 'cost-effectiveness' criteria are deemed 
appropriate. 
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AIRFIELD PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODS FOR 
TRANSPORT AND COMBAT AIRCRAFT 

John Williams 

PART I - INTRODUCTION AND BASIC CONCEPTS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper is intended to analyse and synthcsise some essential background Tor the evaluation and prediction of 
the airfield performance of turbo-jet and turbo-fan aircraft projects designed for (TOL/RTOL or STOL operation 
(Fig.I).   Relevant aircraft configurations (Fig.2l include7'8 those incorporating conventional wings with moderate 
values of sweep, thickness-chord ratio and aspect ratio, slender wings with highly-swept thin wings of low aspect-ratio; 
and powered wing-lift augmentation or direct engine-lift for STOL at least.   While turbo-jet and turbo-fan types of 
aircraft are mainly treated here, some of the discussion is of interest also for propeller and rotary-wing aircraft. 

In Part I, basic airfield performance concepts and frameworks arc first clarified with respect to the major 
individual segments of normal take-off and landing operations, comprising. 

Accelerating and decelerating ground run; 
Rotation to lift-off and from touchdown; 
Airborne flare, up and out; 
Climb-up and descent-approach. 

Operational safety and certification aspects arc then introduced, not only by reference to current regulations 
based largely on extrapolation from existing experience, but also by outlining possible novel treatments now envisaged 
in terms of forward c timation of "probability-levels" for "failures" and deficiencies" with new projects. 

In Part II, the complex factors involved in airfield perfonnance prediction are formulated separately for take-off 
and landing.   Special attention has to be paid to the nature and magnitude of performance margins likely to arise 
from typical handling/airworthiness/certification demands, especially as regards operational restraints on relevant 
aircraft speeds and attitudes, airfield distances and climb gradients; proper specification of mandatory official require- 
ments is of course not intended.  The various factors are illustrated first by consideration of conventional CTOL 
transport aircraft for preciseness, most of the fundamental aspects at least being also of some significance for other 
aircraft types.   Clarification of special features peculiar to new slender-wing (TOL aircraft and to STOL aircraft with 
lift-augmentation is then attempted, as well as of the simpler treatments often tolerated currently for project studies 
on combat aircraft as distinct from transports. 

In Part III, specific prediction techniques are set down in "notebook fonn", with critical comments on diagrams 
showing the primary features.   Firstly, a brief appraisal is made of simple correlation treatments for the rough estima- 
tion of overall take-off and landing distances.  Possible analytical treatments of the individual segments of take-off 
and landing operations are then examined in more detail.   Particular attention is devoted to the assumptions necessary 
for the provision of tractable theoretical models and to the empirical factors inherently involved for satisfactory 
practical prediction.  The sensitivity of airfield performance comparisons to the specific choice of technical and 
operational assumptions is also illustrated.  Finally, attention is drawn to some relevant aspects not analysed hen.*, 
in particular the evaluation of aircraft noise and its implications on airfield performance capabilities. 

2. BASIC AIRFIELD PERFORMANCE CONCEPTS 

2.1   Take-Off 

Nature of Take-Off Path 

"Horizontal" take-offs, proceeding from rest at one end of an airstrip to clear a screen/barrier at the other, 
can be introduced conveniently by reference to Figure 3, where variations of aircraft height, pitch angle and speed 
with horizontal distance are illustrated qualitatively. 
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The ground-run distance comprises: 

(i)   The primary ground-run during which the aircraft accelerates from rest to its "rotational speed"  VR , 
i.e. normally maintaining its ground attitude unchanged. 

(ii)   The secondary ground-run during which conventionally the aircraft rotates to a higher wing incidence, 
or more generally generates lift-augmentation by other means, while still accelerating slightly to the 
"lift-off speed VL0 . 

The airborne distance comprises: 

(i)   The flare-up when airborne, with the aircraft possibly still rotating and/or accelerating to provide excess 
lift normal to the local flight path.  Sometimes, the screen may be cleared before the flare is completed. 

(ii)   A further short steady climb, if the flare is completed before reaching the screen, in order to clear the 
appropriate height with adequately safe speed  Vj .   For certification or comparative purposes the screen 
height is usually prescribed as 10.5 m (35 ft) or IS m (50 ft) with civil or military specifications respectively. 

Ground-Run 

For conventional nmway operation, only some 10% to 20% of the propulsive energy is dissipated by rolling 
friction or aerodynamic drag during the ground run.  Thus, from the simplest first-order considerations (Fig.6) 
relating:- 

the mean accelerating-thrust T  (during the ground-run distance SG) to the aircraft terminal energy 
i(W/g)V^0 at lift-off, 

SG   =s i(W/g)V^o(l/T), 

i.e. SG   ^  (W/S)(W/T)(1/CLL0)- . 
'       gp 

The advantages of high installed thrust/weight ratio (T/W), high aircraft lift-coefficient at lift-off (CL L0), and 
low wing-loading (W/S) are immediately apparent as regards minimisation of ground-run distance.   For long-range 
conventional transport aircraft, intended for CTOL operation with T/W 2: 0.2 , the take-off ground run and the time 
required may typically exceed 1500 m (5000 ft) and 50 sec respectively.   In contrast, for short-range aircraft intended 
for STOL operation with  T/W ~ 0.6 , the take-off ground run and the time required could be reduced to say about 
one-sixth and one-quarter respectively, taking also into account the relevant increase in  CL L0 and decrease in  W/S . 

Flare-Up 

The "flare-up" tends to present conditions not so amenable to trivial first-order analysis, even for conventional 
aircraft, since piloting techniques can play a major role and can vary widely with the aircraft type as well as the pilot. 
The crudest assumption, that the steady climb angle 7C (away from ground) is achieved immediately and maintained, 
usually underestimates significantly the airborne distance  Sa   from lift-off to the screen height hs.  Thus (Fig.6), 

Sa   >  hs/(tan -y,,) i  hs/7c , 

where 7C   =   sin-'HT - D)/W1   ~  (T/W) - (D/L) rad . 

Simple-arc flare paths (concave upwards) can respresent more reasonable approximations, as discussed more fully 
later (Section 9.2).   For example, an elementary circuh'r-arc path tangential to the ground at lift-off and to the 
steady-climb path at the screen (Fig.6), gives simply 

Sa  a (2hs/7c). 

Although crude, such arguments can demonstrate forcibly the significance of high lift/drag ratio (L/D) along with 
high lift conditions at and following lift-off, as well as of high thrust/weight ratio (T/W). They illustrate also the 
demand for capability of generating appreciable excess lift coefficient and/or speed rise during the flare, to provide 
the required normal (centripetal) acceleration. 

Climb 

Climb capability after completion of the flare is significant also for reasons other than clearance of the "regulatory* 
screen height. These include safe and acceptable clearance of surrounding terrain or obstacles, and more recently the 
compliance with noise restrictions.  Reference will be made later (Section 3.3) to different segments of the climb path, 
for various conditions of the aircraft configuration, including engine failure.  To ensure good climb capability over the 
various segments, the advantages of high  L/D aie again obvious for the relevant climb configurations, as well as high 
T/W commensurate with environmental noise constraints.  Such demands for maximum  L/D to meet climb-angle 
requirements, or even to reduce airborne-path distance, can conflict of course with the preference for very high lift- 
coefficients at lift-off speed to reduce the ground-tun distance. 
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Engine Failure 

In the event of an engine failure, the nett available  T/W  for aircraft acceleration and/or balancing the drag at 
high lift can become especially critical. Then, not only does a significant reduction in thrust occur - even with the 
other engine powers raised to emergency rating - but also noticeable drag increases can arise from wind-milling of 
the dead engine and from trimming out the asymmetric thrust.  This leads naturally later to the formulation of a 
variety of possible safety criteria as regards minimum speeds, distances and climb gradients to be attainable with a 
critical engine failure. This includes also a requirement for abandoning the take-off during the ground run, by 
decelerating to rest, if engine failure occurs before a critical Decision Speed (V,) is reached. 

2.2   Landing 

Nature of Landing Path 

"Horizontal" landings, proceeding from a steady descending approach so as to clear the screen/threshold at one 
end of the airstrip and come to rest before the other, are illustrated qualitatively in Figure S.  While the variations of 
aircraft height and speed with horizontal distance during landing may appear broadly similar in character to those 
for take-off in reverse, the variations of pitch angle tend to be substantially different in the airborne phase. 

The airborne distance can again comprise: 

(i)   The final part of the steady descent, typically 3° from the horizontal for CTOL.  But this contribution 
may not arise with very steep descents (e.g. STOL), if the flare has to be started before reaching the 
screen to preclude the need for excessive normal accelerations.   For certification or comparitive purposes, 
the landing threshold height is usually taken as 9 metres (30 ft) and sometimes 15 m (50 ft). 

(ii)   The flare distance, to ensure a tolerable vertical velocity at touchdown, typically 0.6 m/sec (2 ft/sec) for 
CTOL, often with appreciable reduction of the horizontal speed at touchdown (Vtd) to below that at 
the threshold (VAT). 

The ground-run distance comprises; 

(i)   The initial ground-run from touchdown when conventionally the aircraft rotates down to ground attitude 
(all wheels touching), or more generally any special lift-augmentation is cancelled, during which period 
some deceleration occurs and braking is initiated. 

(ii)   The miyor ground-run with the aircraft at ground attitude, where rapid deceleration is obtained from 
wheel brakes, air brakes and thrust reversal, or possibly even by drag-parachute deployment in the case 
of military aircraft and prototype testing. 

Airborne Phase 

The landing airborne distance typically accounts for one-third to one-quarter of the overall landing distance, 
but the nature of the flare is of course highly relevant.  Neglecting any possible "float" period before touchdown 
and referring simply again to steady-descent or to tangential circular-arc paths from threshold to touchdown, the 
airborne-distance might crudely be expected to satisfy the relation (Fig.6) 

where 

hs/7a   <  Sa   <  2h!./7a , 

7a   ä  (D/D-OVW). 

In the absence of reverse thrust during the airborne phase, this implies the generation of a large enough drag 
(low L/D) to provide the required  y^   and to reduce the airspeed during the flare, while still maintaining a high 
CL  to ensure adequate excess lift in the flare for checking the vertical velocity and for appropriate manoeuvreability. 

Ground Run 

For the landing ground-run distance, the concept of a sensibly constant deceleration dG , can again be employed, 
leading to the simple relation 

SG = Kvfd 

where dG 2: 0 35 g  for conventional transports. 

However, this tends to be rather inadequate because of the complexity of the retardation process with modem 
aircraft   In particular, different time delays can arise between touchdown and full application of the various possible 
braking devices, while some distinction may be necessary between wet and dry runway operations. 
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Climb-Out 

Even with landing, climb-out capability becomes of special interest for the emergency cases of a discontinued 
approach - just before reaching the threshold or a baulked landing - after passing the threshold,  Although there 
arise here broadly similar considerations to the take-off climb, the starting conditions tend to be rather different at 
the climb-out decision point during landing, when the engines are at low thrust and the aircraft at high drag until 
appropriate changes can be made. 

2.3  Operational Safety and Certification Aspects 

Current Airworthiness Requirements 

Present safety and certification criteria for conventional aircraft are based largely on qualitative extrapolation 
of past experience.  Moreover, even for conventional civil transport aircraft, an internationally-recognised set of 
certification requirements has not yet been agreed world-wide, though the collaboration between western countries 
is steadily improving, particularly as regards compatibility and future improvements. 

For conventional civil transport aircraft, the two sets of requirements most frequently cited are: 

(i)   BCAR (Section D):- British Civil Airworthiness Requirements produced by the Air Registration Board". 

(ii)   FAR (Part 25):- United States Federal Aviation Requirements produced by the Federal Aviation Agency12. 

Light aircraft, broadly with take-off mass below 5700 kg (12,5001b), are required to satisfy slightly less stringent 
requirements defined by BCAR (Section K) and FAR (Part 23), but will not be referred to again specifically here. 

As regards conventional military transport aircraft, civil standards are usually adopted for normal peacetime 
operations in general passenger and freight roles, but higher risk standards may be tolerated for a particular role or 
for operation in military emergency conditions.   More generally, there exist formal sets of requirements also 
published for all military aircraft, for example:- 

(i)   UK Av P 970 (Parts 6 and 9):- Design Requirements for Service Aircraft13. 

(ii)   US AF Mil-F-008785:-   Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplane:,14. 

Revision Demands 

Such airworthiness requirements are lengthy and involved, with much cross-referencing and qualification as 
properly appropriate to mandatory certification terminology.   Changes can and must be undertaken continually 
in the light of operational experience and to cover new operational techniques or fresh hazards.  Complete revisions 
also become necessary when novel types of aircraft are to be introduced, such as presently being undertaken for 
supersonic transports15,16 and STOL transports17',8.  The main purpose of such requirements could be regaided as 
to ensure reduction of the risks to passenger and to public safety down to acceptable levels, without making flying 
costs unnecessarily prohibitive.   Some progress is now being made towards more quantitative analytical treatments 
of likely risks and effects in the formulation of new safety and certification criteria, as exemplified already from 
their application by ARB to new concepts involved with Autoland and Concorde.   Such treatments naturally involve 
safety analyses relating statistically the probability of occurrences to the effects they may produce, so that essential 
ingredients comprise numerical specification of safety targets and reasonable allocation of risks among the various 
possible causes. 

As regards overall safety targets for future civil transport aircraft, these should surely be at least as good as for 
current jet transports.   Figure 7 shows some representative data17 over the decade 1959-1969 for the annual variation 
of the number of aircraft flying hours and the number of fatal accidents (one or more persons killed in an aircraft); 
together, these give the annual accident rate which is seen to be levelling off at about one per I06 hrs.  Thus, for 
example on the assumption that only about one-fifth of such accidents should arise from airworthiness causes and 
that only about one-half should be attributed to airfield operation (take-off and landing), I'.e average probability of 
a fatal accident from airworthiness causes during airfield operation would become 

I x ^ x |   per 10* flying hours 

i.e. this particular safety target should not exceed lO"7 per flying hour, or perhaps KT7 per take-off + landing. 

Next, as regards airworthiness risks, about ten broad categories of appropriate qualities might be hsted as in 
Figure 8 and, for our crude illustration, we might allocate rationally an even distribution of risks to these categories. 
Then, the safety target for the average probability of a fatal accident during airfield operation from one of these 
categories, e.g. performance aspects, should be at least 

I Of"* per take-off + landing. 
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Furthermoi , in performance analysis, certain critical conditions have to be considered and accounted for, e.g. 
when the aircraft take-off mass is limited to satisfy an airfield runway length restriction.  Provided such "critical 
conditions" are not a regular occurrence, the relevant probability might then perhaps be allowed to deteriorate, 
say by a factor of 10 (to I0"7 per TO + L).  Again, flight may take place under "critical conditions" at the same 
time as other non-accountable factors are also at their declared limits (e.g. maximum permitted crosswind).   Under 
such occasional "minimum conditions", the relevant probability might perhaps be allowed to deteriorate further, 
again say by a factor of 10 (to I0"6 per TO + L). 

For new projects, Manufacturers with the aid of Airworthiness Authorities and R&D Establishments have 
naturally had to make extensive studies of variables (both accountable and non-accountable) which can affect the 
aircraft performance, handling and other qualities.   However, in future, additional reference will be necessary to 
"probability level ojectives" similar to but more sophisticated than those crudely illustrated above. 

Scope of Present Analysis 

The further discussions of safety and certification considerations here certainly cannot attempt formulation in 
probability terms at this time.  They are intended to clarify and interpret some existing and possible new require- 
ments of direct relevance to practical methods of estimation of airfield performance.   Moreover, the particular 
arguments developed for this purpose must not be taken to agree necessarily or precisely with specific official 
airworthiness requirements. 

3S 
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PART II - TAKE-OFF AND LANDING FACTORS 

3.    TAKE-OFF FACTORS FOR CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT 

3.1   Take-Off Speeds (Fig.9) 

There are a large variety of aircraft speed conditions during the take-off phase which have become significant 
for reference in airfield performance calculations, operational monitoring, or certification codes"'12.  Figure 9 lists 
some of these in the normal order of magnitude, with quotation of some relative values which are currently con- 
sidered advisable for conventional CTOL transports at least.  The following discussion serves to illustrate the signifi- 
cance of such reference speeds and their inter-relationships, as background for performance estimation methods. 

The Decision Speed V,   provides a basic reference for a piloting decision as to whether to abandon or continue 
the take-off (V < V, or V > V,) in the event of an engine-failure recognition at speed  V . More particularly, from 
our viewpoint, it serves to define a "balanced field length" so that an engine failure can be dealt with safely at any 
stage of the take-off; by appropriately braking to a stop (V < V,) or continuing on the remaining engines (V > V,). 
as discussed in Section 3.2.  Usually, 

^i  ^ ^MCG >    ^e minimum control speed on or near the ground, beyond which 
it is possible to maintain adequate aircraft control (primarily by 
aerodynamic means) for take-off in the event of an engine failure. 

The Take-Off Safely Speed Vj  is essentially referenced as the lowest speed, as achieved by proper rotation 
and lift-off procedures, at which the aircraft must reach the screen height to ensure an adequate safe climb-out with 
a critical engine failure.  Conventionally, its minimum acceptable value is prescribed by 

V, >   I.I x VMCA ,    the minimum control speed in free air with an engine failed, 

V2  >   1.2 x Vs ig ,   the minimum speed in the free-air stall under lg conditions 
with power off or perhaps at a minimum. 

Essentially, these two simple requirements are intended to ensure five vital safeguards during take-off: - 

(i) Some reduction below target speed can be tolerated, still maintaining positive climb (see also Section 3.3). 

(ii) Some speed reduct'on due to atmospheric disturbance or pilot error can be accepted while still maintaining 
control. 

(iii) Lift margins are available for aircraft manoeuvres to climb, turn, etc. 

(iv) Incidence margins are available to preclude stall or loss of control from an up-gust. 

(v) With an engine-failure, possibly accompanied by speed errors, control can be maintained. 

Later on, for STOL aircraft using powered lift augmentation, the difficulty of finding only two simple criteria to 
satisfy adequately these five safeguards will become apparent. 

The Rotation Speed VR  is naturally the reference speed for the pilot to begin rotation of the aircraft from its 
normal ground attitude towards its lift-off condition, a typical mean rate of rotation being about 30/sec for CTOL 
transports. The minimum acceptable value of VR  is specified conventionally by the following criteria: 

VR   > 1.05 x VMCA 

>   11 x VML0 ,    the minimum lift-off speed all-engines 

or  1.05 x VML0 , if rotation is limited by lack of tail power or by the tail hitting 
the ground. 

Also,  VR  must permit the take-off safety speed  V2  (with engine failure) to be reached at the screen, as already 
defined, 

The All-Engines Screen Speed V3  is also of interest since not only should this provide a more substantial 
safety margin appropriate to normal operation but also, as regards distance certification, the all-engines case can be 
more critical sometimes than the engine-failure case when taking into account the respective safety factors (see 
Section 3.2). 

Typically Vj  ^  Vj + 10 kn. 
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The Lift-Off Speed VLO , or more particularly the Minimum Lift-Off Speed VMLO , is prescribed directly by 
conventional airworthiness requirements only insofar as VR   may in some instances be defined by it.  However, the 
safety margins are intended to ensure that the normal  VLO exceeds VMLO   by an adequate amount, so that the 
stalling speed on or near the ground is not too closely approached, nor does slight over-rotation prove troublesome. 
Otherwise rapid degradation of Lift/Drag ratio and handling characteristics could then arise, preventing the safe 
attainment of Vj  or V, . 

The Minimum Stalling Speed  VMS   in free air is sometimes quoted for reference instead of Vsj„, where the 
former is obtained by steadily decreasing flight speed     typically by I kn/sec instead of under 1 g stalling conditions 
as implied by the latter; conventionally, both are determined power-off or at minimum power setting. The distinction 
between the two speeds is not necessarily trivial and has produced some misunderstandings in the past. Typically, 
VMS   may be as low as O.'M Vs |g, so that the corresponding "maximum lift coefficient"  rLMS   may be quoted at 
a value some 13% higher thin the  CLmax condition normally referenced for aerodynamic analysis. 

Practical derivation (or demonstration) of the values for the speeds  V2, VR , etc. which meet the respective 
airworthiness certification requirements may necessitate some iteration procedures, to ensure that these values remain 
compatible with other aspects of practical and safe airborne manoeuvres with the specific aircraft during take-off. 
For example, starting with the minimum allowable rotation speed (from handling and airworthiness considerations), 
the resulting speed at screen height then may work out at a value higher than the minitnun: allowable value of V, ; 
this represents an acceptable take-off procedure.  Otherwise, the calculations must be repeated with higher rotation 
speeds until a satisfactory screen speed is achieved.   A thorough design study or the preparation of a flight operations 
manual will require these and allied studies to cover the whole operations envelope envisaged for the aircraft, including 
different take-off weights and configuration changi s. as well as various environmental conditions. 

3.2   Airfield T.ike-Off Distances (I igs.4. 12 and 13) 

Genemi i 'onstderaUom 

The minimum take-off distances needed for specific aircraft vary of course with the aircraft configuration and 
gross weight at take-off. the ambient temperature, altitude, wind, runway slope and runway condition.  Relevant 
distances provided at a specific airfield may be defined conveniently as in Figure 4. 

(i) The "tuke-ofl urtmnd-run" available is the length o(runway, having a hard prepared surface compatible 
with the aircraft weight and undercarriage design. 

(ii)   The "take-off emeriiency distance" available is the length of runway + stopway, where the stopway has 
a surface capable of supporting the aircraft with little damage, and possibly contains a specially-roughened 
strip or arresting device (e.g. for military use). 

(iii) The "total take-off distance" available L the length of rurwav + stopway + clearway, where the clearway 
is essentially free of large obstacles, thus permitting lly-over with little ground clearance, but does not 
necessarily have a solid surface (e.g. water). 

In scheduling reference take-off distances for the certification of a specific aircraft and the preparation of an 
operations manual (or for project estimates), (light demonstration distances (or predictions) are required under 
representative conditions for both the all-engines case and the single-engine failure case, satisfying reference-speed 
safety ndes as illustrated in the preceding section.   To allow for general (lying inaccuracies and random variations 
in everyday operation, different safety factors are then applied to the all-engines and engine-failure distances, as 
appropriate to acceptable normal operation and emergency operation respectively.  The scheduled minimum 
distance requirements for the specific aircraft configuration and the particular environmental conditions are then 
taken as the worst of these.   Pjr other available airfield distances and different ambient conditions, the aircraft 
limiting weights (and speeds) are derived by careful analysis of a range of such flight checks (or estimates) covering 
the planned operations, the Might Manual data being usually presented in graphical form to facilitate interpolation 
by the airline/service pilots for routine operations. 

All-Engines Reference Distances 

Conventionally, for transport aircraft, the minimum acceptable values of all-engine take-off distance may be 
quoted in two forms: 

(i)  Factored total take-off distance = (S(; + Sa) x 1.15 

(ii) Factored take-off run = (SG + iSa) x 1.15 . 

Here,   S(;   and   Sa represent respectively the demonstrated ground run distance (from start to lift-off) and airborne 
distance (from lift-off to screen height) satisfying other safety requirements, while there is incorporated a distance 
safety margin of 15%,  This does not of course imply that inaccurate flying or neglect of changes in aircraft condi- 
tion and environment can be tolerated.  To the contrary, modern jet aircraft can be even more sensitive to abuse 
than their propeller-driven predecessors. For example, an increase of some 10% in the speeds used for lift-off or 
reached at screen height could more than absorb the distance safety margins, unless accompanied by corresponding 
increases in acceleration and climb capability. AO        ^ 
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Emergency (Engine-Failure) Reference Distance 

This so-called "Balanced Field-Length" concept is intended to ensure that a single engine-failure at any stage 
of the take-off can be handled safely for the particular aircraft and environmental conditions, by alternative actions 
according as to whether engine-failure recognition occurs before or after a declared Critical Decision Speed V,   is 
reached.   This speed  is prescribed so that, with a single engine failure there (Fig. 12), the total acceleration-stop 
distance from rest to rest becomes identical with the total take-off distance to safely reach screen height, namely 
the balanced field-length.  Thus, 

(i)   Braking to a stop with engine-failure at  V < V,   provides a total acceleration-stop distance which is less 
than the balanced field-length. 

(ii)   Continuation to screen height with engine failure at  V > V,   provides a take-off complete distance also 
less than the balanced field-length. 

In current BCAR regulations for conventional CTOL transport aircraft", the unfactored balanced field-length 
is accepted as the emergency (engine-failure) reference distance.   Reverse thrust (safely applied) may also be used 
in establishing the distance, but a 10% increase is then put on the measured stopping distance.   For wet runway 
conditions the Decision Speed  V,   may be recommended to be somewhat less (^ by 10 kn) than for dry conditions 
to ensure that the same accelerate-stop distance can be achieved.  But there is then a risk period of a few seconds 
{^4) after  V, , during which engine-failure would imply clearance of a screen height reduced to about 4.5 m (15 ft). 

Applicability 

The scheduled take-off distances are usually determined by the emergency engine-failure reference distance 
(i.e. the unfactored balanced field length) for twin-engined aircraft, but by tho factored all-engines distance for 
aircraft with more than two engines (Fig. 13).   It must be re-emphasised that, while these distances are intended to 
embrace the expected take-off performance of the aircraft including some safety margins to account for variability 
in routine service, other m^jor operational factors have to be accounted for specifically in the aircraft flight-perform- 
ance manual.   These include, for example, changes in aircraft weight, airfield altitude, ambient temperatures, wind 
and runway accountability; to cover the flight operations scope planned for the aircraft. 

3.3   Take-Off Climb Gradients (Figs. 14 and 15) 

The ability of an aircraft to maintain an adequate climb gradient  y   |~(T/W> — (D/D), at speeds high enough 
to ensure acceptable handling characteristics, represents an important take-off consideration apart from the ground-run 
and flare-up distances involved.  Conditions are of course particularly critical when an engine fails during take-off, 
tending to become especially important for twin-engined aircraft where about half the thrust is lost, and to become 
catastrophic for the single-engine aircraft!   It should be noted that the speed for maximum rate-of-climb (VT)max 

is normally above the take-off safety speed   V2   defining the minimum acceptable speed but, under critical conditions, 
acceleration to the higher speed is only warranted under exceptional conditions. 

For the analysis and certification of CTOL transport aircraft at least, it is common practice to divide the take- 
off climb into a number of nominally distinct segments (Fig. 14).  These include: - 

(i) A first segment shortly after lift-off, while the undercarriage and high-lift flaps are still extended - 
with consequent drag penalty, and with the generally favourable effects of ground proximity excluded. 

(ii)  A second segment, typically extending to a height of about 120 m (400 ft), during which the under- 
carriage is retracted but the high-lift devices may still not be altered from their take-off setting. 

(iii) A third segment, further extending to a height of about 450 m (1500 ft), during which different settings 
can be selected for the high-lift devices. 

Beyond this, the aircraft cruise-climb phase is usually considered to begin, with appropriate crediting of the further 
horizontal distance to range or radius-of-action, the aircraft configuration and climb path being optimised commensur- 
ate with local demands as regards terminal airspace control and noise-abatement procedures. 

The specific minimum climb-gradients to be achieved (BCAR) in each of the three segments, with one engine 
failed and the appropriate aircraft configuration, are listed in Figure 14 for conventional transports with 2, 3 and 
4-engined installations.  The second segment requirement nearly always provides the critical design case as regards 
climb gradients.  Here, a nett 2% gradient (from the screen height) is considered to be essential to clear obstacles 
and terrain along the take-off path, plus some margin above this to account for variations in operation, e.g. 1% for 
4-engined aircraft; giving the mandatory gross gradients quoted for rectilinear flight, e.g. 3% for 4-engined aircraft. 
There is a small but noticeable alleviation of climb-gradient requirements as the number of installed engines is 
decreased from 4 to 2, which presumably reflects the associated halving of the probability of an engine failure. 
While the performance of all engines generally becomes superior, in view of the relatively higher installed thrust 
required with 2 engines (Fig. 15), the risk of twin-engined failure must also become negligible. 
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4.     SPECIAL TAKE-OFF FACTORS 

4.1   Slender Wing Aircraft 

General Background 

Slender wing aircrufl intended fur eruise (light it supersonic speeds have thin wings of low aspeel-ratio with highly 
swept leading-edges; e.g. t'c at 0.05 ; A ^ 1.5, Ay ^ h50.  Their low speed aerodynamic characteristics differ signifi- 
cantly in several respects from those of conventional aircraft7 because of the markedly different fi.w characteristics 
through the incidence range. 

In particular: 

(i) Stalling in the smse of a significant lift loss arising from flow breakdown at high incidences is often ill-defined 
for slender wings and in any case can occur well outside any practically usable value of incidence; 
e.g. o 2: 30° at zero sideslip.   This demands a new reference speed to replace   Vs |g . 

(ii)   I lie combination of low aspect-ratio with leading-edge vortex How leads to high induced drag at high 
incidences, the lift acting effective!) normal to the wing plane.   1 his leads not only the low   ID  ratios 
(e.g. U/D a 3 at a " 20o( which is for(unately counurbalanced by the high   T/W , but also to a-latively 
high minimum drag speeds (aggrava(ed further by the absence usually of part-span trailing-edge flaps); 
so that (ake-off OCCUfl well below minimum drag speed. 

(iii>  The lift-incidence curve is decidedly non-linear and often accompanied by a nose-up pitching moment at 
very high incidences. 

(iv) The favourable ground effect on lilt can be significant, so that its loss as the aircraft climbs away has to 
be made up by further increase of wing incidence, and of course vice versa. 

TaktOff Speeds (KigJO) 

In many respec(s. conventional transpor( rules may be expected to apply but. to preclude difficulties m defining 
a practical stall speed and to allow for (he iiureused significance ol drag, (wo new reference speeds have been 
sugges(ed's. replacing (he convendonal   Vjj. : 

(i)  V\||S . the mininuim deinons(ra(ed IliglK speed in sieady rec(ilinear (liglK. somedmes chosen as (he inaximum 
of measuremems made widi (he engines a( minimum (lmis( or it 75    maximum appropriate (lmis(. 
Typically, i( is recommended (ha( (he take-off safet) speed 

V,  >   1.25 V^ 
,'',  ^VK( • ,'K■ /ero-ra(e-o(-climb speed (one engine failed!.   Recent simulator studies at NASA1*, in conjunction 

wi(h BrKishi rench experience on Concorde developinen( and an I AA flight lest programme on an I 102. 
have suggeskd (he further restraint 

V2  >  1.125 VM, 

More generally, speed considerations become intimately related wilh the probability of speed errors in regular opera- 
tions, along with (heir elfecN on (ake-off dis(ances and climb gradien(s as will be discussed la(er. 

■iirlhlJ Take-Ü/J Ühiames (I ig. 13» 

Here again, (he convendonal transport rules may be largely re(ained.   However, the higher (hrus( weiglK ratios 
and lower lift-coefficients of slender aircraft imply larger accelerations in the ground nin and higher take-off speeds, 
which together lead to grea(er sensilivit) of lake-off distances (and speeds) lo piloting variations such as time leads 
and lags.   Moreover. grea(er difficulties can anse in ensuring good speed holding and good control characteristics. 
Thus more error abuse predictions (or demonstrations I should be added for slender aircraft, typically including 
early or la(e ro(a(ions (say by 13 sec or ± 5'' VK ) and more rapid rotations, without exceeding the otherwise 
scheduled distances while maintaining an acceptable (1igh( path. 

Take-OH Climh CraJienis (Kigs. 14 and |6| 

The sensitivity of climb-out performance (o sped variations is well illustrated b> I igure 16 (from NASA'*), 
where a speed abuse ot only '■ kn from   V,   lor a slender wing SSI awld absorb the conventional I ' safety 
margin over the nett second-segmen( gradient of *'. while a speed abuse of about twice this could lorrespondmitly 
be tolerated for a conventional swept-wing subsonic transport.   The situation can he further aggravated with slender- 
wing aircraft because, in the all-engines condition, a critical piloting task may anse to avoid lift-off mudi below  V, 
and lo avoid speed loss during (he flarv-up.   I or example, rotation as little as I sec early can cause lift-off about 5kn 
early, while the large spread between   VK   and   V,   makes roialion-rale critical, and excessive g (normal acceleration! 
during the flare causes rapid speed deterioration.   I orlunalely. with (he provision of go« I handling charadertsdes 
and good altitude inlormalion. speed control on slender wing aircraft can be maintained to the same level as on 
current conventional (ransporlv 
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Thus, it seems reasonable to accept the same nett climb gradient for slender wing transports as for conventional, 
e.g. 2% nett at  V,  during the second-segment climb for critical engine failure on a 4-engined aircraft.  However the 
margin between the nett and mandatory gross gradient, to allow for normal speed errors, should effectively be greater 
on slender-wing than conventional aircraft. 

Some alternative procedures for specifying rationally appropriate climb requirements, while still retaining com- 
patibility with existing regulations for conventional transports, are illustrated below for second-segment conditions 
(engine-failed, undercarriage retracted) with 4-engined aircraft. 

(i) The most direct approach logically would be to require the standard nett gradient to be achievable with 
a prescribed speed error from the declared  V, ; 

e.g. Xnett)   =   2'?,     at (say) Vj - lOkn . 

(ii) The major contributory factor, the induced drag (1),), could be introduced analytically into the specifica- 
tion of the gross gradient to be achievable for the particular aircraft; 

e.g. Xgross)   =   1.8^ + (Dj/W) x 137r,     at  V,. 

This yields typically  > (gross)  of 4Vi7( for current SST designs, and was originally proposed in relation to 
Concorde" (l%9), but appears to have been dropped because of possible controversial arguments concern- 
ing the specification of induced drag for general certification purposes. 

(iii) The induced drag characteristics could be allowed for Indirectly by requiring the standard nett gradient to 
be achievable at a higher lift, as demanded in a coordinated turn, instead of at a reduced speed; 

e.g. Xnett)   ■   27r,     at   V, , in an 18° banked turn . 

Typical degradations of climb gradients with bank angle are illustrated in Figure 16, where the gradient loss 
from 18° bank for conventional transport is seen to be compatible with the presently incorporated margin of 1% 
(gross gradient 3^), while the loss for slender wing SST is compatible with the margin of 27c to 2'/2% expected 
from (ii). 

Some possible revisions of second-segment and third-segment requirements along these lines are included for 
interest in Figure 14, to cover the cases of 2, 3 and 4-engined aircraft. 

4.2   STOL Aircraft 

General Background 

Consideration of STOL aircraft with powered wing-lift augmentation systems, direct engine-lift (vectored thrust 
or vertical mounting), or thrust augmentation/reversal schemes, introduces many new aspects on safety and certification 
as well as on prediction of the take-off and landing performance. These include:- 

(i) The applied thrust (or power) can affect directly the total lift achieved, not merely indirectly through the 
conventional thrust-drag balance. Thus powerplant failure can cause not only thrust loss but also substantial 
lift losses, trim changes, and probably stability/control degradations. 

(ii) Configuration changes become especially attractive for lift-off and in the climb segments, to supplement or 
even replace conventional wing attitude changes; these could improve safety provided the appropriate 
mechanisms (e.g. thrust vectoring or (lap defection) were installed as "primary controls". 

(iii) While the lower speeds associated with STOL operation in themselves can reduce risks, there are many related 
factors which could become more troublesome, such as gust response, cross-wind effects, speed errors, the 
lower airframe loads compared with engine forces, and inertial forces, or unusual aerodynamic derivatives. 
Special precautions may be needed, possibly involving automatic control and control-power augmentation in 
some degrees of freedom. 

(iv) Ground proximity can generate large and novel effects, peculiar to the particular STOL aircraft configuration 
and mode of operation. 

(v) Higher accelerations (or decelerations) are demanded, both longitudinal and normal to the flight trajectory, 
and pnisibly up to passenger toleration limits - say up to 0.5 g depending on the duration. The effects of 
the time delays and manoeuvre deficiencies thus become of even greater significance. 

For all STOL transport projects, the specification of adequate safety margins and certification procedures continues 
to be the subject of much debate; particularly in view of the large variety of possible STOL types and the small experience 
with sizable STOL transport aircraft at this stage. In fact, precise regulations for the certification of airfield performance 
with STOL aircraft are still not formally agreed, even within one country alone. Here, we shall attempt to highlight 
only some possible essential modifications to the safety margin considerations already formulated for conventional 
transports, again primarily as background for STOL airfield performance estimation. 
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Take-Off Speeds (Fig.\]) 

At the lower speeds associated with STOL airfield operation, the live vita! safeguards listed already in Section 3.1 
cannot all be adequately satisfied for STOL aircraft by merely prescribing percentage safety margins for Vj and VR 

(orVLO)over VMCA and VS)|g. 

Firstly, possible aircraft speed deviations sensibly independent of the reference speed, due either lo pilot variability 
or to atmospheric disturbances, can become more important than those proportional to reference speed. Thus, to 
ensure adequately safe speeds from lift-off to the screen, we might reasonably now complement or supersede the earlier 
conventional percentage margins by true speed differentials, e.g. 

V2 > VMCA + lOkn 

V2 > VS|lg+ 15 kn 

W,th VR (or V, 0) > VM(.A + 5 kn 

V
LO > vs,lg + lokn- 

Here, all speeds sensibly could be associated for our purposes with the critical engine failure condition (propulsion, 
wing-lift augmenter, or direct lift), taking into account stability/control deterioration as well as lift and thrust loss. 
For certification purposes at least, it might again seem justified to replace the 1 g stalling speed  Vs |„   by the 
minimum demonstrated flight speed   VM|N   in rectilinear flight. 

Secondly, the aircraft manoeuvre capability in the Hare (incorporating an appropriate safety margin) may not be 
adequately covered by such speed criteria, so reference should be made to the maximum normal-acceleration capability 
(nmax — l)g  in the fiare from aerodynamic + engine lift; e.g. 

"max - •  >  0-5 ■ 

or nmax — n(iare > 0.2     (assuming say up to 0.3 g normal acceleration is usually 
pulled in the Hare). 

Thirdly, to ensure adequate allowance for vertical upgusts and for pilot variability in controlling incidence, a 
stalling incidence or maximum incidence  0!max   permitting controlled flight must provide a sufficient margin; e.g. 

«max-«flare   >   10°   ^ay) . 

Alternatively, there might be required to be no significant buffet, no loss of control, nor significant loss of 
height, in the event of a gust (from any direction) of specified average strength (^ 10 m/sec) of specified duration 
(^ 3 sec), and with suitable gust alleviation factor. 

Finally, it could be aigued what combination of the speed, manoeuvre and gust margins should be covered 
simultaneously by the aircraft capability, and whether the critical engine-failure case should apply to them all; 
bearing in mind the desire for all-weather operation in urban environments, but taking account also of the probably 
higher levels of automatic stabilisation and guidance. 

Take-Off Distances and Ciimh Gradients (Figs. 13 and 14) 

With the likelihood of larger proportional errors in times and speeds for STOL airfield operation as compared 
with CTOL, some error/abuse cases should be checked along similar lines to those already postulated lor slender- 
wing aircraft.  Thus, as regards scheduled take-off distances, these should be adequate to cover early or late rotations 
(e,g. by ±2 sec or ±5 kn) while maintaining an acceptable flight path, possibly also incorporating a small incremental 
factor on the achieved distance; see Figure 13.   Again, the take-off climb gradients in the various segments should 
achieve certain prescribed nett values with critical engine failure for a speed below  Vj   in rectilinear flight (e.g. at 
V2 — 5 kn); see Figure 14. 

It must be stressed that the topic of STOL safety margins is still under debate, so the present discussion is 
included only to indicate some of the major factors involved, and the numerical values are quoted only to illustrate 
relevant orders of magnitude. 

4.3   Combat Aircraft 

General Background 

Military transport aircraft can for our purpose be regarded as being required to satisfy civil standard safety and 
certification standards, except during times of military emergency when special operational risks may he allowed. 
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However for combat aircrjCl, where ut moit twin-engined and iwo-man crew comideralion« are uuially appropriate, 
lower than civil safety levels tend to be tolerated even Tor everyday tetvice operation.  Some compenkuting feature« 
can be included of course, at least as far as crew safety is concerned; for example by installing ejector teats in tin 
aircraft and stop-barriers on the airstrip. The certiflcation aspects lend to be considered and applied more directly 
towards clearance for a particular combat aircraft project, since the Military lest agency concerns itself simultaneously 
with both airworthiness aspects and operational usefulness. The trial results are awMcd against standards of accept- 
ability based on past experience up-dated by fliüi! explorations with the particular new type, ultimately qualified by 
examination of the average behaviour and the » iriability of the aircraft under lest with special reference to its 
particula role.  Naturally, with radical new types of civil transports, this latter type of procedure can arise loo in 
the development of appropriate certification regulations to cover novel aircraft handling features and new modes 
of operation. 

Basically, the combat aircraft performance data derived from clearance trials at the Military Test i:stablishmenl 
is analysed for presentation in an ODM (Operations Data Manual), usually in a manner to represent the aienige 
achievable by a good Service Pilot under reasonably good environmental condition*.  Because of the special need for 
the Service to vary their operational risk, some freedom must be left to the operator to apply appropriate safely 
factors to cover scatter and variation from this "average standard" due to operational conditions.  However, the 
ODM can recommend at least a safely factor on take-off distance to allow for general random variations in flying 
and to take some account of engine-failure; while also including some advice as to special operational limitations, 
e.g. with respect to particular handling deficiencies or unusual environmental constraints. 

Simpllfleii Safely Margins (Fig. 17) 

For take-off perfonnance prediction with combat aircraft, at least in the project stage, it appears usual to 
accept safety constraints in much simpler fonns than with transport aircraft.  Typical restraints on speed and 
attitude may simply be: 

VL0 ä   l.|2VSilg;     C,   < 0.8(tmiX    (all engines) . 

Mean rotation rate <  S0/sec . 

Of course, combat aircraft typically have high thrust/weight ratios (>}). so that Hi   resulting vertical lift 
contribution at high take-off incidence (^15°) can be significant even without thrmt vectoring, thus supplementing 
the foregoing aerodynamic margins. 

Scheduled runway distances may be defined also by simple factoring, e.g. 

K x (distance from "brakes-off" to 15 m height);     K  s   L.'S to 1.5 . 

in terms of the "average" distance capability quoted in the ODM for the particular airfield conditions    altiti<de. 
temperature, runway slope, wind.  An additional safety criteria for single-engine failure on a twin-engined aircra't 
may be that the climb-rate at screen height (IS m) over the end of the runway must then exceed a certain minimum, 
e.g. 5 m/sec (1000 ft/min).  Note that, in the absence of further safety margins, such conditions can imply that there 
may be accepted a critical period of two or three seconds during the take-off mn in which neither safe take-off nor 
stopping within the runway length could be guaranteed in the event of engine failure, i.e. the balanced field length 
c ncept does not apply here.  A runway safety barrier or arresting device is sometimes installed, particularly as an 
emergency provision against all-engine failure (in the ground mn). but of course the entry speed, weight and 
configuration of the aircraft must be compatible with the particular arresting device provided. 

S.     LANDING FACTORS FOR CONVENTIONAL AIRCRAFT 

5.1   General Background 

Many of the basic aspects already introduced regarding aircraft speed, distance and climb-out considerations 
for conventional take-offs have also some relevance for conventional approach and landing, and will not be repea;cd 
except when essential for clarity. The approach technique is conventionally envisaged as comprising a descent with 
a gradient not exceeding 57r (or y < 3°), at a final steady approach speed  VA,,1,  from about 300 m height (1000 It» 
down to decision height at about 60 m (200 ft), followed by a gradual deceleration to the target threshold speed VA1 . 
However, as regards landing certification at least, some distinction needs to be made at the outset between the concepts 
of two radically different treatments which currently can apply for transport aircraft (Fig. 18). 

Arbitrary Landing Distance Method 

This classic treatment, which is still used generally in the USA12 and sometimes still employed for propeller- 
driven aircraft in the UK", formulates speed safety margins very simply through prescribing a minimum approach 
speed VAPP in terms of the minimum stalling speed  VM3 L (power-off) with landing flap setting; e.g. 

AS 
VAPP > VAT >  !,3VMg)L 
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Additionally, if there is a ditfcrent Hup suiting for the approach, the minimum stalling speed   VMS A (power-ol'O 
with the approach flap setting may be further constrained in relation to that with landing flap, e.g. 

VMS.A  <  llVMSiL. 

There could be other speed restraints of course from climb-out considerations, following on u discontinued 
approach or baulked landing, as will be discussed later.   But otherwise, few direct restrictions appear to be placed 
on the landing techniques themselves. 

Then, the shortest possible landing distance  (Sa + SG)mjn   demonstrated under relatively ideal conditions by 
"test pilots" may be used as a datum (for factoring), subject only to the foregoing speed constraints, avoidance of 
excessive tyre wear or damage, and usually non-application of reverse thrust in this demonstration on a dry runway. 
However, a substantial factor is then applied to this datum distance for the particular aircraft and environmental 
conditions, to take care of possible deviations (e.g. excess speeds) in everyday commercial operations.  Thus, the 
minimum scheduled landing distance is then given for example by 

Total "Arbitrary Landing Distance" =  1.67 x (Sa + S(i)injn . 

For wet runway operation, it has become usual to apply an additional factor, (e.g. 1.15) so giving an appreciably 
higher overall factor (e.g. 1.92) under these conditions.   The threshold/screen height is chosen usually about 15 m 
(50 ft) with this method. 

"Rejereme Landing Distance Mr»' >J" 

This more elaborate approach was first introduced into British Civil Airworthiness Requirements over ten years 
ago, in an attempt to reduce the dependence on large empirical distance factors and to relate the landing manoeuvre 
used in certification more directly to those encountered in actual commercial operations.  The landing manoeuvre 
constraints arc intended to represent «He worst threshold conditions from which a commercial pilot should attempt 
to complete a landing rather than sei et to overshoot, so that only small factors need then be applied to the associated 
landing distance to allow for other in-service degradations.  The threshold/screen height is currently chosen as about 
9 m (30 ft), apparently combining a typical practical threshold height of about 6 m (20 ft) with a margin of about 
3 m (10 ft) based on statistical correlation between excessive speed and height at the threshold occurring together. 
Apart from obvious certification interests, the "Reference Landing Distance" concepts are worth further elaboration 
because they reveal naturally some operational aspects directly relevant to the formulation of realistic prediction 
methods. 

The five vital safeguards listed in Section 3.1 for take-off are also worth recalling, since with slight obvious 
revisions they are equally significant for landing. 

5.2   Landing Speeds: Reference Method (Fig. 101 

There ate a variety of safety and manoeuvrability constraints which, as in the case of conventional take-offs, 
can be expressed simply in terms of relative values of appropriate reference speeds along the lines illustrated in 
Figure 19. 

Target Threshold Speed VA1 

This represents the normal speed at the threshold which should guarantee an adequate margin from the stalling 
speed together with sufficient manoeuvrability and control effectiveness to achieve a safe landing in relatively good 
conditions.  Typical requirements are: 

(i) Vvr > 13 VMS, i.e. a proportional speed margin, where  VMS  may strictly be appropriate to the landing 
configuration, with the engines at low power; 

or 
(ii) VAT > VMS + 22 kn, i.e. a discrete speed margin, where  VMS may strictly be appropriate to the approach 

configuration, with the engines at low power: 

whichever is the lesser.   Also, 

(iii) VAT > I.I6VS |g, i.e. a manoeuvre murgin. which should strictly be   nmaX > l.35g  at   V = VAT ; 
as presented here it assumes ('Umx  does not vary between the two speeds and that the engine thrust 
contribution can be ignored. 

The distinction between landing and approach settings for the Haps can usually be ignored with conventional 
jet transports.   These three constraints then tend to predominate respectively in turn for aircraft falling in different 
ranges of stalling speeds, roughly 

(i) below 75 kn,       (ii) 75 kn to 100 kn, (iii)  above 100 kn. 
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Furlhertnor«, on the uiumplion that VMJ, uket the maximum value 0.94VS||| which can normally be 
civdiled, the following aingle expretsion «atitHe« «imply all three comtrainli 

VAT >  I.ON V, ,, + 10 kn   (for 60 kn < VAT < 140 kn). 

Some additional pomiblc comtrainti on targel Ihrethold speed  VA,   are alio included in Figure 19 anting from 

Vb the prv-slall buiii-i ipeed (all engine«) in the landing configuration, 

VMCL the minimum control speed (critical engine failed) in the landing configuration. 

VA the steady final approach speed. 

viniin ,,,c minimum demonstrated threshold speed for safe landing in calm conditions. 

Maximum Threshold Speed VTm)lx 

This essentially defines the largest speed excursion allowed (above VAT) from which landing may be attempted 
'istance limited, where the scheduled distances are based on safe landing demonstrations from this speed.  Thus, 
regular service operations, an overshoot is called for If the actual threshold speed exceeds the prescribed  V-, max 

appropriate to the particular landing weight and airfield conditions.  Typically, 

VTmax - V
AT  -   l5 kn • 

But there can and should exist regulatory provisions for employment of a smaller differential when more precise 
control of landing approach than usual is fitted.  Naturally, the allowed difference also includes some compromise 
between accepting too low a value with unreasonably high frequency of baulked landings, and too high a value 
with an unwarrantably large value of certificated landing distance or excessive risk of overrun. 

For emergency landings with a critical power unit inoperative, there exist other similar requirements in respect 
of the relevant target threshold speed  VAT ,   and maximum threshold speed  VTmax ,; also for the target threshold 
speed VAT ,  with two critical engines inoperative. These could become more especially significant with regard to 
allied requirements for powered lift aircraft. 

5.3   Airfield Landing Distances (Fig. 18) 

General Distance Considerations 

The available total landing distance ut a specific airfield comprises the length of runway extending from the 
location of the threshold/screen height, usually all of which has a hard prepared surface compatible with the aircraft 
landing weight and undercarriage design (Fig.4). Close to the threshold, possibly for about the first 100 m (300 ft) 
where touchdown should occur only under exceptional circumstances, a poorer hard surface may be tolerated, but 
such touchdowns should nevertheless be possible with only minor damage.  Beyond the end of the normal runway, 
some overrun distance may also be provided as an extra stopway for exceptional emergencies, again possibly contain- 
ing a specially roughened Ftrip or arresting device - at least for military use. 

Scheduled landing distances as determined by the classic "Arbitrary Distance Method" have already been 
discussed (Section S.I, Figure 18).  Effectively the best demonstrated landing distance is employed, with the landing 
technique constrained only by a simple safety margin (above the stall) placed on threshold speed.  Then a simple but 
large empirical safety margin on distance is applied to account for the more adverse circumstances encountered during 
regular operations.   In contrast, the "Reference Distance Method" discussed below depends on determining the landing 
distance under fairly adverse conditions, but then applying a much smaller extra safety margin. Analysis from a range 
of such flight checks, at different aircraft weights and ambient conditions, can then provide the scheduled distances 
for reference over the planned service operations, using either method. 

Landing Distances: Reference Method 

For the derivation of scheduled landing distance by the "Reference Method" (Fig. 18) the test threshold speed 
VT is taken as the maximum permitted threshold speed VTmax allowed for completion of the landing, as already 
defined, i.e. 

VT  =  VTmax   =   VAT+ '5kn- 

Moreover, possible advantages from adopting unrepresentative flare and touchdown techniques are precluded by 
specification of a minimum value for the time interval  ta   between passing the threshold and touchdown. Typically, 

ta  ü 7 sec    for conventional jet transports. 
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More specifically (BCAR), 

ta  > (13 — 0.045 VTinax) sec,    where VTmax is in knots. 

The demonstrated distance is then determined for a wet runway, though in principle ull reliable safe means or 
retardation can be employed.  Thus, for example, selection of the idling reverse thrust condition while airborne may 
be accepted and reverse thrust during the ground run permitted, provided there are no unsafe trim changes arising 
from these actions or from malfunction of one of the thrust units. 

The scheduled distance, for a particular aircraft configuration and airfield ambient conditions, is then taken as 
the maximum of the demonstrated distances (Sa + SG)L , all-engines and critical-engine failed, applying small and 
slightly different safety margins in the two cases to cover other possible degradations.  Such Held length factors can 
be derived from statistical examination of the variability in landing distance which might occur in service, due to 
random variations in such features as threshold speeds, braking coefficients, time delays, etc.  Typically 

Factored total 

Landing distance 
=  (Sa + SG)L x 

I.II all-engines 

1.08 critical engine failed. 

More specifically (BCAR), the field length factors to be applied to the demonstrated landing distances depend 
slightly on the particular aircraft characteristics". These factors tend to diminish from some maximum values 
(1.24 or 1.19) with increases in the ratio of ground-borne to airborne retardation, until the overriding minima quoted 
above are reached; roughly when the ground-borne retardation in excess of that from wheel braking becomes more 
than half the airborne retardation. This latter condition is likely to be satisfied by any aircraft having auxiliary 
means of ground-borne retardation, such as reverse thrust. 

5.4  Climb-Out Gradients (Fig.23) 

The ability of an aircraft to maintain an adequate climb gradient 7C[~(T/W) — (D/L)| , at speeds high enough 
to ensure acceptable handling characteristics, represents an important consideration not only for take-off but also 
to cope safely with a discontinued final landing approach (before threshold) or a baulked landing (after threshold). 
Usually, there is a natural conflict between the desire for low drag to improve such climb-out capabilities and that 
for higher drag associated with landing descent and ground deceleration requirements, particularly since lime 
considerations may preclude credit for favourable configuration changes in an emergency. 

For the analysis and certification of CTOL transport aircraft at least, it is the usual practice to distinguish 
between the discontinued approach and baulked landing conditions, with appropriate specifications of minima to 
be achieved or exceeded in respect of operational speeds and climb gradients, together with restraints on permissible 
configuration changes both as regards time allowed and change of stalling speed involved.  Some typical  equirements 
are listed in Figure 23 for conventional transports. The minimum climb gradients for the discontinued approach are 
assumed to refer to a critical engine failed condition, with the other engines at maximum contingency rating, the 
required values are about half those usually specified for the take-off second segment, but again with some alleviation 
as the number of installed engines reduces from 4 to 2.  The baulked landing requirements refer to all-engines operat- 
ing condition; the maximum take-off ratings are allowed provided these are attainable within an appropriate time - 
typically less than 8 seconds. 

6.    SPECIAL LANDING FACTORS 

6.1   Slender Wing Aircraft (Fig. 20) 

Relevant general background, on the novel aerodynamic characteristics of slender-wing aircraft and on the 
significance of such characteristics as regards reference conditions or performance sensitivities, has already been 
given in Section 4.1 so need not be presented here. 

The landing reference speeds may be determined for project prediction purposes by following similar arguments 
to those for conventional transport aircraft.  However, to preclude difficulties in defining a practical stall speed for 
slender wing aircraft, the minimum demonstrated flight speed  VM,N   in steady rectilinear flight under appropriate 
aircraft conditions is again chosen to replace VMS  and  Vs ig (Section 4.1).  Moreover, the possible greater 
sensitivity to speed errors with slender-wing aircraft requires even more careful restrictions on possible speed 
excursions.  Some typical values are illustrated in Figure 20 for the all-engines landing, though it must be noted 
that these represent only a selection from the reference speeds involved in certification regulations.  Likewise, speed 
margins have also to be defined in respect of emergency landings with at least one critical engine inoperative. 

The scheduled landing distance definitions may reasonably be chosen the same as in the "Reference Method" 
for Conventional Aircraft (Section 5.3, Figure 18), subject of course to the different constraints as regards landing 
speeds. 
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The climb-out gradients after discontinued or baulked landing may likewise be conveniently specified as those 
for conventional aircraft (Section S.4, Figure 23).  However, in view of the extra sensitivity to speed errors, some 
reference to nett values achieved under appropriate abuse conditions may need to be introduced as discussed for 
take-off (Section 4.1). 

6.2 STOL Aircraft (Fig 21) 

The general background on the new aspects of airfield performance prediction introduced by powered wing-lift 
augmentation systems or direct engine-lift has already been given in Section 4.2. Also, the discussion there on 
particular reference speeds, distances and climb gradients for take-off has raised principles which are equally relevant 
to landing considerations. 

Some typical landing reference speeds for the all-engines condition are correspondingly listed in Figure 21, again 
along with possible requirements for incidence margins and maximum normal-acceleration capability during the flare. 
Further margins also need to be assumed for the emergency landing case with at least one critical engine inoperative. 
The touch-down speed  Vld   has been included because of its increased significance with respect to aircraft control 
and accurate touch-downs, in the presence of strong ground proximity effects. 

The scheduled landing distances may be defined at this stage similarly to those in the "Reference Method" for 
Conventional Aircraft (Section 5.3, Figure 18). However, new features will be involved in STOL operation particularly 
in view of the larger descent angles and the more severe time/space limitations.  Thus, for STOL, clear identification 
of a touch-down zone and a specific operational drill for the flare/touch-down may be essential. Then, the touch- 
down zone could become the final decision point (rather than the threshold) as regards commital or overshoot, 
necessitating a somewhat modified approach to landing distance certification and also to the conventional climb-out 
requirements (Section S.4, Figure 23). 

Moreover, at least for certification purposes, the steep descent and flare capabilities may require special attention 
in view of the possible tendency for flight-path control and flare pull-up abilities to deteriorate with increasing 
descent angle. 

6.3 Combat Aircraft (Fig.22) 

The general background on certification/clearance of combat aircraft, already given in Section 4.3, is equally 
relevant here.  Again, it must be stressed that the safety margins relating to airfield performance prediction for 
combat aircraft are usually specified much more simply and flexibly than those for transports.  Some typical values 
are listed in Figure 22, with respect to: 

Approach speed VA  and touch-down speed Vt(j . 

Incidence rotation rate (da/dt). 

Distance margin over "average" ODM capability. 

Climb after discontinued or baulked approach. 
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PART 111 - SPECIFIC PREDICTION TECHNIQUES 

7. SIMPLE CORRELATION OF AIRFIELD PERFORMANCE 

7.1 Take-OfT Distance (Figs.6 and 24) 

Elementary kinematic relations have aln-ady been introduced in Section 2.1 (Fig.6) for ground-run and flare-up 
distances. 

Scheduled take-off distances to screen height, as prescribed in flight manuals available for some conventional 
transports and combat aircraft, are correlated crudely in Figure 24 against the take-off values for a simple classical 
parameter (see also References I, 21, 24, 25); namely4 

(W/S)(W/T0)(l/CLMS)(l/o). 

Here, T0  is chosen for convenience as the static thrust from the engine-manufacturers specification; CLMS is the 
lift-coefficient corresponding to the minimum speed during stalling tests (see Section 3.1), i.e. somewhat higher than 
for the 1 g stall; a is the relative air-density. 

7.2 Landing Distance (Figs. 25 and 26) 

Elementary kinematic relations have already been introduced in Section 2.2 for the airborne phase and ground 
run. 

Some representative mean decelerations related to the overall landing distances are listed in Figure 2542. 

Some scheduled landing distances for conventional transport aircraft are correlated crudely in Figure 264 against 
the landing values for the simple classical parameter 

(W/S)(l/CLMS)(l/a), 

Reference is essential to the relevant distance safety factor (fs) applied and to the corresponding braking methods 
assumed, with FAA and BCAR requirements. 

8. TAKE-OFF GROUND-RUN PREDICTION 

8.1 Basic Formulation and Force Contributions (Figs.27, 28 and 29) 

The framework for ground-run calculations in terms of one-dimensional arguments is illustrated in Figure 27, 
together with the relative significance of the various contributions to the nett accelerating force and of typical 
variations with speed. 

The mqjor factors influencing ground-rolling resistance36 are listed in Figure 28 and some conventional mean 
values for rolling resistance coefficients are also tabulated. 

Some representative engine-thrust variations with forward speed are shown in Figure 29", illustrating the marked 
lapse in thrust with increasing speed and its aggravation by higher bypass-ratio.  Typical polynomial forms for thrust 
variation with speed are also mentioned to facilitate algebraical treatments for ground-run estimation. 

8.2 Simplified Distance Integration with Thrust Variation (Fig.30) 

With thrust changes proportional to (speed)2, i.e. T/T,, = (1 + K,V2), an elementary expression follows for 
the ground run  SGR (Fig.30) by assuming that the coefficients of lift CLG , drag CDG , and rolling-friction jiR 

all remain sensibly constant.  The logarithmic term involving these variables can be further simplified of course by 
series expansion neglecting say the second and higher-order terms.  Alternatively, extending a treatment proposed 
by Kettle26, a carpet-chart can be prepared for SGR{(g/oCL L0)/(W/S)}  in terms of the two parametric variables: 

(T0/W -H)   and   {CDG - MRCLG - (K2T0/lpS)}/CL>LO . 

Other algebraic solutions are of course feasible, including those for thrust varying linearly with speed 
(T/T0 = 1 + ^V), as in Reference 27; and thrust varying as a quadratic function of speed (T/T0 = 1 + K, V + KjV2), 
as in Reference 45. 
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8.3 Equivalent Mean-Accdenlion Approxinution (Fig.31) 

A first approximation for the ground-run distance is often obtained without integration, at least from start to 
rotation speed  V = VR . by assuming a constant equivalent-mean acceleration  • ■ f, throughout the ground-run 
The speed condition  V = V   at which   a  should .strictly be derived is shown in Figure 31 as a function of the ratio 
of the true acceleration   JK( V = VR) at rotation speed to the starting value  a0(V ■ 0), for representative 
variations2•,• of a  with   V.   The relevance of the classical choice   V ~ 0.7V,,   is apparent. 

8.4 Rotation to Lift-Off Attitude 

Angular rotations may range from I or 2° for old straight-wing aircraft to more than 5° for modem swept-wing 
aircraft, und even beyond 10° for some slender-wing and STOL aircraft. 

For corresponding ground-run distance estimation, a simple approximation is to assume that the rotation takes 
a fixed lime deduced from experience with relevant types; e.g. about 3 sec for modern swept-wing aircraft.  Then 
assume constant forward-acceleration during rotation as the mean of true end-values at V = VR   and V - VLO . 

If large rotations are involved, the alternative simple assumption of constant rate-of-rotation may be preferable; 
e.g. da/dt ss 30/sec . 

8.5 Generalised Ground-Run Equations (Powered Lift) and 
Step-by-Step Integration (Figs.32, 33 and 34) 

Basic representative equations for accelerating ground-runs during take-off, and for deceleration (with braking) 
in an emergency stop, are set down in Figure 32. Here, the ith propulsive unit with gross thrust TGj and intake 
momentum drag DEj can have its thrust deflected at an angle 0; downwards - here defined relative to the 
reference axis giving the aircraft attitude a to the horizontal; |a + fljl > 90° implies reverse thrust. The airframe 
lift LA and drag DA can include engine-airflow interference effects on the airframe aerodynamics (favourable or 
unfavourable); e.g. may be a function of the engine location and of its airflow characteristics relative to the main- 
stream (forward speed) condition. 

The simplified flow diagram in Figure 33 illustrates a step-by-step timewise integration procedure for evaluating 
the ground-run distance to lift-off (V = VL0) or to an emergency stop.   A variety of methods can be adopted of 
course for iterations and integrations over the intervals, employing standard computational techniques.   If time itself 
is of no consequence as a variable, then distance s could be introduced directly as the independent variable, writing 
the acceleration  (dV/dt) = V(dV/ds), with step-by-step integration using selected distance intervals  6s. 

Precise definition is important of the acceptable take-off procedures such as rotation characteristics and thrust/ 
flap deflection during the ground run, which may differ for civil and military certification.  Pilot action and time 
delays become specially important for the calculation of acceleration-stop distances, as illustrated in Figure 34 by the 
emergency-stop schedule for a typical conventional transport.   Relevant braking characteristics are discussed later for 
convenience, in relation to landing. 

9.     TAKE-OFF AIRBORNE PATH PREDICTION 

9.1 Basic Formulation 

The nature of the airborne manoeuvre from lift-off to screen height is associated largely with piloting techniques 
employed for specific types of aircraft, particularly as regards flare-up (Fig.3).  Often the choice of treatment has to 
depend more on the form in which relevant data is given or required, rather than on the choice of best theoretical 
model, unless a particular type of aircraft has already been well explored as regards take-off handling characteristics. 

Various simplifying assumptions are commonly adopted to permit elementary algebraical treatments for the 
estimation of airborne distance Sa , at least for conventional aircraft with fixed flap setting and without thrust 
deflection.   Typically these may specify either: 

(a) The geometry of the flare; e.g. circular arc. 

(b) The lift condition (incidence) during the flare; e.g. CL = CL0  when the excess lift for the flare results 
from speed increase alone. 

(c) The aircraft attitude variation characteristics during the flare; e.g. constant pitch-rate. 

9.2 Circular-Arc Flare-Up and Empirical Correlation (Figs.35, 36 and 37) 

From a first-order analysis, the circular-arc flare of radius  R  at speed  V , with  CL = (W/^pV2S) + ACL 

and with normal load factor  n   implies (Fig.35) 
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For the estimation of the horizontal distance Sa  from lift-off to screen height, two conditions relating to 
either transition uncompleted at the screen or completed before the screen are illustrated in Figure 35. 

For estimation purposes, empirical values of the mean "constant" ACL   used in practice are of interest. 
Some typical results for maximum effort take-offs of a twin-jet fighter29 are plotted on Figure 36 in terms of the 
ratio VM/VS of measured mean-speed in the flare to the I g stalling speed.  A generalised correlation formula for 
ACL (maximum effort) in terms of (VM/VS) and CLmax is quoted and plotted also in Figure 36, being derived2* 
from flight measurements for several aircraft.  Note that a "normal-effort" take-off may give only half these values, 
e.g. 

ACL  ^ 0.15    for   VM/VS s  1.2   and   CLm,x  a 2. 

Some corresponding curves of Sa   for circular-arc flares to 10.7 m (35 ft) screen-height, are plotted in Figure 37* 
against  W/S  at prescribed  ACL-values, with  p  taken as SL/ISA condition. 

9.3 Constant CL  Flare-Up and Empirical Correlation (Figs.38 and 39) 

The basic equations of motion, normal and along an element 5/  of the flare path at local angle 7 to the 
horizontal, are set down in Figure 38 for conventional flight.  In the simple accelerating case with CL = CL L0 , 
i.e. lift increase resulting from speed rise only, linearisation of the differential equations and algebraical integration 
becomes possible by assuming that 7 and speed-changes fiV/VL0  are small compared with unity and by prescribing 
(T — D)/W st constant. The resulting motion represents a segment of a phugoid, starting at 7 = 0  and stopping at 
the steady climb gradient 7 = 7C ; see the equation for 7 in Figure 38.  Note that distance relations are given 
separately when the flare-up is completed before the screen and when uncompleted. 

A classical empirical relation3' for the distance to the screen in the completed-flare case is 

Sa   -  (k.V^/g) + (hs/7c) . 

where k, = 0.707  on the preceding theoretical arguments.  Some empirical values for k,   suggested by Ewans31 

and by Edwards33 are listed in Figure 39, along with the equivalent values for the normal acceleration (n — l)g 
which would correspond to a circular-arc flare with 7C = 0.1 .  Some recent ARB data for normal accelerations 
achieved with conventional transports34 suggests a peak value of 0.12 for (n — 1), i.e. a sinusoidal mean of 0.076; 
this tends to support a value of k,   not far from the theoretical. 

More general algebraical solutions can also be formulated for a flare with constant CL > CL LO  and allowing 
speed variation30, but the assumption (T — D)/W — constant and the rejection of some second-order terms are 
often incorporated to reduce complexity29'2132.  If the steady climb angle is reached before the screen, the extra 
airborne distance may be simply taken as (hs — hF)/7c if an abrupt change in aircraft flight condition is allowed 
at the end of the transition, or alternatively some smoothing procedure can be incorporated32. 

9.4 Constant Pitch-Rate Flare-Up (Fig.40) 

It has been argued that35 the variable most directly under the pilot's control during flare-up is the time rate- 
of-pitch 0(t).  With the simplifying assumptions, 

0   =  constant ;   (T - D)/W =  constant , 

Perry's analysis22 in terms of non-dimensional time variable r = gt/VL0 then gives a non-dimensional flight-path 
angle F^ and non-dimensional height parameter F), . These are defined in Figure 40 and plotted against r for 
constant prescribed values of the non-dimensional lift-incidence slope parameter n,, = (dCL/da)/CL L0 . 

The non-dimensional speed increment 6V/VL0  is then defined (Fig.40) by the energy-height relation, and the 
distance Sa specified approximately by the product of the mean speed (VL0 + ^6V) and the time tj to reach 
height hs. Thus to find  Sa  with 0 , tij,, (T-D)/W, VL0  prescribed:- 

F],   is first evaluated at appropriate height h ; 

Corresponding r value is read off from the appropriate  n curve; 

6V  is then calculated at r-value, using energy-height relation; 

Sa  is obtained from product of mean-speed and time. 

The  Fy  curve can be used to check that steady-climb angle is not exceeded before h = h,. 

Mean 0-values deduced from flight measurements on some transport aircraft have ranged from 

0.009 rad/sec (A7sec)   to   0.017 rad/sec(l7sec) . 
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For conventional transport aircraft 6 a 0.013 rad/sec (0.07So/sec) might tentatively be assumed.  For combat 
aircraft and STOL aircraft much higher rates may be envisaged, typically 6 st 0.09 rad/sec (50/sec), with perhaps 
as much as twice this if maximum effort take-offs are allowed. 

9.S   Generalised Airborne-Path Equations (Powered Lift) and 
Step-by-Step Integration (Figs.41 and 42) 

Basic equations of motion along the local flight direction and normal to ihe local flight direction are set down 
in Figure 41.  Here, the individual force and angle definitions are as in Section 8.S, with the additions of the local 
climb angle y to the horizontal and of course the climb height h.  In general, the pitch angles a, (a+ 7) and 
0j  are specified by the pilot/automatic inputs or airworthiness/geometry construnts.  The spare coordinates (s,h) 
can follow from the time integrals of the forward speed  Vcos7 and climb spe d  V sin 7  respectively. 

The simplified flow diagram in Figure 42 illustrates a step-by-step timewise integration procedure for evaluating 
the airborne path from lift-off (V = VLO) to the screen height h = hs.  A variety of methods can again be devised 
for iterations and integrations over the intervals.   Some typical limit stops associated with possible airworthiness 
requirements have been included as examples, but of course the optimum airborne path is not necessarily achieved 
by continuing with a limiting value once this has been reached. 

Alternatively, if time itself is of no significance as a variable, then airborne path length  /  could be introduced 
directly; writing again d/dt = V(dV/d/), with step-by-ätep integration using selected airborne-distance intervals. 
The space coordinates (s,h) follow naturally from the integration of the horizontal and vertical projections (6/cos 7, 
dl sin 7) of the local path length, while the time elapsed can likewise be evaluated by integration of the corresponding 
time intervals St = (6//V).  In the absence of an abrupt change at or near lift-off, the equation of motion normal 
to the flight path may be ill-conditioned for linear step-by-step integration at the start, but this may be overcome by 
considering second-order terms. 

10.   LANDING GROUND-RUN PREDICTION 

10.1 Basic Formulation (Fig.43) 

The basic equations and analysis are naturally similar to those for the take-off run (Figs.27, 30). The major 
differences in methods of solution arise primarily from changes in relative importance of some of the variables. 
In particular the braking friction coefficient for landing becomes a factor of major significance, whereas the rolling 
friction coefficient for take-off is of relatively minor importance except for rough or soft ground operation. 

The variation of tyre-friction coefficient with forward speed is illustrated in Figure 43 for wet and dry runways, 
according to ICAO reference standards.  Note that the available wheel braking is further restricted by the necessity 
to keep inadequately below the skidding point and to limit the applied wheel-braking torque from energy-dissipation 
considerations. 

10.2 Simplified Distance Integration (Figs.44 and 45) 

With the thrust assumed constant T = TL  during the landing ground-run, as well as the coefficients of lift 
CLG , drag CDG , and braking friction  M , an elementary expression follows for the ground-run distance SGR 

(Fig.44).  The logarithmic term can again be further simplified by series expansion, neglecting the second-order terms 
if 0i — TL/W) is large compared with  (CDG — MC^VCLm , where the suffix   td   denotes the value just before 
touch-down. 

Alternatively, as a first approximation, the landing ground-run distance may be obtained without integration by 
assuming an equivalent mean deceleration (Fig.44), complementary to the equivalent mean acceleration concept used 
for the take-off case (Section 8.3, Figure 31).   Representative levels of deceleration are listed in Figure 45. 

More accurately, algebraic solutions are of course feasible over selected intervals of the landing ground-run, using 
simple polynomial expressions in   V   for the variables (or locally constant values) as in the analysis for the take-off 
ground-run (Section 8.2); see for example Reference 45.  But substantial discrete changes must be allowed between 
some intervals to account for sequential operation of the various devices, e.g. wheel brake operation, spoiler opera- 
tion (lift dumpers and aerodynamic braking), reverse thrust operation.  Some typical time-delays between initial 
touch-down and the operation of such devices are quoted in Figure 45 for present-day transports, though for future 
projects some reduction in times may be anticipated with the trends towards automatic actuation and advance 
signalling. 
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10.3 Generalised Ground-Run Equations (Powered Lift) and 
Step-by-Step Integration (Figs.32, 33 and 45) 

Basic equations for the landing run are represented by the decelerating equations of motion already quoted for 
the emergency-stop during take-off (Fig.32).  The step-by-step integration may be carried out similarly (Fig.33) with 
respect to either time or distance as the dependent variable.  But the step intervals used just after touch-down may 
need to be quite short, say I sec during the first 10 sec.  In addition to the delay times already referred to (Fig.4S), 
other factors which may need to be taken into account include: 

Variation of allowable wheel-braking torque with actual energy being absorbed. 

Variation of incidence due to Oleo compression as well as force aircraft-attitude changes. 

Effect of thrust reversal and lift dumping on aerodynamic CD  and CL . 

II.   LANDING AIRBORNE PATH PREDICTION 

11.1 Basic Formulation 

Conventionally, the airborne path for landing from the threshold to touch-down (Fig.S) comprises a final part 
of the steady descent, followed by a flare-out to reduce the vertical velocity  wl(j   at touch-down to a target mean 
of the order of 0.6 m/sec (2 ft/sec).  The undercarriage design is intended to permit a reasonably large scatter to 
cope with misjudgements or difficult Hying conditions, say  wt(j < 2 m/sec (6 ft/sec).  Typical flight speed decelera- 
tions in the flare are of the order 0.07 g to 0.10 g, but much smaller values can occur if throttle closure is not 
permitted, or much larger (say 0.2 g) if in-flight thrust reversal is allowed. 

Naval-carrier landings are usually of the fly-on type without flare, so the undercarriage is designed accordingly 
with a weight penalty for this and for the need to cope with a heaving/pitching deck.  Although STOL aircraft 
usually have much lower approach speeds than CTOL, higher descent angles are employed, so the flare may have 
to be started before the statutory threshold height is reached to ensure that a tolerable vertical velocity may be 
achieved without risk or discomfort.  Alternatively, the degree of flare may in some cases be limited to reduce 
scatter in the touch-down position. 

Thus, the particular flare characteristics to be employed (or assumed) and their repeatability under various 
operational conditions become especially significant for the reliable prediction of airborne landing distances. 

11.2 Circular-Arc Flare and Speed Loss Estimation (FigsJS and 46) 

A landing manoeuvre in which the flare is sensibly a circular arc, tangential to the ground at the touch-down 
point, is amenable to a simple analysis like that in Section 9.2 and Figure 35 (for take-off) and corresponding 
expressions result for the airborne distance from the threshold to touch-down.  The loss of flight speed in the 
flare, from approach speed  VA   to touch-down speed  V, j , is additionally of special significance.  A simple 
iterative process for its determination may be devised44 (Fig.46) by introducing the energy equation relating these 
speeds to the horizontal distance  S|.   covered in the flare, the corresponding reduction in vertical height hF , 
and the approach descent angle  yv ~ (D — T)/W . 

11.3 Distance and Touch-Down Speed Meeting BCAR Requirement 
(Figs. 18 and 47) 

The "Reference Landing Distance" requirements proposed by BCAR, already discussed in Section 5 and 
Figure 18, specify the landing techniques precisely as regards minimum acceptable airborne time  ta  from threshold 
to touch-down and maximum acceptable threshold speed VTniax.  On this basis, a simple iterative procedure can 
be devised (Fig.47) for the determination of the touch-down speed  V((i  and the airborne distance Sa  in terms of 
the mean deceleration  dag [2i(D — T)g/W] , the  VTmax  and the screen height   hs. 

11.4 NASA Three-Phase Model for Airborne Manoeuvre (Fig.48) 

This analytical model proposed by White47 for transport landings is of special interest in that it allows for some 
inaccuracy in the flare, by specifying three phases: - 

(i) An initial flare. (ii)   \ float period. (iii) A touch-down period. 

For the estimation of landing distance, it is convenient to consider these three phases in the reverse order and 
several empirical values need to be introduced (Fig.48). 
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11.5 Generalised Equations (Powered Lift) and Step-by-Step Integration 

The basic equations for the airborne part of the landing are of course identical to those set down for take-off 
(Fig.41), but with a descent angle  y'(=—y) introduced.  Again, the pitch angles a,(a — y') and Oj  are 
specified by pilot/automatic inputs and relevant airworthiness/geometry constants, while the space coordinates 
(s,h) can follow from the timewise integration of the forward speed  V cos y'  and descent speed  V sin y   respectively. 

Step-by-step integration procedures for the equations can be formulated similar to those in the take-off flow- 
diagram of Figure 42, including the introduction of appropriate limit stops to satisfy landing operational restraints. 
Likewise, if time itself is of no significance as a variable, the airborne path length can itself be introduced and used 
instead (Section 9.5), when again a possible ill-conditioned state of the first step in the flare-out may need to be 
watched. 

12.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Although the foregoing discussion of airfield performance prediction methods is extensive (see list of contents), 
several aspects have had to be left out in limiting the scope of this paper.  Some involve natural extensions of the 
ideas and methods already presented, e.g. 

(i) algebraical treatments of ground-run and airborne-path equations for powered lift systems; 

(ii) application of special airfield devices, such as catapult-launchers and arrester-gears; 

(iii) effects of natural wind, such as from headwinds or taiiwinds, wind shear, cross-winds and gusts; 

(iv) influence of weather categories and automatic landing/take-off devices. 

However, from my own viewpoint at least, the most significant related topic not discussed here is the prediction 
of aircraft noise, during airfield operations and associated climb-out/descent-approach paths.  Nowadays, the aircraft 
designer is faced with the problem of predicting, assessing and guaranteeing the noise field from future transport 
aircraft projects to a much greater accuracy than hitherto, while at the same time achieving much lower noise levels 
and improved airfield performance, as well as employing novel airframe/engine schemes.  During the next decade, 
predictions to within ±1 or ±2 dB may have to be attained, along with about 20 dB reduction in noise levels at 
airport boundaries (e.g. 110 PNdB to 90 PNdB) and in the surrounding populated areas.   Similar reductions are also 
desirable for some military operations; not merely for transports but also for low-level search, reconnaissance, and 
rescue aircraft.  Moreover, such improvements are required with minimum penalties on aerodynamic, structural 
and propulsive efficiency.  Many of these demands tend to make the resultant noise field from the engines much 
more sensitive to aircraft configuration, powcrplant installation and flight conditions. 

Naturally, some standard methods have already been developed for aircraft noise prediction, but the complexity 
required for comprehensive reliable treatments can be appreciated from the simplified breakdown illustrated in 
Figure 49.  Firstly, there exist difficulties in the evaluation of noise source characteristics (engine and airframe) and 
of the associated noise field, even under static conditions and with only conventional meteorological effects included. 
Furthermore, uncertainty in the predictions of far-field sound pressure levels and spectra can arise from poor know- 
ledge of the forward-speed flow-field effects on engine noise and its diffraction by the airframe, together with the 
noise arising directly from airframe aerodynamics - including the wing lift augmentation devices.  In turn, such 
effects influence some of the radiation factors (directivity and atmospheric attenuation) and ultimately some 
subjective factor, (e.g. through broadband spectra and pure tones) required in the calculation of far-field annoyance. 
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Fig. 24   Take-olf distance to screen.  Semi-empirical correlation 

Elementary Kinematic Relations 

Assume Overall Mean deceleration d 

'••• SLdg -*4Ki-*ifrW2 

- «* K*. (w/s) . (VpCLmax) 

where K   *   1.3 typically. 

Representative Mean Decelerations 

Elementary Braking Systems 

Average Techniques but) 
No Automatic Braking    ! 

Modern Braking with     ) 
Automatic Control        ) 

Modern Braking with ) 
Lift-Dumping and Reverse Thrust  ) 

1.2 m/s2 (4 ft/$2) 

1.5 m/$2 (5 ft/s2) 

1.8 m/s2 (6 ft/$2) 

2.1 .t/s2) 

Fig.25    Overall landing distance.  Crude estimation method 
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Fig. 26   Landing distance correlation. Conventional transports 
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Fig.27    Take-off ground-run framework 
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Hard Runway 0.025 
Hard Turf 0.04 

Short Grass 0.05 

Long Grass 0.10 
Soft Ground 0.10 to 0.3 

CONVENTIONAL ROLLING RESISTANCE COEFFICIENTS 

TYRE 

Tread/Wear 

Material 

Pressure 

Heating 

AIRCRAFT 

Forward Speed 

Vertical Load 

Yawed Rolling 

U/C Type 

RUNWAY 

Surface 

Contamination 

Tyre Footprint 

GROUND   ROLLING   RESISTANCE   FACTORS 

Fig. 28    Rolling resistance 
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TYPICAL   POLYNOMIAL   APPROXIMATIONS 
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Fig. 29   Take-off engine-thrust variation 
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Fore« Model (T.O.) 

CnrqS  ,        L    -    CTi,qS   , 'DG LG^ 

T    -    T0(l + Uf)  ,        ¥u    -    ^(W - L)   . 

CDG ' yRCLG  '    yR  '    T0  »     k2    '11 conatMt 

Distance Integral (T.O.) 

■   "ST /   VUT - D)  - yD(W - L)} GR gp 

W/S    . r,. (KR/C
L.LO) 1 

where   ^   .=    tCDG - pRCLG - (^/JpS)}  ,     C^ 

Fig.30   Take-off ground run.   Simplified integration 
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Fig.3I    Take-off ground run.  Equivalent mean acceleration concept 
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Accn. Eon, of Motion 

-Mr   W - «.A - pTG1 sin (•♦•1)f 

whtrt TG1 and C£t art Fns. of Throttle and V, p. 

0A - JfV2C0(«;ei.h)S 

LA ' JfV2CL(«jei,h)S 

up * Constant or Fn. of V 

a and 6^ * Constant for V < VR 

a or bi ... Rapid Varn. for V > VR . 

Dacn. Eqn. of Motion 

♦0A*nOE1 - TG1 COS (a* 6^1 . 

Out to Pilot Action and Tint Otlays 

C0 • CL • Tß1 • 0E1 • 61 ind u 1^• 

subject to Olscontlntious or Rapid Varn. 

Pit 3 2   Ground ran.  Powered lif* 
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Basic Flare-up Equations 

Along normal and tangent to element   64   of flight path at angle   y 

to horizontal. 

(W/g)V2(dY/d£)   -   L - W cos Y 

J(W/g)(dV2/d£)   ■   (T - D) - Wsln Y   . 

Flare-Path Equations 

Assuming Y and «V/VL0 small c.f. unity. 

(T - 0)/W • YC constant , 

Y ■ YC{1 - cos (s/k)} with k - V*0/.£g . 

When Y-YC; ic-O^k. hc - Yckl(»/2) - l) . 

Uncompleted Flare (Y. < Y-) 

h ■ Yckj(s/k) - sin (s/k)| 

h$/Yck - (s^k) - sin (st/k) 

Cowplettd FUrt (Y, I Y,) 

h   -   hc ♦ YC(I - tc)   -   Yc(f - k) 

•i ■ ^W *k 

vc/vLo • 0*^CI
J  . 

Fit.J8   Take-off lUic   Accelenltnf with (, ■ (, , „ 
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^ 

Along Local Flight Direction 

UdV |S  "    pTGi cos(« + e1)-0E1|-0A.Ws1nY 

Normal to Local Flight Direction 

?V3l  ■   PTG1 •1i»C«*«1)J*LA-Mcott   • 

Pitch Angles 

a   or   (a + y)   and   e1   specified by Pilot Input and Constraints 

Space Coordinates 

JJ  -   V sin Y   ;    3I  ■   V cos y   . 
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Force Model    (Ldg) 

0 -   CDGqS    ,      L    ■    CLGqS 

T   -   TL    ,     Fu - M(W - L) 

C0G " ^^LG   '       i4»   Ti      a11 assumed constant   . 

Distance Integral    (Ldg) 

SGR   "   ^ /     dq/|(0-TL)+y(W-L)| 

Ö 

.   i^loa    fl  .  (K/W 1 "  gk l09. L1 * P - (fL/»)J 

where   K s JC^ - MCLG |   .     ^ -= W/qtdS 

Distance from Equivalent Mean Deceleration   (Ldg) 

SGR   •   »td/t'ä) 

where   ff * '^'^td* 

I •« -w    I jiiJiit« ground ran   Simplincü inlctnlion 

Tlae Otlayt 

f • • Touchdown to Brake Operation. 

31 t - Touchdown to Spoilers Effective. 

7 t • Touchdown to Reverse Thrust Effective 
(cancellation to rev. thr. at SO kn). 

Ground Speed JectU »■>*•»•»» 

0.1$ g ■ wet Runway. Simple Braking; 

or Flooded Runway. Reverse Thrust. 

0.3S g - wet Runway. Modern Braking. 

with anti-skid, 11 ft-dunpers» rev. thr. 

0.S5 g • Dry Runway. Maximum Effort. Ignoring 

pattenger tolerance. 

1 m 4S   Typical landing opcraliont. Convenlional imniporl 
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From Energy Equation with   ds a <k,    (D - T)/W « Ye «•«•hn.nt, 

sF  - [(vj - 4d)/Zg + hF]/YF 

or   - AV   H   (VA - Vtd)   -   g[YFSF - hF]/VF   . 

where   VF - i(VA + Vtd). 

For Circ. Arc Flare, with   |V /(n - 1)|   constant 

SF   *  YA|V2/(n - l)g|   ,     hF   *   jYAiV2/(n - l)g|   . 

Iteration for Speed Loss 

Assign   VF   *  0.95VA   .   (n - 1)   -   0.1   at   V   -   VA    ,   YF   •   YA 

Evaluate   SF   ,   hF   ,   - AV(1)   . 

Adjust  VF   value to  |vA - iAV(l)|   . 

Iterate for   - av   . 

More Specifically 

Fia.4A   Landing ilaic dHlancr and tpccd lau. Simplifkd mimalMMi 

Min. Airborn« Mm» trom Threshold Co Touchdown 

Hi».   I.   •   KV^ ♦ V^Xo, - CjV^) . 

Ac Has. Nssa >M«U»«h»*   ^ t . 

MI»,  s. • [icr^ * V^ * vcd) * h.^.« ' 

lliainscint   8^    end Subscicueing   V» ' JO^, * Ved)  , 

Vcd   •   V^s, * <«hslV - <CI - c2V
Äs«>^. • 

or Qusdrscic in   v      . 

Ivsluscs »iaply by spprox.   V^* V^^^ or 0.95 VTtaax . 

I IB.47    Landini airboroiHlttlancc and louchdowni>pccd.  Time J.I.I lhrckhuld-%pc«rd «pcciflcd 
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Initial flare over time   t .   with starting speed   V., 
——————— a | n ( 
from   Y ■ Y*   to   Y ■ 0   descending to set-down height   (* 2 m), 

assuming load factor   n • n,   constant and thrust   T * T     constant. 

Float period over time   tb   about 5 I, with starting speed   Vg, 

assuming aircraft eased downwards towards touchdown point, 

with   n * 1   and   T • 0. 

Touchdown effected at   Vt ., 

assuming normal acceleration   (n - l)g «0.1 g   available. 

Calculation Procedure.    (Phases considered In reverse order) 

Vtd   -   {tom)/oCL m)i\K   with     n- 1.1 

VB   "   vtd * flV^/^b    •   w1th   tb>5s 

VA   "   VB * i^a/2<na ' ^ * ^^l^W 

with   V. * V.   and Iteration 
a      o 

'• " IVA^«! ■ ]M 
Distances obtained fron product of nean speeds and times. 
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SUMMARY 

As an introduction to the field of flight-manoeuvre and climb-performance predic- 
tion, the basic equations of motion in a vertical and in a horizontal plane are given, 
with some brief remarks about the usual representation of aerodynamic and engine 
performance data. 

In the main section, the problems concerning the prediction of the so-called point- 
performance values are explained.   The relationship between specific excess power and 
load factor and their influence on climb and turn performance are discussed in detail; 
attention it drawn to the effects of thrust inclination.   In this case, the basic perfor- 
mance relations contain the angle of attack and the Mach number in an implicit form. 
In practice, therefore, iterative methods must be applied.   A description of such 
methods is given for the evaluation of the Mach-dependent performance values and for 
the related optimum values. 

In the last section, the prediction of the most usual integral-performance values in 
climbing and turning Might are explained briefly. 

As a supplement, the calculation of optimum climbing flight paths with the aid of 
R.Bellman's "Principle of Optimality" is given in an Appendix. 
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NOTATION 

a sonic speed 

0 *      1'      i constants, see Equations (4.13) to (4.15c) 

CD drag coefficient   =   D/(qS) 

CD0 drag coefficient for cL   =  0 

cDmin minimum drag coefficient 

CL lift coefficient 

cLcrit critical lift coefficient where separation first occurs 

C 
P      s   2         1 

2       W a          M^ 

Cp fuel consumption 

D drag 

AD jet induced drag increment 

DM intake momentum drag 

f( ) function of ( ) 

g gravity acceleration 

h, H altitude 

HE energy altitude   =   —- + h 
2g 

k, k* factor in the formula for the parabolic polar curve 

L lift 

AL jet-induced lift increment 

m airplane mass 

m air mass flow 

M Mach number 

MR reference Mach number (corresponding to   cL = 1.0 ) 

MR reference Mach number (corresponding to   cLemjn ) 

n load factor 

q dynamic pressure   = —■ V2 

R turn radius 

S airplane reference area  •  wing area 

t, T time 

T thrust 

TG gross thrust 90 



TN net thrust 

Tn normal thrust component (perpendicular to the flight path direction) 

T, tangential thrust component (in flight path direction) 

V flight velocity (in flight path direction) 

VR reference velocity (corresponding to   cL   =   1,0 ) 

v = ^'/VR   =   dimensionless velocity 

V^ reference velocity (corresponding to   cLcni|n ) 

w rate of climb 

w, sinking speed 

W airplane weight 

x horizontal distance coordinate 

X integrated horizontal coordinate 

y lateral distance coordinate 

Y integrated lateral coordinate 

z vertical distance coordinate 

Z integrated vertical coordinate 

zT dimensionless thrust 

zP dimensionless power 

a angle of attack 

Aa angle of attack correction   (Ad ■ rad) 

y flight path angle (positive for climb) 

a gross thrust deflection angle 

5( angle of flap deflection 

e ■ tD/cl. =  Slide angle 

ea measure of accuracy in angle of attack iteration 

t M measure of accurary in Mach number iteration 

p air density 

r = T/W = thrust/weight ratio 

$ bank angle 

\li yaw angle 

AhhrrvtoHuns 

eg. centre of gravity 

rpm "rotation» per minute" of engine 
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SEA "specific excess acceleration" 

SEP "specific excess power" 

Indices 

oo free stream 

f final 

i initial 

j jet 
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FLIGHT-MANOEUVRE AND CLIMB-PERFORMANCE PREDICTION* 

Heribert Friedel 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Flight-manoeuvre and climb-performance are the most critical aircraft performance values.   Their accurate pre- 
diction is therefore a pre-eminent task in the aircraft optimization procedure. 

First, the basic equation of motion for general manoeuvring flight and for climbing and horizontal turning 
flight are given, with some remarks about the representation of aerodynamic and engine performance data. 

In the next sections the whole class of performance is split into the class of steady and quasi-steady point- 
performances and the class of integral-performance values. 

Most attention is focused on the first class because it represents the basis for the second class.   Firstly the 
relationships between specific excess power and load factor are discussed; the most general case of an aircraft with 
inclined thrust and the special cases of an aircraft with the thrust acting in the direction of the flight path and/or with 
constant thrust and parabolic polar curve are considered.   Further, the relationships between specific excess power 
and climb and turn performances are explained. 

In the next section the problems of satisfying the various conditions which arise in practice are considered, 
where the usual simplifications of constant thrust and parabolic polar are no longer valid.  In computational 
practice there is a need to apply effective iteration procedures.   Some methods of such iterations are discussed. 

In the last section the main problems in the evaluation of the integral-performance values due to climbing and 
turning flight are explained briefly. 

The calculation of optimum climbing flight paths with the aid of R.Bellman's "Principle of Optimality" are 
explained in some detail in an Appendix. 

2. BASIC RELATIONS 

2.1   Equations of Motion 

2.1.1    General Equations 

In this section, a trajectory flown in a three-dimensional space is considered.  Further the following assump- 
tions are employed: 

flat earth 

constant acceleration of gravity 

aircraft considered as a mass point 

- atmospheric properties are known functions of altitude 

sideslip angle is zero (this means that the velocity vector, the resultant aerodynamic force and the 
resultant thrust force are contained in the plane of symmetry of the aircraft). 

In the light of these hypotheses and with the definitions of Figure I. the basic equations of motion are 
written in the form of; 

Equilibrium of forces per unit weight in direction of the flight path: 

/1 dV \        T. - D 
{—- +sin7)   = -S  . (2.1) 
\g dt / tng 

•See »I«) Piper 10 of this volume. 
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Equilibrium of forces per unit weight normal to the direction of the flight path and in the plane of 
symmetry of the aircraft: 

cos 
V m d7 \        T. + L 

0 cos 7 + —(— sin 0 cos 7 + — cos 01   =  . (2.2) 
g \dt dt / mg 

- Equilibrium of forces per unit weight normal to the direction of the flight path and normal to the plane of 
symmetry of the aircraft: 

V /   d^ d-r        \ 
sin 0 cos > + — I cos 0 cos 7 + — sin 0 I   =  0 . (2.3) 

g \    dt dt / 

- Velocity components with respect to an earth-fixed coordinate system; 

-— =   V cos 7 cos y. (2.4) 
dt 

dy 
— =  V cos 7 sin ^ . (2.5) 
dt 

dz „  . dh _ = _vsin7 = -_. (2.6) 

- Mass change due to fuel consumption: 

dm 
- =   -C, ; (2.7) 

where 

x, y,z = Cartesian coordinates, earth fixed 

h = -z . altitude 

V ■ flight velocity 

t time 

y flight path angle 

0 roll angle 

* yaw angle 

m aircraft mavs 

f acceleration of gravity 

W mg , aircraft weight 

D aerodynamic drag 

L aerodynamic lift 

T, thrust component, tangential to flight path direction 

Tn thrust component, normal to flight path direction 

c-, fuel flow. 

Equation (2.1) multiplied by the velocity V represents the change of energy height with respect to time. 

dh* 

dt \   mg / 
(2.8) 

mg 

In Equation (2.2) the right member tepresents the load faitor. 

Tn + L 
n  - -J  . (2.9) 

mg 
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Equations (2.4) to (2.6) are the kinematical relationships in the   x .   y , and  z directions. 

2.1.2 Flight in a Vertical Plane 

The main properties of the climbing flight are well described by the flight in a vertical plane.   In this case the 
roll angle <t> and the yaw angle  $  are zero.  Introducing these conditions, the general equations of motion. 
Equations (2.1) to (2.6), reduce to the following simplified set of equations (see Figure 2): 

Tangential force equilibrium: 

/ I dV \        T. - D        I dhF 
( + sin 7     = —  =  . (2.10) 
Vg  dt V W V dt 

- Normal force equilibrium: 

/ V d7 \        T. + L U*+H =^r- = n- (21,) 

- Flight path change in   x direction: 

dx 
— =   V cos 7 ■ (2.12) 
dt 

- Flight path change in the negative  z direction: 

dh        .,  . dz 
— =   Vsin7  = -—■ (2.13) dt                              dt 

- Mass change due to fuel consumption: 

^ - -cf. 

2.1.3 Flight In a Horizontal Plane 

The main properties of the turning flight are well described by the flight in a horizontal plane,  In this case 
the height is constant and the flight path angle is zero.  Introducing these conditions into the set of general 
equations of motion, Equations (2.1) to (2.7), we obtain the following simplified set of equations (see Figure 3): 

- Tangential force equilibrium: 

I dV       T, - D        1 dh E 
g dt W V dt 

- Normal force equilibrium in the plane of symmetry: 

(2.15) 

V d^ Tn + L 
cos 0 +  sin 0  = -a—— =  n . (2.16) 

g  dt W 

Normal force equilibrium normal to the plane of symmetry 

g  dt 

Flight path change in   x direction: 

V d^ 
sin 0 — cos0  ■  0. (2.17) 

dt 

Flight path change in  y direction: 

-T -  Vcos ^ . (2.18) 

4^- =   Vsin \(/ . (2.19) 
dt 
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Mus chin«e due to fuel consumption: 

dm 
- =  -CF . (2.20) 

Adding Equation (216) multiplied by  sin »   and Equation (2.17) multiplied by (—cos #) yields for the 

- Normal force equilibrium in horizontal direction: 

V d*        /T. ♦ L\ 

Adding Equation (2.16) multiplied by   cos 0  and Equation (2.17) multiplied by  sin 4 yields for the 

- Normal force equilibrium in vertical direction: 

•-(^ 
cos«-l   =  ncos^-1. (2.22) 

2.2   Aircraft Characteristics 

2.2.1    Aerodynamic Force* 

In performance calculations the essential aerodynamic forces are: 

Aerodynamic lift: 

Aerodynamic drag: 

L  =  cL-|v
2S . (2.23) 

D =  cD-jV2S . (2.24) 

where 

cL = lift coefficient 

cD = drag coefficient 

p - air density 

S = reference wing area. 

The lift and drag coefficients are in general dependent on: 

- Reynolds number  Re 

- Mach number  M 

- angle of attack a 

- angle of flap deflection  6r 

- trim conditions (e.g. position). 

In most of the cases considered later, the e.g. position and the flap deflection or the Mach number are fixed. 
Further, the Reynolds number in a given altitude is only a function of the Mach number, so that the lift drag 
coefficients are in the high-speed regime only dependent on angle of attack a  and Mach number M (as shown in 
Figure 4), 

cL   =  cL(a, M) (2.25a) 

cD   =  cD(a, M). (2.25b) 

In the low-speed regime, they are only dependent on angle of attack a  and flap deflection angle 6r.   (see 
Figure 5), 

cL   =  cL(a, 6F) (2.26a) 
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cD = cD(a.6F) . {2.26b) 

In practice these curves are mostly evaluated by calculations with semi-empirical methods and/or by investiga- 
tions of wind-tunnel test data. In most of the cases the dependence on a , M and 6,. is only given in the form 
of tabulated numerical values. 

Parabolic polar cunts 

In the case of subchtical Mach numbers  (M < 0.6) where no shocks occur, the drag depends on lift quadra- 
tically.   For aircraft with symmetrical profiles on untwisted wings, the following parabobc relation holds in the 
separstion-free lift region: 

H   "   coo + kcj        forcl<clCfI,. (2.27a» 

For aircraft with twisted and cambered wings and with inclined fuselages an improved approximation of the 
drag polar is given by 

«b   ■   »•Dmin   + k*^,. -cLop,)2        for  CL < cLcri, (2.27b> 

In practice the difference between these two approximation formulae may be not so important if the low cL 

region is not to be considered (see Figure 6). 

2.2.2    Thrust Forces 

In general, the thrust vector acting on an aircra t can be defined as the vectorial sum of the intake momentum 
loss (or momentum drag) DM  and the gross thrust TG . The various definitions of both are defined in Reference 
2.   Further information is given in References 3 and 4.  If we propose an inclination o  of the exit nozzle of the 
engine relative to the   x-axis of the aircraft (see Figure 7), the thrust components are: 

- Tangential to the flight path: 

T,   =  TG cos (a + o) - DM . (2.28) 

- Normal to the flight path: 

Tn  =  TG sin (a + o) , (2.29) 

where the momentum drag is defined as 

DM   =   riiV (2.30) 

and  ih  denotes the mass flow of the engine. 

The gross thrust Tc   and the mass flow are in general functions of 

- engine power setting (rpm, percent maximum available thrust) 

- atmospheric condition (pressure, temperature) 

- Mach number 

Reynolds number. 

Since most of the climbing and manoeuvring flight are flown with maximum power settings, the engine 
data are mostly only functions of Mach number M  and altitude  H ; 

TG   =  TC(M,H) (2.31) 

rti    =   rtUM. H). (2.32) 

If the thrust is acting only in the flight direction, the tangential thrust component of Equation (2.28) reduces 
to the net thrust 

TN   =  T, (a + o = 0) = TG - DM . (2.33) 

while the normal thrust component vanishes. 

The relation (2.33) must be applied in the evaluation of the gross thrust from such engine brochures where 
only the net thrust and the mass flow are given. 
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Assumption of constant thrust or constant power 

The assumptions of "constant thrust" or "constant power" respectively are often used for single flow turbojet 
aircraft or for aircraft with piston engines and propellers.   In both cases, the above assumptions are only useful 
simplifications to show the differences for the main performance values in an analytical manner. 

2 -.3   Jet-Induced Interference Effects 

In the above definitions of the aerodynamic forces and of the thrust forces the jet-induced interference effects 
are not included.  They aa* often defined in the following form: 

lb 

where KPJVJ j/lp^V^,)) denotes the ratio of the momentum per unit mass of the jet and of the free-stream.  The 
square root of it is often called the effective velocity ratio.   It represents the most important parameter due to jet- 
interference effects. 

The above lift and drag increments are mostly given in form of measured curves and seldom in form of 
analytical expressions.   In practice the values  AL  and  AD are small compared with the forces defined in Sections 
2.2.1 and 2.2.2.   However, they are seldom negligible, especially the afterbody drag near the thrust nozzles of 
conventional aircraft and the jet-induced lift loss in the transition flight regime of V/STOL aircraft.  Since these lift 
and drag increments are only corrective ones, the principle character of the climb and manoeuvre performance with 
respect to the angle of attack does not change.   Therefore in the following sections the performance prediction 
methods are explained without jet-induced interference effects.  However, it may be noted that these effects may 
easily be taken into consideration in an iterative manner. 

3.     POINT-PERFORMANCE PREDICTIONS 

The most interesting point-performances in climbing and manoeuvring flight are: 

the specific excess po*er SEP 

the specific excess acceleration SEA 

the steady rate of climb 

- the steady angle of climb 

the steady load factor 

the steady angle of bank 

the steady turn rate 

the radius of curvature 

in a steady horizontal turn. 

3.1   "Specific Excess Power" and "Specific Excess Acceleration" 

3.1. /    Relationship between StP and   n 

The previous section has shown that the whole influence of the aircraft data to the equations of motion are 
concentrated in the "specific excess power" SEP and in the "load factor"   n .  |See Equations (2.1), (2.2), (2.8), 
(2.9), (2.10), (2.11), (2.15) and (116)].   Introducing the lift and drag definitions from Section 2.2.1 and the 
thrust definitions from Section 2.2.2 and neglecting possible jet-induced interference effects, we get the following 
relations: 

Specific excess power SEP: 

m(M   III alH\ S  1 
(3.1) 

SEP  =   f^o, M, H) (3.1a) 

SEP   =   Ma(H)ri^\os(a + o)-^^Ma(H.-cD(«.M)^M'a(H)'- 
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- Load factor n 

rTG(M. H) p(H)    , S I 
n =   I-*-^ sin (a + o) + cL(a, M)-^- M2a(H)J —J (3.2) 

n  =   tj(a. M. H) . (3.2a) 

If we consider flight at a given altitude   H , the above relations are only functions of Mach number  M and 
angle of attack  a .   If we prescribe further the load factor  n , one of the two variables a  or M   is no longer 
independent.   From Equation (3.2a) we get then 

a =  f*(n, M) (3.3a) 

or 
M =  f**(n, a) . (3.3b) 

introducing Equation (3.3a) or Equation (3.3b) in Equation (3.1a) leads to the following functional relation- 
ship for the specific excess power: 

I TG(M)                                   ih(M) P    , , S  ) 
SEP  =  Ma -^r-cos Ia(n, M) + o) ^-Ma - cDIa(n,M), M] - MV-     . (3.4) 

fT^n, M)      D(n, M) 1 
SEP =  Ma|_-^ £—j. (3.4a) 

SEP =  f.Oi, M) . (3.4b) 

Figure 8 shows this relationship for a typical subsonic trainer aircraft in two different forms. 

5.1.2 Penaud Diagram 

If we draw the thrust-to-weight curve  Tt(M)/W and the drag-to-weight curve  D(M)/W  in one diagram, we get 
the so-called Penaud diagram, from which the available specific excess acceleration SEA may be found as the 
difference between the appropriate T,/W  and   D/W curves.  Figure 9 shows the influence of various thrust levels 
and load factors in the case of a typical subsonic aircraft. 

3.1.3 Influence of Angle of Attack a and Gross Thrust Deflection Angle  6F  on the 
Specific Excess Acceleration  SEA 

As pointed out above the evaluation of specific excess power SEP and of the specific excess acceleration 
needs first the evaluation of the appropriate Mach number or appropriate angle of attack from Equation (3.2), 
which can only be done in an iterative process.   If however we assume a thrust acting in direction to the flight path 
and a linear relationship between lift coefficient  cL   and angle of attack a , the appropriate lift coefficient cL 

(n, M)  or jngle of attack a(n, M) may be expressed explicitly; 

cL(n. M)  = —^  (3.5a) 

4wa2M2 

or 

c, (n, M) 
a(n, M)    «  a0(M) + —  . (3.5b) 

If we further assume the parabolic polar of Equation (2.27a), the "specific excess acceleration" SEA (and 
the "specific excess power" SEP) also may be expressed explicitly: 

w Y_2_W\ W S/    M2 

\1J /    ■)       U/\ ni 

cDOp—    — + (3.6) 

The numerical evaluation of this equation is very simple.  Figure 10, however, shows that Equation (3.6) leads 
to significant errors in the low-speed region, if the thrust-to-weight ratio is large.  The reasons for these errors are 

- the cosine effect in Equation (3.4) 

- the less effective weight in Equation (3.2), which leads to a smaller lift coefficient and therefore to a smaller 
induced drag, which shifts the drag curve in the Penaud diagram to smaller Mach numbers. 
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In ilu- caH* where Ihe Ihrutl ik aciini in mo lift direclibn, u MIIIIIIK JIII difference between the «ccurale »ulu- 
lion II <|ri (3,l)| and the approximate «olution lliqualion» (3.Sa) and (3.6)1 occun only in the low-«peed region. 
In the caw where the Ihruitl U inclined relative to the mo-lift direction, lignificani difference» occur in the high* 
»peed region ttni. The reaion for thi» behaviour lie» in the lu»» of propuliive thru»! due to the co»ine effect. 

Figure 11 »how» the influence of the thru»l inclination (a * 0) on the curve» for the »pecific exce»» power 
in the heig!il-Mai.h number diagram for a typical »ubumic fighter aircraft with »mall thru»! inclination.  It may be 
»een that difference« between the two calculation method» occur only in the high-*peed region beluw the compre»- 
»ible drag n«e.  Further they are only »ignificanl at low altitude where the thru»t-to-weight ratio 1» high. 

3.2  Sltady CHmb Angle and Steady Rate of Climb 

In the ca»e of the »leady climbing flight, where the tangential and the normal acceleration are zero, the ba»iv 
hjuation» (2.10) and (2 11) are reduced to 

T    _ 

w 
i) 

• f.ta. Mi 

V 
11 

L <• fjlo. Ml. co» > -    ''w     -   f^o. Ml, (3.8) 

where the term» on the right are the »pecific exce»» aueleration SKA and the loadfador n  CO*|H.imi>  which are 
both function» of the angle of attack o and of tlie Mach number  M («ee al*u Section 3 I 11   Together with the 
angle of climb  1  we have now three variable» from which only two are independent   II we want to evaluate the 
available angle of climb y one of the other two variable« mu»t be prewnbed   If we choo«e the Math number M 
a» a parameter, we get two ei)uation» in which ilie angle of climb 1» c»pie««ed a» a function of the angle of attack 
only    Itiu» in ihc IIU>»I general ca»r. wr havr iwo tran»t,endental e«|uatHin» with two unknown« which can only be 
»olved graphically or by an iteration proce«»    Mic dewnplion of an effective ileralion proce«« 1« given later on 

12.1    SptfUd ij'<>   Alrm/i wiih ThruU Arling tmh in ihr Ihghi AtlA Difvtiuui 

If the thru»! 1« acting only in the Highl path dirrclion. Equation« t3 7) and (3 Ml take the form 

T« pa1 S    . 

and 

<W7 ■  Ci^f ^M» . 13 10) 

re«pectively. where  TN  denote« the net thru«l defined in Iqnatton (2 33) 

Combining l-quation 13*» with Equation (3 10) yield« 

»m-y  • -^      iß eo«> (3.11) 
W        Ct 

«*« y  ■  'M "' «"t • (3 Ha) 

where  rN   denote« the nel ihruM-linweighl ralio and  <   it !he «o<alled glide angle »hieb 1« the reciprocal of the 
lift-to-drag ratio 

'.'.'   Stmphfled Aiiahui 

If the «{uare of ih   flight path inclination 1« a»«umed to be negligible with re«pect to unity, the «ine of the 
flight angle  y  may be replaced by  y  it«elf and the emme by unity   With the«e a»»umplion» we get the folknvmg 
Miiiplilu-il climb performance« 

Angle of climb y : 

Rate of climb  w, : 

100 

y -  r-e (3.12) 

v _ (3.13) 



" 

Speed uiul Mach number in climbing flight; 

v     ii      i 

where the reference velocity VK  and the reference Mach number MR   respectively are defined by 

/    -   US 
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(3.14) 

(3.15) 

/2    W 
M«  - ,/-TT ■ (3.>6) 

y pa1 S 

3.2.3   Esacl A Italy its 

The above iimpUflcationi are no longer valid if the thmiMO'weighl ratio ii large.  Setting > = v/( I - tin'r) 
in Equation (3.1 la), we get after tome rearrangement! the quadratic equation: 

(I+«,)aln,t-2'ita7 ■Mr1-«1) - 0. (3.17) 

with the lululkm for the flight path inclination: 

riat -   .  ' . [rtf\^l ryr=y]. (3.18) 
(I + r)*- i 

where the lower tign it to be excluiively employed for r < I . while both signs may yield physically possible 
solutions for r > I . Furthermore we get for the 

Rale of climb w, ■ V dn -y 

^ " "^T1777^ {O^vn^-r-ft-c^TTTF^]} . (3.19) 

Speed and Mach number in dimbmg (lighi 

V«       M,       ^V (!♦.») 

RclalMMH (3. it) to (3.20) ate the mml general «ululion for climbing (light in a vemcal plane in terms of the 
hfl coeffktrnl  i,   and of the thruti-tO'Wetghl ratio r     However, we must pay attenlion to the fact that the 
glide angle »  (mmw ii(l-l»diig raliol i» not alway« independent from the Mach number M . to lhal Equation 
(3-20) mini be solved ileratively   A cumpmnutn bei wren the simplified and the eucl «ululion i» shown in Table I. 

i24   QhiliHgHuht 

Inlreducing the gliding condition 

r - 0. (3.21) 

the vlimbing perforauncesof Equations (3.IS). (3.19). (3 20) and (3 12). (3.13). (314) respectively reduce to the 
gliding performance« shown in Table 2: 

Since e  is defined as the inverse lift-livdrag ratio, the gliding performances are functions only of the lift 
coefficient  i| . 

Optimum glkUng perfurmanct 

Differentiating the eucl solution for the gliding angle of Table 2 with respect to the lift coefficient   c,   and 
selling zero yields the condition for ihr minimum gliding angle  im{n (flattest glide). 

/dslnjr\ I  de 
I ) ■ TTT  "  0 ^-22) 
Vdct   /, (I +e»)M dcL 

This condition it identical with that obtained from the simplified solution: 

/d_sin7\ 
Z 0. an* (3.23) 
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Thv minimum sinking speed  wslimi  occurs if (he condition 

dtWt/V,)       ^|(l +e7)e-cL(2 - eaKdt/dcL)| 

dcL (I +e1)7/4 

is satisfied.  This is the case for the lift coefficient due to 

(3.24) 

dcL \2 + *\ 
or 

de 

dcL 

\  t 

2cL 

Gliding aircraft with parabolic polar 

(exact solution) (3,2Sa) 

(simplified solution) . (3.25b) 

Assuming the parabolic polar of Equation (2.27), the simplified solutions of the gliding flight as shown in 
Table 2 may be written in the form of the ilrst row of Table 3.  The appropriate optimum solutions for the Hattest 
glide and for the gliding flight with minimum sinking speed are also shown in Table 3. 

Introducing the oplimun lift coefficients into Equation (2.27) for the parabolic drag curve shows us that the 
induced drag is equal to the zero lift drag in the case of the flattest glide and three times the zero lift drag in the 
case of the minimum sinking speed. 

3.3   Steady Tu    Performance 

3, .i. I    General Solution 

The basic relations for the turn in a horizontal plane are given in Equation (2.15) to Equation (2.21).   In the 
case of the steady turn. Equation (2.15) must be set zero.   This means the same as setting the specific excess 
acceleration of Equation (3.1) zero. Since the turn should occur in i horizontal plane, the right member of 
Equation (3.1) is dependent only on the angle of attack o  and on the Mach number M .   In the general case this 
function  1,10. M) contains both variables in an implicit form.   If one prescribes one of the two variables, the other 
imi.i be evaluated from the relation 

f,«». M)  =  0 . (3.26) 

In the most general case this can only he done iteratively (see Section 4.3). Once the solution o(M) or  M(a) 
1» computed the inlerrsling steady turn performanc values can be computed from the following relations (see also 
Table 6): 

Load factor n : 

n -  f,|o(M). Ml (3.27a) 

n - fjja, M(a)t . (J.27b) 

where f^a. M) is given in Equation (3.2). 

Angle of bank # : 

tan * - >/n
rrT . (3.2*0 

Turn rate (d^/dt) : 

d* 
_ -l^rri  -itan*. (3.29) 

Radius of curvature R : 

V»       1 v' 
R —    - — cot ♦ . (3.30) 

g y/n*- I        § 

Figure 12 shows for example the dependence of the steady load factor n on Mach number M and altitude 
h for a typical subsonic aircraft.  In the low-speed region, the load factor is limited by the maximum usable lift- 
coefficient, while in the high-speed region it is limited by the maximum available thrust. 
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J.i..7   Alrvraft with Thrust Ailing In Dlmilun of Fllghl Nlh 

In this cave the angle of attack or inHuencc» only the aerodynamic drag, to that the function 1,(0. M) takek 
the form 

M«.M) - [~^-toio. MI—a'M'J - 0;    ' (3.31) 

or if the angle of attack is replaced by the lift coefficient C|  : 

MCL.M) - |HL- _t|)(CL(M)--.u.M»J   - 0 (3.32) 

On the other «de, the relation f,(a, M) for the load factor may nuw be written in the form 

n - fjk^M) - c,—a'M', (3.33) 

Eliminating (p^MS/Wla'M1 from bquation (3.32) and (3.33), we gel 

TN(M)     cD I 
—; K (CL(M. n). Mln    -0. (3.34) 

Assuming constant Mach number, we have an implicit expreuion with respect to the load factor n  which can 
only be solved itcratively as long as the drag polar depends on Mach number.  If however the polar does not depend 
on Mach number, relation (3.34) delivers an explicit expreuion for the load factor 

\ W/ cD t t 

The other related turn performances aa* given in Table 4. 

Maximum values 

The maximum load factor and the maximum angle of bank occur at the lift coefficient  cl0pU  where the 
lift-to-drag ratio reaches its maximum value. 

"msx   ' T— m  '<L/D)miu (3.36) 
•mm 

••"♦„ux  " >/I^L/D)mi,|'-|. (3.37) 

*'here 

nr)       " «A       • tu« 
^v«/o|»t.nmsx       V  tD«1»'.«mi" 

The maximum turn rale occure at the polar point where the condition 

(3 3«>a> 

ii.yth) 

Ü.±ß 2^ 

c0 dc,. r'*(cD/cL)» 

^   d. r'-e' 

r  Je, r»+ «' 

holds, while the minimum radius of cunaiurt is given by the condition 

*£-(At (3.40.) 
«to dci      \ CD/ 

or 

cL   de        H - e' 

e  dcL t* 
(3.40b) 
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.S'/H-I /.(/ tmt,   IUW ihnist h. iMithi inn.» 

AMuminn iln iluu>i i>> MIIUIH rahu r it Utpf with if%pvn lu ihv mm« ItlMu-Ura« Mliu t . the luin Mir 
und ihr radiu% .•! curvufurr nuy h« «ppftuimulctl by 

di    v,i^; 
1.1 411 

Vl   I 
H    • -B— lJ4:i 

•  *l 
ir»pCiiiv».'ly 

J.4   Aircraft «Hlh (»mum Tlin»l MM! with • faraboMr ft*m 

\%*unm$ titiuiditl nun»! JH.I IUMKIIU puLii, 4II Ihr |HNnl-prffufnMiKr • Jim. -1 ihr pfrtkiu« «rclion ^n K* 
rKpre«*d in 411 r^phcii loim whuh 1« «huwn in Krloritir I    IniiodiHiity <i »■'.<.<■.. 7s../  V| , 

Ihr ./I'M.»/....«/.,. fAruii  ' 1  . 

w \ "/nu»        'miii 

«ml Ihr ./i"i. «m "/... ./•.../   % . 

V 
»     • -2- . 134*1 

wc can «hu» Ihr ivrfuniMncr ralur% in » .lim........ii,». fitrm 4% «rrn in Ijhlr 4 ItM ihr ni>n-«iplimum chmh prrtur- 
nuncr value« and in fdhlr 7 ■.•■ ihr non^piimum httfi/nnul hin prffurnun^r »JIIK»   A««uminf «null Ihiuu-lu* 
wrifhl uii.» JH.I hiyh iiiii-- .li.-r talim Itimphfird wilulttm t% jppbijblrl Ihr nutimum iKfl'Mitunir »ji.... nu> hr 
»«ily compulrd fium !!'<■ fuimubr fivrn in Tihlr N i«rr jku Rclnrncr il   l-'iguir IJ .i.--». Ihr» drprndrntv on 
Ihr dimrnuonlr* lhru«l 

3.S   Aircraft »Mh lomuni P«.«« and with a hwabolir Polar 

AtMimm« J n»n»i.iiii prnttrr  P . J itmtljnl I>I..|V II, 1 . iii> 1. n.»   q . jiul j iMiahtilu puli' all Ihr pmnl- 
prrlurnuncv valur« may hr rtpfr^rd alwi in an rtpbctl laim   Ininiduitnf Ihr irlnriur »prrd   V{   lium I t|uili»n 
11 43l. Ihr dimrn«HHilrM »1» ,.1   %   hum IqualHtn 13 45i and Ihr 

./mn'i'.'ii/r.. /!•...,/ 

wr tan «htm ihr prifurmanitr valur« in a dimrnuunl »* form a« wrn in Table 6 lur ihr nun-uplimum ihmh prrlui- 
numr« and in Tablr ^ iot lltr nunntpiimum «Irody hon/unial luin prrlormancr«   A«uimmf »mail pumrrr-lit-wrif hi 
uii.I» and hij;1 lili-ut-dray lalitM ihr furinubr ft» Ihr maximum prffurmaucc valur« arr ahm vrry «implr Iw«' 
Table Mi 

4.     NUMERICAL PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION OF THE POINT-PERFORMANCE VALUES 

4.1   Ha»ic Relaliom 

In Ihr prrviuu« «rcliun 11 wa« «iiown lhal Ihr ba«ic rrlatiun« which drunbr Ihr puml-prrformancr in 
■•uiiiKuviiin! in.l in climbiny Hifhl rr«pcclivrly have Ihr «ante furm in Ihr muilibnum of force« 

langrntial lo Ihr direction of itu- llifhl palh 

SIA   -  (,{tt. Ml (4.li) 
or 

«in7 =  f,!«. Ml. (4.1b) 
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Nornul ••• •••• JwriiMM -i ihr Mi|hi |Mih 

n • r,!«. Mt UJai 

• twit 

14 Jb» 

«44| 

[I^«!!« ♦ 01 ♦ i,l«. M» * ^ «'M'1 

In mrnl i«*r% ••' prMlk4il tnirfr«! Ihr IUIKIHMH  I ,   «ml  i.  «ir unly «Irprmlrnl on anylr of allaii  a and 
Mj»h numhrf  M , »hkh t% «huwn in I .|UJ(I..I. ■ 4 11 «id |4 4|   Furthrimofr. Ihr rnginr i>f • 'IUH » tunUin Ihr 
rtyutr fou in furm ol uMr% <■• «tuyfant» »hKh iMinui hr rrpfr«rnlcJ in an indl>llcal form   Thr *amt i% irur lor 
Ihr Mfudtriumk *UU. w> llul m uui iumpuUlit' *l prwikv «re hjw «Imuu unl   ububir«! tlala mix. »hich mu«l 
hr inlrf|Mtolrtl »•> apfwupnalr ntrlhudk 

42   I.JIUJIOHI ..i ihr AprtifW Etctn AcctlmltM" SEA for • Gto« Load Farlor n 

4 .* /    llrmiuui /■».., ./„>r IM /Ar («tir <•/ CtrntrniHiml Aumfl 

II wr wanl lo iakvlalr ihr «IrprnJrnir <■« M \ un ihr fhghl Mach numbrr  M for a fivrn lowl fatiur n . al 
i-m «r haw lu lind ihr anglr u| aliarh un  whah i» nrcrwary lo fullil Ihr «.oiNlillon (4.3aI   Since l-(]ualiun» 
<4 iji and 14 4t ninlain Ihr anglr of allacfc o only in impluil lorm «t mini apply an adrqualr Hrralivr procrM. 
loi rkamplr Ihr Nrwloman Mrralton piotrduiv au-ording lo 

whefv .ii. .u»  followt from l-quaiion (4 41 by parful dirfacnlialion 

df.        «I,      fTutM) «c.te. MlpS,.! 

da        to      L    W da        2 W        J 

Thr Hrradon piucn« iiv.li it thuwn in Tablr ''   ll work» wrll at long at Ihc tccond Icrm in ttjualiun (4.41 
Jomina!r%.  Tint it alwayt Inn in Ihr cate of a convrnlional aircrafl with «mall Ihrutl defkcliom. 

4 ! 2   llemiuin Fntctdure in the CW of VISTOL Aircnll 

In ihr catv of V/STOL aircrafl with large ihrutl dcnccliont, rtpccially in the speed range from hovering up to 
about half the convcrtion «peed. Ihe above iteration do«« not converge because ill, do becomes small if the llmist 
it directed nearly to the vertical 

In Ihe case where this occur« a better iteration will be done in (he toilowinf, way: 

If we assume that a better value of a can be calculated from the relation 

a - ttoM + Aa . (4.7) 

as above, (he basic Equadon (4.4) lakes (he form 

fi(«. M) - [^J^ sin (o0|d + Ao + a) + cL(a0|d + Aa. M)~a,MI (4.8) 

Jd-imluted interference effecti are neglected. 
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Nuw wr can rcphav «in «*tAd « Ju « «n by ihr well-known rdaliun 

*tn (O.JJ + Ao + o) ■  |«ln Ao cm (u.^j ♦ »)+ CM Ao tin (o.,|j + o)| 

which m«y he ■rranyed In ihc rulluwln« way before inirutluclnf In Equilion (4.8) 

• cu* lo.jj ♦ «MAO + OCM («„IJ ♦ oM»in Aa - Ait - 

>•" lo.^j   •   ^1  ♦    >(    * ^o' / Aa'\ 
»in lOuij + o» —^ + »in (a^ + oMcm Aa * ■—■; 

(49| 

(4<)a) 

Further, we repretrnl  i,<u,jj + Aa. Ml  by 

i,(o,w ♦ Aa. Ml       C^O.JJ. Ml +     }   " Au 
do 

(4.n) 

Dom« Hu» I.nun.HI (4 Mi lake« the form of a quadriilic etiualion wilh reaped lo (he correction  Ai 

T,.(Mir / Ao'M 
———   ♦ C«H (©„IJ * ol(«in Am - Aa) + tin (o„|j ♦ oi (cos Aa + -^-1   + 

f^o.^. Ao.Ml  - i <i**M- M>- ^ a'M' * [4 -^ cm(o.M + «) +     1™      ^-. a>M'J A« 

I   r,.(Ml 

> 

w «in IO.,).! • ol Ao2 

(4 111 

A««uming Aö  i« «mall the e<pre««ion  («in Ao  - Aoi  i« negligible while (he exprektion (CCM Ao ■» Ad'/Jl  may 
be replaced by umly    Under ilK*«e condilion». the fir«! Iwo term« of hqualion (4 111 repre«enl the well-known 
function  I.'O.^J  Ml  of Equation (4 4i    I he third lerm in Hqiulion |4.111 however i« identical with the denvalion 
df,'d «a|ipl  Ml from l;<|ualion (4.6| multiplied by  Ao .  Taking inlo account lhe«e fad« we are able to wrile 
fcquation (4.111 in the following reduced form: 

iUaM.M\ I Ti;(M> .1 
f^o,,,,,. AÖ. Ml  -  I  ^„IJ. Ml ♦ -2-£ Ao     ■; -±j— «in (a0,j + oM I Aä'J (4.12) 

Selling fjloi,,^. Aa. Ml s n . we get a heller relation for the determination of the correction  Ao  in the lorm 

A0 + A,Aä + A,Aft2  =  0. (4.13) 

with Ihc «olulion% 

where 

2 A,      yVA,/       Aj 

AQ =   f^o()|d. Ml -n 

df,(o0ld.M) 

da 

I  TG{M) 
A,  -  -y—j^—sin(a0|d + a) 

(4.14) 

(4.15a) 

(4.15b) 

(4.15c) 

If the thrust level is high enough, the two solutions (4.14) are real.  One of these must be chosen for the 
further iteration.  The lower of these applies normally to the accelerated flight, the higher to the decelerated flight. 
However, if Equation (4.13) yields only a complex solution one should choose first of all the real part for the 
next iteration step, since it may be possible that nevertheless a solution does exist. 

The improved iteration process differs from the original iteration process described in Table 9 only thereby 
that in step 1 Equation (4.5) must be replaced by Equation (4.14) and (4.15). 

The final value of the "specific excess acceleration" can now be computed from Equation (4.2) with the last 
value a(n, M). 
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*.'..*   häliMiiiin of ilw Maximum Speti/u Hut%% Attrlemiiim  SI A,,,,, for a (ihm LIMHI Farlitr n 

Will» ihc procniurr di-uiiiK-»l abuw, wc »f« »bk lu cumpulc ilu- »ihniu «•«vru «Civltfraliun J» » lunvltun uf 
Ihc Mach numhcr  M and <ii ihr Uta«! faclor n : 

SEA   -  gcNn.M». M| 

Hu- iuiuliiioti for ilu- mammum «%<«%» aavlcralion i* ilihm-J by 

üf,(<Hn. MI. M| 

.IM 
0, 

(4 16) 

«4 17) 

which in general cannul bc «olvcü analylically, «u lhal wc mutl apply an ilcralivc pfcKtfM again 

Let u» nuw eunuder the lolal change« of i, and I, re%prcltvely 

.ii,       ar. 
df.  - •-' dor ♦ --1 dM 1       te dM 

dl, 
te           dM 

UM yield» 

dM 

ar. d«   ar. 
■ —i— ♦ -J 

do dM     .iM 

14 INa) 

(4 IMbl 

(41«)) 

If we furlher lake inlo accounl ihe facl lhal erfn. M) it a «olulion uf l:()ualiun (4 3a) for a given  n  and  M. 
we can dale (he luial change uf i    mu«i vanish «mce n u contlanl   From Equalion (4 INb) we gel then 

do 

dM 

a^/aM 
af,'ao 

(4 :o) 

Inlruducmg (his in Equation (4 I'M and taking in(o account the condition (4.|7| we get the relation 

dM 

af.    af./aM af. i 
—L l L -  f.tM.,-,)  *  o. 
aM    af,/ao ao      '   op, (421) 

which mutt be solved by an iterative procedure like that dewnbed in Table 11    The partial derivative« 
df,/ao af,/dM   follow from Equation (4.2) and (4.4): 

ill .  -FLli 
ao       L w 

M) aCnlO 
«in (o 4- o) — 

to. M)      ,"1 

dM 

df 

dM 

/rti(M)\ 

\ W  / rti(M)        dc0(o. M)      , 
coi (o + o) --— aM - —— a ^- CM1 - 2cD(o. M)CM 

dM W oM 

TGm) dcL(o. M)      . 
—L  =  —  cos (o + o) ■»■ —^ CM1 

do W do 

<^). 
dM dM 

with 

c-ii...   ' 
2 W M^ 

ac.(a. M)      , 
sin (a + o) + — CM» + 2^(0, M)CM 

oM 

(4.22a) 

(4.22b) 

(4.23a) 

(4.23b) 
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4»  Evthuiiio« of Hit ffMdy CNmb NrfonnMmi 

4. J. I   Ittrtium htHväun fur t üivtn Mark Numbtf M 

AMumifli ihr Mach number M  t« »»en, ih« »um rrliiiun« in thmbini Might EiiiMliun (4 Ibl and <4.3b) rvtlucv 
to 

riiy ■ r,««) 14 24) 

co»t -  f,(«). (42$) 

which in Ih« motl prnvral cue mini br «ulvnl ilvralivriy m ihr fulluwing nunnci. which may be thuwn only bnedy 
inTabW II. 

4.J.2   himmm hwrJu* ft* CoUykiiHi the Minimum Angle of Climh >m,% 

I he condilion for ih« walualion of ihr nummMm aniue uf cbmb i» given by 

d Mn y 
—r2 • 0 (426a) 

do 
or 

d un Y 
— - o. ,4.:«.. 

»here l-l4|ualion 44 3bl mu»l be »ainned 

The ionjnit.n» of ihe tieady cbmbmg fligfii may be wnllen in ihc foilowin« (urm 

(?(o. M.y) -  f^o. M)-«inv - 0 (4 27) 

wilh Ihe lolal i-)un«r% 

r?(o. M.Tl •  f,(o. ID-coa-y • 0. (4.2i) 

df* df* <Jl* 
df*   " —A do ♦ —- dM ♦  1- d un y  -  0 (4 2«) 

do i\t 9 wi y 
and 

df* «'I* df* 
df?  " TL «^ * "^<,M * T—*- d un -»   -  0 . (4 30) 

do an a un y 

where the partial denvalivet df*/do .  dff/dM . 3lJ.do and  dff/dM  are idenlical wilh Ihme of Ihe funcliun» 
f, and f, at given in E(|ualion* (4.22) and (4 33). while ^i* a(»in ■»! and iffltounyl arc 

- -   I (431) 
dun y 

df* 
-—i- -  lany (4.32) 
3 un y 

retpeclively. 

If wr divide dff  and  df?  by  dM . we gel ihe following rvlahonr 

df*      df* do      df* df*   d «in y 
-± m -i.— +-L + ! L ,4 33) 
dM       do  dM      »M      d tiny     dM 

df*     iff do    ar*       af*   d un y 
—2- -  —J- — + —i- + 2  . (4 34) 
dM       do  dM     aM      a tin y    dM 

which repmenli a tyalem of two linear equaliont with the unknown do/dM and d(un y i dM whoie »uluiion» 
are given by the relations 
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•nd 

da dM 
d lin y 

+ Un7     dM 

dM 

d »in 7 
■ ■ 

12 
do 

dM  da       da   dM 

dM if*          df* 

■to "un^ 

(4.35) 

-   fj<Mop|)  -  0 (4.36) 

Equalion (4.36) rrprewnu the »lope of ihc «inc of ihc ar,iW of climb with rctpccl to the Much number if the 
•n(le of allack i« alway» wl to thai value which lalisfiei the condition (4.2S). Taking into account the condition 
(4.26b) for the maximum angle of climb Equation (4.3M enable« u» to contlrucl an iteration procedure for calcula- 
ting the mammum angle of climb ymt%  like that in Table 11 for calculating the maximum exceu acceleration. 

1J J   litwum hottilun ft* Ctikuluiing fhe Maximum Hair of CUmh 

The condition for maximum rale of chmb i» defined by 

dw, 

dM 

dfV tin •>> d(M tin y) 
m a   o 

dM dM 
(4.37a) 

d un 7 
(.(M) -  «n-» ♦ M——i- - 0 

dM 
(4.37b) 

If we introduce Ihi» coikfilion in the Hera nn uheme of Table 10 inttead of Equation (4.21). we get ilu- 
iteration procedure for calculating the maximum rate of climb 

4.4   E»aluaiiun of the Steady lurn frrfarmancr 

4 4 1    liemium hf>rttlurr for a Ghtn Haih Mmftgr 

The condition for the tleady horizontal turn a« given in Equation i « »'M tlale» that the «pecific exceu power 
mutt be zero   Equation 13 I) thow» that the function  i,  contain« the angle of attack in an implicit form   The 
nature of Equation (31)1« near quadralic. «o that we can hope that a quadntic approximation of i-quation 13.1) 
may be a rea«onable ba«i* to con«truct an iteration procedure for calculation of the appropriate angle of attack at 
a given Mach number 

Developing Equation 13 I lin a Ta>lor vne« about point o  up to the quadratic term, we gel a quadratu- 
re lation 

dft(o» .    L d'f.fo) Ao1 

(.(o + Aat -  f.ta) ♦ -^- A« + -jij- 
da' 

(4 .18) 

which may be u«ed (in the «ame way a« de«cnbed in Section 4 2.2) to correct the angle of attack by «ucce«sivtf 
correction« Aa until the condition  f, ■ 0 i» «ati»fied   Taking into account Equation (3.1), the derivative« 
df^dot and d'^/do*  are defined by the partial denvativet 

and 

da 
m 

da 

da1 
m 

d'f, 

da> 

(M) d 
»in «a + o) + io^^a'M'l 

da       2 W        J 

) d'cpta. M) p S   .   .1 
• co«(a + o)+       "  ,      T^" M ' 

do'        2 w 

t43'») 

(4.40) 

The iteration procedure for calculating the angle of attack due to a steady tum at a given Mach number has 
the same uheme as described in Section 4.2.2. 
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4.4.2   Iteration Procedure for Calculating the Maximum Steady Turn Load Factor 

In this case the additional condition is given by 

dUoCM), M] 
-L-^   "  0 = f,(Mopt). (4.41) 

where a(M) is the solution of f,(<*) = 0 at constant Mach number as described in Section 4.2.1. 

Recognizing the relations of Section 4.2.3, we find that our problem is solved automatically if we change the 
indices 1 and 2 in the Equations (4.17) up to (4.21). 

4.4. J   Iteration Procedure for Calculating the Maximum Steady Turn Rate 

Respecting Equation (3.42), the additional condition for this case is given by 

A^) 
dM g        dM 

or 

d(d^/dt) 
= 0 (4.42) 

or 

f,(M)       - Un'-D-Mn—J =  0 (4.43a) 

VMop,)   =     (f? - I) - Mf,-^-     =  0 . (4.43b) 

4.4.4   Iteration Procedure for Calculating the Minimum Steady Radius of Curvature 
in a Horizontal Turn 

Respecting Equation (3.43), the additional condition for this case is given by 

MJ 

dR ,, d(^^T) 

dM       g dM 

or 

= 0 (444) 

or 

f,(M) =   Un2 - I) - Mn^-j = 0 (4.45a) 

MMop,) =   hd« " ') * Mf3 ^H  "  0 • <4-45b) 

S.     INTEGRAL-PERFORMANCE PREDICTION 

S.I   Climbing Flight 

.5. /, /    Dv/lnltions 

The interesting integral-performance values in climbing flight are 

the lime T 
the horizontal distance  X 

- the fuel consumption WF , 

during a climb from an initial height hj  to a final height hf. The integrals for these performances are defined 
as follows: 

rhf dt Phf dh rhf dh 
T(hf) = — (h)dh =          =          (5.1) r Jhl  dh Jh|   V(h) sin 7(h)       Jhl  w(h) 
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hf dx      dt rhf 

— (h) —(h)dh = 
hi   dt      dh Jhi 

hf dt Phf CF(h) 

rnr dx       dt «nr 
X(hf)   = — (h) —(h)dh = cot 7(h) dh (5.2) 

Jhi   dt       dh Jh. 

rhf dt Phf CF(h) 
CF(h)—(h)dh = ——dh. (5.3) 

Jh, dh Jhi   w(h) 

In the most general case these integrals must be solved with the aid of numerical methods.  The final results depend 
on the "law of climb" that we want to use.  There are different way to define such laws. 

5.1.2   Fastest Climb 

In general, the fastest climb is a climbing flight where the time between the initial height  hj  and the final 
height  hf should be a minimum.   If we prescribe further the speed   V  and the flight path angle  y at the initial 
and final flight points, we have to solve an optimization problem which must be carried out with the Calculus of 
Variations.   However, if we prescribe only the height, we can choose that law where the change of potential energy 
is a maximum.  This is as pointed out in Sections 3.2 und 4.3.3 as the flight with maximum rate of climb. 

Kinetic energy correction 

In Section 4.3.3 the maximum rate of climb was analyzed from a quasi-steady point of view, that means, that 
the acceleration terms (dV/dt)/g  and   (Vdy/dO/g  in Equation (2.10) and (2.11) respectively were assumed to be 
zero.   This is not true in a real climbing flight since the speed  V  and the angle of climb  y  where the maximum 
rate of climb occurs vary with the altitude.   However, if we consider the fact that the change oi" energy height can 
be expressed in the form 

dh,: V dV dh 
—-  =■■   V sin 7 +  (5.4) 

dt g dh dt 

dhE        dh  /      V dV\        dh /      d(V2/2)\ 
—L = — (i + = —   1 + I , (5.4a) 

dt dt   \       g   dt/        dt   \        d(gh) / g   dt/        dt   \        d(gh) 

we get a formula for correcting the quasi-steady rate of climb (subscript  s) - which is identical with the specific 
excess power for  n = cos 7S - to the accelerated rate of climb (subscript   a) . 

/dh\    =   _     U/ 
(5.5) 

d(gh) 

It may be noted that only the tangential acceleration, and not the normal acceleration, is considered here. 

The use of this correction formula may be demonstrated in Figure 15.   The dashed line in the diagram on the 
left shows the steady maximum rate of climb without kinetic energy correction, the full line with kinetic energy 
correction.  The full line in the right diagram shows the optimum climbing speed.   In the high altitude region one 
can see the influence of the transonic drag rise. 

5.1.S   Further Climb Laws 

Steepest climb 

The law of the steepest climb is that of the flight with maximum angle of climb according to Section 4.3.2. 

Most economic climb 

The most economic climb is defined by the condition for minimum fuel consumption per unit step increase 
in height: 

dÄ)     „(M     Jh.) 
\dh/ \dt    dh/ \ws/ 

dM dM dM 
5      =  0 . (5.6) 

Climb with constant calibrated airspeed 

Tnis represents a climbing flight with constant dynamic pressure and constant cL .  In the case of a subcritical 
parabolic drag polar and of aircraft with constant thrust, this climb procedure enables optimum climbing flights 
such as fastest climb and steepest climb. . _  - 
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Climb with constant Mach number 

This climb procedure is approximately realized at high altitudes where the flight Mach number is so high that 
the transonic drag-rise boundary is reached. 

Figures 15(a) and (b) show the effect of the last two climb procedures in comparison with the fastest climb 
procedure.  In the lower altitude region, the constant CAS-climb has a less rate of climb because the kinetic energy 
correction is nearly twice of that of the fastest climb.   At the higher altitudes where the constant Mach number 
procedure is applied, the rate of climb is a little higher.  At  H = 7500 m a step occurs in the curve for the rate of 
climb because the airspeed changes abruptly. 

Figures 15(c) and (d) show the time history and total fuel consumption of the fastest climb from Figures 15(a) 
and (b). 

S.2   Unsteady Horizontal Turn 

5.2.1    Definitions 

The interesting integral performance values for the unsteady horizontal turn are 

- the time T 

- the flight path coordinates x and  y 

- the flight velocity. 

Further we are interested in the time history of 

- the load factor 

- the angle of bank, 

which depend on the prescribed "turn law". 

The definitions of the integrals are: 

TWf)   = 
d^ 

dii 

dt 

(5.7) 

V(^f) = 

P*f dV 

dt K*" 

d\p (5.8) 

X(^f)  = 
V(^) cos \p 

d± 
dt 

d\p 
w 

(5.9) 

Y(^f)  = 
V(i//) sin \p 

dt VW7 

d^ (5.10) 

where 

d^ K 

dt V(^) 

which depends on the prescribed turn law. 

The results are further a function of the given initial flight velocity Vj 

(5.11) 
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5.2.2    Turn Laws 

There are several turn laws which may be used with maximum power settings: 

- Turn with constant load factor 

n(^)  =  constant . (5.12) 

- Turn with constant angle of bank 

I 
n(^)  =    =  constant. (5.13) 

cos 0 

Turn with constant rate of turn  di///dt 

n(^)  ^ \/ ' + 

Turn with constant radius of curvature  R 

V(^) AW\? 

n(*) = \/l + 
V(») 

L «R   J 

(5.14) 

(5.15) 

In all of these cases the angle of attack a and the tangential acceleration dv/dt  alter.  Attention must be 
drawn here to the possibility that the angle of attack may reach its maximum value.  If this occun, the prescribed 
law no longer holds and must be replaced by the law for the steady turn with maximum available annle of attack. 

5.3   Unsteady Vertical Turn 

In this case the yaw angle  4/  and the coordinate  y  are replaced by the (light path angle  y  and the height 
h  respectively.  Further, attention must be drawn to the fact that the specific excess power and the load factor are 
now functions of the altitude  h . 
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TABLE 1 

Comparison of Gimb Performance Formulae for Aircraft with Thrust 
Acting in Flight Path Direction 

Simplified 
Analysis Exact Analysis 

Angle of climb;      sin y r -e 
j 

(l+e2)       v 

w 
Rate of climb:      —* 

R 

r-e 1           iff.                            .If 1 1 
-.    .                .    .   i         Ar  W     Al    .1    J\         ,i           .   (+)r    jTl"    1    r'^ -TlJ, 

v^T(i + e»)M Uvtr + ^^ + e)   T JLT -)e^1 + e ) 

V       M 
Climbing velocity; — = — 

VR     MR 

i 1      let (;) ^4 e2) - Ta 

v^TV           (l+eJ) 

TN                       cD                              /2 W                            Vn 

TABLE 2 

Comparison of Gliding Performance Formulae 

Simplified Analysis Exact Analysis 

Gliding angle:                 sin y —e 
e 

v/T+e2 

ws Sinking speed:                — 
^R 

e e 

y/cCO+ es)3'4 

V 
Gliding speed: 

"R 

1 

N/CL 

! 

N/c^(l +e2)"4 

Cn                                   /2 W 
where    e  = —   ;               VB=»/  

cL                     R        V P S 
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TABLE 3 

Simplified Solution of Gliding Performance for Aircraft with 
Parabolic Polars of the Form cD ■ cD0 + kcj 

Non-optimum gliding 
performance 

Optimum gilding performance 

Flattest glide Glide with minimum 
sinking speed 

Gliding angle:      sin 7 
\cL         7 

-2v/kcD0 VJ^D0 

w 
Sinking speed:    — 

VR 
-^ + k^ -2^kJcD0 -J^3k*cDo 

Lift coefficient: CL V^ ^ 

V 
Gliding speed:     v = — 

^R ^ fo. 1    ^ 

where    VjJ   =    // V 
1/  CD0 

/ 2 W 

TABLE 4 

Formulae for Steady Horizontal 1 urn Performance 

Load factor: 

e(cL)        cD(cL) 

Flight speed: 

cLe(cL) V cD(cL) 

Angle of bank: 

tan 0  = 
e(cL) I'J 

- 1    = l.cD(cL)J 
Turn rate: 

VR/d^ 

g (9 = CD(CL) re, 

cD(cL) 
lG2 _! cD(ci-) 

L CD(CL) r 

Radius of curvature: 

-i-R 
VR 

I 

f CD^0 
T 

where 
[IT. T  . JN_ 

" V o s ' *      w 
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TABLES 

Non-optimum Climb PMrfomunc«. Conitant Thmtt Acting in Flight Path Direction. 
Parabolic Polar cD = cD0 + kel 

SlmpHfled solution Exact solution 

Angle of climb: 

sjn-y 
eitiin -iH) 1 

emin \emin/ 

|(±)   /1_-2M'^^ 

(: emin/ 

Rate of climb: 

_1 w^ 

emin *R 
Zx -iH) V    /    V2 

emin \emin ) 
I W    /l 

\emin/ 

where      v = ^; Vj =    ^^1^; emin - 2V1^  ; z? = 
T      I 

W e, mm 

TABLE 6 

Non-optimum Climb Performance. Constant Power Acting in Flight Path Direction. 
Parabolic Polar  cD   ■  cD0 + kc^ 

Simplified solution Exact solution 

Angle of climb: 

sin y 
cmin v       2 \        vV emin \emin/ 

I <1>    /l 
Izflv - I - v4 

\emin / 

Rate of climb: 

 I    ws 

emin  'S 
,-1(^1) 

—(—) einin \emin / 
I <i>    /l - 

■>7* z*v — I — V4 

(; fmin / 

where     v  = —• ;        V^ =     tf—   /—- ;        emin   =  ly/tc^  ;      z? = -—; 
VR / CDO V P S emin 

f   =    : IT m  
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TABLE? 

Non-optimum Steady Horizontal Turn Performance. Comparison between Coratant Thrust and 
Comtant Power Aircraft with Parabolic Polar c0 = C|)n + kef 

3.2J 

Physical magnitude Constant thrust Constant power 

Required lift coefficient: 

fk=JL n-' sFT* 
Load factor: 

n V^ZT - 1 N/v(2zp - v3) 

Angle of bank: 

! 
COS 0    =  — 

n 

1 1 

V^ZT - 1 v/v(2zp - v3) 

Turn rate: 

vg/din 
g \dt/ \/2T-"'-.. ^--^ 

Radius of curvature: 

g    R  -        V 1 1 

g \dt/ 
A^-i-i V" v v'2.'-1-.« 

where             cj  = ^f  = (cL)emin ;         emin  =  2^1^  ;         Vj  = s/^j/jj   ■ 

r                    T                      if*              ,        »JP 

emln                     w                       cmln                       VRW 
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TABLE 8 

Optimum Steady Climb and Horizontal Turn Performance. 
Compariadn between Conatani Thrust and Comtant Power Aircraft with 

Parabolic Polar cD   =  cD0 + kc}, 

Constant thrust Constant power 

Optimum steady climb performances 

! 

} 
"n Tmax 

Zj-\ Ki-*v) emin 

^opt'ir max 1 vSpt + ZpVopt -1=0 

1 

1 
/w.      '  \ 2  r   ,         «——                          1 

Zp-j^T 3v3L 
WR emin/max 

(vopt'w,max 
l               ____ 1 

^3" 
-A+N/T^ 

Optimum steady horizontal turn performances 

M
ax

im
um

 l
oa

d 
fa

ct
or

 
M

ax
im

um
 b

an
k 

an
gl

e nmax zT 
^)" 

cos ^max 
I 

Zj vAzp/ 

(vopt'nmax   =   (voptVn>ax V^T V^f 

1 

1 

vRVdA 
8 Wmax 

y/H^t - \) 

(vopt)(diP/dt)mlx 
1 vjpt + Zpv0pt -1=0 

Is 
H 

YR 

1 1 

x/4-i m-' 
(vopt)Rmin 

1 2 

3zp 
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TABLE 9 

Iteration Procedure for Finding the Appropriate Angle of Attack a 
from the Relation fj(a, M) - n  =  0 for a Given Mach number M 

and a Given Load Factor n 

Given n, M and W , S, o, atmospheric conditions and tabulated curves 
for:  TG(M), cL(a, M) , accuracy  ea . 

Step 0 Determine: P. a, TG(M) 

Compute: T0/W(M); C =|-ia2M: 

Estimate: A suitable value for a 

(Set: Iteration counting number i = 0 , imax) . 

Step 1 Determine: 
dc, 

cL(a, M), —^(a.M) 

Compute: fj(a, M)  from Equation (4.4) 

df2 
— (a, M) from Equation (4.6) 
da 

Aa   from Equation (4.5) 

"new = aold + A" 

i = i+ 1 

Step 2 Accuracy check: 

If \Aa\ > ea Repeat step 1. 

If lAal < €a :       End of iteration, write results. 
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TABLE 10 

Iteration Process for Finding the Maximum Specific Excess Acceleration 
SEA for a Given Load Factor n  (see also Figure 14) 

Given      n, W, S, a, atmospheric conditions and tabulated curves for 
TG(M), m(M), cL(o, M), cD(a, M), accuracy  eM . 

Step 0     Determine:     p, a 

Compute:        C  = ~Tjra 

Estimate:        A suitable Mach number 

Set: Iteration counting number  k = 0 ; kmax 

Step I      Execute iteration procedure of Table 9 with given values for n 
and  M . 

Step 2 Set: Mold = M ; k = k + 1 

Determine: 

CVimnuti»: 

acL(a, M)      dcL(a, M) 
cL(a. M);   —T  :   —*  ; 

3o                 dM 

3cu(o, M)       dcD(a, M) 

"-""•^        to         ■          9M       : 

W. il*m. mm: iMm 
m                  dM 

ar/a. MI    ar^a, M)    af2(a. M)    af2(o, MI 

da m da m UM) 

Step .1     If k = I Set:   AM = sign ^3) 0.05; go to Step 4. 

If k> I:  Compute:   AM = 
faAM 

f3 _ f3old 
•; go to Step 4. 

Step 4     Set:    M = M0|d + AM: fj0,d  = f,.   M = M0,d 

Step 5      Accuracy check: 

If IAMI < fM 

If I AM I > eM 

End of iteration:   go to Step 6. 

go to Step 5. 

Step 6     Compute  f,  from Equation (4 2) 

Write:       n .    Mop,.   a^.    SEAmiiX 
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TABLE 11 

Iteration Procew for Finding the Steady Angle of Climb 7 for a 
Given Mach Number M 

Step 0 Set:               Angle of climb 7 = 0. 

Estimate:        An appropriate value for the angle of attack a . 

Step 1 Apply iteration procedure of Table 9 to evaluate that angle of attack 
which satisfies Equation (4.2S) for the last given value of y0\^ . 

Step 2 Compute:       7new from Equation (4.24) 

*y = Tnew - Told • 

Set:                 7old   =  Tnew 

Step 3 Accuracy check: 

If IA7I > eT :       Repeat Step 1. 

If IA7I < 6T :       End of iteration. 
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APPENDIX A 

Calculation of Optimum Climbini Flight Pktha with the Aid of the 
"Principle of OptimaUty" by R.Bellman 

Al. BASIC RELATIONS 

Al. 1    Equations of Motion 

Let us consider a climbing flight in a vertical plane as shown in the Height-Velocity diagram of Figure A-l 
Introducing the well-known relation for the energy height, 

v' 
hF   =  h+—  . (AD 

2g 

the basic equations of motion as given in Section 2.1,2 of the main part take the following form: 

Specific excess acceleration: 

Ih.. T. - n Cl   Hi/ 
(A2) 

1 dh,. 

v   dt 

T.-D   m 

W 

1 dv 
-— +sin7 
g dt 

=   f,(a. v.h) 

Load factor n : 

n   = 
Tn + L 

W 

v d7 
- — + cos 7 
g dt 

=  lj(a, v, h) 

Change of the angle of climb 7 : 

d7 

dh,; 

n — cos 7 

f-V. 

(A3) 

(A4) 

Change of the vertical distance  h  (altitude): 

dh sin 7 

dhE f. 

Change of the horizontal distance x : 

dx cos 7 

dhE f, 

Change of the fuel consumption  m ; 

dm 

dhE 

(AS) 

(A6) 

(A7) 

A 1.2    Principle of OptimaUty by R.Bellman 

Let us consider all points  Pv(Vp)  on the curve of constant energy height  (hE)„  and assume that we know the 
minimum time T^O (or minimum fuel in the case of finding the minimum fuel) from each point ?v(Vp) to the 
final point Pf (see Figure A-2). The Principle of Optimality by R.Bellman (see Reference 1) states the minimum 
time  T„  ^Vy» between a point   P,,   [(v^) and the final point  Pf may be found by the relation 

V^V  "  MinlAL,-+ T„(v.)l . (A8) 

in which Atyp rcprtKnli the flight time from point Py-i'v^) to point   Pp(v.) .  The notation   {Vp) denotes the 
avaiUHIc veloaly range of the curve 'h| »,. = constant in which the minimum time is sought.  Further, Equation 
(AR) repicicnti a recurave formula which enables us to construct a procedure for finding the minimum time 
between the initial point  P,  and the final point  Pf by successive calculations of the dependence on velocity of 
the minimum time to the final point  Pf for the successive decreasing energy height levels 
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A2. CALCULATION OF THE TIME INCREMENT M^ 

In the height-velodty diagram the flight from point Py-ifVp) to point  P„(vp) is essentially characterised by 
the prescribed values of the energy height he  and of the flight velocity v . The altitude h belonging to it is 
defined by Equation (Al) and therefore also known. The further state of flight, namely the angles of climb y and 
their change dT/dhE , is only known at point P„(Vp) from the foregoing optimization step. At point Pp-ifVjj) 
it is for the present unknown and defined by the condition that the altitude change defined by Equation (A5) must 
be equal to the altitude difference Ah = hp    h^  prescribed. 

To evaluate this we write the differential equations of motion in form of difference equations. 

Assuming a small increment AhE  of the energy height according to 

AhE   - (hEV-(hEV-i • (A9> 

the altitude change Ah and the change Ay of the angle of climb may be expressed by 

respectively. 

In Equations (AIO) and (Al I) the values of Ah , Ah, , (dh dh, >„  and idyld\if\ are known while 
(dh/dhE)^_| and (d7/dhK)l,  ,   are unknown but defined by Equations (A5) and (A4) respectively. Introducing 
Equation (AS) in Equation (AIO) and rearranging, we get u relation for the required angle of climb y^  at point 
Pv-i^) which utisfies the altitude change condition: 

and 

[2^-©Jf'(0- 
The required change of the angle of climb thus is given by 

(A7)req   ■ arc sin (y,,),^ - arc »in y^ . (AI3) 

Introducing this relation in Equation (All) and taking into account Equation (A4), we finally gel a relation between 
the required load factor at point  P,,  |( V and the altitude change prescribed. 

^--[^-(zmi.--' (AI4) 

On the other side nreq must satisfy Equation (A3) according to 

nreq - ^«W "^   =  0« <AI5) 

in which the angle of attack aß is the only free control variable which allows us to adjust the load factor to the 
required one. Since the system of Equations (AI2) to (AIS) contains a^ in an implicit form, the calculation of 
tefAeq  niust '5e c,one by an iterative procedure like that in Section 4.2.1 of the main text. 

Once (o^)req   is calculated, we are able to compute the time increment  At^,   by 

'w - [(£). * (^1, ]^ 
or 

f    1 1      lAhp 
totw   =      +    —" • (A16a) ^ Lvp(f,),      v^f.V-.J   2 

Equation (A 16a) is accurate enough if the difference of the products Vp(fl)v and v^f,^ , is small compared 
with their mean value, as can always be reached by setting a suitable energy height increment AhE . In the case of 
optimization of transition flight paths of V/STOL aircraft which begins normally at the initial point with zero speed 
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Equation (A 16a) may lead to significant errors if equidistant energy height steps are used.  In this case, a better 
approximation of the time integral will be obtained by approximation of the energy height integral in the following 
manner: 

PAt dhE rA« 
AhE   =        T^ dt =       v(t)f,(t)dt. (Al 7) 

Jo     dt Jo 

Assuming v(t) and  1,(1) are both linear functions of time according to 

v(t)  =  v/ + V"     V/ t (A18a) 
M 

f.Ct) =   f/ +   " t , (A18b) 
at 

the evaluation of the integral (A 17) yields the following relation between the energy height increment AhE   and 
the time increment At : 

AhE   =  l[vufu+i(vuf/ + v/fu) + v/f/lAt (A19) 

or. in the notation of Equation (Al6a), 

3AhE 
Aty»   =  ;  . (A20) 

W        {Vp(flV + ilVp(f,V-i + v^f.VI + v^f,),,.,} 

A3. DESCRIPTION OF THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE 

The optimization procedure may be split into two main parts. 

A3.1    Calculation of the Optimum Functions 

In the Tint part the dependence of the minimum time on the velocity v is to be calculated for each energy 
height level beginning with the highest one. by using the recursive formula Equation (A8) and applying the calcula- 
tion routine for the lime increment  AtWp  described in Section A2   Attention must be drawn to the various end 
conditions which may be prescribed at the final point Pf (see below). The calculation yields for each energy 
height level (h,),, a table of the following functions depending on the velocity  v : 

T„(v) ■     minimum time for the optimum flight, between the point  P^v) on the curve of 
(h| v - constant to the final point Pf 

V.i'4' '"     optimum velocity for (h^)v«| * constant at v 

h^fv) =     altitude corresponding to v and h, 

V* i '    optimum angle of climb 

[-"-1 optimum clunge of the altitude 

optimum change of the angle uf climb 

|f|(v)|„ ■     optimum specific exceu acceleration 

|fi(v)|„ -     optimum load factor. 

The last two or the two before need not necessarily be stored because they may be calculated always from the 
other two by applying Equations (A4) and (A5). 

A3.2    Finding the Optimum Flight Path 

Once all tables of the optimum functions described above are calculated the optimum flight path from an 
arbitrary point  P, on the curve (h, ), = (h| )„ = constant may be found by succeuive interpolations in the tables 
for the optimum velocity v,,4|(v) according to 
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(A2I) 

The time history of the optimum flight path and the optimum flight parameters belonging to it may also be 
found by interpolations in the corresponding tables. 

Tmin^eM   " "M^optM 

noptUhEVl     "    (fjl(vopt)|;lV 

(A22) 

A3.3    End Conditions at the Final Point  Pf 

AS.S.l Angle of Climb  ff Prescribed 

Prescribing 7f there exists the additional possibility to prescribe the time derivative (d7/dt)f at point 
Pf = Pn .  If we do this (for example:   (dyldt)( = 0), the load factor nf at point  Pf is absolutely defined by the 
system of Equations (A2) to (A4).  The tables of optimum functions described in Section A3.1 contain therefore 
only one value, namely that for the velocity  vf.  The available velocity range   {Vp} in the optimization formula 
(A8) is therefore shrunk to a velocity point, so that all flight path elements which connect the points Pn-i(v^) on 
the curve (hE)n_1 = constant with the final point  Pf are optimum ones. 

If we do not prescribe (d-y/dOf , we may assume that (d7/dt)f or the load factor nf or the angle of attack 
off at point  Pf is always equal to that at the connecting point Pn-i^) on the curve OIE),,-! = constant . 
These assumptions lead to some modifications in the computation scheme of Section A2. 

The actual difference between these two assumptions may not be very important.   In bot'i cases the actual 
optimization process Equation (A8) begins only in the second step from curve  (hE)n_2 = constant to curve 
(hF)n_i = constant . 

A3.3.2 Angle of Climb ff Free 

In this case there are many ways to fly from a definite point Pn_|(v/j) to the final point Pf which differ 
from each other only by the angle of climb Yf . In the first optimization step we must find the minimum time 
Atjjp  according to 

Tn_1(v/i)  =  Min(At(v^,7p)) . (A23) 

The table of optimum functions for the energy height level (hE)n_1   now contains the function Tnfy) 
instead of vn(Vp). 

The two possibilities, to pn scribe  (d7/dt)f at the final point  Pf , do also exist here.  Their influence on the 
optimization process is the same u* in Section A3.3.1. 

A3.4    Conditions at the Initial Point   P, 

A3 4.1 Angle of Climb yt Prescribed 

If we prescribe the angle of climb 7, at the initial point V\= P„ our task is to find that point P|(v,) on 
the curve (h,», = constant which gives a connecting flight path clement that satisfies the approximated equations 
of motion. Since the altitude h^v,) and the angle of climb 7,^,» on (hK), = constant are both dependent on 
v, . we must satisfy the two conditions 

h,(v,) - h,  - 

and 

*(»,)  " % 

.dhK   'J,     VdhJiJ   2 

LdhK   'J,     UhJi]   2 

(A24) 

Introducing liquations (A4) and (AS) we get 

sin , ...J yAy.)      sin 71   I Ah|.; 

(A25) 

(A24«) 
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and 

T|(vi)-"»i   " 
!!,(¥,) - COS >,(¥,) njCOj) - COS 7J 

ItMhfä)        uwifä) 

AhE 

2 
(A2Sa) 

which is a system of two equations with the two unknowns v, and ctj which must be solved iteratively. The 
flight path element described by this system of equations is the only one which connects the point Pj with the 
energy height level (h|.), .  It is therefore the optimum one.  Further, Equation (A2Sa) shows that the load factor 
nj  is not allowed to be prescribed.  Once (v,)0pt  is found, (v|;)0pt (v = 2, 3 n) may be found by interpo- 
lations according to Equation (A21). 

A3.4.2 Angle of Climb  y^  Free 

If the angle of climb 7j  is not prescribed, we may prescribe the initial load factor nj  or not.  If we do the 
first, the angle of attack CKJ  is defined by Equation (A3). The system of Equations (A24a) and (A2Sa) may then be 
combined to one equation with the only unknown  v, . The solution of this equation gives the optimum velocity 
for the energy height level (hE)1 . 

However, if we do not prescribe the load factor nj , we must seek the optimum one by applying the optimi- 
zation formula 

Tj  =  T0  -  MinfAtCnjJ + T.lv^nj))} , 
{nj} 

(A26) 

where  v^iij)  must be calculated as above. 

A4.  SOME REMARKS ABOUT NUMERICAL PROBLEMS 

In the optimization procedure described above there are three numerical tasks which must be done with great 
care, namely 

- to find zeros by iterations 

- to interpolate tabulated functions 

- to find the minimum or maximum of non-analytical functions. 

The latter represents the main problem of the optimization procedure.  It may be done successfully only if the 
first two tasks are carried out without producing jumps and waves in the progress of the function to be minimized. 
Therefore, all iterations should be done with a fixed number of iteration steps to avoid small jumps due to trunca- 
tion errors.  The number of iteration steps itself should only be as high as it is necessary to guarantee i sufficient 
accuracy to avoid high rounding errors.   Further, the interpolation method should have some smoothing character. 

AS. SOME REMARKS ABOUT THE APPLICABILITY OF THE METHOD 

The optimization procedure described above allows us also to calculate the optimum climbing flight path with 
respect to minimum fuel if the lime in the optimization formulae (A8). (A23) and (A26) is replaced by the fuel 
consumption. 

Further, it should be mentioned that the tables of the optimum functions represent the whole field of optimum 
climbing flight paths which satisfy the one prescribe 1 final flight condition. Once these tables are known, we are able 
to find very rapidly the optimum flight path for another initial flight condition. 

Furthermore, the method is also applicable in the field of calculating the optimum transition flight paths of 
V/STOL aircraft which have mostly more than one control variable (above we have introduced for simplicity only 
one control variable, namely the angle of attack a ) if we introduce an auxiliary control variable, for example the 
load factor n , and determine the dependence of the optimum control variables (with respect to minimum time 
per unit energy height increase) on the auxiliary control variable before applying the above optimization procedure, 
This may be done either analytically or numerically.  However, the programming of such a procedure must be 
made very carefully because these optimum control functions may be unsteady. 
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Flight poth dlrtetien 

Fig. I    Definition of the coordinate systems 

Fig. 2    Definition of forces for flight in a vertical plane 
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FRONT VIEW TOP VIEW 

(Tn ♦ L ) CM y 

I 
Fig.3   Definition of forces fur flight in u horizontal plunc 

(5)   Lift -Curves  Cj. («, M) (B)    Drag-Curves   Cofa^) 
1.5 

CL 
[-1 

1.0 

0.5 

Aircraft 
trimmed 
for mean 
e.g. position 

M   E M/ 0.45 
>  0.60 

jf      0.70 
/Z^  080 

JLSS   090 

/ 
-10c 0° 10° 20°       -10° 

Angle of Attack a 

0° 10° 20° 
Angle of Attack a 

Fig.4   Typical influence of angle of attack a and Mach number M on lift coefficient cL and drag coefficient cD. 
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(5)    Lift-Curves   cL(a.rfF) (£)    Drog-Curves   c0(oi.if) 

2.0 
C|       |  Aireroft 

L trimm«J 
[-]    'for mton 

e.g. position 

1.5 

10 \ 

05 

06 

cD 

[-] 

0.3 

02 

01 

M-0.2 
Rt-10' 

rf^. *«/ . 

/ 77/ 
/^/y 

te ̂  

/ 

10° 20°      -10" 
Angle of Attack oi 

10° 208 

Angle of Attack a 

Fig.5    Typical intluence of angle of attack a and flap setting bv on lift coefficient cL and drag coefficient cD 

0.025 

Parabolic approximations: 
cD(cL) »0.02U +0.0845  cL

2 

c D (cL) - 0.0266 ♦ 00959 (cL-0.0563)2 

cD|cL') 

0.25 050 0.75    c. 2      1.00 

(ei-eL.,,)2 

Fig.6    Typical approximation of a subcritical drag polar by parabolas according to equations (2.27a) and (2.27b) 



Fig.7    Definitions of the thrust components 
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SEP SEP 

0.2    0.3    OX    0.5    06    0.7    08    0.9 
Mach number MM 

4       6       8       10 
Load factor  n [-] 

Fig.8    Influence of load factor n and Mach number M on available specific excess power SEP. 

02    0.3    0.4    0.5    0.6    Q7    08    0.9 
Moch number M [-1 

I:ig.9    Pcnaud diagram.   The difference between thrust-lo-weight curve and drag-to-weight curve represents the 
available specific excess acceleration SEA. 
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0.50 
@   Pe'noud diagram 

JL-B. w w 
t-1 

0.25 

1                \ r          ^m*m 

1        hi      ^**~ 

1 

4==^ 
^^ 

N^o i_^ 
n«1 p5 

(b)    Specific excess acceleration SEA 

(T)   Specific excess power SEP 

0.75 1.00 
Mach number M [-1 

Fig. 10    Influence of angle of attack and thrust inclination o on specific excess acceleration SEA and specific 
excess power SEP. 
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075 1.00 
Mach number M [-1 

Fig. 11     Influence o*" thrust inclination (a + 6) on the curves of constant SEP in the height-velocity diagram for a 
typical subsonic aircraft (6 = 5°) 

0     0.1    02    03    0.4    05    06    07    0B    OS    1.0 
Moch  number [-] 

i-'ig. 12    Influence of altitude h and Mach number M on the available steady load factor n for a typical subsonic 
aircraft 
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M        M 

I 
(5)  START 

GIVEN: W.H,T.(H),S;£;J5S1 

^T 
SET:   n.tf s«,  .   , M=Mopt . i=0 

W 
® 

COMPUTE CL  /CL« /T 

Aas-{f2-n)/f2a 

IAal>f, 

IAal<f« 

COMPUTE:   cL, cLa<cLM/CD/CDa.cDM 

FjM^dfp/dM)^  iMold»M 

©    ig0 <rS'i>0 f® 
AM = sign(FlM)005 

L i 
AMr- 

FIM  AM 

PlM'^lMold 
J 

M=M+AM 

(FlM)otd
sFlM 

I AMI 

COMPUTE: (wln )ma>(.f 2i 

WRITE:      n,{w,n)max,«opt.Mopt 

new exomple 

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

STEP 4 

STEP 5 

STEP 6 

Filt. 14   Mow dutcram of (he itorution process fur lindinfi the maximum specific excess acceleration SEA for a 
given load factor n 
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®     OPTIMIZED   RATE  OF CLIMB ®    FLIGHT VELOCITY AT OPTIMIZED RATE OF CLIMB 

10 20        30        40        50 
Rate of climb   ws [m/s] 

40        80        120       160       200      240 
Flight velocity   VCm/sl 

©    CUMB  TIME 
U000 

Hum! 
12 000 

10 000 

8 000 

6 000 

4 000 

2 000 

|7| 

i 

®   FUEL   CONSUMPTION IN CLIMB 
14 000 

Him] 

12 000 

10 000 

8 000 

6 000 

4 000 

2000 
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Fig. IS    Typical result of the calculation of climbing flight with maximum rate of climb 
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♦ I 

L I sriMATION DES COEFFICIENTS AEROOYNAMIQUES NECESSAIRES 
AU CALCUL DES PERFORMANCES 

CLtovmn 

CENERALITES 

Lc üonuiiu* qur eoiMWM ttf IUOMMI ducuiiienl etl <i vwlc qu'il wrail vain de Ic trailer d'unc niuniiirv cumphMe. 
Nouo nuns lunitcruiis volunluircmcnl a quelquet ^oinlt qui. ru igard uux queklion« los plu» Ir^queimiK'nl diHUltfok, 
puruisscnl rcv<>lir uujüurd'hui une imporlunce parliculWrr. 

II cunvient d'uburd dv remarqucr Ic röle qui peuvenl jouer le« cunlruinles diverse» pesunl *ut un progrumnu-. 
D.m-. Ic an il un uppurcil de irunspori supeKonique desiim- pur exemple au irajel Par»  New York, mi.' crrcur 
rclulive dc l'< sur la Iruincc de Iroiicmcni risque de comprumctlre le «ueeta du projet.  Dan« de nutnbrcuses uulret» 
circonstunces, hcureuscrncnl, une incertitude dc eel urdre. dummageable certet sur le plan t>conoiiiique on technique, 
pouvait clrc conipcnstfc par d'autrcs clcmcnis el n'uboulissait pas. juxqu'd maintenanl. a une condanmatiun syslc- 
maii(|ue du programme.  L'induslriel doit done, d£s les premiires phases de ravant-projet. recenser renscmblc des 
conlraintes et juger de leur niveau dc si-vcrilc   La repartition des elYorts entre les diverses laches nclcessaires au 
d^vcloppemcnt tiendru Ic plus grand compte de ce jugement. 

Toutcl'ois. la scvcnio croissantc dc la concurrence internationale dans le domuine civil, rimportuncc allacht'c a 
cerlaines missions dans le domainc militaire (notamment dans un contexle de dissuasion) donnent a I'aspcct per- 
formances un poids sans cesse croissant.   Les exigences dc precision dans revaluation des coclTicients a^rodynaniiques 
en sont rendues plus scvoros.   Le problime i mesure qu'il prend de Timportance csl aussi rendu plus difficile 

par ruccroisscmcnl de la taille des appareils el IVntrec dans de nouveaux domaines de vol. 

par Tudoption de nouveaux concepts aerodynamiqucs (proflls supercritiques, hypersustentations iri-' 
sophisliquccs. . . .   ) 

Les donnces aerodynamiqucs du planeur utilisces dans le calcul des performances peuvent en general se diviser 
en sept parties prlncipales: 

(a) Donnecs de reference: elles sont issues du calcul et des resultats d'essais en soufflcrie et sont relatives ä 
la configuration suivante:- 

• la trainee de frottement-soufflerie (toujours calculee) a et6 leduite; 

• les entrees d'air fonctionnent ä un döbit de reference bien determine; 

• l'ctat de surface est celui de la maquette; 

• les gouverncs sont braquecs ä 0°; 

• le train d'atterrissage tst rentrS; 

• les aerofreins sont rentres; 

• I'appareil est hors effet de sol. 

(b) Trainee de frottement:   die est calculee (par exemple par la loi de Michel) suivant differentes conditions 
de vol et pour l'etal de surface equivalent ä celui de la maquette. 

(c) Influence du coefficient de debit:   eile est calculee ou deduite des essais en soufflcrie et s'evalue par 
rapport au coefficient de debit de reference dejä evoque. 

(d) Influence du braquage des gouvemes:  eile correspond au passage de la situation "braquage nul des 
gouverncs" a la situation "moment de tangage nul". 

(e) Trainee parasite externe, incluanl le supplement de trainee de frottement et de forme dues aux diffe- 
rentes asperites. ravites. etc., qu'il est impossible (ou inusuel) de represcntcr sur la maquette.  Cette 
trainee parasite est toujours calculee par une methode assez globale. 
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Hi   lnilucnu- de I« lorlu du train d'aller .iufe. deduiir le plui fouvenl dec etsalf «n Mtimerie. 

i$)   Influence de iviin de tol par rapporl i la poiilion hon effel de IOI, dMulle le plui touvenl de» etaaU 
en toufnerie 

II eil certain que. pour let prugrammek -n coun de d^veloppement, le röle de« «■nait en foufflerie eit irf» 
Uryement preponderant. Seule aujourd'hui la tmMe de froltement fait l'obiel d'in.j mveiliption preique 
cyvtematique par le calcul.  Hn toufnerie, let effoi:t tonl en ftntral meturtt A I'aide d'une balance interne 
clattiquei fix compotantet; let caract^rittiquet du n: nalurel traverunt let fuieaux peuvenl tm determinöet. 

• toil par un tondage de prettiont totalet et ttvtiquet I la tortie de» futeaux grice 4 un peifne rotatif: 

• MIII par la technique du col tonique avec meture de preuion ttatique interne dam la chambre de 
tranquiliution: 

• toil par la technique du col tonique avec meture de (Mbit par un dtbitmetre. 

I nlin. nout conttateront plus loin qu'il ett nteeuaire. dam tout let cat difflcilet, dWfecluer en plui une 
analyte line de IVcoulement, afln de caractehter let phenominet aerodynamiquet tit\%. 

Le pättage det g.     leur. metureet en toufflerie aux donntet aerodyriamiquei comporte let etape« tuivantet:- 

• corrections duet aux monlaget en toufflerie, 

• littago det nSuluis corriget de plutieun euait relalift A la mdme configuration, 

• elimination de la trainee de froltement toufflerie (par exemple tuivant la loi de Michel), 

• elimination de la trainee de captation det futeaux, 

• elimination de la poutsee brute du jet interne det futeaux (et de l'effort de culot t'il y a lieu), 

• correction, si on ett en supenonique et t'il y a lieu, relative A la hauteur de couche limite captee par le 
deviateur. 

Mais quelle crcdibilitc peut-on accorder aux essais en soufflerie, meme en admettant que let diverset correction! 
relatives aux montages et aux souffleries aient eti correclement evaluees?   Autrement dit, quellet tont les 
consequences de I'effet d'echelle lie aux differences de taille entre la maquette et I'avion?   Ce probieme fern 
l'objet de la premiere partie de I'expose. 

I! ne suffit pas de connaltre les donnees aerodynamiques du planeur sans l'imtallation des fuseaux; il faut 
encore introduire {'ensemble des donnees relatives aux entrees d'air et aux tuyeres.  Si on utilise pour cela les essais 
en soufflerie, il se pose le probieme de la figuration des fuseaux reacteurs qui fera l'objet de la seconde partie de 
I'expose. 

Enfln, I'industrie commence A utiliser des moyens de calcul extremement puissants pour evaluer les coefflcients 
aerodynamiques necessaires au calcul des performances.  Quelles sont les difficultes sur lesquelles buttent ces calculs? 
Que peut-on en attendre A court terme et A long terme?   Teiles seront les questions dont nous discuterons dans la 
troisieme et derniire partie. 
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Section I 

L'EFFET D'ECHELLE 

INTRODUCTION 

Le probleme de I'effet d'echelle resulte de la divergence entre revolution de la couche limite sur maquette 
en soufflerie, et celle qui sera obtenue ä I'echelle avion. Le nombre de Reynolds conditionne ires largement le 
point de transition de la couche limite et ses caracleristiques a abscisse relative donnee. 

II peut done determiner aux grandes incidences l'existence de bulbes de bord d'altaque el influencer 
plus ou moins largement la valeur maximale et revolution du coefficient de portance: 

- Dans les ecouicim-nls avec choc, il y a interaction entre l'onde de choc et la couche limite, avec 
apparition de phenomencs qui dependent de la slruclure initiale de la couche limite. done du noinbrv 
de Reynolds; 

- La structure de la couche limite conditionne Tappurition de decollements (qu'il s'ijgisse de decollements 
au pied du choc et plut> generalement dans des zones de fort gradient de pression); 

- Enfin, lorsqu'il y a des decollements, I'interaction enlre la couche limite et l'ecoulement externe (qui 
integre tous les ph^nomenes qui viennent d'elre lnention',   s el depend done du nombre de Reynolds) 
peut etre importante. 

L'enonce de ces divers phenomenes laisse pressentir que e'est duns le domaine transsonique - et egale!T>ent 
en incompressible aux grandes incidences - que I'effet d'echelle peut etre critique. 

Dans ces domaines, il est certain que i'effet d'echelle laisse planei un deute sur la validite des coefficients 
aerodynamiques necessaires au caicul des performances.   Cette incertitude s'avere parfois grave 

- pour les appareils de transport croisant en subsonique eleve, 

- pour les appareils supersoniques oil les performances en transsonique ont une importance notable, 

- pour les formules tres hypersustent^es. 

On voit qu'il n'y a gu^re de programme moderne oü le probleme de I'effet d'echelle ne se pose;   mais ä 
notre sens I'extrapolation au vol des resultats en soufflerie doit se faire a partir d'une interpretation tres physique 
des phönomÄnes qui se produisent aux echelles correspondantes.   C'est pourquoi nous envisagerons successivement: 

- la couche limite pres du bord d'attaque, 

- I'interaction onde de choc-couche limite, 

- le decollement au bord de fuite, 

I'interaction couche limite-ecoulement externe. 

1.     LA COUCHE LIMITE PRES DU BORD D'ATTAQUE 

1.1   La transition de la couche limite 

Sur une aile en fleche pir exemple, la couche limite demeure laminaire tant que le nombre de Reynolds, 
Rg ■ Vö/p , bas6 sur l'^paifseur de quantitiJ de mouvement   0 , demeure inferieur a une valeur qui se situe 
aux environs de 100.   En pratique, cela signifie que, meme 3 I'dchelle avion, lorsque les gradients de pression 
le permettent on peut trouver des cas oü la couche limite demeure laminaire sur une longueur non negligeable 
ä proximite du bord d'attaque.   Avec les approximations usuellement retenues, on peut considerer que la couche 
limite laminaire a une structure indäpendante du nombre dc Reynolds.  Dans ce cas done, le point de decollement 
du bulbe eventucl est correctement represente par la soufflerie. 

Mais le point de transition de la couche limite (que ce soit ou non aprcs un bulbe de decollement) depend du 
nombre de Reynolds; il se situe, ä recheile avion, tres pres du bord d'attaque. mais peut avoir en soufflerie une 
position extrtmement variable en fonction du nombre de Reynolds.  Encore convient-il de rappeler qu'il n'y a pas 
de passage brutal de la structure laminaire ä la structure turbulente, mais qu'il existe une couche limite transition- 
nelle, don* les proprtetes, encore mal connues, dependent aussi du nombre de Reynolds.  L'influence de cet etat 
intermediaire n'est pas toujours negligeable, surtout dans des souffleries de dimension relativement modeste. 

Enfin, lorsque la couche limite est pleinement turbulente, l'influence du nombre de Reynolds peut etre consid^ree 
comme modelte tant que n'interviennent pas des phenomC'iies de decollement.  Ce qui explique la validite de la 
methode classique de dt'clenchement de transition en soufflerie pour la plupart des essais habituels.   II est neanmoins 
impossible de reproduire par les procedes utilises jusqu'ä maintenant une structure valable de la couche limite au 
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moment du declenchement.   Le declenchement de la transition ne permet done pas une u ide pleinement satisfaisante 
des phenomenes avec decoliements qui seront evoques plus loin. 

1.2   Les phenomenes de (Mcrochage 

Les divers types de d^crochages sur un profil peuvent etrc classes en fonclion de la •' jniero dont se produisent 
les decoliements sur la partie superieure du profil.  Trois classes sonl a envisager, correspundant ä trois formes 
particulieres des courbes coefficient dc portance-incidence (voir Figure II). 

(a) Certains profits epais conduisent a des distributions de pression relativement arrondies avec un maximum 
ass<?z prononce a 10^ de la corde. puts des gradients de pression relativement moderns.   A partir d'une 
certaine incidence, la couche limite turbulente decolle au voisinage du horde de fuite; au fur et 2 mesure 
que I'incidence croit. le coefficient de portance augmenle. les gradients de pression s'accentuent. le point 
de decollement se deplace vers I'avant. la courbe  rz(a) a failure la plus classique.  Supposons qua 
incidence constante le nombre de Reynolds s'accroisse; l'etat de degenerescence de la couche limite 
turbulente est reduit, ►   !^collt-ment est n-culc. le coefficient de portance maximum est accru, et la 
courbe Cz(a) garde i      jtalivement la meme allure. 

(b) Pour des profils minces, la couche limite laminaire est susceptible dc decoller avant la transition; cette 
deruieiv se produit dans la zone dccollde et la couche limite recolk- en turbulant pour former un bulbe 
long (d'environ 2    3% de la corde) qui apparait des les faibles incidences.  Lorsque I'incidence croit, le 
bulbe se döveloppe vers I'arri^re jusqu'au delä du bord de fuite; au cours de cette evolution  Cza  decroit 
constamment et la courbe C^a) est assez plate autour du maximum. 

(c) Pour des profits moderement epais, le decollement laminaire peut encore intervenir, mais la couche limite 
recolle sur une tres courte distance (inferifure a 1% de la corde) formant ainsi un bulbe court.   Lorsque 
I'incidence s'accroit, la pression diminue dans le bulbe, la courbure augmente, le bulbe se raccourcit; et 
il delate pour une certaine valeur du coefficient de portance.   La couche limite turbulente ne recolle plus, 
si bien que la courbe  Cz(a) a un maximum tres pointu. 

II convient dc noter que certains profils d'epaisseur moyenne peuvent changer lours caracteristiques de decrochage 
en fonction du nombre de Reynolds et passer     lorsque celui-ci s'accroit - d'un decrochage de bord d'attaque (avec 
bulbe court) a un decrochage de bord de fuite (avec decollement turbulent).   De plus, sur certaines gammes de 
nombre de Reynolds, les caracteristiques de ces deux types de decrochage (decollement laminaire avec bulbe court 
au bord d'attaque, et decollement turbulent qui remonte du bord de fuite et dont le deplacemement est accelere 
par l'epaississement de la couche limite turbulente a cause de l'existence du bulbe court).   En conclusion, on peut 
dire que la valeur maximum et revolution du coefficient de portance en bidimensionnel dependent du nombre de 
Reynolds, mais qu'il n'existe aucune loi universelle et que la tendance globale ne peut etre pressentie que par une 
analyse assez fine des phenomenes. 

Dans le cas d'un profil avec volet, le developpement de la couche limite est represents sur la Figure 1-2.   II 
apparait ici un bulbe de dt'collement sur la partie införieure de l'aile a proximite de son bord de fuite et dont le 
longueur depend de la forme de I'intrados volet sorti.   Ce bulbe ne disparaft pas, inalgre tous les moyens utilises 
pour eliminer les discontinuities de pente.  Mais sa presence n'a pas, en general, une influence considerable sur le 
m^canisme du decrochage.   II y a de plus interaction et melange entre le sillage de l'aile et la couche limite de la 
partie supörieure du volet.   Dapr^s certains experimentateurs, l'optimum des performances correspondrait a une 
interaction tres faible et une absence de melange entre sillage et couche limite.   Dans ce cas, le developpement de 
la couche limite sur le volet, done le decollement, varient relativement peu avec I'incidence;  par consequent, le 
decrochage resulte d'un edatement de l'ecoulement sur la partie superieure de l'aile et on en revient au mecanisme 
deja decrit a propos d'un simple profil; toutefois, la presence du volet tend a augmenter les gradients de pression 
apres le pic:   le decrochage de bord d'attaque semble devenir relativement plus probable que celui de bord de fuite. 
Dans le cas d'un profil hypersustente avec bees et volets, il apparait encore un bulbe de decollement sur la surface 
inferieure de la voilure ä proximite du bord de fuite et une interaction sillage de voilure - couche limite de volet. 
Mais ici plusieurs auteurs estiment que la configuration optimale implique qu'il y ait un melange complet entre fun 
et I'autre.   La presence du bee induit une notable reduction du pic de pression (Figure 1-3).   En ce cas le decrochage 
peut resulter d'un edatement de l'ecoulement soit au bord d'attaque du bee, soit au bord d'attaque de l'aile, soit 
au bord de fuite de l'aile; mais il semble que la presence d'un sillage turbulent en aval du bee avance la transition 
de la couche limite de l'aile et reduit d'autant la probabilite d'avoir un decrochage de bord d'attaque de la voilure. 
Naturellement, l'occurrence du decrochage par bulbe au bord d'attaque du bee ou par decollement de la couche 
limite turbulente sur l'aile depend du nombre de Reynolds. 

Sur une aile en fleclie d'allongement infini, les gradients de pression transversaux influenceraient les caracter- 
istiques de la couche limite et susciteraient une diminution du coefficient de portance maximum par rapport au 
bidimensionnel.  Neanmoins, le mecanisme fondamental du decrochage n'est pas modific par l'existence d'une 
fleche.   Considerons maintenant le cas d'une aile en fleche d'allongement fini; on constate que e'est a 1'extremite 
de la voilure que la portance locale est la plus elevee et que les gradients de pression en aval du pic sont les plus 
forts; il y aurait done tendance au decollement en extremitc de voilure avec apparition d'un bulbe court.  Nean- 
moins, aux nombres de Reynolds qui permettraient l'existence de ce bulbe court, le decollement au bord d'attaque 
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semble genirer un tourbillon qui prend naissance ä l'apex de l'aile et traverserail le bord Je fuile u environ 70% de 
la demi-envergure, accroissant ainsi notablement la hauteur du pic vers l'interieur de la voilure.   D'ou une difference 
notable :- 

• d'une part entre le bidimensionnel et le tridimensionnel.  (La tendance au bulbe court en bidimensionnel 
tendant i se transfonner en un decollement turbulent en tridunensionnel): 

• d'autre part entre la soufderie et le vol. 

Si nous nous rtfirons, i litre purement indicatif i un avion de transport relativemenl recent. (Trident), nous 
constatons 

en vol. un d^crochage qui commence aux environs de 4(K? d'envergure. position^ vers I'arnere; 

-   en soufderie (compte tenu de la plus faible ^paisseur relative de la couche limite aux environs du bord de 
fuite) un d^crochage de bord d'atlaque a ttO1^ d'envergure qui progresse j la fois vers l'interieur el 
l\ xterieur 

On constate ainsi que les phenomcrus lies au d^cochage dependent dans une Irts large mesure du nombre de 
Reynolds.   II sera sou/ent difHcile d'exlrapoler au vol les resullats obtenus en soufderie; trais une teile trans- 
position devra. en tout etat de cause, tenir compte du mecanisme de de'erochage en soufderie et de ceux susceptibles 
d'intervenir en vol. 

2.     L'INTERACTION ONDE DE CHOC COUCHE LIMITE 

Lorsqu'on accroit le nombre de Mach ou I'incidence d'un prodl supercritique, le region supersonique u 
I'extrados se developpe et se termine par un choc normal d'intensite croissante.   La Figure 1-4 schematise I'inter- 
action entre une couche limite turbulente et une onde de choc normal en tridimensionnel duns le cas oil le choc 
n'est pas assez intense pour entrainer le decollement.   II conduit neanmoins ä im epaississement de la couche limite. 
defomie son profil de vitesse. celui-ci ne reprenant une allure normale qu'a une dizaine d'epaisseurs de couche 
limite apres le choc.   Le resultat de cette interaction est un adoucissement de I'effet du choc, de teile sorte que le 
saut de pression sur le profil n'est pas brusque, mais qu'il s'etend sur une longueur de deux a trois ^paisseurs de 
couche limite.   L'^coulement exterieur est progressivement dedechi, d'oii existence d'ondes de compression en 
avant du choc.   Tant qu'il n'y a pas de decollement, il n'y a pas de variation notable de la position du choc, I'effet 
sur les coefdeients aerodynamiques est quasi-negligeable.  Cependant. le comportement ulterieur de la couche 
limite depend de I'epaississement qu'elle u subi et presente une tendance plus marquee au decollement. d'ou un 
effet important possible sur I'ensenble dc I'^coulement.   Sur les voilures en deche. en l'absence de decollement. les 
phenomenes ne different pas notablement de ce qu'ils sont sur les profils.   L'ecoulement tridimensionnel a evidem- 
ment une structure plus complexe (Figure I-S); le saut de pression le plus important se produit a travers le ciioc 
exterieur et si alors la couche limite ne decolle pas en soufderie a la suite de cette interaction, on pout penser qu'il 
n'y aura de decollement nulle part et que le resultat en soufderie sera representatif du vol. 

A partir de certaines valeurs du nombre de Mach et de I'incidence, le saut de pression est assez fort pour faire 
decoller la couche limite.   Depuis bien longtemps les auteurs ont remarque qu'il existait une grande difference suivant 
le caractere laminaire ou turbulant (voire transitionel) de la couche limite.   L'effet sur une couche limite laminaire se 
propage beaueoup plus loin vers l'amont.   D'oü le risque qu'il existe un effet d'echelle considerable si la couche 
limite est laminaire sur la maquette (voir Figure I-Sa), d'oü l'habitude de declencher la couche limite pour avoir 
une representation plus correcte des phenomenes apparaissant sur I'avion.  C'est pourquoi nous n'etudierons 
I'interaction avec decollement que d'une onde de choc avec une couche limite turbulente (Figure 1-6).   Le couplage 
est beaucoup plus marque que lorsqu'il n'y a pas de decollement; l'existence meine du bulbe correspondant aggrave 
I'effet de compression de l'ecoulement exterieur.   II est difficile, faute de meihodes, et meme de donnees satisfaisantes, 
de prevoir l'apparition du decollement.  Citons neanmoins le critere d'Alber:   tant que la vitesse du son peut etre 
atteinte sans que l'ecoulement tourne d'un angle superieur a 6,6°, il n'y a pas de decollement;  I'interaction forte 
apparait ä des nombres de Mach tels que la compression de Prandtl-Meyer de 6,6° soit possible sans que l'ecoulement 
devienne sonique;  au delä, le decollement se produit suivant une angle de 6,6°. 

L'une des rares etudes suffisamment fines d'un tel ecoulement a ete realisee par Seddon a   M = 1,47  sur une 
plaque plane.   II apparaissait un bulbe de decollement (Figure 1-7) dont la longueur etait de l'ordre de dix epaisseurs 
de couche limite.   On remarquera aussi I'epaississement de la couche avant le decollement, les ondes de compression 
conduisant ä un choc en   \ .  Mais les vitesses de l'ecoulement different suivant que Ton est derriere la partie 
superieure ou la partie inferieure du  X , d'oü l'apparition d'une feuille de tourbillons a la jonction des deux 
ecoulements.   II est surprenant de trouver derriere le choc une zone supersonique dont la recompression jusqu'au 
subsonique est isentropique.   Le profil de vitesse de la couche limite est rendu anormal pendant cinquante 
epaisseurs de couche limite environ. 

L'effet du nombre de Reynolds sur ce type d'interaction est assez mal connu.   A partir de quel nombre de 
Reynolds, d'abord, apparait un tel decollement?   C'est un point sui lequel les opinions des differents auteurs 
divergent;  certains pensent que I'induence n'est pas negligeable.   Nous donnons ainsi Figure 1-8 revolution 
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qualitative du saut de pression necessaire poui qu'apparaisse le decollement, ceci en fonction du nombre de 
Reynolds   Rrt   base sur l'epaisseur de couche limite.  II s'agit d'une hypothese Jont J.E.Green (RAF» pense qu'elle 
est valable aux environs de  M = 1.5 

Aux   R#   sieves, la couche limite est ires turbulente;  la resistance au decollement s'accroitrait avec le 
nombre de Reynolds. 

A des   Kp   un peu moins eleve« (de l'ordre de I0~J J lu * i. Involution du profil de vitessc de la couche 
limite serail invenee et le decollement se produirait plus tot lorsque le nombre de Reynolds s'accroitrait. 

A des Rf, faibles. la couche limite est transitionnelle et la resistance au decollement semblerait s'accroilrr 
avec le nombre de Reynolds. (Ce cas peut se rvnconlivr en soufflehe et meme en vol dans le cas de chocs 
proches du bord d'atlaque.l 

Faute d'une masse süffisante d'informations on ne peut accorder j un tel schema une credibilite absolue.   S'il 
etait valable on pourrait certes contester la validite de certains essais en soufflerie.  Pour une voilure ayant en 
transsonique un choc ä 4U. de la corde. des essais d'une part, dans une souffle e permettant un nombre de 
Reynolds modere (disons 2 x 10* I, d'autre part en vol. pourraient conduire poui   Ky   ä des valeurs qui se situeraienl 
aux deux bomes de l'intervalle oii le saut de pression necessaire au decollement decroii    D'oü une sensibilite impor- 
tante du phenomone d'apparition du decollement. 

Neanmoins, la plupart des specialistes ne soni pas aussi pessimistes et pensent que l'influence du nombre de 
Reynolds sur ce phenomene est toujours faible.  En tout etat de cause, lorsqu'une interaction onde de choc-couche 
limite est apparue, aecompagnee d'un decollement, revolution du bulbe est relativement independante de recheile. 
Ainsi. lorsque le decollement existe ä la fois en vol et sur la maquette (par exemple en transition declcnchee». et 
qu'il est le seul phenomene ä jouer un role, les essais en soufflerie seront parfaitement representatifs de la rejlite. 
En aval du choc, il existe toujours un gradient de pression positif vers le bord de fuite, les tubes du courant 
supersonique se contractent et la tendance au recollement du bulbe est reduite   Si on aecrott alors le nombre de 
Mach ou l'incidence, le bulbe s'aecroit uia rapidement, jusqu'ä ce qu'il atteigne le bord de fuite (ceci est schematise 
Figure 1-9); l'ecoulement est alors compietement decolle ä partir du pied du choc.  On a affaire dans ce cas a un 
ecoulement dit de type A (Pearcey). 

La croissance du bulbe est toujours si rapide qu'il faut un tres faible accroissement du nombre de Mach pour 
passer de l'apparition du bulbe au decollement complet. Ainsi, on pourra conclure, dans I'etat actuel des connais- 
sar.ces 

qu'il y a un accord en general satisfaisant entre la soufflerie et le vol dans le cas de l'interaction onde de 
choc-couche limite, a condition que la couche limite sur la maquette soil turbulente; 

que les limites de buffeting peuvent etre estimees avec une assez bonne conflance ä partir des essais en 
soufflerie tant que Ton a affaire ä un ecoulement de type A. 

3.     DECOLLEMENTS DUS AUX GRADIENTS DE PRESSION 

La tendance modeme vers la conception de voilures d'avion plus chargees aerodynamiquement a introduit de 
tels gradients de pression sur la surface que les couches limites sont largement suscept'bles de decoiler.  Ces 
decollements ne sont pas de nature tres differente suivant qu'ils apparaissent en transsonique ou aux basses vitesses; 
ils l.'oendent du nombre de Reynolds et peuvent survenir dans n'importe laquelle des regions oü les gradients de 
pression sont defavorables (recompression supersonique ou partie arriere de certains profils).   Le cas du decollement 
de bord de fuite des voilures modernes est sans doute Tun des plus critiques effets d'echelle auxquels on se trouve 
confronte aujourd'hui. 

Dans cette etude du decollement de bord de fuite on peut evidemment se limiter au cas oü la couche limite 
est turbulente.  II est souvent admis que e'est la valeur de  (d/peU| )dp'/dx qui determine le decollement, 

6 est l'epaisseur de quantite de mouvement, 

pe est la masse volumique au bord de la couche limite, 

Ue est la vitesse au bord de la couche limite, 

dp/dx est le gradient de pression le long de la surface. 

(En incompressible il y a decollement si  (ö/peU^)dp/dx > 0,0035.) 
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Veite expression peut elre rendue sans dimension 

9 d(p/q) 

G   dU/c» 

C  elanl le code de reference,   q   IJ pression dynamique ä l'infini. 

I llc illuslre IJ cause des efi'els de l'echelle lors du decollemeni au bord de fuile.   Avec ces voilures modernes. 
d4p/ql/d(x/c>  s'esi accru a cause de IVpaississement des profils el de l'accroissemenl des charges arrieres.   De plus 
(9/cl  monlre Pimportance de l'epaisseur relative de quanlite de mouvemenl de la couche-limite; cette epaisseur 
relative etant heaucoup plus eleve en soufflerie qu'en vol. la couche limile tend ä decoller prematurement sur la 
maquette. ce qui peut entrainer de notables eflets d'echelle. 

Les ecoulements qui conduisent ä un decollement au bord de fuite ont He nommes ^coulements de type B 
(ThonasK par opposition au type A precedemment decrit.   Un schema de ce type d'ecoulement et de decollement 
est presente     Figure 1-10:   le decollement prend naissance pres du bord de fuite puis lorsque l'incidence ou le 
nombre de Mach s'accroissent, le point de decollement remonte veis l'amont jusqu'ä ce qu'il alteigne le pied du 
choc.  Ce schema est un peu simplifle et la dichotomie type A     type B est trop schematique.   Plusieun variantes 
duivent etre envisagees: 

cas d'un decollement arriere provoque par le bulbe au pied du choc:   ce bulbe ne suscite pas le decollemen 
par lui-meme; mais il accroit l'epaisseur de quantite de mouvement de la couche limite de teile sorte que 
9/c devienne trop eleve. Alors l'ecoulement "eclate" au bord de fuite; la pression de bord de fuite en est 
modifiee. la circulation change le long du profil. suscitant un deplacement du choc vers l'avant. 

cas d'un decollement arriere provoque par le choc lui-meme:   c'est le meme cas que precedemment. mais 
dans lequel l'interaction onde de choc-couche limite etait trop faible pour crier le decollement au pied du 
choc. 

cas d'un decollement arricre preexistant:   le decollement arriere existe en l'absence de choc sur le profil. 
mais il est aggrave soil par l'interaction faible onde de choc-couche limite soit par l'existence du bulbe. 

On peut s'uttendre. dans tous ces cas. ä l'existence d'effets d'echelle notables.   Des variations dans le nombre 
de Reynolds peuvent parfois modifier l'importance relative des deux decollements de type A ou de type B ou 
eliminer Tun de ces deux types, changeant l'aspect quantitatif des resultats.   Le seul moyen de lever le doute 
consiste en des calculs de couche limite avec des methodes suffisamment bien eprouvees.   Mais pour chercher la 
position du decollement il Importe d'utiliser une distribution de pression correcte:  en particulier il pourrait etre 
absurde de rechercher revolution de la couche limite avec le chimps de pression exierieur qui correspond ä un 
ecoulcment non decolle:   il faut tenir compte de l'influence du decollement sur la repartition de pression exterieure. 

La remontee du point de decollement vers le pied du choc se produit d'une maniere relativement progressive 
lorsque le nombre de Mach ou l'incidence augmentent.  A ce sujet on pourra comparer (Figure 1-11) les vitesses de 
propagation du decollement d'une part dans le cas d'un profil conduisent ä un ecoulcment de type A (NPL 4111, 
ß/l = 9,45%) d'autre part dans le cas d'un profil conduisant ä un tJcoulement du type B (RAE 103, p/1 ~ 127c). 
Dans le premier cas, il est extrimement facile de connaitre le Mach d'apparition du buffeting, et l'extrapolation de 
la soufflerie au vol est d'autant plus aisee que ce type d'ecoulement serait peu sensible ä l'effet d'echelle.   Dans le 
deuxicnie cas, le premier probl^me est de determiner quand apparait le buffeting, le second d'extrapoler de la 
soufflerie au vol: 

plusieurs praticiens s'aecordent ä reconnaitre que le buffeting apparait lorsque le debut du decollement 
atteint 90% de la corde; 

quant aux effets d'echelle, nous avons dit ä quel point il etait difficile d'en tenir compte pour un tel 
ecoulcment de type B. 

En conclusion, la finesse de prevision du buffeting en soufflerie depend essentiellement du type de l'ecoulement 
ä considerer. 

4.    L'INTERACTION AVEC L'ECOULEMENT EXTERNE 

Cette interaction est faible tant que l'ecoulement ne presente pas de decollement. Dans ce cas l'estimation en 
soufflerie des coefficients de portance et de moment de tangage est ä peu pres correcte.   Bien entendu, il est 
necessaire de faire la correction de couche limite (calcul de son evolution dans les conditions de la soufflerie d'une 
part, dans les conditions du vol d'autre part) si on veut evaluer correctement les trainees.  Mais ce calcul peut etre 
fait en utilisant le champ de pression tel qu'il apparait en soufflerie dans l'ecoulement externe. 

AMU 



II en esl difftremmenl si on doil faire face a un ecoulemenl t^ui comporle des decollemenls notables (que ce 
soil au boid d'altaque, au bord de fuite ou au pied de l'onde de chocl.   Les frontieres le reuMilement exleme sont 
lellemenl modifiees que le champ des pressions ne pourra plus eire considere comme realisk-.   II sera necessaire dc 
meltre en oeuvrv un processus d'iteration 

champ de pression observe en soufflerie -• calcul de couches limites el des decollements ■• correction du champ 
de pression externe -* nouveau calcul des couches limiles et des decollements. etc. . . . 

La convergence d'un tel processus n'est pas evidente dans lous les cas. 

L'estimations des ( m   el des (,   en sera rendue plus difficile.   II esl en parliculier exclu. dans cetle demarche, 
de se limiter a des mesures globales de coefficients de moment ou de portance.   II devient indisoensable de proceder 
i une analyse suffisamment fine de IVcoulement pour: 

caraclttoser les couches limiles el les sillages, 

localiser les decollements. 

reperer le type d'^coulement qui conduit a ce que la couche limite decolle. 

L'effet global peut elre ires important, ainsi que le revelent les Figures 1-12 el 1-13 represenlant le deplacemenl 
du choc, resuliat de toules ces interactions.  On nolera en parliculier que des essais effectues par Lockheed sur une 
maquelte de C-I4I a des nombres de Reynolds cleves (8.5 x I06 ) donnent des resultals assez differenls de ce qui 
a ett1 observe en vol (Figure 1-13».  Cetle conslatalion nous conduit a la remarque suivantc:   il n'existe pas de 
nombre de Reynolds magique a partir duquel la soufflerie esl parfailemenl representative du vol.   Aussi loin que 
Ton puisse aller mainlenant dans la sophistication des moyens d'essais. on a la certitude que ceux-ci ne seront meine 
pas en mesure de reproduire parfailemenl les phcnomenos sur lesquels les praliciens s'interrogent aujourd'hui. 

Les remarques que j'ai fail jusqu'a present sembleraient pessimistes vis ä vis de la soufflerie: en realite. duns 
I'etat actuel des choses, les services de la soufflerie demeurent considerables.   Et je crois qu'on a commis davanlage 
d'erreurs en appliquant aux resultats de soufflerie des corrections de Reynolds inadaptees qu'en leur accordant une 
credibilile excessive.   La plupart des phenonicncs peuvent elre Ires correclemenl eludies a des nombres de Reynolds 
moderns. 

On parlo beaucoup des souffleries a grands nombres de Reynolds, el je voudrais a ce sujet faire les remarques 
suivanles: 

les nouveaux moyens d'essais permettronl rinvesligalion de phenonu'iu-s mal connus el importants;  ils 
permeltront en parliculier de dcvelopper des modules de calcul valables el de metlre en evidence des 
critores assez simples el assez realisles pour qu'ils salisfassent I'ingenieur.  Ceci demonlre Timporlance de 
souffleries de recherche a grands nombres de Reynolds; 

mais ces nouveaux moyens seront couteux, parfois meme d'un maniement industriel delicat (cf duree de 
rafales), et s'ils onl effeclivement un role dans le developpement des programmes, ils n'eclipseront 
vraisemblablement pas les moyens actuellement exislants; 

il n'existe pas de nombre de Reynolds magique a partir duquel on puisse affirmer que I'ecoulemenl esl 
rcpresentatif de la realite;  il va de soi que la construction de souffleries a grands Reynolds pennettra 
un progres. mais I'exlrapolation au vol demeurera dans certains domaines hasardeux. 
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Section II 

FIGURATION DES FUSEAUX REACTEURS 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

Lorsqu'on a affaire ä un avion, il faut connaitre les caracteristiques aerodynamiques du planeur mis en 
presence des tubes de courant qui servent ä sa propulsion et pourraient modifier notablement les dites caracteristiques. 
D'oCi la necessite, des lors que la soufflerie constitue I'outil d'investigation fondamental, dc realiscr des maquettes 
permeabies od les tubes de courant traversant les fuseaux seraient homologues ä ceux existant en vol. 

II est pratiquement impossible, certes, de realiser en soufflerie dans la section de sortie des fuseaux reacteurs 
des conditions semblables ä celles du vol (vitesses, pressions, temperatures).   Mais, dans beaucoup de cas, il semble 
que ces conditions de sortie n'entrainent des interactions notables sur les caracteristiques aerodynamiques du planeur 
qu'ä basse vitesse et grande incidence.  Par exemple, la presence d'un debit plus ou moins grand localise a I'intrados 
d'une aile delta pres du bord de fuite n'affecte que legerement le developpement du tourbillon d'extrados.   Le 
probldme le plus important est celui de la realisation correcte des caracteristiques du tube de courant depuis I'lnfini 
amont jusqu'ä l'entree des fuseaux. 

devaluation de donnees aerodynamiques relatives aux sorties d'air constitue un probleme aerodynamique 
important qui sera aborde au paragraphe 4,   Les efforts aerodynamiques locaux sont composes d'efforts de pression 
Pl et d'efforts de frottements  f/ respectivement perpendiculaires et tangentiels aux elements de surface dA:  Le 
theoreme des quantites de mouvement est maintenant applique a trois domaines: 

(a) Tube de courant contenant le fluide qui traverse effectivement le fuseau (fluide  e ) et limite d'une part 
par la section d'entree du canal interne du fuseau prise dans le plan des levres l.icrales (section AD; 
d'autre part par la section de sortie du canal interne du fuseau prise dans le plan de sortie (section A2). 

O.Vj - QeV,'   =   - /f       ivdA - ff       ödA - PjAj' - p.A,' . 

(b) Tube de courant contenant le fluide e  et limite d'une part par la section droile prise ä I'inflni amont 
(section  AcoC ), d'autre part par la section Al 

ÖIvT-Q^r  =   -//GF pJdA - /JCFÖdA " //H| pidA-pX + P~*~'t • 

(c) Tube de courant contenant le fluide dcvie par le piege i couche limite (fluide  d ) et limiie d'une part 
par la section A»,] , d'autre part par la section de .>ortie du piige a couche limite (section A3) 

0dV3 - OdV.   =  - //^MA - JJ^ P/dA - JIK OdA -//CD(BpMA " 

'CDJEF "FC "FC 

Remarques sur les notations 

OjVj   =   //    VpVndA. 

quantitc de mouvement du fluide  i  traversant la section  Aj, ■ 

La signification des lettres est expliquce sur la Figure ll-l. 

Pi At :   effort de pression agissant sur Al dirige vers rinlerieur du fuseau. 

P: A]   et  p,A, : efforts dc pression agissant sur A2 et A3 et dirigis vers IVxterieur du fuseau. 

Les orientations des surfaces sont precisecs sur la Figure ll-l. 

Tenons compte de cc que l'integrale de  p^   le long d'un domaine Icrme est nulle; on a 

-     effort exercc par le fluide e  sur la paroi interne des fuseaux: 

1SS 
~ __ 
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en posant p'/   =  p/ - p.,, . 

effort exercä par le fluide e  sur le fluide ext^rieur et le fluide d : 

^= //GF^ + //GF^
+//H,P'^ 

effort exercd par le fluide  d   sur le fluide extdrieur, le fluide e et les parois 

Fd   " //ABP'^ + JJBC^A+//BCÖ^-JJFG^A-//FCW + 

+ //   pVdA + rr    ödA 
JiCD.EF   ' "CDfF ' 

FJ = - [o^vT + P^AT - Ö^C] • 

effort exercö par le fluide extirieur sur le cutot des fuseaux 

F*  = JJ   CT + //JidA . 

Posons alors 

*JN *'JN 

-* 
n    ■ effort de pouss^e 
-♦ 
F    = effort de trainee , 

on a 
" + F   ' [//^K 'P'/ + OWA + ^^(p', + f,) dAJ ♦ [/J^ („', + OWA + 

+ //cDJ*(P'' + f*,A] + [/JFK(P'/+f,)dV + //j/P^71^] + 

On int^rera dans fl  toulet let dynalpic« entranles el sortanlet ainsi que le« effortr agitunt air le culol du 
fuseau.   Soil: 

xa   = - (OeVj + PJAJ + //   p'/dA      (effort de pouss«e de bmie); 
JN 

Xe   ■ — QeV,, (effort de trainee de captation): 

H    =  JC-xT+Fd 
=  -(^ + ^) + Ö^C-(Ö^vr + P>r) + Ö^C + /f   pVdA 

JN 

=  F^+Fel+Fj + PT 

On en deduit: 
1 = [/4MK(P'+f')dA + /L(p''+f')dA ] - \L^+/Lp'dA] • 

Le premier terme reprdsente les efforts classiques de pression et de frottement appliquöes aux surfaces externes de 
I'avion; quant ä la projection sur la vitesse infinie du deuxteme terme, eile constitue la "trainee additive". 
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2.     TRANSPOSITION SOUFFLERIE VOL 

Ce qui precede montre clairement qu'une similitude rigoureuse est impossible;  il importe neanmoins de 
repr^senter un (n + F) facilement transposable au voi, les sources d'erreur ou d'indetennination etant reduiles au 
minimum.   Ainsi, apris avoir determine {'effort (fl + F) en soufflerie par pesee classique sur dard ou sur mat. les 
operations suivantes sont necessaires (nous nous inspirons ici de la demarche qui a ete suivi pour Concorde): - 

• Mesure de   XH   soufflerie et remplacement par XB   vol, qui n'est pas toujours facile ä connaitre (voirf 4). 

• Transposition de  Xc   liee ä la mesure de 0e . d'autant plus facile que les debits en vol et en soufflerie 
seront analogues (ce qu'on supposera par la suite). 

• Transposition de  Fj ,  Cet effort est toujours difficile a mesurer en soufflerie (surtout pour la dynalpie 
sortante):   mais il est en partie lie a la couche limite devant le fuseau.   Si done les debits   Qe   etaient peu 
differents, la transposition serait une question de nombre de Reynolds.   En consequence, il faut tenir 
compte: 

- de la modification des efforts globaux de pression; 

- de la part de couche limite prise en compte par le deviateur (si celui-ci est con^u pour absorber la 
couche limite en vol, il n'en absorbera qu'une petite partie en soufflerie), 

Les efforts de frottement et de pression a affecter au ptege seront relativement plus eleves en vol qu'en 
soufflerie. 

• Transposition de   F , en corrigeant les efforts de frottement et les efforts de pression (lies ä la forme 
exterieure des surfaces de courant qui traversent le fuseau); cette derni^re correction est liee au choc devant 
fuseau, qui depend notamment du debit Qe  et du nombre de Reynolds. 

On peut done resumer ainsi les corrections appliques au (17 + F) soufflerie: 

-XB soufflerie, calcule ä partir des mesures 

+ XB vol, donnc par les caract^ristiques moteur et tuyOre 

+ X1   soufflerie, calcule ä partir des mesures 

X,   vol, donne par les caracteristiques moteur et entree d'air. 

+ AFj frottement, determine theoriquement ä partir des nombres de Reynolds 

* AFrf pression, determine apre-; e&sais sptkiaux compte tenu des nombres de Reynolds 

* AF froltemenl, detcrmino theoriquement compte tenu des nombres de Reynolds 

* AF pression,        determini' de nunicre theorique el empirique coniple lenu des nombres de Reynolds 
et des debits. 

In realile loules ces grandeurs sonl i considerer sous leurs tonnes reduiles elassiques.   On a a cunsidercr: 

- - (i + ü,:M1 i" 
p 

(pression totale el pression stalique) 

ipV» 

f#   = 
Qe 

AI ref P•"v•» 
(coefficient de debit) 
Airef   est en general la projection de la section d'enlree 
de la prise d'air perpendiculairenu nt a la direction moyenne 
de IVcoulement rentrant. 

q»Sref      q«.Sref 

Sref aire de la section de reference avion. 

|Fd| IX, i 

qooSfgf      qooSref 157 
—i 
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On notera les relations 

e,  = 
(I +0.2 Mi) 

AirefM«,        JA    Po, P, 
/    ?IIL^LMm(l+0.2Mä,)«dAm 
,,A„ P- Pni 

(m  correspond ä la section qui permet de determiner le debit) 

IX- I    =   2e 
Alref 

«•«Sref Sref 

IX, | V03 i 2A, 

(X0j   est la dynalpie sortante de  Az) ou 

fl-Sref I^MiS.ef 

2 

I Pi Pt 
(\+0,2Ml)3*       (1 +I>4M2) —— dA, - A 

1.4 Mi S^ A|refce 
Mo,   /l +0,2MlX* 
Mj   \\ +0,2 Mi J 

Pi P- 

(I + l,4Mi)-A, 

3.     REALISATION PRATIQUE 

L'echelle de la maquette, les conditions d'essai (pression gen^ratrice,  M^   nombre de Reynolds . . . .) sont 
imposees, mais l'examen des formules ci-dessus montre qu'on peut choisir ii,    arrespondant ä la section de 
sortie du fuseau et le nombre de Mach dans la section qui servira a determiner le debit.  Or on a 

dlXfl 

IXTI pm V p-    p-/ 
avec 

o   = 
I +0.4MJ

n m 

1.41ft 

0*  =  (1 +0,2Mä1)» 
I - M| 

MM' 

dIX,)  = d|Xm 

On trouve 

d IX, I IX, 

IXTI       "x 
"'   P- (a 

dPm      fl ^ 
cTT P, \ p.      p« / 

2(1 •»0.2M|) 

I ♦ 1.4 M| 

ou encore 

<l = (I +0.2Mn,>)J-1   . '  . -j 
I + Ml* 

dIX,!        IX 

iff]     ix 

6  = 

S I   V«« / 

I -M| 

M,(l + 0.2M|) (I + l.4M|) 

L'evolution de a . ß , a' , ß" . 6 suggcrc que pour un niveau d'incertitude donne sur la mes-ire des 
grandeurs en soufflerie. il est preferable pour calcuter le debit et  Xj   de se situer ä une valeur de  M,  voisine 
de I.  On est neanmoins limite,  Mj   etant inferieur ou du meme ordre de grandeur que  M,. , les fuseaux etant 
ici permeables et non motorises. 
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En subsonique peu eleve, les corrections doivent etre menees avec beaucoup d'attention puir.que a , ß , a' , ß' 
et 5  sont nettement differents de zero.  On effectue un sondage aussi serre que possible de t'ecouiement dans une 
section voisine de la section de sortie ä I'aide d'une sonde pitot double qui donne ä la fois la pression statique et la 
pression totale; en outre, des prises noyees donnent la repetition de pression, au culut du fuseau.   La connaissance 
de ces pressions permet de calculer par integration  ee ,  Xr   soufflerie et  XB   soufflerie. 

Un examen des ordres de grandeur rencontres swr un avion de transport supersonique montre que ces 
corrections sont les plus importantes.  La methode donne des resultats valables tant que les debits vol et soufflerie 
sont analogues; mais il est parfois difficile de sitnuler en meine temps les vitesses et les debits.   II peut devenir 
necessaire de faire appel a des dispositifs aspirant de force une partie de I'air qui traverse les fuseaux. 

En supersonique, on avait initialement pense ä n'utiliser que des mesures de pression statique noyees dans la 
paroi.   Une teile methode supposait que Ton avait un ecoulement suffisamment homogene assimilable A un ecoule- 
ment par tranche.   En fait si la section de sortie est ajustee de maniere ä ce que le choc droit ne soil pas "avale", 
il s'ensuit un decollement extremcmcnt important de la couche limite qui risque de se prolonger sur toute la 
longueur du divergent du canal interne, ä tel point que I'ecoulement dans le convergent n'est pas homogene.  On 
est alors conduit a utiliser des canaux internes ä ecoulement supersonique, mais les phenomenes de reflexions de 
chocs compromettent aussi I'tiypothese d'ecoulement par tranche.   D'ou I'introduction d'une methode plus satisfai- 
sante de sondage de I'ecoulement.  C'est la somme de tous les debits elementaires et de tous les efforts elementaires 
qui permet d'aboutir ä   Oe ,  Xf ,  X2 .   Dans le cas de Concorde le procede est mis en oeuvre avec une maquette 
comportant un deviateur identique ä celui de l'avion et seule la premiere rampe doit etre imperieusement figuree 
puisque conditionnant le debit et la configuration des chocs externes.   Si on neglige la representation de la deuxieme 
rampe il est possible d'elargir le col, ce qui facilite l'amor^age de l'entree d'air.   Le canal interne du fuseau s'elargit 
pour pefmettre un ecoulement subsonique et se termine par un col sonique dont la section doit etre assez grande 
pour ne pas influencer le debil. 

D'autres precedes doivent etre envisages pour effectuer par exemple des essais valables dans des souffleries a 
rafales.   On peut citer: 

-     la mesure globale du debit permettant le calcul de  X]   dans une section sonique 

la mesure globale de I'efforl interne fuseau par pesee directe du canal. 

4.    MESURE SUR MAQUETTE DE TUYERE ISOLEE 

II n'est pas, nous I'avons dit. actuellemenl envisageable de r&iliser et de mesurer des efforts sur une seule 
maquette respectant a la fois la geometrie externe, les caracteristiques d'entree d'air el les caracteristiques de 
tuyere dVjeclion de l'avion en vol.  Celle similitude ne serait possible qu'avec certains types de simulation de 
molorisation d'ailleurs coüleux. 

(Vile consideration s'esl iraduiu frnqiTi pix'senl en ne dtMaillant pas I'efforl dt poussee brute donne par les 
caraclttosliques moteur el iu>orc el egal a 

XT  =   " tÖX + PVÄT» +  IL P'/^ 
et en nrnvoyanl aux caracteristiques moteur- el luyervv 

Pour obtcmr des donnees aerodynamiques sur les luyVrev on esl amene 1 e%saycr en vmiiKru deux maquelles 
de iu>i-re i.oki- 

D'abord une maquette de tuyere de reference dont les formes internes el externe-, son I semblables a 
ceMes de la maquette complete preccldemment eludiee. 

\M poussee du flux interne est prealablemenl laree au point fixe en lonclion de   I'.. A; p^ .   La maquette 
est ensuite passte en soufflerie pour differenles valeurs du Mach externe: le canal interne est alimente de 
teile sorte que Ton explore une plage de   I*; A; p„  qui couvre les cas rencontres dans les essais de la 
maquette d'avion complet. 

L'effort sVxercani sur IJ maquette peut s'ecrire (Figure 11-2) 

Xf   =   Xbal 0 - Xb0 _ PooAmc , 

xbal 0 es, I'effoit mesure sur balance 

Amc  est la section du maitre couple. 

Xbo  est la poussee brute du jet de reference. 
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Ensuite une maquette de tuyere reelle, a nieme echelle, dont les formes internes et externes reproduisent 
celles de la tuyere avion.   Pour chaque nombre de Mach ces maquettes sont pesees, en etant alimentees 
en flux primal re et secondaire par des canalisations adequates.   Les caracteristiques de ces deux flux 
(debit corrige et pression totale) reproduisent celles du vol;  mais leur temperature est celle de I'ambiance 
de la soufflerie.   Aussi une correction de gaz chauds doit etre appliquee en supersonique. 

L'effort s'exenjant sur la maquette peut s'ecrire ici 

XT   =   xbal I _ PooAmc . 

L'effort de propulsion est evalue par difference 

Xf — Xj . 

La difficulte de ce genre d'essai est liee a une incompatibiiite des pressions mesurees dans la zone aval sur 
I'avion complet d'une part et sur le montage de tuyere de reference d'autre part.   La discordance avait ete 
initialement attribuee a une mauvaise schematisation de I'ecoulement amont; mais des calculs theoriques 
ont montre que ce fait n'expliquait pas les divergences sur la partie aval.   La cause en reviendrait plutöt 
ä une difference d'epaisseur de couche limite et surtout ä des conditions experimentales defavorables (taux 
d'obstruction eleves, souffleries differentes pour les deux types d'essais, etc.). 
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Section III 

LUTILISATION DES CALCULS 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Nous ne detaillerons pas dans cette partie les modules mathematiques, dejä classiques pour la partie non 
visqueuse et incompressible, mais moins universellement admis dis qu'il s'agit de decollements ou d'intöractions. 
Ces domaines ne connaissent pas de methode tres gendrale:   chaque industriel choisit les schimas de calcul et les 
entires qui lui paraissent le mieux correspondre a ses besoins et ä son experience. 

D'une maniöre tr£s generale, il faut insister sur 1'extreme modularity du programme, les sous-programmes mis 
en oeuvre dependant de la nature du probleme traite et de la finesse de i'analyse requise.  Par ailleurs, chaeun des 
sous-programmes est susceptible d'etre modifie au fur et a mesure que les connaissances fondamentales relatives aux 
phenomenes de base evoluent, et que les criteres s'affinent.   A litre d'exemple, dans les paragraphes suivants, nous 
penserons particulierement a I'ecoulement autour d'une ensemble voilure ♦ fuselage. 

Nous ne parlerons pas, volontairement, des calculs effectues ä partir de quantites tris globales avec des relations 
figurant dans les "Data Sheets" ou issues de ('experience des industriels concemes.   Nous pouvons dire de ces 
tormules qu'elles donnent d excellents resultats tant que I'ecoulement n'a pas de caractiristiques nouvelles, mais 
qu'elles peuvent, dans le cas contraire, conduire a de tres graves erreurs.  Par exemple une formule de provision du 
buffeting issue de rexperience sur ccoulements du type A conduira a de grossieres erreurs si on l'applique ä un 
ecoulement du type B.   L'applicabilito de telles formules doit etre testee, dans chaque cas, par une analyse des 
phenomenes caracterisant I'ecoulement. 

2. ECOULEMENTS NON VISQUEUX 

Les methodes de calcul relatives a un ecoulement tridimensionnel compressible sont derivees des methodes 
applicables ä 1'incumpressible par I'intennediaire dun ensemble de corrections de compressibilite.   D'apres Goethert, 
I'analogie esl obtenue par rinlermediaire d'une affinite: 

= to 

-  » 

avec    ß  = y^I - MJ 

L'experience a montre jusqu'ä present qu'une teile correction conduit a des resultats satisfaisants jusqu'aux nombre 
de Mach critique. 

L'ecoulement incompressible sera caracterise par une solution de IVqualion de Laplace: 

d1^        d'A       d'A 
— +   —  +  —   =   0 . 
8xa

J        dy»        bil 

ou  <t> esl le potentiel des vilesses, lui-meme sujel a la condition aux limites que l'ecoulement soil tangentiel le long 
de la surface consideree.   hiisant inlervenir un polenliel de perturbation  ^ : 

0 =   ÜTlx^+yar + z^k) +^. 

Les conditions aux limites peuvent s'ecrire: 

1 =  0 ä I'infmi amont, 

hifi *   —► 
— =   — n • U,. ä la surface du curps. 
dn 

Dans le cas d'une aile portante l'exigence de circulation conduit ä representcr le sillage par une feuille tourbil- 
lonnaire qui passe par le bord de fuile.   La condition de Kutta et la condition que la feuille tourbillonnaire soil une 
surface de courant impliqueraicnt que la feuille tourbillonnaire soil tangente a I'une ou k l'autre des deux surfaces 
de I'aile.   Mais dans le cas d'un corps portant (voilure + fuselage, par exemple) il n'y a aucune raison imperieuse qui 
fixe la position initiale de la feuille tourbillonnaire.   L'interpretalion de la condition de Kutta pour un corps qui 
n'esl pas purement schematique est Tun des premiers problemos qui sc posent.   L'une des hypotheses frequeniment 
failes consiste a dire que la feuille tourbillonnaire dcrriere le fuselage est le prolongemenl de celle qui apparait aprts 
la voilure. 
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La forme de la feuille tourbillonnaire n'est pas connue a priori, de teile sorte que le probleme des valeurs aux 
limites sur lequel on debouch? n'est pas lineaire.  On peut se debarasser de cette difficulte en faisant rhypothese que 
la feuille tourbillonnaire est rigide et qu'elle a une direction bien determinee au bord de fuite; sur chaque section 
dans le sens de l'envergure l'iniensite et la direction du tourbillon sont prises constantes sans composante dans le 
sens de l'envergure. 

Le probleme de Neumann qui en resulte est resolu au moyen de la methode des singularity.  On peut represen- 
ter la surface de la voilure et du fuselage (par exemple Figure lll-l) par un grand nombre de quadrilateres plans, 
dont chacun porte une distribution de sources d'intensiU constante.  On applique de plus un Systeme de tourbillons 
en fer ä cheval pour couvrir la surface de discontinuity derriere le corps, la surface de l'aile, avec la courbure 
correspondante, ainsi que sa prolongation i rinterieur du fuselage.   Les tourbillons en fer a cheval coincident avec 
les bords des quadrilateres dans le sens de l'envergure et les tourbillons de bord de fuite coincident avec les bords 
des quadrilateres dans le sens de l'ecoulemenl.   Les inlensites des tourbillons en fer a cheval sont spefides a priori 
par segment en terme de circulation totale autour du segment.   Ainsi la distribution tourbillonnaire complete est 
determinee grace a une inconnue par segment. 

Le potenliel de perturbation <e     en tout point qui ne coincide pas avec les bords des quadrilateres peut 
s'exprimer en termes de singularites inconnues.   Le probleme de Neumann peut alors se resoudre en satisfaisant la 
condition aux limites (ecoulement tangentiel) en un nombre süffisant de points de contröle.  Chaque quadrilatero 
porte un point de contröle en son centre; et dans chaque segment sur la feuille tourbillonnaire on selectionne un 
point de contröle compleinentaire (ce point est silue ä une distance lime du bord de fuite et choisi dans le plan 
bissecteur du diedre du bord de fuite). 

L'application des conditions aux limites decnlcs ci-dessus conduit a un Systeme dVquations lineaires de la 
forme 

|M| • in   -   R , 

DU   |M|   est la matrice dite des coefficients d'influence. 

m      le vecteur des singularites inconnues, 

R      le vecteur des conditions aux limites. 

Ce qui s'icrit 

: vbi 

l Sy ; vv j 

Rb 

Rv 

oü   Sh   represente Tinlluence des sources sur les points de contröle figurant dans les quadrilateres,  Sy   l'influence 
des sources sur les points de contröle figurant sur la feuille tourbillonnaire,   V^   et   Vv   l'influence des tourbillons. 

Le systime des matrices a les propneies suivantes: 

Les termes dominants de la matrice  Sh   sont constitues par les blocs diagonaux qui repri^sentent 
l'influence des sources situees sur le  n*   segment sur les poinls-limites du meme segment. 

-   Les termes dominants de la matrice  V|,  sont constitues par les blocs diagonaux qui represenieni 
l'influence des tourbillons sur les points de contröle des surfaces. 

etc. 

L'importance de ces elements predoniinanls permet de defimr des melhodes iteratives qui rendent la methode 
acluellement operalionnelle. 

II reste alors evenluellemeni ä effectuer sur le champ des vitesses les corrections de compressibility, ce qui a 
ete eludie par plusieurs auteurs (Goethert, Wilby, Küchemann, Weber . . .), ce qui peut presenter quelque difficulte 
si les corrections sont importantes. 

3.    ECOULEMENT VISQUEUX 

Calcul de la couche limile laminairc 
Le calcul peut etre effectue dis que l'on connait la distribution de pression; de nombreuses melhodes 
sont disponibles (Pohlhausen, Michel, etc.), qui donnent satisfaction k l'ingenieur. 
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Call ul du point de transition: 
Lu methode la plus frequemment utilisee est basee sur la theurie lineaire de la stabilite hydrodynamique. 
On calcule un facteur aa  qui definit l'amplirication des perturbations introduites dans la couche limite 
laminaire.   La transition se situe a des valours de  oa   bien determinees, et ce critere donne actuellement 
vis-ä-vis des probl^nies etudies une assez bonne concordance. 

Cakul dv la couche limite turbulente: 
Les methodes actuelles pour calculer revolution de la couche limite turbulente ont une assez bonne 
qualite.   Mais il faut pour cela que Ton connaisse au point origine l'epaisseur de quantite de mouvement 
62   ?t le parametre de forme   H .   La valeur initiale de   62   pourrait etre prise egale ä la valeur de   62 

ubtenue grace u la couche limite laminaire au point de transition, mais la valeur de  63   montre une 
diminution nette dans la phase transitionnellc.   II ne semble pas exister de tres bonne relation permettant 
de prevoir une evolution correcte de   H  dans une couche limite turbulente. 

Correction de la distribution de presston due ä la couche limite: 
In premiere approximation, c'est le champ de I'ecoulement non visqueux qui sert a calculer la couche 
limite.   Une tois calculee l'epaisseur de deplacement   6,   le contour du corps portant peut etre modifie 
en ajoutant localement une epaisseur  5, . 

-     Phenomenes de decollement lies a la couche limite: 
Nous avons tres longuement discute l'ensemble de ces phenomenes dans la premiere partie.   Nous avons 
souveni dit que les eft'ets du nombre de Reynolds etaient assez mal connus, mais ce fait traduisait en 
realite une ignorance Iheorique fundamentale.   II n'est pas etonnant, des lors, que les calculs buttent sur 
les memes diftlcultes (par exemple evolution de la couche limite dans son interaction avec un choc) que 
l'inlerpretation des essais en souftlerie. 

4.     PERSPECTIVES 

IX's lorv parmi tous les "modules" que comporte un programme d'ecoulement aerodynamique autour d'un 
corps portant. certains n'apporteroni aucune satisfaction au Iheoricien scrupuleux.  Cela n'est pas grave si les 
Ingenieurs peuvent mettre sur pied des methodes approchces qui, dans un certain domaine assez bien delimite, leur 
donnent des resultats assez conformes a la realite.   Le practicien demandera en particulier a de tels Schemas de 
calcul: 

qu'ils ne soient pas en opposition notoire avec les phenomenes physiques, 

qu'ils conduisent a des temps de calcul suffisamment courts. 

qu'ils fournissent, au moins dans un   erlain domaine, des resultats qui concordent avec la realite. 

La tendance est actuellement a l'accroissement du röle des calculs dans revaluation des donnees aerodynamicies. 
On peut trouver a cette tendance trois raisons essentielles: 

d'une part, le developpement des calculaleurs modernes a permis d'appliquer des methodes qui autrefois 
n'auraient pu etre envisagees; 

d'autre part, on ne peut plus se permetlre. dans I'elat actuel de sophistication des projels, de modifier au 
fur el a mesurv, .1 l'aide de la seule intuition, les maquetles essayees en soufflerie.   lies les premieres 
phases d'un projet important, il faul aboulir .i des configurations optimises et seuls des moyens de calcul 
importants permettent d'alteindre ce but: 

enfin. les soufHeries actuellement en service ne sont pas capables des nombres de Ke>nolds du vol.   Le 
seul moyen raisonnable de lemr comple de l'effel dVchelle est d'etfectuer a IVchelle maquelle el i 
IVchelle vol les calculs correspondants dVvolulion de la couche limite, en integranl auianl que possible 
les interactions el les decollemenls. 

Le gros probleme reside dans l'ignorance de chleres signilicdlifs relalils a cerlams phenomenes appauisvini a 
des nombres de Reynolds eleves.   Vis-a-vis des projels acluels, cerlames de ces ignorances sonl graves,  elles ne 
pourronl etre vaincues que grace ä une masse suffisanle de resultats d'etudes fines d'ec«>ulemenls 

soil dans des souffleries de recherche a gram! nombre de Reynolds. 

soil en vol. 

On peut penser qu'au vu de tels renseignements, le» industriels seraienl susceplibles d'inlroduire des crileres ou des 
schemas de calcul, pent etre peu "scientifiques", mais iieanmoins efficaces pour resoudre les problemes de I'ingenieur. 

Pourtant. ne cachons pas que l'utilisalion des calculs ne conduit pas .1 une diminution immediate des coüts.   A 
tel point que plusieurs industriels, qui disposaient pourtant de programmes ttii importants et assez operationnels. 
ont recemment renonce a les appliquer pour leurs projets de second ordre (avions d'affaires par exemple).   De plus, 
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dans le pass£ proche, on peut remarquer que les projets ayant donnä lieu A des calculs importants ont iti aussi les 
plus gourmands en essais en soufflerie.   Dans i'immediat, il serait done absurde de soutenir que la pratique des 
calculs reduira les essais en soufflerie (pas plus que les essais en soufflerie n'ont reduit les essais en vol).  L'un et 
I'autre constituent des outils utiles mais imparfaits qu'il convient d'utiliser simultandment si on tient ä eliminer les 
plus gros risques lies au developpement d'un projet important. 

Les specialistes qui ressentent une forte propension a la science-fiction seraient parfois tentes de conclure au 
triomphe des calculs et ä la disparition des souffleries dans un dilai de, disons, 20 ans.  C'est peut-etre un delai au 
terme duquel des investigations assez fines et assez nombreuses des äcoulements qui conviennent auront permis de 
resoudre la plupan des gros probldmes qui aujourd'hui apparaissent le plus clairement.  Mais cette vision est 
optimiste et ne serait valable que si I'aeronautique ne devait pas pen^trer d'autres domaines que ceux explores 
aujourd'hui.  Mais de plus, il existe de nombreux problemes pour lesquels I'investigation en soufflerie est a la fois 
moins coüteuse et aussi realiste que des calculs, tout en permettant une "visualisation" et une "interpretation" 
parfois plus faciles. 

Figure 111-1 
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MASSE D'UN AVION 

C.Vivier et P.Cormier 

I - ETUDE ET PREVISION DU DEVIS DE MASSE D'UN AVION 

1.    INTRODUCTION 

1.1 L'etude et la prevision du devis de masse (M) d'un avion s'integre dans un ensemble touchant les performances 
(Pf) et les prix (Px). 

Les performances s'appuient essentiellement sur les caracteristiques de geometric (aerodynamique), de propulsion 
et de la masse de l'avion. 

Le prix, en premiere approximation, est proportionnel (ä un coefficient de compiexite pros) au rapport de la 
masse de l'avion etudie ä celle d'un avion de base, ce rapport eleve ä une puissance convenable. 

On constate ainsi que si la masse d'un avion donne augmente, ses performances diminuent et son prix augmente. 

En raisonnant sur les parametres Avion-Masse-Prix-Performances, on trouve une importance variable de la masse 
selon que I'accent est mis sur I'un ou l'autre des trois parametres restants. L'annexe a ce texte traite cette question 
d'unc favon detaillee. 

Par exemple: la Pf est, des 4 parametres M . Avion, Px, Pf, le plus important (par exemple un avion de 
transport d'une technologie avancee qui doit traverser I'Atlantique) 

Le respect de cette performance impose d'abord une M maxi au-delä de laquelle on ne peut plus faire la 
minion.   Si l'ensemble des problimes techniques (motorisation, matenaux de structure. ...) rend ie respect dc MtM 
masse difficile, il faudra chercher de nouvelles solutions: matiriaux nouveaux, taux de rechauffe du moteur plus 
elevee, etc.... 

Cette recherche entrainera un Prix au kilo plus eleve, une discussion avec les Acheteurs pour le choix de leun 
installations, etc.... 

Airui, il peut etre important de ne pas Sparer les 4 parametres tiles ci-dessus.   Ce sera le cas pour une society 
classiquemenl appclee "productiviste" pour laquelle I'accent sera mis nolamment sur les couples coul-renlabilile el 
efficaci t e-coi icg rrent e 

1.2 Let nuihemaiiques nc rcpresenieni pja une arme absolue pour ^valuer les masses: 

- ou bien chaque piece est calculee des qu'il existe un assez grand nombre de dessins sufHsamment precis, 

- ou bien on procide par comparaison: quand il y a de nombreux renseignements, les "statisliques" sunt 
possibles.  Dix ou qumze points constituent un bon repertoire. 

Quand il y a peu de renseignements, il convient d'extrapoler (ou d'inlerpoler). 

1.3 II y a presque toujours peu de renseignements: 

- chez le constructeur la difficult^ d'dvaluer les masses (ou le temps depense pour cela) fait classer les rcsultats 
ä ce sujet parmi les secrets-maison; 

- chez les compagnies, le devis de masse detaille peut etre achetc avec l'avion, et seulemcnt par les grandes 
compagnies: celles qui essayeront de faire des evaluations, - de meine chez les militaires -; 

- la concurrence entre compagnies» et la concurrence entre les construeteurs classent les masses parmi les secrets 
industriels - et les secrets militaires pour les militaires -,  La connaissance detaillee des masses passe par la 
connaissance des details de l'avion. 

* Encore que la tendance, dans l'aviition civile, toit au groupement de technicieni des differents clients pour etudier un meine avion 
chez le constructeur (ATLAS, KSSU). 
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Tout cela fait que tes renseignements utilisablet sur les masses des avions concurrents sent tris difficiles i obtenir par 
un construe teur. 

1.4  En plus des difficultes immtnes ci-dessus il faudra tenir compte des points suivants qui interviennent dans 
revaluation des masses: 

- le constructeur: son organisation, ses mithodes et surtout son experience; 

- le type d'avion; civil, militaire et surtout si e'est une extrapolation d'un type connu (exemple Caravelle 12. 
Mirage Fl) ou une interpolation entre plusieurs avions de types voisins (Mercure) ou bien une creation 
ex-nihilo (Concorde, Mirage G); 

- le type de Tintervention de l'Etat s'il y en a une: avion militaire ou civil, cooperation internationale, appel 
d'offre, etc.... 

Quelques uns de ces points sont traites dans les chapitres suivants. 

M     A 

2.    ETUDE DE DEVALUATION DES MASSES 

Plusieurs points sont ä preciser: 

- 1! faut bien distinguer les differences qui existent entre l'avant-projet et le projet.   L'opinion que I'on pent 
avoir sur la precision des resultats en depend; 

- C'est Tavion de serie qui est toujours ä dvaluer, et non la masse d'un ou deux prototypes; 

- La conclusion de l'etude aboutit ä une premiere estimation M0 dite "point d'origine".   Les chapitres suivants 
traitent des modifications que peut subir ce "point" avant la delivrance du certiflcat de navigabilite (ou la 
pesee de I'avion representatif de serie) ou la reception de I'avion militaire. 

2.1   Pour Le Constructeur 

L'etude du devis de masse est etroitement liee a: 

- son organisation: 
En France, l'organisation du bureau des masses a longtemps varie considerablement avec le constructeur ct 
le type d'avion. 
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Jusqu'ä lu construction du gros uvions civils, il n'y avail pas de "bureau des masses". Ce problime etait 
traitc par les ingcnieurs polyvalents du bureau d'etudc, puis par ceux du bureau de calcul quand {'avion 
etait realise. 

Cette position, valable pour les petites affaires au regard de l'aviation moderne, est difficile ä partir d'une 
certaine taille, soit de l'avion, soit du constructeur (nombreux types d'avions, grosses series). 

On trouve Ic meme schema d'organisation des masses aux USA et en Europe pour les grands constructeurs: 

• Bureau des masses indlpendant des bureaux deludes et des calculs; 
• Ingenieur experimente responsable devant l'ingönieur chef du projet; 
• Personnel (jualifie et plus ou moms nombreux constituant II bureau; 
• I mploi d'ordinateur pour la gestion des masses et le calcul. 

- son experience: 

Les dilfi ullcs passces doivenl convaincre les constructeurs de la necessitc d'une etude suivie des problimes 
post's par revaluation des masses.   Si l'avion itudic s'ecartc Hop d^s anciennes realisations, le besoin des 
donnies essentielles ä revaluation des masses apparait, soit 

• renscignements nombreux, precis, modernes et lOn; 
• etudes pendant plusicurs aiinccs de l'influence sur les masses des paramitres 6voluttft (vitesse de croisiire, 

durce de vie, taille d'avion, etc.). 

Si l'avion est simplement extrupole d'une seric bi.'ii connue (Mirage Fl par cxemple). il ne pose pas de 
probkiics. 

- ses mtlhodes: 

Les "stalisliques" de tel ou tel construeuur etranger n'ont qu'une vateur indicative: trop de raisons permettent 
de douter de leur exactitude.   Par contre edle« du constructeur dependent essentiellemenl de ses realisations 
anlthieures. 

Les im;thodes du construdeur dependent done «itroitement des deux points precedents: organisation et 
experience. • 

2.2   Le Dcvis de Maw 

II s'agit d'abord d essayer de connaltre l'avion avec le p!u> de details possibles et sous tous ses aspects (structure, 
propulsion, systeines).  C'est le niveau du detail, ou de definition, qui classera l'avion commc avanl-projet ou projet. 

romme avant-projet, itueun dessin de dtMail n'existe, la scule arme devaluation des masses est la comparaison 
globale, la "statistique". 

Au niveau projet, les dessins se sont multiplies, les etudes sont Jevenues plus sitoeuses et rialistes, la difinition 
de l'avion plus precise.   Les comparisons de details .ommencent a pouvoir se subsiluer aux "statistiques". 

Le dcvis dt masse obtenu est celui d'un avion qui dopend de la definition du moment; 

• objeelif fixe pour les performances; 

• options techniques pour les realiser. et son boudage (voir Introduction) sur revaluation des prix. 

L'analyse constantc des paramitres esscntiels de l'avion donne ä la mass> un aspect mouvanl.   Bien des choset 
vont sc passer avani la pesee de l'avion de sirie: ecl aspect est traite au chapitre suivant.  Une derive loujours dans 
Ic sens dc I'augmentation. va elre enregistrie.  II est done essentiel d'essaycr de fixer le point Mo i partir duquel 
cette augmentation, cllc-meme evaluee. sera applicable. 

3.     DERIVE DANS LE TEMPS DE LA MASSE PREVUE 

3.1   L'histoire de tous ks avions entre le moment oil la masse est 4vah4c au stade de projet et !■; pesöe du No. I 
de sine (ou reprösentatif Je seriei sc traduit par une augmentation de la masse estimle en fonction du temps. 

Comme ce sera vu ckiessous, cette derive peut £tre imagie de la fa^on suivante: 
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lasss   *k 
Meile Mas« 

Temfj 
 $» 
75.»(»» Tim pfi 

Les parametres influant sur cette derive sont ttis nombreux et souvent differcnts d'un avion ä I'autrc. 
Ce sont notamment: 

• avion derive d'un autre av.on connu ou absolumcnt nouvcau; 

• precision dc revaluation d'origine; 

• qualitc de la gestion des masses pendant la realisation: 

• rapidite d'intervention en cas de dt'passement. 

• programmes nationaux ou intemalionaux; 

• date de sortie de l'avion de sehe (delai de realisation); 

• mise au point: probleines de structure (essais), de vibration: 

• demandes nouvelles (Hlat*Major. compagnie ou rcglementalion): 

• etc.... 

3.2 Le cholx de cette derive au stade de revaluation est importante et delicate. 

- importante parce quelle compute revaluation, quelquc soit le soin apporu' a definir la masse de "l'avion", 
dans sa definition, ses choix techniques, ses objectifs commerciaux ou operationnels. u\t moment, les raisons 
du paragraphc 3.1 montrent que cette masse va augmemcr. 

Rappelons quc la masse du premier avion de serie (ou represeniatif de sehe) est l'objectif de revaluation au 
stade du projet. Celle des avions intermidiaires (prototype et prtsirie) n'onl qu'une valeur indicative pour 
cet objectif. 

- delicate parce que d'unc part chaque avion construit en serie a eu une derive des masses dilferente. et on ne 
peut relenir pour les Evaluations qu'une valeur moyenne. D'autre part il a ete vu dans le chapitre precedent 
que le point ä partir duquel la derive sera appliqulc est lui-memc delicat ä fixer. 

En lait les deux operations: Evaluation de la masse ä l'instant T0 et Evaluation de la derive, sont ctroitcmenl 
liEes. 

- l'avion qui part vraiment de ricn, se verra appliquer la dErive maximum compatible avec l'ensemblc des para- 
metres choisii comme importants (dElais, cooperation internationale, par exemple). 

- l'avion qui bEnEficie deia d'une experience ou d'une longue Etude ne devrait avoir qu'une faible derive. 

- en I in. cette derive peut n'Etre envisagEe que comme une raison de prendre des mattes, et dans ce cas on preiul 
des marges sur la masse M0 , mais sans derive.  C'cst ici que le terme Evaluation preiul tout son sens,  tin fait 
le travail du spEcialiste des masses consiste a choislt, parmi la multitude des parametres pouvant intcrvenir sur 
le rEsultat, ceux que son Etude et son experience lui suggErent de relenir. 

3.3 Un cas patUculter se prEsente parfois. C'est l'application de cette dErivc pendant la realisation de l'avion. dans 
le cas d'un avion complexe et construit pendant de nombrcuses annEes. 

Quand l'avion n'est pas suffisamment avancE, la mEthode est la meine qu'au stade de revaluation ... Trop pen 
de doiinees permettant d'appliqucr une courbc de dErivc trEs ElaborEc et Ires sure. 

Quand l'avion est assez avancE dans sa realisation, il est possible et souhaitable d'extrapoler les points connus. 
Le prohleme se deplace sur les "mEthodes" d'cxtrapolation. 

-I^-I 
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4.    CONCLUSION 

Pratiquement on peut operer de la facon suivante pour evaluer la masse d'un avion repr£sentatif de la serie. 

1. Fixation du point origine M0. 

2. Fixation de la derive D. Celle-ci est appiiquäe ä M0 .  D'oü la masse M cherchie de I'avion repnJsentatif 
de s^rie ä la date cvaluee de son premier vol. 

3. II est possible egalemcnt de transformer la courbe abstraite D en valeurs concretes de masses reparties 
dans le devis.  Le point M est alors obtenu par addition au point M0 de diff£rentes marges appliquees 
sur les chapitres oil il y a le plus d'incertitudes. 

4. Enfln, l'importance du point M, comme il a iti indiquö en introduction, impose generalement unc 
certaine discretion.  Notamment, calculateurs et dessinateurs se verront "attribuer" pour leurs piiccs une 
masse dite "cible", infericurc ä la masse 6valuee recllcment.  La valeur psychologique de cette fa^on de 
faire semble diinontt&e. 

Ma«e ^ 

M    Avion 
t/fe.Je. sene 

Tern P> 
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II - METHODES GENERALES 

1.     EVALUATION DE LA MASSE ORIGINE M0 

1.1 La Methode 

La methode de revaluation de la masse M0 depend: 

- du stade d'avancement de I'avion (avant-projet, projet, d^veioppement); 

- du type de I'avion (avion unique en son genre, avion comparable ä d'autres). 

La precision est dircctement liee a la methode.  Eile sera: 

- mediocre au stade avant-projet, oil Ton utilisera par exemple des pourcentages de masse au decollate; 

- moytnne au stade projet, avec des formules du plus en plus elaborees; 

- bonne pendant le cleveloppenient, avec des comparaisons analytiques. 

1.2 Elaboration De La Formule 

Parameires: 

\\ Taut rechercher des param^tres bien choisis et bien connus 

• II y en a peu en avant-projet. 
II y en a trop en developpement. 

•• Exemple de problemes: sur la voilure. 

BeaucoUt) de Panntetres: 

W  = k(nM)as0X>(l + E)6 (-j  + AM ; 

erreurs: — 23 i +33% sur 21 avions bien cc 

W  = k(nM)a (-^\ s>f^) (I + VJ« + AM : 
\scos,0/      \ 2er / 

erreurs: — 23 ä +33% sur 21 avions bien connus dans les 10 dernieres annecs. 

erreurs: -30 ä +40%. 

Parameires Mai Connus. 

W  =  ksab(ZFW)> + AM ; 

erreurs: —65 a +60%. 

••• Conclusions: 

(i) Ces formules sont sans doute bonnes pour ceux qui les onl mises au point... mais pas pour les autres; 

(ii( La sensibility dc la formule a certains parameires mal connus (ex. cr et VD) est mise en evidence, 

(iii) On remarque qu'ä chaquc poste il y a un + AM: le calcul de cvtte "correction" de masse est souvent 
malaise.   De plus ce AM pcut contenir a nouveau certains para.noires de la formule.   D'oü le gros 
danger de denver la formule pour une optimisation. 

Allure De l.a Formule: 

la formule peut contenir aulant de parameires voulus s'ils sont bien choisis et connus. 

Par conire cette formule doit avoir peu de coefficients. 

• Etalonnage de la formule: par optimisation (sur avions bien connus).   La mithode d'optimisation est limitce 
par le nombre d'avions et de coefficients. 

•• Deux objectifs sont possibles: 

(i) soit exclutc les particularities ("AM") et optimiser sur le reste: avec I'espoir d cvaluer i part le AM ; 

(ii) soit inclure les particularity dans la statistiquc: sans I'espoir d'evaluer sipar6ment la variation de masse 
AM due aux particularity de chaque avion. 
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1.3  Optimisation Des Formules 

L'objectif est d'övaluer ('avion Studio avec I'eneur minimum. 

La consequence est un choix parmi les panmietres qui rendent compte "exactement" de la masse. 

En effet: 

• II y a toujours une erreur: 

- si tous les paramMres sont supposes connus, I'avion se fabrique ä l'intörieur de certaines "toUrances". 

- tolerances d'usinage 
- tolerances de densite des metaux 
- tolerances des töles non usinees 
- tolerances sur les protections (peintures, PR, ...) 
- etc.... 

Environ ±0,5%. 

- On se fixe une erreur acceptable au-delä de laquelle notre formulc sera consider^ comme mauvaise 
(ä rattacher au stade d'avancement de I'avion). 

Cette erreur comprend: tolerances 

mise au point 

evolution dc I'avion 

essais 
materiaux 
maitrise des masses 

performances 
demandes utiiisateurs 
rcglcmentation 

••de nombreux parametressont inconnusct leur nombrc varie selon Ic stade d'avancement d'un avion donnc: 

ex.: au stade projet les dessins definitifs de la structure n'existent pas; 

- les charges sont approximatives; 

- les calculs en statique. vibrations et avion souple comportent des inconnus; 

- les calculs en fatigue son! impossibles pour I'essentiel; 

- etc.... 

•••un choix est ainsi nccessaire parmi les parametres accessibles. 

Ce choix commence par un tri des parametres determinants qui se fait avec: 

- te bon sens; 

- des mclhodes math£matiques. 

1.4  Exempies D'Evalualions 

1.4.1 Devis avtc Pounentages fvolr k tableau a la page suivantel 

1.4.2 Devis avec Formules Simples 

A.    Flaneur 
base: M.Burt (RAE) 
n    = facteur de charge extreme 

/ nMbs \J/J 

A! 0,05 ( 1     +AM 
\c cos 0/ 

A2 O.43(nM0mLjl)044 + AMf     ^ = diamttre maxi 

A3 0.26 (MV 1-j 

0.14 (MV i) 

Mv ■ masse voilure 
/    = cordc de rtftJrcnce voilure 
Lu ■ bras de levicr des empennages 

■l 

A4 0,00012 nMLf + AM^ype,      Lf = longueur de fuselage 

A5 ()',,l<i vzMaiicmssage + ^^T    
vz   = vitesse verticale 

A6 0,06 T + AMN T   = poussee riSacteur (en N). 1 
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1.4.1 

% M(Ueo Erreur en % 
Observations 

Civils Militaires Civils Militaires 

A.    Flaneur 33 33 *13 *25 
On remarque que la 

Al. Voilure 11.5 11.5 ±15 ±20 grossierctc de la 

A.2 Fuselage 11,5 12.5 ±20 ±25 mdthode permet tout 

A.3 Empennages 2.4 2 ±20 ±25 de meme d'obtenir 
les gros postes avec 

A4. Cdes de vol 1.8 2 ±40 ±25 une erreur qui peut 
A. 5 Train 4.5 5 ±20 ±15 etre acceptable dans 

A.6 Nacelles 1.3 0 ±20 un certain etat 
d'avancement du 

B.    Propulsion 9 // TiÖ T2J projet. 
Ceci peut etre 

Bl.   Moteurs installcs 8 10 ±20 ±20 obtenu extremcment 

B2. Circuits combus- 0.5 1 ±50 ±35 rapidenient avec une 
tible liste de renseigne- 

B3.  Inconsommables 0.2 0.2 ±50 ±50 ments süffisante. 

C.    Aminagements 10 10 TiO Tiö 
toutes miutons 

Cl.  Servitudes 4 4 ±30 ±30 

C2.   Habitabilite 5 5 ±20 ±50 

C3.  Pilotage-Nav. 1 1 ±50 ±50 

C4. Transmissions 

CS.  Installations 
Opera tionncllcs 

C6.  Lot de bord 

MASSE A VIDE 56 56 T20 *20 

D.    Aminagements 
suivant mission 

Masse ä vide iquipie 59 59 *20 *20 

E.    Equipage 

Masse ä vide en 60 60 *20 *20 
ordre d'exploitatlon 

F.    Combustibles 
et lubrifiants 

G.    Charges variables 

MASSE TOTALE au 
Dicollage 

1.4.2 (continui) 

a Propulsion 

Bl 

B2 

B3 

c. Aminagements 

Cl 

C2. C3. C4 

0,2 kg/daN de poussöc + AMm 

0.05 kg de fuel + 0.002 T + AMt 

0.l2(kgdefuel),/,. 

0.02 Mjecollage + 3 kg/pax pour avion de transport 
0.04 Mrficoiiige + 3 kg/pax pour avion de combat 

Par analyse 

1J2S 
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C5 

C6 

En kg/pax pour avion de transport 
Par analyse pour avion de combat 

Constante. 

D.    Aminagements 
suivant missions 

Par analyse.  Par exemple: 10 kg par siege 
5 kg par passager pour 

le commissariat 
etc... . 

E.    Equipage 

M.V.O.E. 

Ces formulas, donnees en exemple, peuvent permettre un evaluation des masses moins grossiere qu'un pourcentage. 
Elles sont cependant encore a utiliser en etroitc liaison avec I'erreur obtenue sur d'autres avions de masses connues. 

1.4.3 Formules plus Elabories 

Comme indiquee ci-dessus, revaluation du point M0 peut se faire avec une relative bonne precision.   La 
connaissance que i'utilisateur a de formules relativement elaborees et par lui optimises est tres importante. 

Exemple: 

Voilure: Cert la partic structurale la plus facile a evaluer.  On peut separcr la structure; 

en parties principales (le caisson); 

en parties secondaires (bord d'attaque, bord de fuite ct parties mobiles). 

(a)   Pour le caisson: bne fois le tri fait pour les renforts "locaux" (renforts pour le train, pour les fixations de 
mats, etc..) afin de comparer valablement. 

les voilures de differcnts avions, le caisson peut i'tre envisage comme une poutre encastrec. 
Cctte poutre reprend les moments de flexion et de torsion et les efforts tranchants introduits 
par les charges aerodynamiques. 

A partir d'une formule dans laquelle on aura retenu comme p.irametres essentiels: 

le facteur de charge:   n ; 
la masse associde ä n : M pcur le cas determinant du calcul de la voilure; 
I'envergure: b; 
la surface ulairc de reference: S ; 
i'epaisscur absoiue a I'emplanture: e ; 
la flcchc 0 ; 
le diedre ty ; 

d'oü la formule: 

1 \   c   /   \cos0/   \cos^/ v, 

La masse MV|  oblcnuc est la masse d'une voilure V,  trapezo'dalc d'6paisscur relative constante. 

Une correction est nticessairc dans le cas de voilure V2 de gdomitrie plus complexe, notamment d'epaisscur 
relative variable en envcrgure. Cette correction se fait en comparant les Moments de flexion de la voilure 
V, ä ceux de la voilure V, . 

Cette formule optimise sur IS avions de 10 ä ISO tonnes au dCcollage aboutit a une dispersion dc +3%. 

(b)   Pour le reste de la voilure: une methodc identique est applicable, en tenant compte de plus de 
I'hypervjstentation. 

I 4.4 Ainsi, pour une evaluation bcaucoup plus precise, chaquc poste (voilure fuselage, clccfricitc, etc..) devra faire 
I'objet d'une etude particuliere. 

D'oü sortira le point M0 . 
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2.    DERIVE DANS LE TEMPS 

2.1   En premiire approximation, la loi de croissancc peut se representer par une droite.  Voici quelques excmples 
de pentes notees sur les avions frangais bien connus du STA, pour la masse ä vide equipee (MVE), ä parlir des 
devis de masse fournis par les constructeurs: 

- avions militaires: 3,4% de la MVE par annee de construction 
(3 exemples)    6   % 

1,3% 

- avions civils:        4,25% 
(2 exemples)     6,6% 

Beaucoup de derives d'avions possedent deux pentes: prototype et serie (toujours avant la pusce du No. I serie). 

- avions militaires: 5,9% entre le projet et le prototype et 0% 
(3 exemples) entre le prototype et le No. I de serie. 

7   % et 4% 
2,9% et 1% 

- avions civils:        8   % et 0,7%. 

Avec une analyse plus fine, revolution est plus complexe et präsente Taspect ci-dessous: 

Missa 

lernos 

2.2  Le traci i la main est souvent insufilsant. De plus, rimpartlaliti de cette mithode est souvent contestable. 

II convient done d'itudier les mithodes mathimatiques dc lissagc de courbe. 

2.3   Diffirentes möthodes de lissage de courbes peuvent ctre utilisccs; 

1. Moindres canes:    on sait que cette mithode consiste ü lisser une courbe de teile sortc que la somme du 
carnS des erreurs commises soit minimum. 

Malheureusement cette miSthodc n'est applicable qu'ä des fonctions lincaires ou pouvant 

«f r^ry °fre m'ses sous ccttc formc- JLtt 
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2. Autres methodes:    Le problöme particulier du traitement de points repr&entant des masses fonction du temps 
conduit ä imaginer d'autres methodes. 

Notamment, ce probleme concret doit etre r&olu avec des fonctions math^matiques oil 
apparait une asymptote (la masse de {'avion No. 1 de sörie). 

Dans le meme esprit, ces fonctions doivent pouvoir s'adapter ä la forme particuliire. 
constatee par experience, des courbes passant au milieu des points M ■ fonction de (t). 

Par exemple, des fonctions exponentielles semblent pouvoir ripondre a ces imp^ratifs. 

3.    CORRECTION DE BOULE DE NEIGE 

3.1 G*n*ralit6s 

Au cours de revaluation des masses, il peut arriver qu'unc masse  Am  s'ajoute au Ziro Fuel Weight 
(ou ZFW = masse de l'avion vide de petrole). 

Cette masse  Am peut etre: 

- une erreur d'estimation initiale, 
- une modification apportee ü la structure (suite aux essais par exemple), 
- une modification due ä la propulsion ou aux systemcs, 
- une variation de charge marchande ou des amenagemcnts commerciaux, 
- une erreur dans la gestion des masses, etc. 

Quelle que soit la raison qui conduit a cette augmentation de masse  Am  initiale celle-ci entraine la plupart 
du temps a d'autres modifications. 

La correction de boule de neige consiste ;i determiner l'influence de  Am  sur la masse au decollage, e'est-a-dire 
a calculer le AM  decollage soit  AM^  du au Am .  Le coefficient de boule de neige est alors dtfini par 

AMd 

Am 

3.2 Mise en equation du probleme 

Pour fixer les idies nous supposcrons que le but est de respecter une performance. 

Cette performance peut s'ecrire comme etant une relation entre le ZFW et  M^tco  soit g(ZFW( Mdeco)  ■  0(1). 

Differencions la relation (I) 

9g dg 
AZFW +  AMd   =   0 

aZFW aMd 

et posons 
3Md 

K   =  
Jg_ 
dZIW 

AZFW  -  KAMd. (!') 

La definition du devis de masse nous donne la relation entre  Md , ZFW; et C masse de carburanl: 

Md   =  ZFW + C (2) 

soil en dirferendant 

AMd   =   AZFW + AC (2') 

Le calcul du devis de masse de l'avion nous montre que le ZFW est fonction de  Mdeco , de  C et de toute 
masse "m" pouvant varier pour une raison quelconque. On a done la relation 

ZFW  =  f (m, Md, C) . (3) 
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En difference il vient: 

Posons 

df               df 3f 
ZFW  =  — Am +  AMd + — AC 

am aMd ac 

ar ^       ar ar 

(3') 

dm BM, ac 

AZFW =  XAm + juAMd + »»AC   . 

Nous avons done le systeme 

AZFW =  KAMd 

AMd =  AZFW+AC 

AZFW =  XAm + /iAMd + vAC . 

AMd X 

(3") 

On en deduit 
Am K(l +v)-(ß + v) 

(R) 

X represente le coefficient d'influence de Am sur le ZFW. 

H represente la repercussion structurale due ä une variation de  Md . 

v donne done les repercussions sur le ZFW d'une augmentation de carburant. 

4.    OPTIMISATION 

4.1 Optimisation des formules devaluation des masses:  ce qui precede a montre I" danger qu'il y a d'espirer un 
resullat precis au stade du projet en derivant une formule, quand ceia est possible. 

It y a en effet une erreur systematique, aggravie par la necessiie de faire un choix parmi les parametres. 

4.2 Optimisation de l'avion autour du parametre masse: revaluation de la masse etunt suppose resoluc. it sc pose 
encore le problime de l'optimisation de l'avion. 

De nombreux parametres pouvant intervenir dans cette operation, ce sujet sera aborde a I'aide d'un exemple, 
(page 5.13). 

Ce graphique relic les parametres suivants: 

- masse de carburant; 

- masse au dccollage; 

- amlnagement: en passagers: 
en structure et amtaagements de fuselage; 
en reservoirs de carburant; 

- nombre de passagers; 

- distance franchissable. 

Cherchons par exemple la masse au dccollage et Taminagement complet (nombre de passagers maximum et 
modifications eventuelles du fuselage) pour obtenir un nombre de passagers maximum sur une distance franchissable 
choisie, toutes choses (gales par ailleurs. 

Pour la masse au dccollage   M, et I'amc'nagement No. 2 on obtient le nombre de passagers N (maximum) sur 
la distance franchissable  l)2. 

4.3 Conclusion:  il n'existc pas de methode generale d'optimisation od la masse intervient: 

- l'optimisation de la formule devaluation, quand eile ect faisable, doit se faire avec prudence; 

- l'optimisation de l'avion quand la masse intervient ne peut se faire qu'en examinant chaque cas particulier. 
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Amrn^fcMtMp j4 ^tii«nej«MeHe 

III - CONCLUSION 

En dehors de l'importüni problcno de l'interd^penduncc de la masse avec les prix et les performances, de 
nombnuses raisons Tont que la question de revaluation des masses d'un-avion et de son optimisation se prefent 
mal u IVxposö theoriquc. 

Parmi ces raisons: 

- les renscignements nombreux et precis ditficiles a obtenir; 

- le traitement de ces renscignements avec des mcthoilcs exactes, parait essentiel. 

Ceci implique la plus grande prudence (sinon un interdit pur et simple) dans l'optimisallon de formules 
devaluation des masses. 

II n'en reste pas moins que Texpcrience traditionnelle, aliiee a I'imagination d'un calculateur competent, peut 
resoudre le probiemc de {'evaluation des masses d'un avion et de sun optimisation avec une precision satisfaisante. 
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ANNEXE   1 

MASSE-PRIX-PERFORMANCE 

OBJET 

II s'agit d'essaycr de substituer ä l'etude "lineaire" des 3 crit£res fondamentaux masse-prix-performance une 
analyse "structurale", dans le sens defini ci-dessous. 

METHODE 

La methode, calquee sur les principes enonces dans "la Structure Absolue" de Raymond Abellio (voir Annexe 2), 
utiliscra les principes suivants: 

- dans le champ des criteres masse-prix-pert'ormance on peut faire apparaftre deux fois deux poles; 

- chaque paire de pöles se situant sur un axe, la mise en croix des deux axes schematise l'ensemble de l'analyse. 

POLES ET AXES 

- L'axe vertical est Taxe Avion-Masse: le mot Avion couvrant l'ensemble des caracteristiques physiques qui 
fait 1'avion. 

Pat analogic avec les mcthodes «enerales, cet axe se veut celui de T'objet", de la quantite, de l'execution. 

- L'axe horizontal est l'axe Performances-Prix.  C'est celui du "sujet", de la qualite, de la gestion. 

Lü notion d   masse cefasse dejü celle de I'objet avion mais y est physiquemcnt liee Pisses au stade concret 
dc ia realisation, ces dvtlX poles sont etroitement interdependants. 

Les Performa'ices et les Prix se situent dans un autre ordre d'idees que l'Avion et les Masses.  Les premieres 
s'aitachent a la forme et ä l'utilite de I'objet et depasse done I'objet; a charge marchande differcnte. on peut 
imaginer deux avions Iris dil'ferents ayant les memes performances.  Les secondes s'attachent a la mature de I'objet, 
en qualite et quantite, et le depassent aussi. 

On note que les Performances s'appuient surtout sur l'Avion, tout en dependant des masses, les Fiix s'appuyanl 
surtout sur les Masses, tout en dependant de l'Avion. Ceci rend "prelerentielle" la rotation dans le sens des aiguilles 
d'une montre (voir ci-aprts). 

On etudicra chaeun des pöles comme ayant un caraclere preeminent, le caractere du pole oppose etant recessif. 

DEVELOPPEMENT 

La mäthode consiste a dynamiser les deux axes en quadrature en disant qu'un des poles "active" le pole voisin. 
Par exemples; 

corps 
administration 
directeur 

objet 
production 
constructeur 

monde 
consommation 
compagnie 

oeil 
invention 
Ingenieur 

Prix 
Px 

Avion 
A 

Masse 
M 

Performances 
Pf 
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On peut ainsi envisager les cas suivants; 

Px 
r4 ^ 

y* 
M 

L 'avirn a le caract£re preeminent.  Si ce fait determine d'abord le prix. nous avons le 
seht' .a 1:  I'avion est fait, quel qu'il soit - pour des raisons non envisagees ici, par 

Pf      exemple parce qu'il faut produire -, mais on mettra en avant un prix comptStitif. 
PF   et   M   apparaissent comme des causes secondaires, sous-produits d'imperatifs 
"superieurs"; Tun et i'autre seront done adaptes "a la demande" de I'avion. 

Dans le sens I', e'est la   I'F 
aprÄs un circuit   Pf-Px ,   Px-M , 

qui sera pnSsentöe comme le fait important.   L'A   y sera provisoirement adapte 
M-A .   Par exemple on voudra faire un avion court-courrier, avec d'excellentes 

performances en croisiere et a basse vitesse. 

Dans les deux cas, la circulation opposee existe simultanement mais en caractere recessif.   Simplement il y a 
toujours un caraetöre dominant seien le moment ou I'interlocuteur (aide pecuniere de I'Etat, campagne commerciale. 
etc.). 

Dans ces deux cas egalcment, la masse n'apparait qu'au Same mouvement:   le bouclage sur I'avion sera re qu'il 
sera.   Toute modification de ce parametre sera justifiee apres coup.   Le produit de ces rotations se situe sur un axe 
perpendiculaire aux deux autres, en ce sens qu'a la fin du mouvement 4, si la   M   a encore une influence sur I'A   il 
faudra se placer dans une autre sphere, avec chaeun des 4 parannitres differents.   Ce seront "les differcntes versions" 
de I'A   ou ses "developpements ulterieurs". 

Ce schema est du type du Mercure,Airbus et de plusieurs avions d'affaire de masse superieure a  5,7 t  (Hirondelle, 
Mysore XX, Mysore X). 

La   PF  a le caractdre preeminent: il s'agit par exemple de faire I'etape minitnum pour laquelle I" A   est fait. 
Si cela determine I'A   d'abord (sens 4), lout sera fait pour agrandir les reservoirs. 
augmenter la finesse et diminuer la trainee, augmentcr la poussce des readeurs, etc. 
Mais aussi (2eme mouvement) la   M   prend deja une giosse importance: la technologic 

Px   ——   ||   " .     Pf      sera tres poussee. et la technique de connaissance des masses egalement. 

Quant aux prix, ils seronl ce qu'ils seront. comme une simple constatution, v 
^ 

y 4' 

M 
Dans le sens 4', la "guerre des masses" est directement declenchee, dans la sphere oil sera situe le prohlome 

directement apr^s teile oü Ton aura, aprCs un bouclage complel, constate l'insuffisance des   PF   (c'esl-ä-dirc avec un 
certain retard).   L'A   sera modific. a l'interieur de son volume au moins, selon les choix lechnologiques linaieriaux 
legers) ou commerciaux (moins de charge marchande, amenagemenl lere classe. etc.).   Les   Px   seronl rcgardes, en 
passant, avant de boucler sur les   Pf . 

Ce schema est du type du Concorde et de la plupart des avions militaires (Mirages). 

du circuit contraire 4' (choisi dans eel exemple "moins important") 

SI 4' est le caractere preeminent, c'esl le "fond" qui est mis en cause, ou IVlhique de I'A .  On essaie de saisir 
lu realite dans un cercle restreint de specialistes.   L'exoterisme sera I'A   presente sous une forme journalislique. 
Les   Px   annoneds comme raisonnables et necessaires el les   Pf  comme levohtionnaires.   Pendant ce temps 4 
(caractere rt'eessif) occupera quelques Journalistes specialises ou des conseillers:  leurs publications feront scandale 
el renverseront ä nouveau le sens des rotations. 

l.e   Px  a le caraithv prei'minent   S'il ultire la   M   (sens 2): en premiere approximation le prix est souvent 

Px 
r 
K 

M 

de la forme   IK - (Mj/M,))''6,   K   coefficient de complexity et   M , la masse d'un 
avion de base de prix connu.   La   M   est done normalement la premiere consequence 
du souci "Px".  Ce qui poussera a la revision de I'A , pms des   Pf,   Pendant ce temps, 

Pf     un courant secondaire essaiera de mellre en avant I'A : son habitabilile, sa maintenance, 
etc. lendant ä juslifier la future augmentation de masse.  Ce sera le cas avec le sens 2' 
devenu preeminent, mais comme augmentation principale.   On sera oblige d'ajouler 
des considerations lechnologiques (maleriaux legers ou sandwich si leur prix est bas) 

en prevision de la repercussion directe sur les   M . 

Ce schema est du type de I'Alpha-Jet. 

On voit que le renversement de la premitire reaction (2 en 2') ne pent etre evite que par un certain mepris de 
I'A   lui-meme.  Ce qui est bien siir ccmbattu (2') par les ulilisateurs (Ltals-Major ou Compagmes). 
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la   M  a le caractire prominent.   Dans le sens 3, on verifie que pour cette   M   on peut avoir let  Pf eiptrta. 
^ Le problöme du  Px  devient secondaire et le bouclage se Tail nortnalement tur I'A : 

tous les sacrifices seront faits pour respecter la masse (simplification du matöriel, de 
I'armement, etc.). 

Dans le sens 3', partant de la  M  maximale admissible, on se demande quel  Px 
on peut mettre au projet: ce qui relifue I'A au niveau des consequences. 

Px 

3' Ws 
Pf 

M 

Ce schema est du type d'un avion embarqui.  Sa masse maximale sera celle que peut supporter le porte-avion 
pour la vitesse verticale maximale de chute.  C'est aussi le cas des petits avions d'affaires qui se placent tout juste 
au-dessous des  5,7 t  (SN 600 Diplomate). 

En itsumi on constate que tous les cas sont a-pr&ent£s dans le tableau ci-dessous. 

® ® 

Px 

2'/ 

  Pf Px  

M 

A 

M 

^ 

M 

A 

Pf ©• 

K 
M 

Types 

Pf        Mercure, Air-Bus, Hirondelle, Mystire XX, Mystire X. 

Pf        Alpha-Jet 

Px 

r 
® 

pf Px 

® 

Pf        Avion embarque (Jaguar marine) SN 600. 

'3' 

Px 

> 

© Px 

\4' 

M M 

1, 2, 3, etc.: caractires prMminents. 

1', 2', 3', etc.: caractires r^cessifs. 

> 

•^f)       Concorde, Mirages 

Representation sph^rique 

1. Pour faire de ce schtSma une representation complete, il convient de chercher quels seront les "produits" de ces 
rotations planes. On peut convenir de les situer dans la sphere contenant en son equateur le plan "horizontal" 
des rotations. 

L'analyse globale est ainsi contenue dans une sphere: 

• L'axe vertical vers "le bas" represente l'accumulation des outils produits par l'analyse   M-Px-Pf : les bureaux 
de calculs s'en emparent et modeient I'avion par une quantite de calculs. 

• L'ace vertical vers "le haut" represente le sens donnc a I'avion par l'analyse: le bureaux d'etude s'en inspirent 
pour accroftre la quaiite de I'appareil. 
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2. Lcs rotutions notccs I et 3 indiqucnt uinsi non seulement cellos d'un axe "horizonlul" sur I'autre, mais aussi 
cellcs des hemispheres correspondanls: 

• Le sens 3   Pf -► M   indique la rotation de l'h^misphere "du bas" oil s'incarne l'avion (de I'abstrait rtlatif 
Pf  au concret relatif  M); 

• Le sens I   A -* Px   indique la rotation de l'hemisphere "du haut" oil s'eleve ['avion (du concret relatif A 
ä I'abstrait relatif  Px). 

3. Cette representation globale profile surlout au Chef, situe au centre de la sphere. Sa vision englobe a la fois 
le pouvoir image par l'hemisphöre du "bas" et lesavoir image par celle du "haut". On peut noter que cette 
position unique I'isole a la fois du reste de l'usine et du monde exterieur. 

4. Ce schema complet est celui d'une sphere qui "respire" (2 rotations ne sont jamais identiqucs) et qui est 
interieurement separee en 2 hemispheres tournant en sens inverse l'une de I'autre. 

Pratiquement 

On peut voir au moins deux interets a ce genre d'analyse: 

1. La vision du Chef de I'avion (defini comme la personne concrete se trouvant dans la situation precisee ci-dessus) 
est la seule qui n'est pas naive.   I lie remplace les analyses lineaires par une synthese globale constamment 
presente ä l'esprit et aidee par une representation relativement simple: eile peut en principe lui permettre de 
"tiger" la sphere jugee par lui optimum*. 

2. faction de ce chef s'appuie directement sur le resultat le plus complet et le plus rapide qu'il obtient de 
I'analyse. 

Dans Vexempk uu la   Pf  a le caracttre preeminant ses ordres dependront: 

• de sa capacite de reconnaitre le fait que e'est d'abord I'A (sens 4) qui est ensuite important cennpt« tenu 
des circonstances: apres avoir affiche les Pf d'une favon irreversible, certaines options prir.iordiales (geo- 
metric variable, aile gothique, etc..) ne peuvent plus etre remises en causes; 

• du fait que la   M   et le   Px   deviennent alors "secondaires": les efforts en personnel et temps de travail 
seront moindres dans ces secteurs.  Son action Interieure et son attitude exterieure sont dictees par ce fait. 

• en reconnaissant la continuelle possibilite 4' (la   M   devient le principal problcme apres les   Pf) pendant 
que se deroule le processus 4, la sagesse sera de ne pas abandonner une gestion serieuse des   M   el une etude 
complete de possibilites d'allegements. 

* Ceci dit, l'idcogramme de la sphere (objet de eclte annexe) n'esl pas irbispensable, comme I'exemple dassjque de la prose qui 
s'ignore I'a image. 
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ANNEXE   2 

. Dunnuns trois cxemples ü'applicution de la niethodc proposee par Raymond Abellio. 

— objct 

corps oeil 

i.     Dans le but d'analyser la pereptlon sensorielle, et les lemons ä en 
tircr, I'auteur constate tout d'abord que, dans la vision naturelle, 
I'hoinme (ou le Je) se voit en etat de dualitdsimple avec le monde. 
II y a face ä face le monde et moi, par exemple je vois un livre, et le 
simple couple de I'objet regarde et du sujet regardant. 

monde 
Pourtant ce livre appartient au monde, duquel il doit se detacher 

pour etre visible, pour tomber sous mes sens, pour prendre un sens, ce 
livre rejette ce reste du monde dans une grisaille et etablit avec lui un rapport:  "celui de I'objet destine a etre per^u 
par rapport ä un reste du monde non destine ä Petre"     "Disons pour simplifier qu'un tel objet devient actif(+) 
par rapport au reste du monde considere comme passif (—)". 

II est niontre de la meine fa^-on que I'oeil devient ictif. en s'interessant specialement au livre, sur le fond mis 
en repos de iron corps devenant passif. 

La perception globale s'etablit sous la forme d'une proportion: 

livre oeil objet 

monde 

oeil 

corps 
ou encore 

monde 

organe des sens 

corps 

Tout se passe comme si un cuurant (note M s'etablit entre le monde (d'abord act 11 +1 et I'objei qui s'enleve 
sur lui.  Si I'oeil "recoAnait" I'objet (perception reussie). un sens est tree (note M   Sous l'influence de ce sens, un 
courant (note ^*) s'etablit dans mon corps. 

Mon corps se fait un outil de I'objet (differencie par I'oeil sur le lond du monde) et lintegre pour s'ouvrir a 
nouveau au monde. II en retirera de nouvelles Emergences d'objets. apres cette rotation (nolee *♦> en sens inverse 
de la premiere (notee **). 

Nota: 

bvoquant une globabilite, ce modele devra etre spherique. Sur I'axe perpendiculaire au plan des deux axes 
precedents, on note les "produits" des rotations expliquees ci-dessus.   Le premier, oriente par exemple vers le 
bas. figurera l'accumulation des ouiils par le corps (qui augmente son pouvoir sur le monde).   Le second, vers 
le haut, figure le sens que prend le monde pour notre corps, (qui augmente la valeur du monde pour moi). 

La "seconde" perception n'aura pas tout a fait le memo caractere que la premiere bien que sur le meine schema. 
Cette seconde experience sera plus intense que la premiere. 

Si I'oeil ne reconnait pas I'objet. la rotation setfectue en sens inverse.   L'objet est renvoye a {'ensemble indis- 
objet tinct du corps.   L'analyse peut etre faite avec les meines principes, mais 

dans un autre champ (Id: perception "ratee"). 

corps oeil 

monde 

II.    STRUCTURATION DES FONCTIONS DANS L'ENTREPRISE INDUSTRIELLE 

Le modele presente par le Colonel Rimailho est le suivant: 

Etat-Major 

Preparation 

185 

Contröle 

Execution 

Hierarchie 
■ 
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Raymond Abellio propose: Commtndemenl 

Preparation Cimlrok 

Execution 

'Au debut du fonctionnement. Ic pole actif de PI lat-Major se conlbnd avcc la fonclion "Preparation" et le pole 
passif de ce mernc Etat-Major avcc la fonction "contrMe"; la Hierarchie, de son cöte, est i la fois active par sa leic 
("Commandement") et passive par sa base ("Execution").' 

Cette representation plane est dynamisee par une representation ("cquatoriale" dans la sphere) i 2 rotations 
inverses: les 2 composantes passives devenant actives a leur tour et reciproquement. 

Nota: 

Les "produits" de ces rotations sur Taxe vertical, comme dans I'exemple I I'incorporation de I'outil (hemisphere 
du has) et la donation de sens (hemisphere du haut), sont ici respectivement l'esprit de corps et le pouvoir du chef. 

III.   DYNAM1QUE DES FONCTIONS SOCIALES 

'Partant d'un probleme ou d'un champ donnes - ici le champ social et son organisation fonctionnelle  - la 
methode consiste ä degager les couples d'opposition "elementaires" qui structurent ce champ 2 a 2, puis ü mettre ce 
couple en rotation dialectique et ä etudier les produits "successifs" de cette rotation." 

Ce premier couple, le plus general possible, caracterisant toute societe et celui qui oppose ('administration des 
chases et le gouvernement des hommes (physique et politique sociales). 

[.'administration des choses conjoint deux fonctions: l'execution et la gestion.  La premiere se decompose ä 
son tour en production et consommation, la seconde en administration et invention.  "Dans I'absolu on ne pourrait 
designer, au sein de ces 2 couples, une fonction plus originaire que I'autre: elles sont ensemble perpetuellement 
naissantes et mutantes.  Simplement, Ton reconnaitra qu'il existe, du point de vue de la physique sociale, deux 
grands types de societes selon que I'accent est mis sur la consommation ou la production." 

Prenons I'exemple de la societe ä production prioritaire ou preeminente: cette societe est productiviste ou 
capitaliste. De plus, selon que I'accent est mis sur I'administration ou I'invention, la societe est dite statique ou 
dynamique. 

statique consommation dynamique consommation 

administration 2» 
invention administration 

production 

invention 

production 

Dans le cas statique, le producteur (originairement actif) se tourne d'abord vers I'administraiion pour obtenir 
la continuite du regime etabli.   En tant que consommateur (caractere recessif), il est passif et retenu par son betuin 
d'economic et de securite. 

L'invention (3) et I'administration (2) se rabattent sur les consommateurs: "Dans ce cas, l'hemisphere du bas 
se trouvera charge par les mesures repressives decidees par I'administration pour reduire la consommation, landit 
qu'au meine moment l'hemisphere du haut verra les consommateurs conduits a devenir inventifs pour tc defendre". 
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ENGINE SELECTION FOR TRANSPORT 
AND COMBAT AIRCRAFT 

Juincs F.Dugan Jr 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this paper is to illustrate the procedures that art- used (o sflcct engines lor transport and 
combat aircraft.   In general, the problem is to select the engine parameters including engine size in such a way that 
all constraints are satisfied and airplane perfonnance is maximized.   This is done for four different classes of aircraft: 
a long haul conventional takeoff and landing (CTOL) transport, a short haul vertical takeoff and landing (VTOL) 
transport, a long range supersonic transport (SST), and a fighter aircraft.   For the commercial airplanes the critical 
constraints have to do with noise while, for the fighter, maneuverability requirements define the engine.  Generally, 
the resultant airplane performance (range or payload) is far less than that achievable without these constraints and 
would suffer more if nonoptimum engines were selected. 

2. NEXT GENERATION CTOL TRANSPORT 

The next generation of CTOL transport is likely to use the supercritical wing proposed by Whitcomb'.   It offers 
the potential for delaying the transonic drag rise experienced by present-day jet transports as Mach I is approached. 
The supercritical wing can be exploited in several ways.  A new airplane with this wing could cruise at higher speeds 
than current airplanes with little or no penalty in lift-drag ratio (L/D). (Symbols are listed in Appendix A.) 
Alternatively, at lower speed (e.g., around Mach 0.9) the supercritical wing will permit less sweepback, more thickness, 
and higher aspect-ratio.   Used in this way. the supercritical wing would result in higher cruise  L/D or less wing 
weight for the same  L/l).  In this part of the paper where design cmise speed was varied from a maximum of Mach 
0.98 down to Mach 0.90, wing weight fraction remained constant but  L/D  increased as design speed was reduced. 
At Mach 0.98 the   L/D  was near that of the Hoeing 747 cruising at Mach 0.86.   At Mach 0.90, the  L/D  is postu- 
lated to be slightly above that obtained with the Boeing 707-320B designed to cruise at Mach 0.80. The material 
is taken from References 2. 3 and 4. 

A sketch of a conceptual advanced tri-jet transport is shown in Figure I. It uses the supercritical wing and has 
three acoustically treated turbofan engines (Fig.2). The objective of the study was to identify the engine parameters 
which maximized airplane performance while satisfying desired engine noise goals during takeoff and approach. 

Total perceived noise has two components: jet noise from the two jet streams and fan turbomachinery noise. 
Jet noise, measured in PNdB, was calculated by standard methods described by the Society of Automotive Engineers 
in References S and 6.  Jet noise is primarily a function of the exit velocities of the two flow streams, but is also 
affected by the gas flow rales and the flow areas.  These variables were calculated at both Mach 0.23 (152 knots) 
after lift-off at full thrust and with thrust cut back to the level required during the 3° approach at Mach 0.203 
(135 knots). 

Fan turbomachinery noise, also measured in PNdB, is a function of spacing between rotor and stator. number 
if rotor and stator blades, rotor tip speed, number of stages, fan pressure ratio, thrust, and amount of nacelle 

acoustic treatment.  It was assumed that the engines would be built in such a way as to minimize noise generation. 
Curves presented in Reference 7 a-lale machinery perceived noise level to fan pressure ratio at a fixed thrust and 
dist'ince for both one- and two-stage fans   These curves wen' scaled from a total airplane net thmst of 400.000 
newtons (90,000 lb) and a mea«uring-point distance of 305 meters (1000 ft) to both the sideline and approach 
condition. of this study.  In addition to logarithmic thmst and distance-squua'd scaling, extra air absorption due to 
a change in slant range* was included.  The curves which result for the sideline condition are shown in Figure 3 for 
i total airplnne net thrust of 508,000 newtons (114.000 lb).  The curves which result for the approach condition are 
also shown in Figure 3 for a total airplane net thrust of IftO.OOO newtons (36,000 lb).  These thrust levels are 
typical for airplanes having a takeofl gross weight of 175,000 kilograms (386.000 lb), as was the case in the first 
part of the study where range was used as the figure of merit.  At a given fan pressure ratio, the two-stage noise is 
about 8 dB ;iighcr than the one-stage noise   More recent investigations indicate the difference to bo about 6 decibels 
and the matter is still under investigation. 

In order to determine the total perceived noise from both the jets and the fan turbomachinery. the jet and 
machinery sound pressure levels (SPL) in each octave were added antilogarilhmically.  (This procedure is described 
in Reference 5 for the addition of core and fan jet noise.) 

ffiQ . 
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Noise calculations were made for two measuring points, both of which are specified in Federal Air Regulation 
Part 36.  They were: 

(i)   Sideline noise measured on the ground at the angle of maximum noise immediately after lift-off on a 
463 meter (1520 ft) sideline for three-engine airplanes (650 m sideline for four-engine airplanes). 

(ii)   Approach noise, when the airplane is I8S0 meters (I n.mi.) from the runway threshold, measured on 
the ground directly under the glide path at the angle of maximum noise. 

The airplanes of this study were assumed to be at an altitude of 113 meters (370 ft) ut this measuring station. 

For airplanes with TOGW's of interest, FAR 1'art 36 specifies a noise limit of 106 EPNdB for both of the 
above measurements.  A third measurement specified by this regulation should be made at a point 6.48 x I03 meters 
(3.5 n.mi.) from the start of takeoff roll on the extended runway centerline.  If the airplane altitude at this measuring 
point exceeds 305 meters (1000 ft), the thrust may be reduced to that required for a 4 percent climb gradient or to 
maintain level flight with one engine out, whichever thrust is greater.  The noise limit at this measuring station for 
the TOGW's considered here is 102 to 104 EPNdB.   This noise measurement was ignored in this study because 
insufficient lew-speed aerodynamic data were available to investigate the tradeoffs involved in minimizing noise at 
this point.  The tradeoffs involved are between constant Mach number climb to maximum altitude and maximum 
acceleration to 305 meters (1000 ft) before thrust is reduced.  For the three-engine airplanes which meet a sideline 
noise goal, it is felt that little difficulty will be involved in meeting the 6.48 x 103 meters (3.5 n.mi.) "takeoff" goal 
since the sideline noise is measured at 463 meters (1520 ft). With four-engine airplanes, the 6.48 x I03 meters 
(3.5 n.mi.) goal might be more difficult to meet, however, because the sideline measurement is specified at 650 
meters (2126 ft) and is therefore easier to meet.  The 6.48 x I03 meters (3.5 n.mi.) measurement might thus be 
more of a constraint for four-engine airplanes. 

The noise calculations made in this study are in units of PNdB.  The FAR Part 36 requirements, however, are 
stated in terms of EPNdB.  The EPNdB scale (where E stands for effective) is a modification of the PNdB scale 
where a correction is made to account for subjective response to the maximum pure tone and duration of the noise 
heard by the observer.  These modifications to the PNdB scale were not made in this study since the amount of 
information known about the maximum tones and directivity of the noise from the parametric engines is limited. 
It is thought that the error introduced by ignoring these modifications is less than the error that might occur by 
making further assumptions about the noise sources. 

In any study of future airplanes, it is well to consider noise levels lower than those specified in FAR 36 since 
it is quite likely that in future years the required noise levels will be lower.  Already it has been suggested that 
noise levels should be lowered 10 decibels every 10 years until the background noise level is reached.  In this study 
noise levels as much as 20 decibels below the FAR Part 36 levels are considered. 

2.1   Engine Cruise Performance 

In any engine-airplane study it is necessary to generate engine Performance over the range of important flicht 
conditions (especially cruise, takeoff, and landing) for a family of engines whose design paramettis (turbine tempera- 
ture (T4), overall pressure ratio (OPR), fan pressure ratio (FPR), and bypass ratio (BPR)) have been systematically 
varied. 

Depending on the purpose of the study, an appropriate degree of sophistication is used to estimate engine 
performance (thrust, specific fuel consumption (SFC), weight, me). Of course, this presumes that we are starting 
from scratch with an unrestricted choice of paper engines. The approach would be different if we were limited to 
existing engines. 

For the airplane being considered, typical cruise conditions are Mach 0.98 and 12,200 meters (40,000 ft). 

A plot of cruise performance is shown in Figure 4 for an FPR of 1.50 and a cruise T4 of 1370 K (2460oR). 
Although not shown, similar plots were made for other values of FPR and T4.  Figure 4 shows that SFC can be 
reduced by increasing BPR with OPR fixed or by increasing OPR with BPR fixed.  Unfortunately, both changes 
reduce cruise specific thrust which means that, if cruise sizes the engine, engine airflow must be increased to over- 
come the cruise drag.  Higher airflow increases the engine diameter which in turn increases both drag and weight. 
In addition, increasing the OPR by itself tends to increase engine weight since more compressor stages are required. 

Using the BPR ■ 4, OPR = 24 point of Figure 4 as a reference, the effects of changes in cruise T4. OPR. BPR. 
and FPR are shown in Figure 5.   Increasing cruise T4 causes an increase in both SFC and specific thrust, a mixed 
blessing.  Increasing OPR up to about 36 causes a small decrease in SFC and only a slight reduction in specific 
thrust.   A higher BPR decreases the SFC at a considerable drop in specific thrust.  Increasing FPR. however, has a 
favorable effect on both SFC and specific thrust and is one of the keys to better engine performance. Since the 
other engine parameters improve one performance parameter at the expense of the other, an overall measure of 
airplane performance such as range must be examined in order to find those engine design parameten yielding an 
optimum balance between SFC and engine weight. 
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2.2   Engine'Selection 

In order to calculate airplane range, it is necessary to know something about the airplane and more about each 
engine to be considered.  Starting with the cruise performance of a particular engine defined by its cruise values of 
T4, OPR, FPR, BPR, and component efficiencies, component maps are selected which are expected to characterize 
the engine.  Using procedures such as those presented in Reference 8, engine performance at takeoff and approach 
is calculated.  An explanation of this procedure is presented in Appendix B.  There are many ways of computing 
engine weight.   One convenient way (which was utilized in References 2 to 4) is described in Reference 9 (see 
Appendix C).  The additional weight for installation (including inlet, nacelle, and nozzle) was assumed to be 3.13 
times the total airflow at takeoff and was based on empirical data for existing high-bypass-ratio engines used in 
large commercial transport. 

Considering now the airplane, the weight breakdown for an airplane with particular engines is shown below. 
Those items w' '"h remained fixed when other engines were installed are noted as "(fixed)". 

Weight Statement 

Airframe weight, (fixed) 

kg lb 

81,700 180,000 
Engine weight 18,100 40,000 
Payioad, (fixed) 27,200 60,000 
Climb fuel, (fixed) 9,070 20,000 
Cruise fuel 29,400 64,920 
Descent fuel, (fixed) 907 2,000 
Reserve fuel, (0.18 total fuel) 8,650 19,080 
Takeoff gross weight, (fixed) 175,027 386,000 

In this study the only other information on the airplane that was needed was its cruise   L/D , which was 16.8 
when engine diameter was 2.03 meters (80 in).   (It rose to 17.5 for 1.52 m (60 in) engines and dropped to 15.75 
for 2.79 m (110 in) engines.)  The cruise  L/D of course is needed to calculate cruise range 

R   =   V 
L/D        /Weight at start of cruise 

iloge^ SFC        \ Weight at end of cruise 

iise\ 
ise/ 

Because of the fixed weights indicated above cruise range is calculated from: 

.   c  , L/2 I 366,000 
cr   ~     6   SFC 08e 268,000 + 0.82 Weng ' 

The total range was assumed to be 648 x 103 meters (350 n.mi.) greater than the cruise range (370 x 103 m climb 
and 278 x 103 m letdown). Thus each engine defined by its cruise parameters leads to a specific value of airplane 
range. 

Having selected design values for FPR and T4 cruise, a "thumbprint" plot similar to the sketch of Figure 6(a) 
can be made for a spectrum of design values of BPR and OPR with contours of constant range.  A thrust limiting 
line is shown below which takeoff performance will be unsatisfactory.  Broken lines of constant sideline jet noise 
are also shown, with the lowest lines representing the highest noise levels.  (Total noise is not shown as it depends 
on the amount of noise suppression which is defined in a later step.) Engines A, B, C, and D (selected because they 
produce maximum range at the selected levels of sideline jet noise) are singled out for further analysis. 

In Figure 6(b), approach noise is plotted against sideline noise for lines of constant suppression and BPR. 
A noise goal represented by point X is postulated such that approach and sideline noise are equal.  By interpolation, 
the noise goal can be achieved with about 16 PNdB of turbomachinery noise suppression.  The range can now be 
found from Figure 6(c) where the ranges from Figure 6(a) have been reduced due to suppression (more suppression 
results in heavier engines and less fuel).  In this manner then, the engine which maximizes range and the required 
suppression can be found for any desired noise goal. 

2.3   Low Noise Engines for a Mach 0.98 Transport 

Using the procedure discussed in the previous section, engines were identified which maximized airplane range 
when various noise constraints were imposed. Figure 7 shows the results for engines without a jet noise suppressor 
and with a cruise T4 of 1150oC (2l00oF). With no noise constraint, range maximizes for an FPR of 3.0.  For the 
FAR Part 36 requirement of 106 PNdB, FPR must be 2.9 or less.  At 96 PNdB, allowable FPR is about 2.1 and falls 
to 1.7 for 86 PNdB. ^^^ Iftl 



Similar results are shown in Figure 8 for engines having a 10 PNdB jet noise suppressor.  The attainable range 
for a given noise level is higher because a higher FPR can be used. 

The range/noise tradeoff for engines having a cruise T4 of 1ISOT (2100°! ) is shown in Figure 9 with specific 
engine characteristics shown in Figure 10. Curve A is for engines having a maximum of IS PNdB machinery noise 
suppression and no jet noise suppressor.  Curve B is for engines without jet noise suppressors but with up to 40 PNdB 
of machinery noise suppression. Curve C has up to 40 PNdB of machinery noise suppression and a weightless jet 
noise suppressor which reduces jet noise by 10 PNdB. 

The most significant comparisons to be made from Figure 9 are summarized in Figure 10.  From Figures 9 and 
10 it can be seen that a range penalty of 926 x I03 meters (500 n.mi.) is entailed in meeting a noise goal of 106 PNdB 
using curve A which represents current technology.  The imyoi reason for this is that FPR had to be reduced from 
3.0 to 1.7.  If curve B applies, then allowable FPR is 2.9 and the range penalty is only 139 x 103 meters (75 n.mi.). 
At lower noise goals, allowable FPR drops and the range penalty becomes large.  At these lower noise goals, an 
effective lightweight jet noise suppressor would help considerably. Using curve C and a noise goal of 96 PNdB, 
an FPR of 2.72 can be used and the range penalty is only 167 x 10J meters (90 n.mi.). 

In preliminary design work, the range and payload are fixed by route and market considerations so that airplane 
gross weight becomes the criteria of merit. The most commonly used economic criteria of merit is direct operating 
cost, DOC.  It is expressed as cents per seat mile and accounts for the expenses of buying, maintaining, and insuring 
the airplane, paying the crew, and buying the fuel and oil.  All of these expenses are dependent on the airplane 
design.  In the preliminary design stage, DOC is a useful criteria of merit since the best designs will have the 
lowest DOC.   DOC was calculated using the methods described in Reference 10.  The results of Figure 9 were used 
to calculate airplane TOGW and DOC values for a fixed range of 5560 x I01 meters (3000 n.mi.).  In addition some 
optimum engines were defined which used full coverage film cooling for cruise temperatures up to lS4(fC (2800°F). 
These results are shown in Figure i I.  Using current noise technology, a noise level 10 PNdB below FAR 36 can be 
achieved for a 4 percent increase in DOC.  Using advanced noise technology, a noise level 20 PNdB below FAR 36 
causes DOC to increase 9 percent.  This penalty drops to 8 percent when both advanced noise technology and 
advanced turbine technology are available. 

Having determined the optimum engine for a particular application based on specific input assumptions, the 
analyst should consider the effects of changes in the inputs.  This will indicate what will happen if components 
do not function as expected and what benefits will accrue for various improvements in technology.  The studies 
can also indicate the effects of lowering OPR to satisfy a pollution criterion or lowering turbine temperature to 
increase blade life.  For the CTOL transport, a sensitivity study was done for a reference engine having a BPR of 
4.8, an FPR of 1.7, an OPR of 31, and a T4 of I2600C (23ü0oF). This is the optimum engine for a noise goal of 
106 PNdB if IS PNdB of machinery noise suppression is used.  The bar graph in Figure 12 shows the range increases 
for a 0.01 change in each of the variables.  Also shown is the range increase for a 10 percent decrease in bare engine 
weight.   By far the most sensitive of these parameters was the duct nozzle gross thrust coefficient.  A one-percent 
change in it produced a 185 x I03 meters (100 mile) change in range.  Somewhat less sensitive parameters were 
inlet pressure recovery and bare engine weight.   It is obvious from the bar graph that care will have to be given to 
the inlet, duct, and duct nozzles when treating for noise since these areas are the most sensitive. 

2.4   Low Noise Engines for Mach 0.90 to Mach 0.98 Transports 

In this section the procedures discussed in previous sections are used to select engines for transports that cruise 
from Mach 0.90 to 0.98.  Fan machinery noise suppression up to 20 PNdB is used.  This is offered as a reasonable 
goal which hopefully can be met by 1978, the postulated year of first flight. 

Figure 13 summarizes the results for a cruise FPR of 1.70.  Range with a penalty included for the weight of 
the turbomachinery noise suppression is plotted against the total combined noise at either the sideline or the approach 
condition, whichever is greater.  Three curves are shown - one for each of the cruise Mach numbers considered. 
The right-hand end of each curve represents the optimum cycle meeting the thrust constraint and results in a noise 
level of about 114 PNdB.  As the noise goal is reduced, the design BPR is increasing and more acoustic treatment 
is being added.  At the left-hand end of the curves, 27 to 30 PNdB of turbomachinery noise suppression is required. 
With 20 PNdB suppression, noise goals from 93 to 96 PNdB can be met at this design FPR. 

Figure 14 shows the effects of various amounts of turbomachinery noise suppression for engines with a cruise 
FPR of 2.25.  With no suppression, noise levels of about 126 PNdB are obtained.  Approach noise exceeded the 
sideline noise at all levels of suppression considered in this plot.  Unlike the case with an FPR of 1.70, BPR is not 
increased as the noise toal is reduced.   It was found that with an FPR of 2.25 the range decreased as BPR was 
increased without a significant reduction in total noise.     (Total noise was generally dominated by machinery noise, 
which is unaffected by BPR.)  hence, the best tradeoff was to keep the engine cycle parameters fixed as more 
machinery noise treatment was added.  With 20 PNdB of suppression, goals of 106 to 108 PNdB can be obtained, 
depending on design cruise Mach number.   If the trades of FAR 36 are permitted, the goals that are met can be 
said to be 2 PNdB lower than these values since noise measured at the sideline station is more than 2 PNdB less 
than the approach noise. 

192 
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In Figure 15(a) range is plotted against cruise Mach number for noise goals of 106 and 96 PNdB.  Data for 
the 106 PNdB curve is for the two-stage fans with an FPK of 2.25 while that for the 96 PNdB curve is for the 
single-stage fan with an FPR of 1.70.   Figure 15(a) emphasizes the increase in range possible by reducing the cruise 
speed from Mach 0.98 to 0.90.  The range increase is 926 x 10' meters (500 n.mi.) for the 106 PNdB noise goal 
and 1480 x I03 meters (800 n.mi.) for the % PNdB noise goal.  It is also apparent that there is a range penalty 
involved in reducing the noise from 106 to % PNdB.  This range penalty decreases Irom 741 x I03 meters (400 n.mi.) 
at Mach 0.98 to less than 185 x lO1 meters (100 n.mi.) at Mach 0.90. 

The remaining parts of Figure IS show the optimized engine, parameters as a iunction of cruise speed and noise 
level.   From Figure 15(b). BPR optimizes at 4 for all values of M r   for the 10b PNdB noise goal and at about 6 for 
the 96 PNdB noise goal.  In Figure 15(c) the optimum cmise overall compress ir pressure ratios are shown to vary 
from 32 to 36 for the 106 PNdB noise goal and from 36 to 41 for the 96 PNdB noise goal.  OPR is not a strong 
optimum and can be reduced to the vicinity of 30 without a significant adverse effect am range.   This reduction 
may be required to curtail nitrogen oxide emissions.  OPR optimized ut rather high values in this study because of 
the advances that were assumed to occur in engine weight technology by the year 1978    Higher OPR's, therefore, 
did not cause great increases in engine weight.   More conservative engine weight assumptions would have caused 
engine weight to rise faster with increasi.ig OPR so that the optimum OPR's would have been lower. 

In Figure 15(d) it is shown that the takeoff thrust-to-gioss-weight ratio increases from the minimum of 0.24 
for the lower cmise speeds to values as high as 0.31 for a cruise speed of Mach 0.98 and a noi*.' goal of % PNdB. 
In this study the cruise T4 was adjusted with the takeoff T4 fixed at l260or (23000F) to obtain an (Fa/W.]ta 
of not less than 0.24.  (The three-engine Boeing 727-200 has this value when fully loaded.)  The fict that 
(Fn/Wg)s|s > 0.24  for the Mach 0.98 cruise case reflects that the cruise T4 has been adjusted upward to its 
maximum permissible value of 1200^ (2200oF) for a takeoff T4 of l260o(' (2300oF).   To have obtained values 
of (Fn/Wg)$|$  closer to 0.24 would have required raising the cruise T4 beyond I2000C (2200CF) making the 
climb thrust too marginal as cruise is approached. 

The cruise T4's that optimized performance are plotted against Mach number in Figure 15(e).   For tlie 106 
PNdB noise goal, it is seen that the cruise T4 rises line.iriy from I0700C (I9650F) at Mach 0.90 to IZOOT (2200oF) 
at Mach 0.98.  For the % PNdB noise goal, th- cmise T4 optimizes at l05üo((210ü''F) at Mach 0.90 and increases 
linearly to l204or (2200oF) at Mach 0.94 where it meets the aforcmentionei1 constraint lor thrust maigin.   Beyond 
Mach 0.94, the cmise T4 is restricted to 1204° (2200oF) although range would probably have improved it higher 
temperatures had been allowed. 

Figure 15(0 shows the sea-level-static corrected airflow required lor each of the optimized engines wiili airplane 
TOGW fixed at 175.000 kilograms (386,000 lb).   For the 106 PNdB noise goal, these airflows varied from 381 to 432 
kilograms per second (840 to 950 lb/sec).  Airflows from 468 to 618 kilograms per second (1030 to 1360 lb/sec) were 
required to meet the 96 PNdB noise goal.   The corresponding maximum engine diameters are shown in Figure 15(g). 
For the optimum engines meeting the 106 PNdB goal, the maximum diameter is about 1.78 meters (70in).  To meet 
the 96 PNdB goal the maximum engine diameter must be increased to 2.03 to 2.29 meters (80 to 90 in). 

Figure 15(h) shows the variation of both sideline and approach noise with   Mcr   for the two noise goals.  The 
solid curves represent sideline noise and the broken curves approach noise.  The Figure shows that at the nominal 
106 PNdB goal, the approach noise ranges from 106 to 108 PNdB while sideline noise varies from 100 to 102 PNdB. 
(As previously discussed, the ground mles of FAR Part 36 permit an excess of up to 2 PNdB at one measuring 
station if a corresponding reduction can be obtained at another measuring station.)   For the 96 PNdB goal there 
was very little difference between the sideline and approach noises. 

DOC is plotted against cmise Mach number in Figure 16 for noise goals of 96 and 106 PNdB.   The best IKX "s 
are obtained at cmise speeds of about Mach 0.94.   At Mach 0.94 the IKX' increases by only 0.00871 cents per seat- 
kilometer (0.014 cents per seat-statute-mile) when the noise goal is reduced from 106 to % PNdB.   If the cruise 
speed is increased to Mach 0.98, the 1MK  increases by 0.014^ cents per seat-kilometer (0.023 cents per seal-mile) 
for the 96 PNdB noise goal.   For the 106 PNdB noise goal, the economic penally of increasing the cmise speed to 
Mach 0.98 is not nearly as great.   Here, the increase in DOC is only 0.00404 cents per seal-kilometer (0 0065 cents 
per seat-statute-mile). 

The engine cycles which were previously optimized on a range basil were  e-evalu.ited in terms of TtKiW for 
a fixed range of 5560 kilometers (3000 n.mi.) and a fixed payload oi 300 passengers.   Airframe weight was assumed 
to be a constant percentage of the TOGW.   tngine airflows, diamelerv ^nd weights were recomputed on the basis 
of the different thmst levels required at the lower TOOWs.   In Figure 17, TOGW i'. plotted against c.uise Mach 
number for noise goals of 106 and 96 PNdB.   TOGW increases markedly when cruise speed is increased from Mach 
0.94 to 0.98, especially for the 96 PNdB noise goal.   At the lower Mach numbers there is only a modest rise in 
TOGW for a noise goal of 96 PNdB as opposed to 106 IWB.   Al Mach 0.98, however, the weight increase is 
appreciable. 

In Figure 18, DOC is plotted against cmise Mach number for noise goals of ''o and 106 PNdB.   Tivse 5560 
kilometer (3000 mile) DOC curves are analogous to the TOGW curves of Figure 17.   For comparison, the IKX" curves 
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for a constant TOGW and variable range (Fig. 16) have been replotted in Figure 18 as the broken curves.   By compar- 
ing the two sets of curves it is seen that the reduction in TOGW that was accomplished by fixing the range at S560 
kilometers (3000 n.mi.) lowered the level of DOC generally and accentuated changes resulting from increments in 
cruise Mach number or noise goal reduction. 

The large difference between the solid curves and the broken curves at Mach 0.94 and below results from the 
fact that TOGW was calculated to be more than 4540 kilograms (100,000 lb) less when range was fixed at 5560 
kilometers (3000 miles).  The DOC's of both sets of curves appear to minimize near the middle of the range of 
cruise speeds studied.  For the fixed range of 5560 kilometers (3000 miles), the DOC minimized at Mach 0.94 for 
the 106 PNdB goal and Mach 0.92 fo   the 96 PNdB goal.   But very little increase in DOC is introduced by raising 
the cruise speed to Mach 0.94 for the 96 PNdB noise goal and Mach 0.95 for the 106 PNdB noise goal.  At these 
speeds, DOC is increased by only about 0.0124 cents per seat-kilometer (0.02 Tents per scat-statute-mile) when the 
noise goal is reduced from 106 to 96 PNdB.  This does not seem to be a very large economic penalty to pay for 
a 10 PNdB reduction in noise.  If the cruise speed is increased to Mach 0.98, the DOC increases by about 0.0497 
cents per seat-kilometer (0.08 cents per seat-mile) at the 96 PNdB noise goal but by only 0.0187 cents per seat- 
kilometer (0.03 cents per seat-mile) for the 106 PNdB goal. 

DOC, of course, docs not present the entire economic picture.  It does not, for instance, show how load 
factor might be affected by the introduction of competing airplanes designed for higher cruise speeds.  Hence, 
although the lowest DOC's occur at design speeds between Mach 0.92 and 0.94, a faster airplane having a slightly 
higher DOC but a higher load factor (because of its lower block time) might be more profitable for an airline to 
operate.  The range from New York to San Francisco, 4140 kilometers (2235 n.mi.) represents a long range domestic 
flight.  The block time difference between Mach 0.94 and 0.98 at this range is only about 8 minutes.  When block 
times are considered, however, it does seem worthwhile to increase the design speed to a point just to the right of 
the "bucket" of the DOC curves of Figure 18 since so little penalty in DOC is involved by so doing.   Using this 
criterion, a good cruise speed selection might be Mach 0.95 for the 106 PNdB noise goal and Mach 0.94 for the 
96 PNdB noise goal. 

3.     VTOL TRANSPORT 

Vertical takeoff and landing aircraft are currently under study as a means for improving short-haul intercity 
air transportation.  VTOL can relieve airport congestion and reduce air time delays, and can service communities 
currently without air transportation.  A number of VTOL transports have been studied in the US and abroad. 
Various aircraft configurations and various means of providing vertical lift (e.g., rotors, tilting propellers, and 
high-bypass-ratio lift fans) were studied"'12'13.  None was outstandingly superior so that there is still interest 
in many of the concepts. 

In Reference 14 the requirements and problem areas of low-pressure ratio lift fan propulsion systems arc 
reviewed.  The lift fan system has a number of features that qualify it for civilian VTOL transports.  These are: 
(i) good potential for meeting reduced noise limitations, (ii) provision for safe management of failure of power- 
plant or thruster, (iii) good passenger and airline appeal for resulting aircraft, (iv) capability of high cruise speed 
approaching that of conventional jet transports, (v) direct use of available gas turbine technology, and (vi) elimina- 
tion of mechanical transmissions. Two general types of lift-fan systems are currently being worked on, the integral 
system and the remote system. The integral system is similar to a high-bypass ratio turbofan in which the fan is 
powered by a coaxially mounted gas turbine engine.  In the remote type, the fan ami its drive turbine are separately 
located from the power-plant, and the working fluid is delivered through ducts to the turbine mounted at the tips 
of the fan blades.  The remote system wherein hot gas from a turbojet engine is delivered to the tip turbine has 
been under investigation tor a number of years by the General Electric Companyls and was used in the XV-SA 
VTOL aircraft'6. 

A second remote system uses a gas turbine driven fan (air generator) to supply compressed air to a burner 
upstream of the remote tip turbine.  During cruise, the lift fans are inoperative and air from the air generator is 
exhausted in the conventional manner so that the air generator operates as a conventional turbofan engine.  The 
present study is concerned solely with a particular air generator-lift fan VTOL system currently being considered 
at the Lewis Research Center17. 

This system consists of four 66,700 newtons (15,000 lb thrust) remote lift fans and eight 33,400 newtons 
(7500 lb thrust) lift fans driven by gas generated just upstream of the tip turbines in auxiliary burners fed by four 
low bypass ratio, high fan pressure ratio air generators. Cross ducting is provided between each pair of air generators 
so that the thrust loss with one air generator out can be minimized.  During cruise, the lift fans are inoperative and 
the fan exhaust is exhausted through cruise nozzles. 

The objective of the study is to optimize the parameters of the air generator and remote tip-turbine lift fan. 
For the air generator, turbine-inlet temperature was varied from 1040° to 1370oC (1900° to 2500oF), overall pressure 
ratio from 12 to 21, and fan pressure ratio from 2.73 to 4.37.  Bypass ratio was a dependent variable to produce 
the air required by the auxiliary burner which operated at 7K0oC (|440oF) and supplied working fluid to the 33,400 
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and 66,700 newtons (7500 and 1500 lb thrust) remote lift fans.  Specific values of the air generator parameterb 
were selected based on weight, dimensions, and specific fuel consumption, 

The parameters of the remote tip-turbine lift fan were selected by performing a preliminary mission analysis. 
The propulsion systems examined were installed in a particular airplane which cruised at Mach 0,75 and 7620 meters 
(25,000 ft).   Range was 804 kilometers (500 statute miles) and included 5 minutes of hover to account for two 
takeoffs and two landings.  Gross weight was calculated from consideration of emergency conditions so payload 
varied as tip-turbine pressure ratio varied from 2.5 to 4.0, lift-fan pressure ratio varied from 1.15 to 1.35, and cruise 
lift to drag ratio from 8 to 12.  Takeoff noise was also calculated to illustrate the payload-noise characteristics of 
the propulsion systems. 

3.1   Method of Analysis 
1 Propulsion system requirements    The mission selected to evaluate the propulsion system is as follows: 

Stage length 804 km (500 statute miles) 
Cruise Mach number 0.75 
Cruise altitude 7620 m (25,000 ft) 

Nominal takeoff noise goal at 152 m (500 ft). PNdB 95 
Hover time for two takeoffs and two landings, min 5 

The type of VIOL transport assumed in this study is shown in Figure I*). There are four large lift fans mounted 
in the high wing, each capable of producing 66,700 newtons (15,000 lb) of lifting thrust at sea level on a 320(' C'O'T i 
day.  At the wing tips and the forward and aft fuselage stations, there are eight half-si/e lift fans producing an addi- 
tional 267,000 newtons (60,000 lb) of lift thrust.  The four air generators are mounted in pairs on the wing.   Mach air 
generator supplies two of the full-si/.e lift fans or four of the half-si/e lift fans.  Air genentors are interconnected »o 
that there is no one-to-one correspondence between fans and air generators.  During lift-off and landing, the core flow 
is deflected downward to provide additional lift thrust (the level varying slightly depending on the design of the air 
pump).  The nominal value of total lifting thrust on a 320( (WF) day was 570,000 newtons (128.000 lb). 

The gross weight of the VTOL transport was calculated for normal operation, operation with one air generator 
out, and operation with two full-size lift fans out.   The least of these values was taken to be the transport gross 
weight for the nominal mission.  For normal operation, a vertical thrust to gross weight ratio of I.I was assigned 
and a control thrust to weight ratio of 1.25, giving a gross thrust to weight ratio of 1.375.  For the air generator 
out and full-size lift fan out cases, vertical thrust to weight ratio was 1.05 and control thrust to weight ratio 1.125. 
The air-generator out case was critical and resulted in a gross weight of 40,300 kilograms (88,700 lb). 

Simplifying assumptions were made concerning the operating weight empty less propulsion system weight (SO'T 
of gross weight) and the transport aerodynamics (cruise LI) was varied parametrically from 8 to 12).   Reserve fuel 
was assigned to be 3.5 percent of gross weight and fuel to accelerate and climb to cruise conditions from transition 
was assigned to be 3 percent of gross weight. The airplane fractional weights that varied with propulsion system 
design were (a) propulsion system weight, (b) fuel for two takeoffs and landings (5 min of hover), and (c) fuel to 
cruise the 471 kilometers (293 statute-miles) of the nomiral 804 kilomeiers (500 statute-miles) total range (333 km 
(207 statute miles) were allotted for climb and letdown). 

Propulsion system - The two major elements of the air generator/lift fan propulsion system aiv shown in 
Figure 20, the remote drive lift fan and the air generator. 

Air enters the air generator through an acoustically treated inlet.  All of the air is compressed by the low- 
pressure compressor, or fan.  The air delivered by the low compressor is split: part of it is collected in a scroll to 
form the delivered air supply, the ultimate product of the air generator.  The remaining air goes through the high- 
pressure compressor, burner, and high-pressure turbine.  These three components make up the so-called high spool 
of the air generator which is, in reality, a gas generator for the low-pressure turbine.  This turbine drives the low- 
pressure compressor, and these two components along with the connecting shaft constitute the low-pressure spool. 
The shafts for the two spools are concentric.  The exhaust from the low-pressure turbine is ducted through an 
exhaust system which turns the How through ninety degrees to produce a vertical thrust or lift for takeoff and 
landing. 

The computer program of Reference 18 provides a design point configuration for the air generator.  The thermo- 
dynamic performance, including the discharge thrust, is completely described, along with the dimensions and weight. 
Detailed thermodynamic performance, size, and weight are also calculated for the principal components (the weight 
and size equations are those presented in Reference 19, see Appendix D). 

The length and weight of the inlet acoustic trentment and the exhaust system calculated by this computer program 
are appropriate for the configuration shown in Figure 20,   However, the actual inlet and exhaust systems used may 
differ from those shown.   It was assumed in this study that the sonic inlet would suppress forward propagating turbo- 
machinery noise to a level low enough that it would contribute a negligible amount to the total propulsion system noise. 
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IHTlürinanu' of »inylc-itluyc lili l'un» huvinti design prvsMitv ratios of MS to 1,35. The single-stage tip-turbine pressure 
UII.I wa» Viirk'U Irom 2.5 to 4.0, 

Ilk- Icmpvraliiu* intc» the wr«»ll was set ul 780o(' (I440ol;) so that the seroll could be constructed of conventional 
alloy».   Inlet iluii prcwaire ratio was 0,(>5 while tan inlet Mach number was ü,55 und tan hub-tip radius ratio was 0,4. 
I "i each up luihiiu driven lilt Ian. turbine exit axial Mach number was 0..1, 

Soim perlnieiil parameters are listed below: 

Turbine pressure ratio J.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 
Air «cncralor exit temperature. T                  410 427 446 463 
Ian tip speed, in/sec 251 283 283 314 
Ian enkiency (Ibr Ian pressure ratio 0.831 0,840 0.840 0.843 

of 1.25) 
Tip-turbine lift fan weiiiht (for 484 465 447 442 

66.700 N thrust I, kg 

riie total perceived noise is made up .)!'jet noise from the fan air generators, jet noise from the twelve lift fans, 
and suppressed turbomachinery noise from the twelve lift fans.   Turbine jet noise from the lift fans was assumed to 
make a negligihlc contribution to total noise (whether or not this can be achieved in an actual engine remains to be 
demomtratedI.  Turbomachinery noise projected out the far. inlets and air generator inlets (which contain choking 
devices for noise suppression) was also assumed to make a negligible contribution to total noise.  The noise rating 
condition was assigned to be at maximum takeoff thrust. 

Jet noise, measured in I'NdH. was calculated by standard methods described by the Society of Automotive 
Kngineers in Keferences 5 and 6,  At ji i velocities below 1000 feet per second, there is some uncertainty as to how 
overall sound pressure level (OASI'L) varies.   In this report, the semi-log plot of the curve of OASPL against relative 
jet velocity shown in Figure I of Reference 6 was extrapolated as a straight line below 305 meters per second (1000 
ft/sec).  While this techni<|ue is not used exclusively throughout the industry, it does agree with recent data published 
in Reference 7. 

Fan turbomachinery noise, also measured in PNdB, is a function of many things; for example, number of rotor 
blades and slator blades, tip speed, spacing between rotor and stator, fan pressure ratio, thrust, and amount of nacelle 
acoustic treatment.   In this study, it was assumed that the engines would be built with optimum stator-rotor spacing 
and without inlet guide vanes in order to minimize noise generation.   Curves developed by the Propulsion Systems 
Acoustic Branch at NASA-Lewis, and presented in Reference 7, relate fan machinery noise to fan pressure ratio for 
one-stage fans.   These noise curves were scaled from a net thnist of 534,000 newtons (120,0001b) and a distance of 
152 meters (500 ft).   According to Reference 7, acoustic treatment can reduce turbomachinery noise as much as 15 
PNdB, the amount of suppression used in the noise calculations of this study.  Total noise was obtained by adding 
anti-logarithmically. the suppressed turbomachinery and jet perceived noise, as described in Reference 5. 

3.2  Results and Uiscussion 

For a propulsion system having a lift-fan pressure ratio of 1.20, the effects of the air generator overall pressure 
ratio and turbine temperature on specific thrust and specific fuel consumption at SLS conditions of the complete 
propulsion system are shown in Figure 21,   As overall pressure ratio increases from 12 to 21, specific lift thrust 
increases 2 percent and specific fuel consumption decreases 4 percent (Fig,21(a)).   For an overall pressure ratio of 
15, as turbine temperature increases from 1040° to 1370°C (1900° to 2500oF), specific lift thrust increases 2 percent 
and specific fuel consumption remains conitanl (Fig.21(b)). 

On the basis of the above variations, a nominal air generator was selected with an overall pressure ratio of 15 
and a turbine temperature of 1204or (2200oF).   A higher overall pressure ratio and turbine temperature offers small 
performance, weight, and si/e improvements but probably at some increase in development cost, original cost, and 
maintenance cost. 

The weight breakdown of the dependent weight fractions is shown in Figure 22 for a cruise  L/D  of 10 and a 
lift-fan pressure ratio of 1.25.   As tip-turbine pressure ratio increases, weights of the lift fans and hover fuel decrease, 
cruise fuel weight increases, and air generator weight stays constant above a tip-turbine pressure ratio of 3.5 (Fig.22(a)). 
The total of these weights decreases from 13,000 to 12,200 kilograms (28,750 to 27,000 lb) (Fig.22(b)).  The weight 
saving can go into payload (Fig.22(a)).   As tip-turbine pressure ratio increases from 2.5 to 4.0, the payload increases 
from 4440 to 5220 kilograms (9800 to 11,500 lb).   At 93 kilograms (205 lb) per passenger and baggage, the tip turbine 
pressure ratio of 4.0 yields 56 passengers. 

The effect of lift-fan pressure ratio on the weight breakdown is shown in Figure 23 where tip-turbine pressure 
ratio is 3.5 and cruise   L/D   is 10.   As lift-fan pressure ratio increases, cniise fuel stays constant, hover fuel and air 
generator weight increase and lift-fan weight decreases.  The summation of these weights increases (Fig.22(b)) so 
payload decreases as lift-fan pressure ratio increases (Fig.22(a)).   For a lift-fan pressure ratio of 1.15, payload is 
5720 kilograms (12,600 lb) or 62 passengers. 
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The tradeoff between payload and noise is shown in Figure 24.  A fan pressure ratio less than 1.15 is required 
to achieve the noise goal of 95 PNdB.   However, a lift-fan pressure ratio of 1.15 conies close: noise is 96.2 PNdB 
while payload for the tip-turbine pressure ratio of 4.0 is 5720 kilograms (12,600 lb).  For lift fan pressure ratio less 
than 1.15, cruise thrust available from the four air generators falls below the drag of an airplane having a lift to drag 
ratio of 10. 

3.3  Concluding Remarks 

A simplified mission analysis was performed to evaluate the effects of lift fan pressure ratio and tip-turbine 
pressure ratio on the payload and noise of a remote-drive VTOL lift system.  This system consisted of four 66,700 
newtons (15,000 lb) thrust lift fans, eight 33,400 newtons (7500 lb) thrust lift fans and four air generators which 
were also used as the cruise engines. 

A range of 804 kilometers (500 statute miles) was selected with a cruise Mach number of 0.75 at an altitude of 
7620 meters (25,000 ft).   The allowable takeoff gross weight, as dictated by the maximum available lift under 
emergency conditions and control requirements, was found to be about 40,300 kilograms (88,700 lb).  Cruise lift- 
drag ratios of 8 to 12 were assumed in the study.  Cruise performance calculations show that the airpump cycle 
can be used at cruise: with the   L/I)'s assumed in this study, however, all four air generators would be required to 
provide enough cruise thrust.  Cruise SFC was then used in the Breguet equation to calculate the weight of cruise 
fuel.  Finally, payload was obtained by subtracting airframe, engine, and fuel weights from the TCXIW. 

For the range of tip-turbine pressure ratios and lift-fan pressure ratios examined, a near-maximum payload of 
5720 kilograms (12,600 lb) was obtained with the highest tip-turbine pressure ratio considered (4) and the lowest lift- 
fan pressure ratio considered (1.15).  At higher fan pressure ratios, noise increased and payload decreased due to an 
increase in hover fuel and an increase in air generator weight.   Noise at 152 meters (500 ft) was calculated to be 
96.2 PNdB.   As advances in noise generation and suppression arc made, the noise goal of 95 PNdB should be attainable. 

These results are quite encouraging and suggest that the air generator lift fan remote propulsion system is an 
attractive candidate for V/STOL transports. 

4.     SUPERSONIC TRANSPORT 

The Concorde and TU 144 supersonic transports use conventional kerosene fuel and cruise at about Mach 2. 
There is incentive to cruise at higher speed since flight efficiency continues to improve at higher speeds.   The now 
defunct Boeing SST was designed to cruise at Mach 2.7.  One of the factors that limited its cruise speed to Mach 2.7 
was the heat-sink capacity of conventional kerosene-type fuel.  Practically all of the heat sink available was used to 
absorb the heat discharged by the cabin environmental control system and the engine oil cooling system. 

Studies by NASA have indicated that liquid methane may prove to be a superior fuel for SST's designed to 
cruise at Mach 2.7 and higher.   Liquid methane has a heat-sink capacity, up to seven times as great as that of kerosene, 
and a heat of combustion 13 percent higher than that of kerosene.   Since excess cooling capability is available, higher 
temperature engines may be considered.  A methane-air heat exchanger can be built iato the engine to cool the 
compressor discharge air in the turbine cooling circuit. 

The purpose of this study is to determine what benefit will be obtained from the high-turbine-inlet temperature 
permitted by methane fuel.  The data arc from Reference 21.   This is done with and without consideration of airport 
and community jet noise restrictions during airplane takeoff and climb.  The method used is to determine the improve- 
ment that might be obtained in two overall airplane figures of merit, namely, (i) payload (number of passengers) and 
(ii) direct operating cost in cents per seat-kilometer (cents per seat-statute mile).  The airframe is arbitrarily selected 
as a fixed-sweep, arrow-wing SCAT I5F configuration.  The SCAT 15F configuration was developed by the NASA 
Langley Research Center to have a very high cruise lift-to-drag ratio.   It is still under investigation to overcome some 
low-speed handling problems. 

The afterburning turbojet, non-afterbuming turbojet, and the duct-burning turbofan are the three engine cycles 
investigated.  The turbine-inlet temperature is varied from 1204° to 1704oC (2200° to 3l00oF).  The compressor 
pressure ratio, bypass ratio, and the fan pressure ratio are optimized for each turbine-inlet temperature, both with 
and without airport and community noise restrictions. 

Noise restrictions are imposed on the engines because the problem of airport and community noise during airplane 
takeoff and climb is of nuyor concern to the airports and the public.   Approach noise levels are also important, but 
these restrictions arc not considered herein.   If approach noise is a problem, it can be solved with a sonic inlet.   The 
so-called airport noise is measured at the start of takeoff roll, 457 meters (1500 ft) from the centerline of the aircraft 
and at the angle of maximum noise.  The noise level at this point should not exceed 116 PNdB.  For the community 
noise, during airplane climb a point on the ground directly beneath the flight path and at a distance of 4.8 kilometers 
(3 statute miles) from the point of brake release is considered.   After the engine power is reduced for a 2.53 meters 
per second (500 ft/min) rate of climb, the maximum noise at this point should not exceed 105 PNdB.  These noise 
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goals were suggested by the Federal Aviation Agency at the time of the study and are less stringent than those of 
FAR Part 36. 

Noise suppression devices of the exhaust jet are not used in order to better emphasize the influence of the 
primary engine parameters.  It is entirely possible that the use of noise suppression devices would change the results 
of this study.  The data presented can be considered as the two extreme cases.  The best possible case assumed no 
airport or community noise restrictions, and the worst possible case assumed noise restrictions without suppression 
devices.  Thus, data obtained by using various degrees of suppression would most likely occur somewhere between 
the extremes. 

4.1   Method of Analysis 

The effect of increasing turbine-inlet temperature with or without noise restrictions was calculated by analytically 
flying a fixed-wing airplane over a standard mission profile. The methane-fueled airplane was similar to the one shown 
in Figure 25 and had a ramp gross weight of 209,000 kilograms (460,000 lb). The engine parameters and engine size 
were optimized to maximize payload both with and without airport and community noise restrictions. The maximum 
cross-sectional area of the fuselage was fixed while fuselage length was varied in order to accommodate different 
numbers of passengers. Comparisons were made among the afterburning turbojet, non-afterburning turbojet, and duct- 
burning turbofan engines. 

The mission requirements observed were; 

Range, km; n.mi. 
Cruise Mach number 
Maximum sonic boom, N/m2; lb/ft2 

Climb 
Cruise 

Minimum climb-acceleration thrust-to-drag ratio 
Minimum second-segment climb angle, deg 
Maximum lift-off distance, m; ft 

The fuel reserve for the mission allows for (i) an additional 7 percent of the total mission fuel, (ii) an extension of 
483 kilometers (261 n.mi.) to an alternate airport at cruise altitude and Mach number, and (iii) a 30 minute hold at 
4570 meters (15,000 ft) altitude at Mach 0.6.  An additional fuel allowance was incorporated in the mission fuel for 
a 25 minute idle prior to takeoff as well as a 1 minute period of maximum augmentation power application prior to 
takeoff roll. 

The aerodynamic parameters were based on wind-tunnel data supplied by the NASA Langley Research Center 
for the SCAT 1SF which is an advanced fixed-sweep, arrow-wing SST configuration similar to the one shown in 
Figure 25.  The weights of the major components that comprise the empty weight were estimated by empirically 
established relations based on preliminary designs for similar configurations. 

For each of the three types of engines considered, the performance and weight of each engine was calculated 
for a range of design variables.  The range of variables covered in analytically finding the optimum cycle combina- 
tion is shown in Figure 26.   In calculating the design and off-design performance, each engine component was 
matched to satisfy the relations involving continuity of flow, engine rotational speed, and power balance between 
the compressor (or fan) and its driving turbine.  The procedures used are similar to those discussed in Reference 22 
(see Appendix B).   Engine weight was calculated from empirical equations that relate installed engine weight to the 
type of engine, the design engine airflow, compressor pressure ratio, fan pressure ratio, bypass ratio, and turbine- 
inlet temperature.   The equations are based on a composite of industry data. 

The procedures for calculating jet noise are those outlined by the Society of Automotive Engineers in References 
5 and 6.  The method accounts for atmospheric absorption, ground attenuation, and multiple engines.  The calcula- 
tions are for noise produced by the jet exhaust only and do not include the noise generated by the fan or compressor. 

The direct operating cost calculations were performed in the manner described in Reference 10.   Airframe price, 
which is a function of airframe weight, was estimated with development costs included and was based on a production 
of 200 aircraft.   The equation used to calculate the airframe price is as follows; 

Cost (dollars)  =   19 x 106 + (WAF -   69,000 kg) 147 

Cost (dollars)  =   19 x 10* + (WAF - 150,0001b) 66.7 

where WAF  is weight of the airframe without engines, fuel, and passengers.  A one-million dollar cost for electronics 
was included in the airframe price.  Engine price, which is a function of engine type and size, was based on a produc- 
tion schedule of 1200 engines assuming each airplane would eventually require two spare engines.  Engine price includes 
development cost.  For the afterburning turbojet: 
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Cool (dolkir«) ■   I ON K I0k  »ü 00.(44 (w     Utakf/wO 

CuM I.I..II.IIM  -   I ON K 10* * (I00I56 (w     300 Ih/wcl 

I or the mm-.iliitliiiiinM(! lurhojel 

(ml (dollar»       I 04 K 10* ♦ 000344 (w     136 k|'-.l 

('o»l (dolbnl *   I 04 M 10* « 000156 tm     300 Ih wc) 

lor Ihc diKl-hurninit lurholan 

Coil (dollar«» •   1.31 x 10* 4 000:M)iw     I3hk»'wvl 

(ml (dollar»  -   1.21 M 10* + 0 00127 Iw     300 Ih Wi» 

I uiiml mclhanc fiK-l iMiun-.l lo the airplane wa* aMintwd lo cmi 2 (»5 iViil% |Vi kiltifirani (I 2 »vnl» IHi 

4 2   Rmull» and l)(vcu«Uon 

I'.nitiw aiu! wing tictng     Vt$utK- 27(al t\ a thuttiltprini itup lor a «rrtr* ol MAI I5| airplane* ptrnfrrd h> 
aru-rhurninii lurboji'l« ha«in|i ,i lurhinc ink'l Icnipcraliirc ol l050o(' <2t00"l I  I ach potnl on a $t\(n ionlour 
rcprewnls a combinalion ol CISKIIU' "«il »mr u/c Ihal will ivrinil a pariuular numher ol pa«H'n9er* lo he cam««! 
over Ihe (>4N0 kilometer (3500 n mil raiitfe when the ramp urm» weiyhl i» lued al ^W.OUO kiloyiam» |4M),000 Ihl 
Die map shows that Ihe maMimim I'.HI.M 1 that ean he lamed is 235 powin;. i» «lull i« ohtained al lakcoll >•■"•■ 
and thrust loadings itl approximatelv (500 newtons per »niiaie meter (75 Ih'fi' I and 0 27. ie»pi\:i»el)    (hew mm$ 
and thrust loadings correspond lo a wmn planform area ol 5(i() *t|uare meler\ iftLUl It' I and an engine *i/e «I I NO 
kilograms per second (.W7 Ih'wcl.  When Ihe enione si/e i« inervaH'ü ahtne iNO kilograms per vsond • '•'   ih HM 

payload wfRm at Ihe mpraM of greater engine weight   With »mailer engines paykiad deirease» in spite oi i. »> 
engine weight hecaiiH* of excessive (uel consumption   Uhen ihe engine» are IIM» small, acceleration i* «. .i ... ,i and 
climh to cruise attitude takes longer   Thus, more (uel >- used during shmh   Crmw fuel K higher hecause nun. 
allerhurning (higlier SI ( i is required lo produce Ihe requiM cruise lhru*l 

Among the perlormance criteria that can he critical in the design ol Ihe airplane are lilt-o|i distance and «. I— ■!» 
transonic acceleration thnist margin, and simic ''<•••" al Ihe K'gmnmg ol cnuw«    I or the engine and wing comhina- 
lion that maximi/ed pa>li>ad. the reiiuired hlt-oll distance «a» 305(1 meters I'NNNlin «kilh a veltvil) ol KM melets 
per second (203 knolsi il i- ' IIMI    flu- jngle ol attask at hli-olt was not allowed lo exceed 11" in order !■• prexenl 
tin' tail of the airplane Iritin dragging on the ninwa>    A I''" meter I45UO III lilKlolt dislaive is considered It« he a 
a-asonahle design criteria when hot-dav conditions, one engine mil perlurmaPte. and ck'arame ol a '' 14 meter 130(11 
ohstacle at the end of a 3(15 meler ( KMNNl in niiiwa> an- consult red    ('sing lakeoll hit coellickmls ol 0 5 and Oh, 
the 1371) meter (4500 III littoll distance lines are shown in figure 2T(hi   Corresponding lill-ott vekvitv HJICX J'C 

shown as auxiliary ahwissa wales.   I lie desired hlt-oll speed Is N2.2 nwlerx per Hvond I IdO knolsi   No I'trm minimum 
transonic thmst-tlrag   II)   ret|uiremenls exist today, hut many julhoniies K*lie»e it shmikJ K at kast I 4 on a 
standard day.   An  l;'l>  of 15 limiting line has als«« heen superimposed on ilk- Ihtiinhpnnt u.jp    Ilk* thud auxilun 
abscissa wale is lor initial cruise sonic hoom.   Il (Jectvawx al lower wing loading hecause largs- v» ngs result in Ingher 
cniise altitude and sonic hoom decreases as distance increases. 

With the limiting lines superimposed on the llmrnhprint. it is ohvitms that tlu- wing and engine coiiihinalii«n 
which maximi/ed payload does m«! result in a satisfactory airplane    I'sing a lakeoll lilt ctvllicient ol II 5. a g<««Kl 
design point would have a lakeoll wing loading of 230(1 new tons per st|uare meter 15(1 Ih If" I, .i lakeoll thnist to 
gross weight ratio of 0.32. and a resulting payload of 201 passengers.   I ifl-ofl veltvity wt«uld he ■'•>•■< N' tiurlerx 
per second i U>0 knolsi and lift-off distance I3(>(l meters 1-1450 fn    I ransomc  I l>  wt«ulJ K- I 'i and imlial 
cniiK sonic boom about 73 «« newtons |vr stiuare meter 11 54 Ih fl'l 

If liigh-lill devices allow a takeoff lilt coelficienl ol 0(<. then a Iviler airplane results   In this caw. a good 
wleclion would be a 20N kilograms per wcoiul (4(i() lb wci engine and > '• new mm i». i «tpiare meter l(«() Ih It'* I 
wing loading   Passengers would incrvaw '' iH-rcent from 201 li« 2I(> and hft-olf veliKity would desrvaw Irom N7 
to 83.6 meters per wcond (16'' to 163 knots)    liansomc  I- D   would decreaw shghtlt and cnuw sunk' h<«om 
would increaw sliglitly although neither change is very sigmficanl. 

liffeel oj fiigiHf Jvsiiin vanuhhs      Ihe afterburning imK.m   the non-allerbummg tuih(«iet. and the diiil-huming 
turbofan were considered wparately to determine the engine design parameters that would enable the aircraft lo 
carry the greatest number of paswngerx.   Ihe effect thai design turbine-inlet temperature had on engine design 
parameters, nayload. and IMK' was considered with and without takeoff and conimumly noiw hmls. 

I'igure 2N(a) shows Ihe paswnger carrying capability of an SST a« a function ol design tiirbine-mk-t lemperaliire 
when the SSI is powered by tour afterhuming turbotet engines.  Without noiw constraints, the number of paswngers 
increaws by 12.1 percent as turbine temperature is mcreawd from 1204* to MOA'V (22^)" to .(KKfF). Overall 
pressure ratio increawd from 10 It« I1» (lir2N(b)i   Ingine airllow decreawd I I.I percent tl:ig.2Ntcl) but engine 
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• ct$iii ■ luii^ra unly Uifliily f Fig, JMiOt M * mull of ihr cunibiiml «fftcto of ovtrall prvMur« raliu. «iffluw. «nd 
luihnir i«mp»raiur« 

Ihr c »uli» ublamrU when ukr.iir IHHW limil* wrrr impowd arr alto «huwn in Ftgui« 2U by Ihr dathrü linr» 
In mwiinj ihr n»m iv«lrKlion, • 10.4 pruvnl piylotd penally ic ulied *i * drtiyn lurhtrnMnkl irmprralurv o' 
1204*1* (2200^1 lFi^2IM«tl   A MfnilWani imrrMr in enfinr wrifhl «Ml tut WM Ihr traut« of Ihr payload driiraw 
ll WM itttPfMiy to imrnrair Ihr dr«ifn rn^inr airflot» by S7 prrcrnl il t» .'»«v u   ThH m.-rr ihan offMl ihr rffecl ol 
a lowrr ovnall prvMur« lalM» ll-i» 2IMbll lu iKcnratr «npnt »rifhl by 62-3 prrvrnl il ia .'«idit 

In Figur» -"' whk'h u«rt airpori %idrlinr nui«r j«d communily nunr a counlinalrt. Ihr 161 kdovnm» prr 
«rvond iiil lb/«««,i airfkm aUuwrd ihr airvnfl lu vain mwimum payluad Ipuinl fall   lhi% rnginr prudu^rd 
«uffkirnl lhiw%l lu mrrl ihr lifl'Uff dMamr and chmhart rlrralMNi contlrainu for Ihr mMinn   M.m r»rr ihr«r 
rniinr* prudui-rd 122 ' I'VIH airp<tri udrlinr nwtw and i i" • PNdB «rummunily noi*r Irvrk. which wrnr 
iunudrrably «wrr ihr nia%imuiti hmil«. 

Ihr Kl nuMc wa» nrduerd by uprraling Ihr rnfinr al reduerd Ihrutl wiiboul aflrrbuminf and «l a mlutod 
lufbtncinlrl irmprralurv. 45A' ||755*F|   Tu makr up ihr ihru%l Im», rnftnr w/r wa« inirra«rd lu 2SI kil«vram% 
prr «rtond ISSJ Ib/fril-  Thu rn«3nr Mli«f)rd ihr mu«r and hfl-olf ditlancr i-un%lrainl* Ipuinl Ibl. Fiyurv 2«l.  In 
fati. communily nunr al Ihr 4 N kdumrirr •' milrl ptnnl «.firr ptmrr eul batk wa* 102 S PNdB. If rnfinr lhru»i 
wriv imrrvaird uiild ihr bmilinf muir u| 105 FNdH K rra^hrd. ralr uf climb al ihr • imK- puinl would br .INI mrlrr» 
prr «rvund 11250 fl/minl which i% wtll aboirr Ihr nunimum miairvmrni uf 152 melrn prr treund 1500 ll/mml 

Wuh nuM« »ei«! mm. ihr paykod drcira«rd by 56 perccnl (Fif.21Mall at Ihr lurbinr-mlrl irmprralurr in«,rratrd 
lo 1704V (JIOtTfl   0»rrall vumprrMur prr«Mjrv ralio incrvaird from 8 lu 12 <l i« .'mioi and rnfinr airflow merrawd 
15 prnwni da 2li4< <>   Thr cumNnalton ul ihr rffrcK of imnvaunn lurbinr-inlrl irmprralurr. compmMtr prrMurr 
Uli" and rn0nr u/. i.uillrd in an intlalicd rnfinc wri|hl ini.raMT of IJ.5 pererni d ig :»(Jr 

Af Ihr lurbinr-inlrl Irmprralurr of ihr allrrbun<ini lurboirl w»t merviord wuh m»i«r rrtinciion*. ihr payUuv' 
drcrvawd brcauic Ihr rnyinr wrifhl inervaied fa»lrr Ihan ihr furl wrifhi Ji-.n J«. J   Vnun prrformanir impruu- 
iiuei «Uli inerraunf lurbinr-inlrl irmprralurr wa» offtrl by ih. rnginr wrifhl a» a rvuill ül ihr laifr mfim- u/i- 
i>.|iiiii J lo mrrl ihr nuiw and lifl-off dwiani-r comiramiv  In facl. Ihr ovrr^i/rd i-njiiu% in tomr cawt cnuwd 
whilr uunf no aflrrhuminy and wilh lurbmr-mlrl Irmprralurr rrduerd brlow drupi valurt   Thrrvforr. Iilllr uw 
wa* madr of Ihr hi|h dr*ifii lurbinr-inlrl irmprralurr capabilily. 

Ihr mull* for Ihr non-afirrbummf lurbüir: are *hown in Figurr J0.  Wnhoul noi*r rmlrtcliun, payluad 
in.d-.-wd 17.4 prrcrnl a* dr«i(n lurbinr<mlrl irmprralurv wa* mcrvaivd from 1204* lo |704*(* (2200* lo 3l00*Fl 
iFiy. JOlall   Ürufn comprv**or prv**urv nlio inervatrd from 8.4 lo 19 (Fif,30lbll whllr rnpnr airflow dccrvjwd 
by 27 prrcrnl- Thit laiirr irvnd rv*ullrd brvauK rnginr u/r wa* dklaird by ihr minimum climb accrlrraliun ihnikl 
lo dra| ralla  Thr n« ul» in lurhinr Irmprralurr. comprw..» pn.*turv ralio, and engine u/c cauird imlallcd rnfunc 
wrighl lo drcrva*e 132 penrenl (Fig.lOldll.   fbr rnginr wrighl increa*e lhal normally would rvtull a* Ihr drugn 
iomprr«*or prv*Mirv ralto i« nu*rd wo* off«el by Ihr large engine airOow reduclion. 

Imputing noise comlralnlt lowered ihe payload only 1.3 percenl for a lurfoine-inlel lemperalurc of I204e(' 
i220(fFl (Fig.30(all becaute airflow had lo be incrvaied only 4.7 percent (FigJOfbl) lo meel Ihe nohe and lifl-off 
ditiance rvquirvmvnl*. At Ihe de»ign iurbine>inlel lemperaturv was incrvased from 1204* lo |704*(' (2200* lo 3I00*F|. 
payluad decivated 4 percenl.   Optimum compressor pmsure ralio increased from N lo 12 (Fig.30(b)) and engine 
airflow mcreated 1.5 percenl (Fig.30(cll duplicaiing the trends for the afterburning turbojci   The trend» in turbine 
temperature, compressor prvtsurv ratio, an«! engine si« caused installed engine weight lu incrva«? 21 percent 
(FigJOldll. 

The results for the duct burning lurbofan are shown in Figure 31.  Without noise restrictions, payload increases 
8.2 percenl at turbine-inlet temperature is increased from 1204* to |704o(' (2200* to 3IOO*F) (FigJKai).  bngine 
noise at the airport increased from 117.9 to 121 7 PNdB. Compressor pressure ratio increased somewhat (Fig.3l(h)). 
bypass ratio stayed constant at a value of 1.0 (FigJKc)). fan pressure ratio increased (FigJKdl). and design enginc 
airflow decreased 11.5 percenl (FigJKell. The abo*e trends rvsulted in an installed engine weight decrease of 8.4 
percent (Fig.3l(n). 

When airport and community noise limits were imposed on the duct-burning lurbofan powered SSI, payload 
decreased 2.1 percent at I204*r (2200*F) turbine-inlet lemperalurc.   The decrease again was Ihe result of a trade- 
off of a larger heavier engine that is capable of producing more thrust at maximum power, which, in turn somewhat 
decreased the fuel required to fly the mission. As turbine-inlet temperature increased from 1204° to I704T (2200° 
lo 3I00*F). payload increased 4.3 percenl (Fig.3l(a)).  Design compressor pressure ratio increased from 9.4 to 11 
(Fig.3l(b)). The tendency of higher turbine-inlet temperature to increase primary stream noise was counteracted by 
increases in bypass ratio (FigJKc)) and fan pressure ratio (Fig.3l(d)).  Design engine airflow decreased 2 percent 
(FigJKe)).  All the above trends combined to decrease installed engine weight by 4.3 percent (Fig.3l(0). 
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A ioiii|ijii«in HI ilu- number of paku'iinpn ihr melhane-fudcd SSI ctiultl carry when Ihv «rivrhurniny iiirtu.jci, 
noil 4iic-»l>uriitMK lurJmiii. ur Juil-huminy lurbufan cuifiiu» wciv UMUI II khuwn in l-'iyure '.'   Wiihoul nuiw nviru 
Itun«. Ihr nunibrr til paMrnfrn tncrra»r* by 11 prrcrnl »% lurbmr-inlrl Irmpcriilurr it inerrawü Ironi 1204* lo 
1704V i.'.'ihr in Mmn t   Allhuufli Ihr illiii uf cyck wat nui yrral. Ihr duel-burninn lurbitfan wn tuprriur al 
luwcr valurt «nd Ihr nun-aflrrbuminy lurKijci ww luprriur JI Ihr highrr valur« of lurbinr-mlrl trmprnilurr.  Wiih 
lakroff and cunimunily noiw rvtlrwiion«. ihr durl-bumini lurbofan did ■üfnificanlly brllrr IILH rilhrr lurbojrl al 
all lrmprraluie% conudrrrd.  By incrvMing dr»t«n lurbinr-inlrl Innperalurr. Ihr nunibrr of paurnyrn for ihr dud 
burning lurbofan powrrrd SSI inenratrd by 4 prrcrnl.  Thu». Ihr brnrfii« ol high lurbinr-inlrl Irmprralurr wrrr 
marfcrdly affrclrd by ihr lakroff nuitr Imui»    Ihr tnajor diffrrrncr wa» ilu* conwiiurncr of noiw rrtlrkiion« 
forcmi ihr uw uf iantrr rnginr» oprralinf il pan ihrolllc dunnii lakroff,   Ihr diffrrrncr» could br ituninii/rd 
leurvr« wiihuul noiw rrtlriclion» approachrd) by drvrlopmrnl of rffrclivr in noi«r wipprvttor« haviny hlllr ihrutl 
wriyhl prnally. 

I-Iyurr .1.1 »how» ihr rffrcl lhai incrraunit Ihr lurbinr mlrl Irmprralurr ha» on dirrcl oprralmy cmi.  Wilhoul 
nmu- rrtlricliom, ihr IKX' drcrcatrd by 14 prrcrnl whrn lurbmr-inlrl irmprralurr wa» mcrrawd from 1204° lo 
1704V (220(f lo i lixn i   Ihr aflrrburnmy lurbopl i» «iprnor al lowrr valur« of lurbmr-inlrl Irmprralurr. ami 
Ihr noivaflrrbuminf lurbokl it Miprnor al hiithrr valurt. ihr IMX' for ihr ducl-burnini* lurlMtfan powrrrd SSI 
wat approKimalrly 7 prrcrnl frralrr lhan lhal for Ihr aflrrbuminy lurbojrl powrrrd SST brcauu* of hinhrr dud- 
»HinniiK lurbofan rnymr cotl. 

Figurr 34 it for a diffrrrnl SST. Ihr .140.000 kilonram 1750.000 Ibl yrtm wngli! Borinn 2707.  The- prololypr 
airplanr wat lo br powrrrd by aflrrbuming lurbojrl».  Kanfr wat vrr> adrqualr bul »idrlinr noiw wa» r»cr»»ivr. 
I MUK a full aflrrbumcr lakroff. tidrline noitr wat l2KPNdH or 20PNdB abovr Ihr I-AK •'• rrquirrmrnl of |0K 
PSdB   Noitr could have bcrn lowrrrd by intlalliny largrr rnninrt and laking-off al pari powrr bul lltit would havr 
rriiullrd in a larp; rangr prnally.  Thr oihrr curvrt arv for a non-aflrrbumini; lurbojrl. a ducl-buminti lurbofan. and 
an aflrrburnini lurbofan.  Thr aflrrbuminn lurbofan pivr» Ihr brti rrtull» bul Ihr rangr penalty al INK ,'(• i» »till 
tMMriVA Thr t'athrd curve indicalr» lhal if Ihr aflrrnurning lurboian rnginr it rquipprd wilh a in noiw »tippn'ttor 
lhal givrt 6 dB of tupprrttion for a 6 prrcrnl lhru»t lo»». Ihr l-AK }h noiw rrquirrmrnl can be mil wiih an accrpi- 
ablr rangtr prnally. 

5.     FIGHTER AIRPLANE 

A liyhlrr pilol ablr lo rnlrr an rnyagrmrnl at a higher energy level lhan hi» opponent, and maintain thit 
»upenorily. will have an offentivr maneuvering advantage. The tame result can be accomplished with an exoOM -M 
power, for Ihe pilot >»ho it at a lowrr rm-rgy level bul hut the grraler excest power will quickly atcend to an 
advanlagrout rnergy Irvrl.  Inergy maneuverabilily (IM» it the name given a procrss of energy management, whereby 
comparitont are made of energy and power of competing aircraft: manipulations .ire alto performed to maximi/i 
each aircraft'» capabilities throughout iPt speed-altitude envelcpe. 

5.1 Specific Excesit Power Concept 

LM is bawd on principles of mechanics available since the time of Newton.   Major John H nil. an Air Force 
tactician, discovered how thew relationships could be used to evaluate the maneuvering abilities of competing 
aircraft11.  Specific energy is the sum. per unit weight, of potential and kinetic energy.  The time rate of change of 
specific energy is specific excess power (Ps). a quantity that characteri/es a system's ubilily to change energy levels. 
The equations of flight mechanics put  Ps  in terms of easily measurable quantities (FigJS). 

In Figure 36(a), the l-g specific excess power overlays compare Lockheed's rL-981 with its FWG's. The 
contours are lines of constant specific excess power.  Note how at every point the (I -''Ml has some numerical 
specific excess power advantage over the FI04G.  A follow on relationship (Fig.36(b)) is then obtained by generating 
contours of constant differential specific excess power of the two aircraft.   These contours show whore each airplane 
has its greatest maneuvering advantage.  In combat, a pilot should always attempt to fight an opponent where his 
differential increment in specific excess power is greatest, and avoid negative regions where his opponent would have 
the advantage.  Even now pilots study energy maneuverability profiles of their airplane and the enemy's, learning 
which flight regimes give them the advantage and which do not.  Simulator studies have shown time and again that 
the man that has this information in a fight will beat the man that does not. 

5.2 Engine Optimization 

For the fighter aircraft, the specific excess power requirements lead to the selection of engine design parameters 
including engine size much as noise requirements dictated engine design for the commercial aircraft discussed in 
previous sections. This is illustrated in the next three Figures for a fighter having a TOGW of 18,100 kilograms 
(40.000 lb) and a takeoff wing loading of 3830 newtons per square meter (80 lb/ftJ). 

In Figure 37, thrust loading is plotted against bypass ratio with line? of constant mission radius and various 
Ps   requirements specified by Mach number, altitude, g condition, and thrust setting.  The Ps  for M0.9/30K/5g Mil 
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it the muM ttonundinf MHJ if cnfon-o«l would itHill in an unwrceplable mimon radhit. The nrxl moil dciiunding 
Pk nKiuinrmenl» m ihoie for M0.9/J0K/lg Mil and M0.9/30K/Sg Ma« AB.   I hew van be laMificd if a BPR of 
about OH it wink-d   Relativ«? mitaion radiut it teen to be 100. 

In Figure «*. BI'K it O.M and turbinrintet lemperatun it I3IA*(' |3400*F). Ditcanling the M0.9/30K/5g MU 
Pt iei|uircment. it appean that an overall pretture ratio of 23 or greater will tatitly the tecond mott demanding 
Pg nNiuirement at M0.9/30K/Sg Ma« AB. Again relative n.. »um radiut it about 100. 

In Figure 39, BPR it ON and OPR it 23. The critical P, requirvment it again for M0.9/30K/Sg Ma« AB and 
can be tatitned with a turbimnnlet temperatuit of I3I6*(' (2400^F). The proper engine ti/e it found from the 
ma«imum thrutt loading for the telected pointt from the latt three Figuret.  By intpection it it I.I, to that 196.000 
newtont (44,000 lb) of Ihnm are required.   The other parameter« are  BPR it OJ, OPR it 23, and turbine-inlet 
temperature it I3I6T (24(iO*F).  If a relative mitaion radiut lew than 100 it detired, TOGW and engine tUt could 
be decreated. 

6.    CONCLUDING REMARKS 

In thit paper, the procedurct that are uted to teleel enginet for trantporl and combat aircraft have been reviewed 
by illuttrating the proceduret for a long haul CTOL trantpon. a thort haul VTOL trantport. a long range SST. and a 
Oghter aircraft. For the (TOL trantport. it wa» thown that advance« in notte technology and advanced turbine cooling 
technology will greatly reduce the airplane performance penaltie« auodated with achieving low noiie goalt (at much 
at 20 PNdB below the FAR 36 requirement). A remote lift fan powered by a turbofan air generator wat contideitd 
for the VTOL trantport.  In thit cat«, the lift-fan pittture ratio which ma«imi/ed payload alto came clotetl to meeting 
the noHe goal of 9S PNdB at IS2 meien (S00 ft). Iligh-lurbine temperature in three different enginet wat conudervd 
for the SST. Without noiw comtraint« it led to an appreciable drop in IXX*. but with none comtraintt the reduction 
in IXX* wa« very mode«t.  For the fighter aircraft, it wat «hown how «peciflc e«ce«t power requirement« play the 
«ante role in engine «election at noite conttrainlt for commercial airplane«. 
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NOTATION AND ABBREVIATIONS 
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A area 

AR upeel ratio 

BPR bypuu ratio 

c blade chord 

D drai. diameter 

Off diameter of front flange 

DMOPR diameter correction for overall preuure ratio 

D,f diameter of rear flange 

P Ihruit 

r fuehair ratio 

FPR fan preuure ratio 

H heisht. total enthalpy 

ICV inlet guide vane 

KBPR bypan ratio correction factoi 

KDUCT duct corrtction factor 

KDY diameter correction for technology level (year) 

S« ratio of gas (enerator weight to total weight 

KICV length correction for inclufion/exclution of fan ICV 

KLBPR length correction for bypau ratio 

KLIFE life correction factor 

KLOPR length correction for overall pressure ratio 

KLW, length correction for airflow size 

KLV length correction for technology level (year) 

KM Mach number correction factor 

KOPR overall presautt ratio correction factor 

KT. turbine temperature correction factor 

KW, airflow correction factor 

KV technology cotrection factor 

L axial length, lift 

M Mach number 

N number of states, rings: rotational speed 
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OPR overall pressure ratio 

P pressure 

PNdB perceived noise decibels 

R range, gas constant 

s axial spacing; clearance 

SFC specific fuel consumption 

SLS sea level static 

SPL sound pressure level 

T temperature 

TBO time between overhaul 

TOGW takeoff gross weight 

u wheel speed 

V velocity 

w weight 

w weight wow rate 

wa airflow of gas generator 

wo total fan face airflow 

Wtot total weight of engine 

6 corrected pressure 

e corrected tcmperatme 

t loss coefficient, energy loss to ideal energy ratio 

0 solidity 

Subscripts 

A controls and accessories 

a air 

■ burner 

bare bare engine 

r compressor 

CMD constant mean diameter 

cr cruise 

D fan duct 

d duct 

e engine 
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F fan 

f fuel 

h hub 

L acoustic lining 

M mean 

max maximum 

R rotor 

r splitter ring 

ref reference 

s stage; structure 

s stator 

T turbine 

t tip 

VMO varying mean diameter 

w wall 

x axial 

o free stream 

i inlet; compressor inlet 

2 outlet; compressor outlet 

a turbine inlet 

4 turbine outlet 

Superscripts 

— average 
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APPENDIX    B 
ji 

CALCULATION OF ENGINE PERFORMANCE 

In order to calculate engine performance at design and off-design conditions, it is necessary to specify design 
point parameters (airflow, turbine temperature, pressure ratio, bypass ratio, fan pressure ratio, component efficiencies 
and pressure drops) and have available component performance maps. 

Before the advent of computers, matching of components was done graphically to obtain off-design performance22. 
The example discussed here is for a simple turbojet (Fig.BI). The relations which must be satisfied deal with continuity 
of flow, rotational speed, and power.  The relations are: 

Continuity Speed Power 

wc   = wT  =  w Nc   =  NT  =  N wAHc   =  wAHT 

wv/^    N             1 
6,    sfW, (P,/P,)(P,/P,) 

wN 
=   «3 

(N/v^i)2  rr T 
(N/^)2       T, 

AHC       AHT 

N2           N2   ' 

To facilitate matching, the compressor and turbine performance are plotted as shown in Figure B2.  When the maps 
are overlaid and the axes alined, each point represents a match point satisfying the relations of continuity, speed, 
and power.  The turbine temperature ratio can be calculated from the speed relation.  The other parameters can be 
obtained from auxiliary plots.  For example, compressor airflow can be obtained from a compressor plot of AHr/N^ 
against (w^/O/S), for lines of constant NA/Öi .  The information obtained from component matching yields the 
pumping characteristics shown in Figure B3.  If an engine operating condition is specified (e.g., T, = 1089oC (2000oF) 
and N = Njesign) and a ,1'8ht condition (e.g., M0 = 2 and Alt = 15,200 m (50,000 ft)), the thrus» and specific fuel 
consumption of the engine can be calculated.  Engine operation and flight condition permit Tj/T,  and  N/y/O,   to 
be calculated.  The rest of the information needed to calculate thrust and specific fuel consumption is then obtained 
from the pumping characteristics. 

The off-design performance calculations can be done much faster using digital computers.  Reference 8 describes 
a digital computer program which is capable of running both design and off-design points for turbojet and turbofan 
engines.  Component performance maps are reduced to tabular form to provide a base for calculating component 
performance.  The design point is run first and map correction factors are calculated to scale the components to the 
desired performance.  These correction factors are then applied to the component performance maps at off-design 
points.   Initially, when the program is running at an off-design point, the components are not matched (do not 
satisfy the continuity, speed, and power relations), and errors (for example, work required by the compressor minus 
work supplied by the turbine) are generated.  Small changes in each engine independent variable (for example, com- 
pressor speed) then produce small changes in the errors and these differential changes are loaded in a matrix. The 
matrix is then solved for the set of independent variables which result in zero errors, thus matching the components. 
This process may be repeated several times before matching occurs because there is a nonlinear relation between the 
independent variables and the errors. 
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APPENDIX   C 

CALCULATION OF ENGINE WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS 

The material in this appendix is a summury or the approach presented in Reference 9. 

CI.  WEIGHT 

Semi-empirical correlations of engine weights and dimensions were developed using data for over 3S0 engines 
spanning the 1940 to 1980 time period. Corrections were made for parameters such as airflow, bypass ratio, pressure 
ratio, turbine temperature, design flight Mach number, and technology level (year) to normalize the weights and 
dimensions.  The resulting correlations have proved to be very useful for performing engine/airplane optimization 
analyses. 

Ratio of gas generator weight to total weight - Certain engine design variables such as overall pressure ratio and 
turbine-inlet temperature affect the gas generator section of the engine only and have a negligible effect on the fan 
section of the engine.  In Reference 9, the fan section of the engine was assumed to consist of Uw fan and fan casing, 
turbines required to drive the fan, and the fan spool shafts and bearings. All remaining weight (including that of any 
low pressure compressor stages on the fan spool) was assigned to the gas generator section.  The ratio of gas generator 
weight to total weight was defined as  Kgg . 

The variation of Kg.  with bypass ratio was determined from weight breakdowns obtained for 14 different engine 
designs.  The resulting variation of Kgg with bypass ratio is shown in Figure CI. 

Overall compressor pressure ratio - Overall compressor pressure ratio (defined as compressor exit total pressure 
divided by fan face total pressure) primarily affects the weight of the compressor, burner, and high pressure turbine 
sections of an engine.  The predominant effects of increasing compressor pressure ratio are increases in the number of 
compressor and turbine stages and increases in pressure and temperatures throughout most of the gas generator section 
of the engine.  Therefore, as pressure ratio increases, casing and structural weights increase as a result of higher work- 
ing pressures and necessary material substitutions in the higher temperature areas. Shafting and bearing weights also 
tend to increase.  Figure C2 shows tiie pressure ratio correction factors which give the best statistical fit of the data. 
Straight line relations between KOPR and OPR were used over most of the pressure ratio range.  However, it was 
found that a flattening of the slope of KOPR at the low pressure ratios gave a better fit to the statistical data. 
Rationalizations which could explain this are as follows: (i) As pressure ratio is reduced below a certain point, 
increased combustor volume (weight) begins to significantly counteract the decrease in weight due to the reduction 
in compressor stages, and (ii) when the point is reached where a single stage high pressure turbine can drive the 
compressor, further reductions in pressure ratio will not significantly reduce HP turbine weight (and may even 
increase it as annulus area increases).  The lower slope of KOPR against OPR for low values of OPR was further 
confirmed by the results of several lift engines design studies by the engine manufacturers. 

Turbine inlet temperature - A general trend of increasing turbine-inlet temperature (Tj) with time has been 
observed as shown in Figure C3.  This is as would be expected since one of the main efforts of engine manufacturers 
is to design engines with higher values of T, because of the improvements this gives to several important enp'ne 
characteristics.  The higher thermal stresses and lower allowable stresses which accompany this temperature increase 
would be expected to result in increases in engine weight.   However, significant advances have been made over the 
years in the development of materials and blade cooling techniques which have enabled Tj to increase without 
penalizing weight as much as might be expected.   In this correlation, a representative line was plotted through the 
data on the Tj against year curve (labeled TjR in Figure C3).  This was taken as the reference value of T, for a 
given year at which there will be no penalty on engine weight. 

However, at any given state of technological development, represented by a given year of first flight, it should 
be expected that as design T, increases, engine weight will also increase due to lowered material allowables, higher 
thermal stresses, and the requirement for more complex cooling schemes.  A rate of change of gas generator specific 
weight of 3 percent per SS.6°C (100oF) increment in T} was found to give the best fit of the statistical data.  This 
is represented in Figure C4 as KTj against (Tj — TjR). 

Gas generator scaling - Engine weights are generally scaled by airflow (or thrust which is the same, assuming 
constant nozzle velocity for any thrust size). Therefore, for an« given engine design, the following gas generator 
weight scaling expression may be applied: 

WT 
WT ref 
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win. rv "rer* wlaleii to the airflow uze al which the engine design was actually laid out. The schedule chosen Tor 
the weight correiatiun (Fig.('S) was influenced to a large extent by the manufacturers' data but was also adjusted 
to give the best fit with the statistical data. The curve for wa > 69 kg/sec (I SO lb/sec) corresponds to a scaling 
exponent of 1.2. 

Scaling with total airflow ■■ A survey of data from several of the engine manufacturers indicated that fans 
tend to scale with an exponent in the order of n - 1.3 . This value is currently used in the correlation.  For the 
purpose of the correlation, all engines were scaled to a primary airflow size of 68 kilograms per second (1 SO lb/sec), 
and a separate correction, KBPR, was applied to normalize the engines to a common bypass ratio of 0. Performing 
the airflow scaling at constant bypass ratir made it possible to represent the fan section scaling in terms of primary 
airflow. According to the assumed scaling law 

(WTfan ^ction^   _   '"'   ^       ^  ^ 
(WTfan section^ 

_  /woA '     _ /wa2\ 
Vwoi/ \wai/ 

Kyy    _   '" 'fan section)»'woa   _ /i^äl\ ' _ (^Läl\ 
0        (WTfan sectionVWoi        \wai/ \Wai/ 

Bypass ratio - Engine specific weight decreases with increasing bypass ratio.  This is due to the fact that, as 
bypass ratio increases the portion of total fan inlet airflow which bypasses the gas generator progressively increases. 
Thus, the portion of the total airflow which must pass through the relatively heavy (in terms of weight per airflow) 
primary section of the engine decreases.  The variation of engine specific weight with bypass ratio which resulted in 
the best fit of the statistical data is shown in Figure C6. 

Year - It is well known that, due to advances in technology over the years, the engine companies have been 
able to design and build progressively lighter engines with equivalent cycles.  Lighter, stronger materials such as titanium 
have replaced heavier steels in many engine components.   It is now possible to aerodynamically load compressor and 
turbine stages to higher levels and hence to reduce the number of stages required for a given pressure ratio.   Higher 
wheel speeds available because of improved materials and high Mach blading have also increased pressure ratio per 
stage.  Many other advances have also contributed to the reduction in specific weight.   In addition to the effect of 
year allowed in the turbine inlet correction, a factor KY is applied to the whole engine to account for general advances 
in the state-of-the-art which affect all areas of the engine design.   The trend in KY which gave the best fit to the 
statistical data is presented in Figure C7. 

Life - If all other parameters are held constant, engine weight is a function of design life, with shorter life 
engines weighing less than longer life engines.   For the purpose of the correlation, cruise engines in the data were 
classified in three general categories: short, medium, or long life.   Engines which were known to have been designed 
for relatively short life, such as drone engines, fighter engines, and lift/cruise engines, were classified as "short life". 
Engines which were designed for long range cruise application or which were known to have achieved very high TBO's 
were classified as "long life".  Engines in between these two extremes, and those for which no TBO information 
was readily available, were classified as "medium life" engines. 

The factors for life, KLIFE, which resulted in the best correlation of the statistical data are summarized below: 

Engine type Life correction 
KLIFE 

Lift engines 0.44 
Short life 0.90 
Medium life '.00 
Long life 1.07. 

Flight Mach number - Engines designed to operate at high supersonic flight speeds will tend to be heavier than 
subsonic and low st;personic designs, primarily due to the higher operating temperatures.  The correction for flight 
Mach number is rhown in Figure C8. The correction is 1.0 at Mach 2 and below since design conditions which affect 
engine weight tend to be equivalent between a typical SLS takeoff operating point and a typical Mach 2 operating 
point. 

Fan duct conflgutution - Long duct versions of an engine weigh more than short duct versions.  The following 
factrm an* used in this, weight estiri::ition procedure. 

Short duct:   KDUCT =  1.00 

Long duct:   KDUCT =  1.07. 
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Calculation of engine weight - The procedure for using the correlation to predict the weight of an engine with 
any combination of the variables wa, BPR, Tj, OPR, etc. is summarized below: 

where 

Wtot "   l4Wa(KENG)(Kgg(KHP) + (1 - Kgg)(KLP)) 

KENG = (KBPR)(KV)(KL1FE)(KM)(KDUCT) 

KHP = (KT,)(KOPR)(KWa) 

KLP = KWn . 

C2.  DIMENSIONS 

The procedures used to calculate the bare dimensions of cruise engines are as follows: 

2.16 m 
Lbire   =    or (KLWa)(KLBPR)(KLY)(KLOPR)(K!GV)   or 

where 

where 

where 

or 

where 

85 

KI.Wa correction for airflow size (Fig.C9) 

KLBPR correction for bypass ratio (Fig.CIO) 

KLY correction for technology level (FigCI I) 

KLOPR correction for overall cycle pressure ratio (Fig.C12) 

KIGV correction for inclusion/exclusion of fan IGV 

1.04 with IGV if BPR > 2.5 

0.96 without IGV if BPR < 2.5 

1.00 otherwise. 

7.62 x 10-2 m 
Dff = D fan tip + or 

3 in, 

D fan tip = f(fan face M, hub/tip, and corrected airflow) 

in 

A = 

Drf = 

f(BPR), Figured3, 

Drf  = 

7.62 x IQ"2 m 
(A)v/wi + or 

3 in 
for turbojets and short duct turbofans, 

7.62 x IQr2 m 
(A)v/w^ + or 

3 in 

7.62 x 10-2m 
+ C + or for long duct turbofans, 

3 in 

_      7.62xir2m 
A\/wü + or duct insidrs diameter, 

3 in 

C     Djo — Ddj:   specified by duct corrected flow and Mach number over turbine 

M    0.35 for non-duct burning turbofans 

0.16 for duct burning turbofans 
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where 

Dmax      Dff for short duct turbofans 
greater of Dff or DrF for long duct turbofans 

(DMOPR)(KDY)v^; for turbojets, 

DMOPR   f(OPR,wa), Figure C14 

KDY       f(Y). Figure CIS. 
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APPENDIX   D 

EMPIRICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR ESTIMATING LENGTH AND WEIGHT OF 
AXIAL FLOW COMPONENTS OF VTOL POWERPLANTS 

The expressions for estimating the length and weight of axial (low components for use in purumetric analysis of 
powerplants suitable primarily for VTOL transport aircraft presented herein are from Reference 19.  These expression«, 
were developed from correlated lift and cruise engine data with the aid of simplified component models. Components 
involved include: fan, fan duct, compressor, burner, turbine, structure, and accessories. Because of differences in 
reported details as well as in design approaches, considerable variability was noted in the component data. However, 
when comparisons were made between estimated and actual total engine weight for several representative engines, 
good agreement was found for nearly all cases considered. 

The weight of the fan is calculated from: 

where at.ref ~ '«25. U,>re| = 350 meters per second (1150 ft/sec)  and   Kp ■ 135 (12 for D| in ft, W,. in lb). 
The fans included in the correlation primarily had solid titanium blades,  Significant reductions in fan weight may 
be possible with hollow blade construction or the use of composite materials.  In order to reflect these advanced 
design techniques, adjustments to the value of K,   may be made in the fan weight equations. 

The weight of the duct casing was estimated by the simplified expression: 

WD  =  »MD^)   • <D2> 

where  bD   is the average diameter (between inlet and outlet) of the duct casing.  Values of duct weight per unit 
surface area,  (W/A)D , from engine data vuried from 2.4 kilograms per square meter (0.5 lb/ft') tu 8.3 kilugrann 
per square meter (1.7 Ih/lt2).   A value of 3.5 kilograms per square meter (0.72 lb/ft1) was taken to be ivpresentulive 
of current design practice for low pressure lift fans.  This corresponds to aluminum (p = 2770 kg/m1. 173 lb/ft1) 
with a thickness of 0.13 centimeter (0.05 in). 

Acoustic lining is generally applied to the duct walls as well as to splitter rings concentric to the duel walls. 
The weight of the acoustic lining is calculated from: 

^'<%- 
(1)3) 

where (he area of (he acoustic lining. A, . is a function of length, diameter, and number of splitter ringt. N, 

'-Innerei + ^oulci'^i 
will will 

+ » j^ Lr.il>r.i «IM» 

and 

/u/\ 
.(»«»kg/m1 (0.55 lb/ft') for the walK 

(?) ■ "» kg/m' (1.75 lb/ft1)  for the splitter ring» 

The data for the cumpressur were obtained (rum cumprestort with both fixed and variable angle »talorv 
unisi.ini hub. mean and tip (low path designs, as well as both disk and drum cunstmelion.  In order (•» estimate 
compressor length, the ratio of length to inle( mean diameter mi correlated with the number of «tap:« and inlet 
hub-lip diameter ratio to give: 

0.2+   0.234-0.218^)    N ii- O :  »  |.l M4      (» JIHf^ij | S .!><.• 

The number of stages is related to overall compressor prv«Mire ratio and average stage pressure ratio by 
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For comum blade loidini. the averafe tiapc prcMure ratio v-ill be a (Unction of the inlet corrected rotor tip ipecd. 
Becauw of reheat efTecti it will abo depend on the overall comprewor prtiture ratio. An expmiion relating inlet 
corrected rotor tip speed to average itage preuure ratio and overall preuure ratio was deduced from limplifkd 
comprewor aerodynamic contideratiom. 

BL»-*^)/0"'"'''-'' (D7) 

where the factor A  was taken ai 466 (or 1530 for (UV)CXMO In f«/wc>   Factor B it used to redect blade 
loading level. Two level« were coniidered: high and moderate. Corresponding values or B were taken at 0.676 
and 0.S88, rctpeciively.  Factor C was taken as 0.654 x lO"1. Thii relation was taken to hold for constant mean 
diameter compressors. 

An adjustment to the average stage pressure ratio was developed to account for the effect of a varying mean 
diameter design.  This adjustment is required because the stage rotor blade speeds (and thus the performance) will 
be different than for the case of a constant mean diameter compressor with the same inlet tip speed. The average 
stage preuure ratio for compressors with varying mean diameters was deduced as: 

WlVIID [       \DM.|/C J[\pi/SXMD 
+ I. (D8) 

Equations (D7) and (D8) were then combined to give a general expression for inlet corrected tip speed: 

WVc 
\(ä±.jK 

h^F 
-B. (D9) 

where (P,/P,)s  is found from Equation (D6) and A.B. and C are given with Equation (D7). 

Compressor weight is calculated from 

Wc   -  ^(DHJ'-'N'i 
U. 

(U.W 
I + (LC/DM.|) 

<Lc/DM.|)ref 
(DIO) 

where 

C 

IS.S (2.5 lor DM in ft) for lift engines 

24.2 (3.9 for DM in ft) for cruise engines 

0.5 or less 

335 m/sec( 1100 ft/sec) 

The compressor weight is taken to include the rotor blades, disks (or drum), seals, stator blades, and casing. 

The burners considered were annular Mial-flow or reverse-slow designs.  Included in this component are the 
diffuser (inlet transition) and the outlet transition sections.  Burner length is calculated from: 

»V^IUAP.DJ] (DID 

where 

Vl(f        18.3 m/sec (60 ft/sec) for cruise engines 

V„f        24.4 m/sec (80 ft/sec) for lift engines. 

The burner weight includes the inner and outer casing, liner, and fuel nozzles.  Burner weight is calculated from: 

W, KaDj, 
(L./H) 

(LB/H)ref 

0.5 to 1.0 
(D12) 
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where 

KB I9S (40 for DM in ft, WB in lb) for lift engines 

KB 390 (80 for DM in ft, WB in lb) for cruise engines 

(LB/H),ef    1.6 for lift engines and 3.2 for cruise engines. 

Turbine data were obtained from engines with one, two, and three spools with various flowpath designs.  In terms 
of the average axial chord length and average clearance, the turbine length (excluding possible exit straightening vanes) 
it given by: 

where 

and 

LT  = NT(CXiR + CXiS) + (2NT - l)ST 

Dt-Dh C«   = 
2ARv 

ARX   =  A + B(DL/DT). 

Values for the factors A  and B  are given in Table Dl. 

(D13) 

(D14) 

(D15) 

TABLE Dl 

Constants in Turbine Blade Aspect Ratio Equation 

Turbine rotor A B 

Turbofan engines (miise and lift) 
High and intermediate pressure spool 
Low pressure spool* 

10.45 
13.36 

-10.00 
-11.78 

Lift jet engines 
High and low pressure spools 6.1 -5.5 

Turbine stator 
(All engine types) A B 

High pressure spool 6.45 -5.97 

Low and intermediate pressure spool 10.95 -10.9 

♦Note:   In this case,   ARX   is limited to a maximum value c )f 6. 

The average clearance between blade rows was assumed to be proportional to the average rotor axial chord: 

ST =  aTCXiR . (D16) 

For the turbine data investigated, the proportionality constant was found to vary from 0.2 to 1.0. Since length will 
be critical for VTOL powerplants, a value of 0.3 or 0.4 can be considered representative for high and low pressure 
turbines. 

The turbine weight includes the rotor disk and blades, stator blades, seals, and casing.  Turbine weight is 
calculated from: 

where 

KT 

WT   =   K^DM^NTdJM)'''* , 

4.7 (0.26 for DM in ft, ÖM in ft/sec) for lift engines 

7.9 (0.44 for DM in ft, ÜM in ft/sec) for cruise engines. 

(DI7) 

The use of lightweight materials, such as titanium rotor disks, as well as the reduced design life for lift engines 
seemed to account for this difference in weight. 
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Control and accessory weight includes the fuel and control system, oil, and starting systems. Not included are 
airplane power takeoffs or variable-geometry mechanisms for inlets and exhaust nozzles.  The relations developed 
for this weight group were obtained from data for lift engines only.  Control and accessory weight was calculated 
from: 

WA   =  KAF(I + A(SFC)) , (DI8) 

where 

KA 0,0002 (0.002 for F in lb and SFC in Ib/hr lb) 

A 13.2 (1J5 for F in lb and SFC in Ib/hr lb). 

Equation (DI8) can be applied to lift system exhaust gas generators by calculating thrust and SFC assuming the 
exhaust gas is expanded through a nozzle to ambient conditions.  Similarly, the thrust and SFC for a lift system air 
generator can also be found by assuming the generator air as well as the exhaust gas are expanded through a nozzle 
to ambient conditions.  Control and accessory weight for cruise powerplants was found to vary between 9 and 30 
percent of the total engine weight compared to a range of from 2 to 10 percent for lift engines. 

Structure weight includes the engine mounts, bearings, bearing supports, shafts, inner wall of fan duct (for 
turbofan engines) and transition sections.   Structure weight is calculated from: 

^s   =   KSS WC0I1)punents . (DI9) 

where 

Ks 0.10 for lift engines 

Ks 0.18 for cruise engines. 

Using the equations presented herein, a total powerplant weight can be detennined by summing the estimated 
component weights including the structure weight. For example, the total weight of a lift turbofan engine may be 
expressed as: 

W.otal  =   WF + (Wo + W, ) + Wc + (WT)high + (WT)|0W + WA + Ws . (D20) 
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Fig. 1    Conceptual Mach 0.98 transport Fig.2   Turbofan engine with acoustic treatment 
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PARAMETRIC AND OPTIMISATION TECHNIQUES FOR 
AIRPLANE DESIGN SYNTHESIS 

Richard E.Wallace 

I.     INTRODUCTION 

Detailed methods for airplane design vary greatly between organizations, even within companies, but there are 
always three vital aspects tor accomplishing a design and its validation.   These are identified in Figure I as the why, 
what, and whether an airplane should be designed.  The why statements set forth the design objectives for the air- 
plane and must define in sufficient detail the feats that the airplane will be designed to accomplish. The what 
statements must characterize the configuration conceived to fulfill the design objectives.   The configuration must 
contain the elements necessary for accomplishing the required mission with the specified payload.  Usually, not 
only will a principal objective be required, but also secondary objectives may be nearly as essential to the configura- 
tion's success as the primary pay load-mission objectives.   Obviously, there is an extremely intimate relationship 
between the design objectives of an airplane and the configuration concept capable of fulfilling these objectives. 

The third and equally essential aspect of an airplane design is its economic sensibility, or whether the design 
should be attempted.  Without considering whether the vehicle will fit within the economic environment of the 
(military or commercial) user, there would be little understanding of the primary motivation for generating an 
airplane design for the intendcl user,   it may be that the ultimate customer does not appreciate his need today 
for a given airplane.   However, an airplane usually must be conceived at least a decade ahead of the time period 
for its fullest utilization.  This crystal ball gazing into the economic sensibility of airplane design is becoming 
increasingly important for the design engineer to consider.   Flexibility and stretchability have a very strong impact 
on many application alternatives and the growth potential which a good design must possess from its inception. 
Now it is necessary to expand a little on these three essential aspects of design. 

The design objectives of an airplane include the payload to be delivered over a given range.  Takeoff from an 
airfield may require certain performance characteristics and landing at another airfield may require, perhaps, different 
field performance.   A wide variety of flight characteristics may be commanded from the airplane between takeoff 
and landing, particularly for multiple-role military missions. These can range from air-to-air combat, ground-support 
weapon delivery missions, bombing missions with the payload dismissed during the midpart of the mission, through 
to search missions which require very long flights where duration becomes nearly as important as weapon delivery 
effectiveness.   In contrast, commercial aviation usually retains its payload throughout the flight profile. However, 
on shorter commuting flights it is common for many quick stops to be made with only small changes in payload 
and perhaps no changes in fuel to be accomplished between the origin and the final destination.  During takeoff 
and landing there are many stringent conditions imposed on flight performance that principally involve handling 
qualities, safety, and the ability of the crew to accomplish the required field performance successfully. 

Other design objectives that may be considered of lesser importance, must be carefully evaluated for their 
impact on the configuration, lest they penalize the primary objective.   The primary objectives should be the key 
to success in the market place, so long as the resources are available to assume the risk.   The airplane configuration 
concept must consider not only the mission requirements for efficiently delivering the payload for the specified 
range, but also the field performance characteristics, the climb capability, and (for military airplanes) maneuverability, 
dash, loiter and weapon delivery accuracy.   Regardless of the airplane's purpose, its crew accommodations are very 
important.  These would include such items as visibility from the flight deck, handling qualities, the avionics support 
of flight planning and execution, and the propulsion system characteristics such as the thrust response, freedom from 
surge, and general reliability.   Another important configuration attribute is the control system on the airplane, which 
directly influences the handling qualities and the ability of thi. crew to accomplish their mission objectives. 

The payload accommodations in the airplane determine its loadability and the required center of gravity travel, 
which in turn relates to the amount of inherent and artificial stability required for the configuration. The payload 
on commercial airplanes is usually passengers and their baggage as well as cargo.   Military airplanes involve a wider 
variety of payload such as military stores, missiles, and weapon systems which are used for search and identification 
of the objective - whether it be an enemy airplane, surface vehicle, or other attractive military target. Additional 
accommodations for the crew must always include food and sanitary facilities.  On commercial airplanes there is the 
added necessity for food and galleys needed in the preparation of the food for the passengers, as well as extensive 
sanitary facilities for the passengers.  Also, accommodations for emergency and safety equipment on the airplane 
add to the empty weight requirements of the airplane. 
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Another important element related to the configuration concept is the ground support equipment. This equip- 
ment is roughly the same for military and commercial airplanes in that fueling, engine starting, towing, servicing, 
runways, and a terminal facility are required.  The principal difference between military and commercial airplanes 
concerning the ground support equipment is associated with the payload.  The commercial payload of passengers 
and baggage requires very rapid terminal accommodation.  Loading and unloading passengers plus servicing the 
airplane is a critical part of commercial airplane ground support. 

Technology of the propulsion and flight control systems are key to the success of a configuration, just as much 
as the aerodynamics and structures technologies.  The delicate balance of advanced technology benefits versus the 
risk of unforeseen difficulties found in severe and extreme service usage can be nearly impossible to evaluate.   New 
technology is necessary to the acceptance of a new product.  However, the configuration concept must use the 
technology with sufficient conservatism to succeed and then capitalize on the technology for growth. 

Economic sensibility of an airplane is also a very difficult and often volatile subject.   Much effort during the 
initial stages of an airplane is given to determining the market base which can utilize the envisioned airplane.  The 
economic picture also involves the competition airplanes under consideration by the same potential customers. 
The company generating a new airplane design must make a very careful evaluation of the resource requirements 
for producing the airplane.  It may be constructed wholely in-house or partly by subcontractors.  The amortization 
of the new production capability investment (a non-recurring cost) over the production life of the vehicle must be 
carefully determined, whether it is for tooling, buildings, or the engineering work of developing the design. 

The economics of a mission are of primary importance, i.e., the cost of delivering a passenger a given distance, 
or a cargo or weapon delivered to the objective.  These costs are significantly influenced by the original cost of the 
airplane and its expected life.  The underlying reason for any airplane program is its ability to provide a profit to 
the company that designs and builds it as well as the customer that uses it.  The airplane which accomplishes its 
original and subsequently imposed objectives well, will most assuredly provide a profit to the company that conceived 
it as well as the customer which nurtures and utilizes it during its lifetime.  Also associated with an airplane design 
are the attributes that will open up new market opportunities, such as its operating flexibility, growth potential, 
and compatibility with the purchaser's fleet-wide operation.  Although in the last decade dramatic airplane and 
engine life improvements have been achieved, the resulting increase in utilization of both commercial and military 
airplanes has brought added emphasis to the need for airframe, engine and system durability.  Characteristics such 
as airframe fatigue life and system failure rates both influence airplane utilization and have become more and more 
the subject of initial contract negotiations.  They are important ingredients of economic sensibility for the user. 

The reason for this initial discussion of these three vital aspects of airplane design is to emphasize that an 
airplane design must be undertaken with very careful consideration of the market place and the ability of the 
airplane to perform competitively for a sufficient length of time to repay the investment required to initiate its 
production and put it into service.  Each of these vital aspects, (i) design objectives, (ii) configuration concepts, 
and (iii) economic sensibility, have to be carefully understood and reflected in an airplane design before it has any 
chance of success. 

In the case of the commercial airplane business the Convair 880 and the Douglas DC-9 brought their company's 
existence into extremely precarious circumstances. Of course, the current financial difficulty Lockheed and Rolls-Royce 
are experiencing with the L-1011 is another example where the economic aspects of an airplane program have 
dominated the project and weigh heavily on the allowable design alternatives.  These examples are worth careful 
scrutiny. 

It is the intention here to emphasize the design objectives and configuration concepts, rather than the economic 
sensibility (or whether).  References 1 through 7 give good insight to the internal workings of an aircraft manufacturer 
as he attempts to be in step with his best interests and with the ideas and interests of his customers from the very 
earliest stages of an airplane design program.  The period of time necessary to evolve an airplane concept is getting 
much lengthier (e.g., the SST) as airplane programs become more and more complex.  Steiner' did a very admirable 
and entertaining job of describing the steps in airplane evolution (see Figure 2).  These dozen steps of evolution are 
typical of most airplane design programs.  Although the middle half-dozen steps of Figure 2 are of principal concern 
to this paper, it may be useful to digress for a moment and show how some typical market areas can be identified, 
at least for commercial airplanes. 

Figure 3 shows the three major transportation gaps in the comprehensive transportation needs of man.  This 
diagram by Smelt10 identifies the three gaps as the small-distance gap, the short-haul gap, and the long-range gap 
for intercontinental distances.  These occur between the walking, ground transportation, and air transportation 
means for travel. Air transportation has always depended upon a combination of walking and ground transportation 
for accomplishing its initial and terminal distances, so that it incorporates a combination of all three means of move- 
ment.  There has been long and extensive amounts of work associated with the gap between ground transportation 
and air transportation. A large number of concepts have attempted to invade this region such as rail from the 
ground-borne side and helicopters from the airborne side. There certainly is no universally acceptable answer to this 
intermediate time-and-distance market.  It remains ripe for the proper answer. Similarly, supersonic and transonic 
airplanes have been studied extensively for over a decade to fill the long-haul gap and there are still no airplanes in 
service. 
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In the meantime, there has been an extensive growth in the subsonic airplane, or the so-called jumbo jet arena 
with the 747, DC-10, LIOI1, and next the A300 airplanes coming into service with a remarkable ability for improv- 
ing the economic picture of the airlines,  Current production airplanes are illustrated on the plot of Figure 4 showing 
the number of passengers handled for given design ranges.  This chart illustrates the design applicability of a given 
airplane and its principal competition.  These charts are familiar to designers that are setting forth to establish their 
company's products in a particular area of the commercial Held,   As illustrated, the current production airplanes 
cover the flight and passenger spectrums fairly uniformly from short range to long range and small to large passenger 
count.  Any new airplane in the commerical field will face severe competition from these airplanes for the foreseeable 
future. 

There is a new factor entering commercial airplane design that is imposing additional constraints. This is the 
environmental impact of airplanes on society from both the noise and the engine exhaust emissions. The noise, in 
particular, has produced great resentment of airports as neighbors.  The procurement of land for new airports has 
raised objections that are nearly insurmountable, as seen in England, US and Japan recently.  Ultimately, good can 
come from these objections, since in the engineering sense both noise and excessive emissions are wasted energy. 
If properly reduced, certainly greater efficiency of the propulsion systems will result. 

It is necessary to utilize the engineering disciplines of aerodynamics, configuration design, flight control systems, 
propulsion, structures, and weights in design synthesis to produce the required airplane perfonnance and operational 
economics (see Figure 5).  There are many dramas of give and take between the technical disciplines,  A suitable 
set of working relationships is necessary for the airplane design synthesis process to work with the technical team 
in unison.  The best utilization of engineering methods in the synthesis process via parametric and optimization 
techniques can lead knowledgeably toward achieving the objectives sought from the resulting airplane design, 

2.     DESIGN SYNTHESIS 

It is very important to distinguish carefully between airplane design objectives and design constraints, where 
both are variables in the problem.   An objective is the value of a design variable (either an independent or dependent 
factor) that is sought from the resulting solution, i.e., an objective is the design goal for a variable.  A variable is some 
parameter or describable factor that can be changed or does change during the design process from the initial estimate 
of the configuration concept to the final configuration evolved as a result of synthesizing all of the variables into an 
answer for the problem.   A constraint is a bound placed on a variable to be recognized either as a limit (less than or 
equal to, or greater than or equal to) or as an assigned value (equal to).   A constraint may be thought of as a required 
objective, such as range, or field length.  So, in summary, all of the design factors in the synthesis process have to be 
considered variables, except that certain variables, which are chosen for objectives, may be constrained to specified 
values.  Most variables are free to come out of the design process with any acceptable value.  Otherwise, the problem 
becomes overconstrained and no solution can be found. 

The word design will be used here as either a noun or a verb.  When used as a noun, the word design represents 
an airplane which has geometry and physical components that are definitive.  The word design used as a verb or 
adverb means to conceive and plan out, so as to devise an airplane for a specific purpose.  That is, designing an 
airplane requires a method or a defined procedure for progressing toward its description.   Therefore, the design 
(noun) of an airplane is the result of the design (adverb) synthesis process. 

The principal lines of data flow for designing an airplane are shown schematically by Figure 6.  The elemental 
concepts for an airplane are introduced into the technologies and the configuration design (see Figure 5). The 
objectives are introduced into the performance and economic evaluations.  Part of the concepts introduced into the 
technologies are the technology "levels" or "state of the art" to be used during synthesis.   In terms of aerodynamics, 
this could be the airfoil technolo'gy, e.g., how sophisticated the transonic airfoil concept should be.  In propulsion, 
one of the concepts could be a definition of the hardware technology or high temperature material that influences 
the compression ratio, the turbine temperature, and the compactness of the machinery.  These factors have a dramatic 
impact on the thrust-to-weight ratio of the propulsion unit.  In structures, one of the concepts would define the 
amount of titanium or composite materials in the primary and secondary structure of the airframe, etc.  In flight 
control systems, one concept could be the degree of artificial stability introduced to free the design for significant 
structural weight savings.  Or, the concept could be fully-automated takeoff and landing, flight path control, etc.. 
which would reduce the reserve fuel required to perform a given mission, because the reliability of dispatch and 
arrival would be significantly upgraded compared to today's operations. 

The configuration design and its weights are usually very dependent upon the other technologies. However, 
configuration innovations are continually sought such as flying wings, sea-planes, VTOL, variable sweep, retractable 
landing gear, variable geometry of fuselage noses, trailing-edge and leading-edge high-lift devices, stabilizers, and other 
components of the airplane.  Note in Figure 6 that the output from flight control systems, structures, aerodynamics, 
propulsion, and weights as well as configuration design must eventually go into the performance and economic evalua- 
tion block.  Some of the paths are direct and other paths are indirect via weights or configuration design.  Note also 
that the output from the evaluations feed back into all of the technology processes as a bias or guide on their contri- 
butions to the evaluations.  As an example, aerodynamics will feed data such as wing area, empennage area, and 
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high-lift system definitions into configuration design.  Complementary information on the drag polars (both for low 
speed and high speed) would be fed into the performance evaluation directly.  The data fed from aerodynamics to 
the performance evaluation would be in parametric form so that the dimensioned configuration design can be used 
with this parametric description to generate the performance evaluation.  When the configuration is defined, this 
transformed information gets fed back to weights so that accurate weight information can, in turn, be determined 
for the performance evaluation.  These interactions between aerodynamics, propulsion, weights, and design are 
needed for generating performance evaluation input information. Note that flight systems, structures, aerodynamics, 
and propulsion all feed both weights and the configuration design. Only aerodynamics, propulsion, and weights feed 
the performance evaluation.  This is because aerodynamics, propulsion, and weights provide all of the information 
needed to define thrust, drag, lift, and weight, which are the force vectors necessary for performance evaluation. 

The design synthesis process is started with an estimate of the answer and then proceeds from this initial position 
to the final answer by iterative perturbation of the technology and configuration design data.  Once the performance 
evaluation is satisfactorily accomplished, then the economic evaluation can take place with the resulting configuration 
design to determine its economic feasibility.  This step may force additional iterative perturbations to achieve the 
economic design objectives. 

The concept of inputs, processing of these inputs, outputs, and the analysis of these outputs must be kept in 
clear perspective.  It is altogether too easy for an engineer in any one uf the technology disciplines to become 
completely involved in his part of the process and lose perspective on the bigger problem of being wholly compatible 
with all of the other disciplines.   Each participant must understand the principles of the other disciplines, because 
ultimately the value of one data element must be weighed very carefully against the value of the other data elements 
in order to determine the proper tradeoff between all factors attempting dominance.  The design process is necessarily 
a strict hierarchy of information flow with as little artificial biasing from any one element or technology as possible. 

All airplane configuration concepts arc the intuitive interpretation of the various design objectives (Fig.7). 
These may include such items as whether the airplane is a military or commercial vehicle, whether it should fly 
subsonic, transonic, or supersonic, whether it should carry principally passengers or cargo, or whether it should 
operate from conventional fields or short takeoff and landing fields. The landing gear is particularly sensitive to 
the allowable field or runway bearing pressures.  As an example, the 747 was constrained to takeoff and land from 
existing airfields.  This imposed the need for a 4-post main landing gear to distribute the 400 ton landing, which 
was certainly an innovation on commercial airplanes.   Design objectives imply careful tradeoffs between engines, 
wing and fuselage design arrangements and landing Kear placement for a logical integrated design configuration. 

There are many regulations concerning safety, handling qualities, and environmental pollution that impact the 
configuration with constraints.  The customers desires (beyond the company chosen objectives and the Federal 
requirements) may strongly influence the engine choice, payload characteristics, the passenger service arrangements, 
and overall airplane sizing (see References 3 and 4).   Ground support equipment can be a strong factor in the 
configuration when truck-bed-height loading, outsized cargo, containerized cargo, galley placement, and convertible 
airplane (passenger-to-cargo and reverse) concepts are considered.  It becomes necessary to have an extremely 
detailed check list during the design process to make certain that an important need is not overlooked concerning 
either safety or customer desires. 

The initial estimate of airplane size is almost always based on past experience ot either other companies or 
members of the design team.  It is always useful to compare a new design with statistical correlations'of previous 
production examples to make certain that all aspects of the design are realistic, rather than fanciful.  Each new 
technological improvement must be completely exploited (compatible with risk) and not lost by unintentional 
compromises. Mission performance, payload, and field performance are the key objectives that tssger inputs for 
initially estimating the airplane take-off gross weight and wing and thrust loadings.   If there are unusual performance 
traits necessary, then there are fewer precedents to follow and less statistical information for gross checks. Choices 
of the aerodynamic surface shapes and sizes are always perturbed during the many design iterations.  But, the better 
the initial estimate of their geometry, the less trading is required between the various technologies as a design unfolds. 

Referring back to Figure 6, the diagram has outlined by heavier line work the relationship between aerodynamics. 
propulsion, and weights, with the performance and ecoi -^mic evaluation. These relationships can be used in a 
simplified way for making a preliminary estimate of the airplane regime of feasibility. When such a design process 
is used, the configuration is simplified into parametric equations and the weight determination is of the simplest 
possible nature.  Such items as empennage sizing, landing gear and wing placement, engine placement, are handled 
by empirical relationships rather than interrelated calculations.  Since it is possible to do a simple design job with 
these technology elements, their description will be given first and then the flight control systems and structures 
roles will be described. 

The aerodynamic data flow is illustrated by Figure 8.   Fundamental to the aerodynamics technology are the 
airfoil concepts, which in the fullest sense must include the wing geometry and its relationship to the airplane 
fuselage shape. The techniques for defining the proper shape relationships of the wing, fuselage, nacelles, and other 
components of the airplane so that interference effects will be minimized are also fundamental concepts of aero- 
dynamic technology. Once the aerodynamic technology is set, then the characteristics of the geometry, the 
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performance, and the flight capability are detemrinable. The geometric aspects of aerodynamics such as wing plan- 
form, airfoil definitions across the wing span and the empennage surfaces, and the integrated area distribution of all 
the components can be defined for the high speed configuration. Definition of the low speed geometry of the 
leading-edge and trailing-edge high-lift devices is necessary for evaluation of the low-speed flight capability.  Then 
from these clean and flapped configuration definitions the drag polars can be created for both high-speed and low- 
speed flight (Fig, 9).  This then leads directly to the definition of the flight envelopes and maneuver limits for the 
entire flight regime. 

Information fed to weight analysis (Fig.8) includes the flight envelope, the center of gravity margins necessary 
for the load map, the empennage sizing criteria, and the type of high-lift devices and control surfaces on the wing 
and empennage.   Information returned to aerodynamics are configuration design definition items such as airplane 
wetted areas, wing and empennage areas, nacelle size, and fuselage geometry.  These items are used by the aero- 
dynamicists for obtaining or updating the drag polars.   Also needed for the drag polars are the definitions of 
manufacturing roughness and various protuberances, fairings, and other geometric deviations required for accommo- 
dating landing gears, air exchanger inlets, exhausts, etc. that contribute to the dirtiness of the configuration. There 
are always special design needs requiring doors for cargo, bumps for radomes and landing gears, or moving stabilizers, 
etc. These roughness elements must be evaluated carefully, so that the wetted area and profile drag (pressure or 
wave drag) are minimized for the volume required to contain the payload, fuel, high-lift systems, etc.  The fuselage 
may have a high fineness ratio for low drag and long tail length, but this must be weighed against the heavier structural 
weight that a high fineness ratio incurs.   Low fuselage fineness ratios may have excessive profile drag due to bluffness 
of the body closure and aft-end upsweep.  Required cruising speed may control these body design factors. 

The wing needs sufficient size to provide lift with adequate maneuver or buffet margins and both low profile 
and low induced drag.   It is particularly important for the wing-body combination to have low wave drag (if super- 
sonic) or low shock-induced pressure drag (if subsonic).  At the same time, the requirements for climb, cruise, 
maneuver, dash, or loitering capabilities require proper compromises between airfoils, aspect ratio, area, and wing 
sweep.  These varied flight regimes are often contradictory and may show that the best answer, particularly for a 
military airplane, is variable sweep to match a wide diversity of supersonic and subsonic mission requirements. 

Aerodynamic considerations of the empennage center principally upon the static stability and control power 
desired.  Airplanes with powered controls may have significantly revised stability criteria through such devices as 
dampers or structural load suppressors driven by suitable sensors.  Usually, however, the horizontal stabilizer and 
elevator are sized by takeoff rotation with the center of gravity at its forward location.  The aft center of gravity 
is based upon the inherent static longitudinal stability margin desired. Other characteristics considered for sizing 
the empennage include dutch roll damping, spiral dive divergence rate control, and phugoid damping.   Many of 
these stability and control criteria have a secondary influence on the design weight and drag, but nevertheless they 
should be considered early enough in the design process together with aeroelastic effects to properly reflect their 
influence on weight and balance, which has a significant impact on the empennage sizing. 

The low-speed configuration characteristics are directly related to the basic wing characteristics and the leading- 
edge and trailing-edge devices used.  Since wing sweep decays the maximum lift available, this requires either additional 
wing area or more effective high-lift devices to maintain comparable takeoff and landing speeds.  If high-speed character- 
istics make variable sweep a desirable configuration feature, then it will compensate to a great extent for high-lift 
device complexity and weight.  As shown in Reference 16, it is very difficult to argue successfully against additional 
lift at low speeds, because lift has great leverage.  However, the new requirements on lower noise characteristics of 
commercial airplanes is forcing the return of lighter wing loadings with their accompanying higher L/D  for takeoff 
and landing.  This improved L/D  reduces the amount of thrust required during approach.  Noise abatement 
procedures may require the flight paths into and out of airports to be more steep. 

Leading-edge devices for wings add area and prevent leading-edge boundary layer separation, which can limit both 
the angle of attack and the trailing-edge flap loading.  There are many passive leading-edge devices such as slats, flaps, 
and variable camber, slotted flaps.  Active boundary layer control can oe applied as suction or blowing to almost any 
type of these devices to extend their capability.  Such powered-lift systems must be very carefully tailored to the wing 
loads induced by both angle of attack and trailing-edge flaps.  Also, local boundary layer control can be used very 
effectively for overcoming interference effects from nacelle struts, slipper tanks, or close-coupled nacelles. 

Trailing-edge devices are chosen to add area and provide drag control in addition to the lift needed for good 
field performance.  There are as many or more trailing-edge flap configurations as for the leading-edge.  These include 
split flaps, plain flaps, single or multiple-slotted flaps and may be introduced with compatible movements of spoilers 
and ailerons.   Boundary layer control is also applicable to any of these devices to enhance their capability.  The flap 
span is carefully controlled on swept wings to insure an improvement in trimmed lift, where the pitching moment 
induced by high-lift devices on the wing tip can produce large negative pitching moments that must be compensated 
by downloads on the tail, which, in turn, reduces the overall lift capability of the airplane.  Some attempts have 
been made to compensate for wing trailing-edge flap negative pitching moments by using canard surfaces during 
takeoff and landing. 
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On STOL airplanes lift is very critical and maximum use must be made of such devices as powered-lift systems, 
drooped ailerons, boundary layer control, and wing height for establishing the maximum possible lift without adverse 
ground effects.   It has become common practice on commercial transports to utilize spoilers in conjunction with 
flaps for direct lift control as well as ground lift dumping to increase braking once the vehicle has touched down. 
Thrust effects on trailing-edge flaps may be maximized as on STOL designs that use external blowing from the 
engines over the flaps to augment lift, or minimized to reduce the trim changes as on the DC-S which has a flap 
segment which deflects upward out of the exhaust flow. 

The data flow for propulsion in the airplane design process is illustrated by Figure 10.  The input engine 
technology concepts include such items as the engine cycle, which is largely determined by the material technology 
in the combustion and the turbine sections of the engine.  Compressor technology has played an increasingly important 
role in engine design, particularly with the higher bypass ratio fan engines used in subsonic flight. 

Nacelle concepts involve both low speed and high speed considerations.  At low speeds the inlet must provide 
good flow to the engine at very high angles of attack.  This can be further complicated by local flow conditions 
encountered in the strong upwash near the leading-edge of a highly lifting wing (wing-mounted nacelles) or in the 
downwash near the trailing-edge Haps (aft-body-mounted nacelles).  A very careful set of design compromises must 
be established between these low-speed conditions and the high-speed conditions, which require low nacelle profile 
and compressible interference drags.  Such nacelle design technology can be nearly as complex mechanically as in 
fluid flow control at transonic and supersonic speeds as the engines themselves.  Materials technology also has become 
critical to nacelles in the form of acoustic control surfaces.  These surfaces are porous and must exist in extremely 
hot and cold environments together with fuel, oil water and dirt.  Acoustic control is also influencing engine design 
significantly as configuration parameters are revised to reduce the generated noise intensity. 

There are multiple outputs from propulsion to the configuration design, performance and economic evaluation, 
and weight analysis (Fig. 10).  Principal information fed to the configuration design includes the nacelle and engine 
geometry, APU geometry, and other devices supported by these primary and secondary power supplies.  The principal 
information sent to performance evaluation includes the thrust characteristics and fuel consumption of the main 
propulsion engines (see Figure II).  For weights, there is a great deal of information including engine size, nacelle 
size, APU size, and the sizes of pneumatic and hydraulic systems.  All of these sizes are determined as a result of 
design iterations to match the needs of the vehicle for the desired performance. 

There are usually two choices of engines: (i) a current production engine or a closely related derivative and 
(ii) a new engine, which must be very carefully timed to the airframe production schedule (e.g., Boeing 747 and 
Lockheed 1011).  Although a current production engine usually will not control the production schedule of a new 
airplane, it may significantly limit the airplane's growth potential, if the engine has been approaching its development 
limits, or there are no other complementary uses for a new derivative version. 

It also may be important to the customer whether the engine is in his inventory.  Application of an engine in 
service is always more attractive than introducing a new engine with its added logistics and teething problems. 
A current production engine also minimizes the risk associated with performance predictions, so that tighter 
guarantees can be made to the airplane customer. 

A new engine may better match the airplane design objective and result in more attractive economics.  Major 
factors such as fan engines versus the pure jets and high bypass ratio versus the low bypass ratio engines are very 
favorable factors.  A new engine will be undertaken only when the engine manufacturer can be assured that broad 
application will ensure a long production run.  Therefore, close cooperation between the airplane and engine manu- 
facturer has become commonplace to provide the most economically competitive airplane with maximum growth 
potential available simultaneously from both the engine and the airframe. Only with clear technological advances 
is it feasible to conceive a new engine.  The current pressure on pollution from noise and partially-burned fuel, as 
well as the craving for additional economy, are current factors that will bring new engines as rapidly as the manu- 
facturers can accommodate the work and accumulate the capital resources. There are many aspects of the thermo- 
dynamic cycle of the engine that look attractive for the future.  However, even with todays fuels and cycle concepts 
there is continuing improvement in thermodynamic efficiency.  The design of compressors for both primary and 
secondary flows is a principal weight-controlling factor and the renewed emphasis on noise will bring continuing 
attention to their design efficiency. 

The installation of engines in either podded or buried configurations is one of the must intensely studied aspects 
of airplane design.  Podded configurations usually have the most interaction with airframe external aerodynamics, 
but this is an acceptable problem when compensated by the easy access for maintenance and servicing.  The inter- 
ference effects come from the hard nacelle surfaces, the struts, and the fluid flows exhausted from the engine. 
Podded configurations do have a relatively high wetted area, but this is compensated by very good inlet pressure 
recovery characteristics.  A buried-engine configuration usually is the most acceptable aerodynamically.   However, 
the inlet losses are usually higher and the exhaust from the buried installation usually entails very sensitive exhaust 
design problems.  In particular, the base drag of body-mounted, multiple-engined configurations is very sensitive to 
design details.  Compensating for these problems are the low installation weight of buried configurations (unless they 
are surrounded by primary structure) and a low wetted area, because the cowl surfaces are combined with other needs 
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such as the fuselage.  Buried engines may allow more accurate area rule tailoring where ducts can be shaped internally 
to attain a better external shape with minimum compromise on the engine inlet flow efficiency imposed by length 
and changing cross-section shape. Such tailoring trades arc usually very common on fighter airplanes. 

The data of Figure 11 must cover the operating regime of the airplane and must be degraded from bare engine 
test results to recognize the installation effects imposed by the inlet and exhaust conditions, and the compressed air 
and power extracted for purposes other than thrust.   Data must be available for standard and non-standard altitude 
and temperature conditions to permit performance evaluations for off-design situations.   It is airports that are high 
and hot that can force extreme engine performance penalties. 

Weight is one of the principal engineering accounting disciplines of airplane design.  All of the components 
incorporated into a design must be recognized by the weight evaluation, whether the equipment comes from flight 
controls, structures, aerodynamics, or propulsion. The concepts of weight evaluation usually involve a very extensive 
staiiitical data base which it f' imulated by regression techniques into evaluation methods for particular types of 
airplanes.  Also, it is extremely in.portant that the datum base of its own company product line be properly recog- 
nized when predicting the weight of a future product.  Every company tends to design its airplanes in a particular 
way.  An extrapolation of this experience with its design personnel is the best way to reflect how future designs 
will be approached.  The various inputs to weights from the technologies are shown by Figure 12 and typical para- 
metric weight curves are shown by Figure 13. 

Calculations must be made of the primary and secondary structure us well as the equipment and payloud needed 
for the performance evaluation of a proposed airplane.   Any new innovations or deviations from the normal design 
base experienced in past airplanes requires a bias on the evaluation methods to reflect the weight savings or losses 
from such technology deviations.  It is common practice in the design process to establish a bench mark configuration 
which is analyzed in great detail by all of the technologies, particularly weights, for determining the accumulated 
effect of technology progress subsequent to the last similar product. Those weight-saving advances that can be intro- 
duced prior to the final definition of the next airplane need careful identification for risk evaluation. It is common 
practice to seek the lightest weight airplane to achieve the design objectives, since weight is roughly equivalent to airplane 
cost and directly displaces payload. As refinement is sought in the configuration design, flight control system and structure 
analysis must be added to the processing (Fig.6) which makes design synthesis increasingly difficult and significantly more 
complex. 

The flight control systems data flow is depicted in Figure 14. The input concepts are principally related to the 
hanu.ing qualities desired from the airplane and to the control systems required for providing these qualities.  Most 
handling qualities of modern airplanes are enhanced significantly by powered-assist controls and systems for controlling 
dynamic characteristics to make the airplane feel and perform in a manner far more docile than inherently provided. 
Avionics has enhanced nearly every aspect of flight control systems. Also, many new innovations, such as maneuver 
load alleviation and structural model suppression, have become very promising ways to improve airplane flight character 
istics from the piloting and structural loading viewpoints.   Flight control systems relate to the configuration design 
and weights by control surface and empennage sizing as well as other geometric properties such as dihedral and 
landing gear placement. Control criteria which enter the configuration process are the nosewheel steering needed 
for control in cross-wind takeoff and landings as well as the directional and longitudinal control needed at lift-off 
or just prior to touchdown when the flight speeds are at minimum values. 

The structures data flow of Figure IS is grossly simplified.  Even though the structural aspects of airplane design 
are not a principal point of emphasis in this paper, it is important to emphasize that the primary strength of the 
vehicle and the aeroelastic properties have strong interaction with the other elements of the design process.  The 
concepts input to structures are the materials and fabrication technology utilized in construction of the airplane. 
It is these materials and the detailed structural design that determines the strength and weight of the airframe, its 
aeroelastic properties, and the ultimate life of the airplane.  The material properties and the expected structural 
life arc primary inputs to the weight evaluation of the wing, empennage, and fuselage structures.  The data presented 
to the configuration design consists principally of where the primary structural members are located such as wing 
and empennage spars.  The structure connecting the load paths from the empennage to the wing through the fuselage, 
the landing gear and nacelles into either the wing or the fuselage, must be defined.  These primary structural members 
are an appreciable part of the airframe structural weight.  Extensive definition also is needed for the secondary 
structure such as fairings, flight control surfaces, high-lift devices, landing gear doors, passenger and cargo doors, 
servicing doors and fairings for the engine as well as the inlet and exhaust nozzles and the thrust reverser.  All of 
these structural components must be able to withstand the imposed air loads from both within and without and to 
accept overloaded conditions imposed by maneuver or from gusts and landing ground impact.  There are also some 
conditions during ground handling of the airplane both during takeoff and landing with heavy fuel loads and 
maximum payloads that can impose maximum stress levels on the primary structure of the wing, fuselage, engine 
mounts, and landing gear. 

Although not indicated by Figure 6, there is an extensive amount of information concerning government safety 
regulations that is needed for the performance evaluation concerning the field and flight performance profiles.   Field 
performance rules are set forth in very stringent fashion for the US military (MIL-C SOI IA) and the FAA civilian 
(FAR 25 and 36) government acceptance.  These rules arc based mostly on the safety requirements associated with 
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engine failure and adverse weather conaitions such as cross winds.  A simple summary of commercial airplane field 
performance profiles and the safety rules associated with them are shown as Figure 16.  Any takeoff requires a 
point of decision for refusal in terms of the speed obtained at the distance down the runway so that either the 
acceleration can continue to a safe liftoff or the airplane can be braked to a safe stop.  The rules associated with 
this operation are fairly conservative to allow for faulty judgement or misleading cies. There are now proposed 
civilian STOL rules in the US (FAR 38) which will extend these concepts to include the more difficult powered-lift 
airplane designs.  As mentioned previously, there are new noise rules for civil and commercial airplanes to control 
sound energy emitted during ground roll and liftoff in the airport area (sideline noise) as well as during the climbout 
over adjacent communities, although engine power reduction can be used, within safe limits, to meet the designated 
noise levels.  Airplane noise is governed as a function of gross weight in terms ot EPNdB which is the equivalent 
perceived noise (in decibels) involving the duration and frequency spectrum characteristics of the emitted noise37. 
The graph inset in Figure 16 shows the current maximum allowable values. 

Safety is also a primary consideration when the loss of an engine is encountered and a missed approach requires 
that the airplane go around and try another landing.  There are noise limitations imposed during the approach to the 
airport and many schemes are being utilized to minimize this problem.  Decelerating approaches and approach paths 
which are significantly steeper (6 degrees) than the 3 degrees used today are being considered. 

Many special problems are encountered in designing airplanes for ground-roll performance and some require 
special designs of the landing gear.  Cross-wind landing gears have been in common use for many years and are 
best known for their application on the B-S2 bicycle gear.  A sideslipping or skewed landing angle at touchdown 
without a final rapid yawing for runway alignment of the bicycle landing gear necessitated a cross-wind gear. 
Special ground steering mechanisms of the massive main wheel trucks is increasingly common.  Ground steering 
was required on the 747, because of the large turning radius required to keep from damaging the landing gear and 
the tires. 

Catapult and arresting gear on the ground are becoming more prevalant for the military in addition to those 
used on aircraft carriers by the Navy. These field-performance augmentation installations require special automated 
nose gear attachment devices for launching and tail hooks for the touchdown arrest.  It is standard practice to use 
nets for landing emergency overrun cases. The launching and arresting devices on the airplanes arc a minimum 
penalty for the field-performance gained. 

There arc almost an infinite number of mission profiles possible for an airplane, and it is easy to lose perspective 
of the fact that a few essential performance building blocks can be used to compare almost all of this large variety. 
These essentials include the climb (minimum fuel, minimum time, or maximum range), cruise (cither climbing or 
constant altitude), descent (maximum range, minimum fuel, or minimum time) and maximum thrust, level flight at 
any altitude, minimum fuel consumption flight for maximum duration and, in the case of fighters, high altitude 
maximum thrust maneuvering.  With these half-dozen basic building blocks a tremendous variety of flight profiles 
can be composed for practically any airplane for any size payload and range.  These essential profile components 
can be flown in any compatible sequence. 

The next considerations are the rules whereby these missions are composed, i.e., principally whether civilian 
or military.   For example, all civilian commercial airplane flight profiles (Fig. 17) in the continental US have their 
climb speed restricted to less than 250 knots below an altitude of 10,000 ft for flight control safety. Similarly, 
the cruising altitudes, headings and speeds are assigned by the flight controllers so that adequate spacing is assured 
laterally, vertically, and longitudinally for flight safety.   For airplanes such as the SST, where the flight profiles 
will be significantly separated from the majority of other aircraft, there will be considerably mat freedom in the 
choice of flight altitudes until there are a sufficient number of SST airplanes in the sky to make safety a considera- 
tion again. 

Military flight profiles contain a much wider variety of climbs, cruises and maneuverings to achieve their 
military objectives.   Refueling is a common military practice for extending the combat time, the ferry range, or for 
returning to the home base or carrier.  In addition to the reserve rules varying significantly between the civil and 
military governing agencies, there are additional rules established as policy for individual airline companies or using 
groups.  The airlines, for example, have become increasingly aware of fuel consumption during the past few yean 
and have sought many ways for reducing these expenditures which directly impact their cash flow problems. 

Now that performance evaluation has been outlined briefly, it is important to touch on the subject of operating 
cost analysis.  Cost effectiveness as a watchword has become very prevalent in both military and commercial airplane 
evaluations.   In commercial aviation one standard basis for comparing airplanes is the ATA Standard Method of 
Estimating Comparative Direct Operating Costs42, although these basic methods get adapted to the needs of the 
particular user.  It is common for airlines to apply their own experience factors for their particular operation.  It is 
similarly true that manufacturers, such as Boeing, have found it necessary to extend and modify these standard 
methods for transonic and supersonic airplanes.  The unit cost of manufacturing a new airplane is related inversely 
to the anticipated number of airplanes to be produced.  In turn, the user economics are related to the airplane's 
initial unit cost and to the recurring costs of operation on the particular route structure of that airline. Commercial 
airplane economics are very sensitive to the utilization of an airplane. The ability of an airline to maximize this 
utilization as experience with the airplane is accumulated has a strong effect on its ability to turn a profit. 
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Whether an airplane is for commercial or military purposes, high maintenance costs due to time and materials 
can rapidly encroach on everyday utilization and decrease the value of the airplane to the user.  Extensive mainten- 
ance or major overhaul periods for a commercial airliner require that the airplane be taken out of service.  Many 
airlines have been able to circumvent this problem by matching the maintenance procedures to route schedules and 
performing end-of-mn maintenance within the limited time available during the night when load factors are a 
minimum.  In this way maintenance procedures have the least impact on productive utilization.  The result is 
maximum income and minimum maintenance cost per flight hour. 

Turbine engines have revolutionized the reliability of commercial air transportation and have so increased the 
time between engine ovcihauls that other systems on the airplane have become more critical to on-time departure 
reliability.  Airborne systems analysis and performance recording capability is rapidly bringing preventative mainten- 
ance based on failure anticipation into common use31.  These airborne capabilities have replaced the former methods 
of statistically-determined, mean-time-between-failure maintenance.  This philosophy, of letting a system operate 
until its monitored performance indicates by some weakness or erratic behavior that an operational failure is imminent, 
is significantly reducing costs of maintenance and, in general, increasing airplane dispatch reliability.  Another direct 
saving comes from shutting a system down before it can be damaged beyond repair. 

Airframe durability also has greatly reduced major airframe maintenance costs per hour of flight.  The use of 
non-destructive testing techniques for determining structural weakness or damage has permitted most structural 
problems to be detected anü ^ .-ected before their nature becomes critical and a catastrophic failure results.  All 
of these maintenance subjet    impact an airplane's design concept philosophy.  The life of an airplane and its dispatch 
reliability in service are serious suojects of guarantee to the airlines and to the military. 

This brief foregoing discussion of the performance and economic evaluation is intended to indicate the strong 
way in which all factors interplay in the determination of the "best" airplane design.   It is important to appreciate 
the immense difficulty encountered in trying to fully recognize all of the factors influencing the design process. 
Another point is that very few of these factors are stationary.  The design objectives, the technology, the customers, 
the opportunities, etc. are all changing continuously.  Therefore, whatever methodology for design synthesis is 
evolved, it must be flexible and easily updated, open ended to admit new factors and constraints, and provide 
evaluation consistency between configuration alternatives and existing production airplanes. 

The last three Figures (18 to 20) in this section on design synthesis show crudely the information depths that 
occur in the three principal technologies of aerodynamics., propulsion, and weights.  The data flow of Figure 6, as 
amplified by Figures 7 through 17, is nearly the same, regardless of the information depth that is available about a 
proposed airplane design.   At the initial stages of design evolution the information is usually very rudimentary or 
shallow.  As the design alternatives are probed and the technology concepts become more firmly established, then 
the information moves rapidly from regression depths, based on past experience, to more extensive parametric 
information that also is based on past experience, but directly tailored io the configuration design being considered. 
Then, the next stage is to move from the parametrically evolved design data into a more detailed analysis that 
expands upon the description of the configuration, the composition of its aerodynamic characteristics, the establish- 
ment of the best suited propulsion characteristics, and a weight analysis of the primary and secondary structure of 
the airframe plus all of the systems, payload, fuel, etc. 

Experimental work on components and the configuration itself in modeled form plus tests of the engines and 
other systems components will continue to increase the knowledge about the configuration.   This biases the analyses 
performed and the input data.  In the early stages of prototype productio'     omponent and model simulation 
testing is continued to minimize the risk associated with putting the airplane into production.   Even after prototype 
flight testing starts it is often necessary to continue development work in static test facilities, wind tunnels, and 
other laboratories to investigate problems revealed by flight test experiments.  This empirical information also is 
assimilated via the analytical processes by evaluating its impact on airplane performance.   If modifications are 
required to fix a problem, then these modifications will most certainly be evaluated by the same analytical processes. 

This discussion of information depths leads to a point that warrants emphasis.  Consistent processing of informa- 
tion available at all stages, from conceptual design through flight testing, should be accomplished with the utmost 
consistency.   Such consistency is not only required of the mathematical manipulation of data, but also of the 
engineering methodology that is utilized in processing the data.   Stepwise amplification of the various technology 
elements should be a simple unfolding of successively more sophisticated analysis processes.  Of course the ultimate 
evaluation is the actual flight testing.  The data determined from these flight tests must be accorded the highest 
respect as the final answers.   Even so, the use of analytical methods for interpolating or extrapolating information 
obtained from flight tests is necessary to provide the complete spectrum of information needed by the customer. 

There are certain extrapolations necessary from the technical information depths depicted at the various 
stages in Figures 18 through 20.   For example, the regression information available in aerodynamics, propulsion 
and weights must be adapted to whatever new configuration is bring considered.   Usually, new configurations have 
some similarity to previous experience, so there is always extrapolation of existing engineering data and design 
analysis techniques to more adequately evaluate a new configuration.   Also, the experimental testing done in the 
wind tunnel and in other laboratories such as engine test rigs, must be extrapolated to full-scale configuration 



conditions of flight.   Some full-scale testing can be accomplished before a prototype airplane is available.   For example, 
aerodynamic components can be put on other airplanes for evaluation.  It is also possible to put an engine on an 
existing airframe and flight test it throughout the expected flight regime, even though its installation on the produc- 
tion airframe may provide a different operating environment.  All of the information gleaned by various analyses, 
experiments, and flight tests ultimately lead to answering the question of what performance an airplane manufacturer 
can guarantee to his customers.  The tolerances required on the guarantees vary from very loose values at the early 
design stages of a new airplane to very tight tolerance values for an existing airplane product that has accumulated 
service experience.   However, the subjects of design risk and guarantee tolerances are well beyond the limits of this 
paper.  The point here is to indicate the wide variety of information that is useful to the design synthesis process. 
This data needs updating continually as information is accumulated during design development.  Accurate and rapid 
dissemination of new information and its effects on the configuration design is vital to effective airplane design 
synthesis processes. 

3.     PARAMETRIC EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Not only does the airplane manufacturer have to concern himself with the design of the optimum airframe, but 
he also has to be concerned with the optimum engine to match that airframe.  This engine-airplane matching work 
is part of the engineering process needed to convince an engine manufacturer that a given type of engine will best 
suit their mutual customer.   Much of the dialogue that takes place between an airplane manufacturer and the engine 
manufacturer concerning the best engine, involves parametric data interrelating engine and airplane characteristics as 
shown by Figures 21 through 25. 

Configuration design parameters can be evaluated in the partial derivative sense to guide an airplane designer in 
feeling his way toward certain performance objectives.   For example, it is possible to change a wing parameter such 
as area, or sweep, and engine parameters such as thrust or thermodynamic cycle, and thereby determine parametrically 
the effect of these changes on the airplane's performance.   By randomly searching between the many variables so 
investigated, it is possible for an experienced person to quickly separate those variables that are important from those 
that are relatively insignificant and thereby find a best solution to a set of objectives.   A proper evaluation requires 
recycling the chosen configuration to evaluate in detail secondary changes to the configuration from empennage 
sizing to meet stability and control criteria, and weight and balance, etc.   In essence, the effect of changing each 
variable must be completely recogniz"d on the whole to keep a design configuration from drifting away from reality 
through combinations of parametric trends. 

It is also important to keep the question of configuration sensitivity to design objectives in clear focus.   Undue 
penalties incurred by a particularly stringent objective or ground rule should be identified clearly.  The encroachment 
on the versatility of a configuration by any one particular requirement must be worth the imposed compromise. 

It is easy to specify a set of design objectives that cannot be met exactly and simultaneously by any airplane 
configuration.   The more constraint conditions specified on a configuration, the less the possibility of a solution 
being found.  Therefore, inequality objectives arc usually chosen.   For example, a takeoff distance less than or equal 
to X thousand feet, a landing distance less than or equal to X thousand feet, and a range greater than or equal to 
Y thousand nautical miles with Z thousand pounds of payload arc all typical objectives.   If a set of such (X, Y,Z) 
conditions are given, then a tolerance on matching these objectives should be identified, because the input and 
analysis methods contain inaccuracies.   Even when a solution is found, it has a tolerance on its value.   There is 
always a danger in overtrusting a calculated solution, particularly when it is produced by a complex computer 
program, which cannot be checked quickly i<nd accurately by hand. 

Design solutions to constrained multi-variable problems can be very difficult to fathom, because of their 
non-linear nature.   The direct effect or many constraints are difficult to calculate simply.  Most analyses are based 
on simplifying assumptions or approximations concerning the configuration performance limitations.   For example, 
the maximum lift for the high-speed configuration and the low-speed configuration, the flutter speeds, the engine 
surge margins, the drag rise Mach number, gust load conditions, pilot response, etc. may be very difficult to evaluate 
accurately until the airplane is flown or, at least, extensive simulation testing has been accomplished.   Parametric 
study is a blend of analytical evaluation and judgmental interpretation, which potentially leads to a solution that 
will satisfactorily meet the desired constraints.  Tw — or three-variable parametric studies will quickly enable an 
experienced engineer to develop a good feel for variable relationships when presented in suitable graphical form. 
Parametric design analysis techniques attempt to maximize the knowledge about the variables in a design problem 
for the amount of effort expended.   Ultimately, only by the detailed analysis of a selected configuration through 
simulation, tests of hardware components, and wind tunnel tests can the real value of the answer be ascertained. 

As presented in Figure 21 A, one of the common graphs in airplane- parametric design work is in terms of the 
thrust loading and wing loading required for a configuration concept to achieve given mission objectives with wing 
area, gross weight, and engine size as independent parameters.   To these answers may be added design constraints 
related to field performance, noise levels, minimum cruise altitudes, maneuverability, secondary mission performance, 
etc.   Each of these constraints can be viewed also in parametric fashion with respect to the primary variables for 
determining design sensitivity to and compatibility of t. . various constraints.   A sequence of such design constraint 
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plots are illustrated by Figures 21B through 2IE. The objectives for this particular twin-engined airplane were to 
carry 175 passengers a distance of 2000 miles out of a 7000 foot field length. This field performance was to be 
accomplished by exceeding the noise requirements set forth in FAR 36.  Constraints on the design were established 
as an initial cruise altitude greater than 34,000 feet and a landing approach speed at design landing weight of less 
than 125 knots.  The objective of the parametric study was to minimize the direct operating costs of this airplane 
for maximum economic attractiveness to the airlines. The initial cruise altitude constraint is illustrated by Figure 2IB, 
the takeoff field length and landing approach speed constraints by Figure 2IC, the noise constraints by Figure 2ID, 
and the resulting direct operating costs by Figure 2IE.  A choice from this parametric family of airplanes can be 
obtained by the superposition of results from these various parametric plots to locate the region of those configura- 
tions which will have minimum operating cost and still meet the design constraints.  Figure 2IF shows a composite 
plot of the constraints relative to the chosen configuration, which is indicated by the bullseyes on Figures 21A 
through 2IF.  The results show that the chosen configuration is controlled principally by the takeoff field length 
and the relationship of the takeoff gross weight and DOC to this field length to minimize the airplane cost. 

This first parametric study illustration was with a fixed payload (175 passengers), a fixed range (2000 nautical 
miles), and a fixed high speed design cruising number of Mach 0.84.   Figure 21A shows that the resulting airplane 
had a wing area of 2400 square feet, an engine of 42,500 pounds of sea level static thrust, and a takeoff gross weight 
of about 254,000 pounds. 

All of the airplanes represented by the parametric map had exactly the same wing geometry, engine geometry, 
engine placement, and landing gear configuration. Also, since the passenger count was fixed, the fuselage was 
of constant geometry.  Essentially then, the wing area and engine size were either magnified or diminished with 
respect to the baseline airplane to create the map.  The takeoff gross weight was calculated directly from these two 
principal variables of wing area and engine size.  All of the parametric relationships for the aerodynamic, propulsion 
and weight characteristics used in the study were direct functions of these three variables. Obviously, second-order 
effects were ignored in determining the inputs (of Figures 9, 11 and 13).  The accuracy of the solution map decays 
in regions away from the baseline configuration variables.   For reference the following values were determined for 
the baseline airplane: 

Wing Area 2,611 ft2 Range 2,398 n.mi 
Takeoff Gross Weight 268,000 lb Initial Cruise Alt. 37,000 ft 
Engine SLST 43,000 lb Takeoff Field Length 8.750 ft 

Note that the range of this baseline airplane is greater than the 2000 n.mi. objectiv \     it does not fall on the solution 
map shown by Figure 21 A. 

The initial cruise altitude as a function of thrust-to-weight ratio and wing loading (Fig.21B) shows a locus of 
tangents between the initial cruise altitude curves, which are concave upward, and the constant-thmst engine curves, 
which are concave downward.  These tangencies indicate the sm liest size engine which can be used to obtain a 
particular value of initial cruise altitude.  Since attaining a given performance capability with a small sized engine 
would provide the greatest growth potential from increased thrust, this is an important criterion to consider in 
choosing the configuration size.  Minimum engine size also is an important factor in the airplane initial cost, because 
the price of engines is greater than the price of the airframe and its components. 

Figure 21C shows that the takeoff field performance is one of the most significant constraints on the choice 
of a configuration in the range of variables considered.  The approach speed of 125 knots has a considerably greater 
wing loading than is desirable from a cruise standpoint, as indicated by Figure 2IF where the locus of L/I)mix 

conditions are shown.  A better approach speed would appear to be about 118 knots from the cruise  L/D viewpoint. 
Certainly a lower approach speed makes the airplane more attractive to an airline customer. 

Noise regulations do not appear to be a particularly difficult objective to obtain with this airplane design concept. 
The reason is the light wing loadings and high aspect-ratio needed to enhance the single-engine-out performance of 
this twin-engined configuration.  Of the three criteria for approach, takeoff, and sideline noise the approach noise 
has the smallest margin with respect to the noise regulation. The sideline and takeoff noise levels are about 
6-7 EPNdB better than the specification, but the approach noise is about half this margin. Therefore, if growth 
versions were developed, additional work on the engine and nacelle configuration should concentrate on improving 
the approach noise levels. 

Direct operating costs, shown parametrically by Figure 2IE, indicate the usual trend that the lowest operating 
costs are achieved with the smallest sized airplane which will have the highest wing loading and the smallest engine. 
These DOC curves are directly related to the takeoff gross weight curves of Figure 21 A. There is little correlation 
between the engine thrust curves and the direct operating cost curves of this figure. 

The design point for an airplane from this parametric study (Fig.2IF) lies in the region bounded by the 7000 ft 
takeoff field length requirement./ The L/Dmax  locus requires the airplane to have lower wing loadings than its 
boundary.  So the configuration should lie to the lower wing loading side (left) of these two limiting lines.  Since 
the minimum direct operating cost airplanes lie to the right as far as possible, the lighter wing loading and smaller 
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engine sizes have less attractive DOC's to the lef. along the field length line.   This made the design point choice 
relatively easy.   The configuration size was picked at the intersection of the minimum engine size at initial cruise 
altitude locus juncture with the 7000 ft field length limit line.   This choice provides the airplane with weight growth 
without exceeding the cruise   L/Dmax   criterion.  As the engine grows the larger wing will assure reasonable com- 
patibility with the initial cruise altitude objectives. 

A second type of engine-airplane matching parametric study is illustrated by Figure 22 where the mission and 
field performance objectives are fixed and the number of passengers is allowed to vary for a fixed engine.   This 
engine size of 43,000 lb of sea level static thrust is obviously compatible with the engines being utilized on the 
current airbus or jumbojet airplanes.   Figure 22A shows that the principal variables are related a little more simply 
than in the previous parametric study.  The lines of constant passengers are nearly orthogonal to the constant wing 
area lines and oblique to the takeoff gross weight lines.  The initial cruise altitude relationships (Fig.22B) provide 
a locus of tangents similar to the previous study where now the tangency indicates the maximum number of 
passengers that can be carried for a given initial cruise altitude while holding the range design constraint. 

A different relationship is revealed for this fixed engine study by the field performance data (Fig.22C) in that 
there is a minimum direct operating cost for a given field length.   This locus of tangents was determined from super- 
position of the constant takeoff field length lines of Figure 22C on the DOC curves of Figure 22E.  Therefore, the 
configuration choice should be at the intersection of this minimum DOC locus and the 7000 ft field length unless 
there is another incompatible constraint.  The number of passengers is slightly greater than 180.  The exact number 
of passengers, of course, is determined more precisely from an explicit layout of the cabin interior arrangement. 
These results would indicate that a greater number of passengers should be accommodated than the 175 chosen for 
the parametric study of Figure 21. 

Once again the noise characteristics (Fig.22D) of this airplane solution domain do not present a design constraint. 
The approach noise margin with respect to FAR 36 is less than half the margin available for takeoff and sideline 
conditions.   Approach noise should be a target for improvement on growth versions. 

Figure 22F displays the various design criteria and relationships determined by the parametric study.   The design 
choice in this case is more explicitly defined by the crossing of the locus line for minimum DOC for a given field 
length and the 7000 ft field length line.  This choice is conservative with respect to the locus of L/Dmax   for cruise 
and is quite close to the locus for maximum passengers at initial cruise altitude.  This airplane would have growth 
potential from increased thrust to provide increased weight with the same field performance. 

These methods for portraying parametric study results by superimposing various families of curves is a good way 
to develop an intuitive feeling for the sensitivity of designs to the principal variables and design constraints.   All of 
the data presented lie in the solution domain satisfying the design objectives.   As mentioned before, this solution 
domain represents one set of configuration and technological concepts. 

A very useful way of studying the variable relationships is to make each parametric family of curves on trans- 
parencies.   Then each variable can be compared with any other variable simply by overlaying the respective trans- 
parencies.   Although all of the transparencies overla'ycd simultaneously provides complete confusion, proper choices 
of overlays can very rapidly illustrate the most important relationships.   In the examples of Figures 21 and 22 the 
tangential loeii lead directly to the configuration choice that best suits the constrained design objectives. 

Once the configuration design poin? has been chosen, the same engineering evaluation processes can be used to 
calculate off-design performance (Fig.231.  Typical results from a post-design analysis include payload range, takeoff 
and landing as functions of weight, and the takeoff, landing and sideline noise as functions of their respective weights. 
This mission and field performance data has the same accuracy as the engineering methods provide to the design 
synthesis process, but less accuracy than would be used for performance quoted to an airline.   Usually, the parametric 
analysis methods are derived from -nore detailed engineering calculations by curve fitting and numerical simplifications 
to facilitate the very large number of calculations necessary to achieve the parametric solutions for the chosen matrix 
of independent variables.   For example, the studies of fixed payload and fixed engine that were displayed by Figures 
21 and 22 require rapid calculation of the airplane weight required to match the 2000 n.mi. range by interpolation 
of the engine performance and the fuel required for the given weight and altitude.  The match between range and 
weight is determined iteratively by search methods for each matrix combination of wing area, takeoff gross weight, 
number of passengers, engine thrust, etc.  Proper compromises between accuracy and speed or cost of computation 
are strictly a matter of judgment.  Simple engineering methods should certainly be used to determine the answer 
to simple questions concerning trends and trades between major variables.   However, as the questions become 
involved with a gpaVer number of variables whose interrelationships have a strong impact on the answers, then 
more accurate engineering methods must be employed. 

The principal reason for off-design perfonnance is to study the usage of the chosen configuration on the route 
structure of various airlines.   Economic studies of new airplane concepts or technological innovations are essential 
to determining their true value and whether the investment and/or risk of development has sufficient potential 
return.   Each airline has peculiarities about its route system, its scheduling, and its maintenance practices that make 
an airplane evaluation necessary for its unique operational environment.   The off-design performance is the principal 
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set of inputs. Other inputs include the fleet mix, competition, maintenance facilities and their locations with respect 
to the route structure, etc. One economic design evaluation method used by Boeing involves the following four sets 
of input: 

Airplane Data - 
0 seating capacity and passenger mix 
c operating empty weight 
0 maximum takeoff and landing weights 
0 fuel capacity 
0 fuel and time as functions of range 
0 reserve fuel 
0 takeoff and landing performance data 
0 taxi fuel and time allowances 

Economic Data - 

airplane sale price 
number of airplanes or utilization 
flight hour costs 
block hour costs 
fuel and oil costs 
indirect operating costs 
passenger rates 
cargo rates 
insurance rates 
airplane life expectancy 
depreciation period 
cost of capital 

Route Data - 
0 city pairs in the route system 
0 number and frequency of flights 
0 estimates of passenger demand 
0 estimates of cargo demand 

Meteorological and Geographic Data - 
0 statistical winds and temperatures aloft 
0 random distribution of takeoff temperatures at airports 
0 mnway lengths and altitudes. 

Typical results from a route analysis study will yield the following data for the airplane being evaluated: 
passenger demand, cargo demand, airplane miles per week, revenue passenger miles per week, ton miles of cargo 
carried per week, total revenue and airplane fleet profit.  It is fairly easy to analyze several potential airplane 
designs for several airlines modelled by the economic methods and determine the best match.  Such airline business 
games can be treated parametrically in the same manner as the airplane design synthesis.  It was stated earlier that 
the ultimate purpose of an airplane is to bring a profit for the customer.  The manufacturer must try to understand 
how his product can make this profit potential larger and more probable than the product of his competitor. 

The next parametric study, which is also related to engine-airplane matching, illustrates another graphical display 
technique called carpet plotting as an aide to envisioning multi-variable relationships.  Carpet plotting gives a better 
intuitive feeling for the multi-dimensionality of the solution domain when curves fold over on one another. 

The data of Figure 24 is taken from a parametric engine study for the 707-3 20B to determine the engine 
characteristics best suited to meet the new government noise regulations (FAR 36).  This study objective is to find 
the optinum match between a new engine and an existing airframe that would maximize the return to the airline 
(minimum DOC) in compensation for the retrofitting costs. These data are plotted as a function of engine bypass 
ratio, which was one of the principal factors considered in controlling noise.  The top two curves of Figure 243 
are two other engine parameters of takeoff thrust (engine size) and turbine inlet temperature that were determined 
from the study. The resulting noise levels, the range improvement, and the DOC improvement are shown (Fig.248) 
in relation to the empty airplane operating weight change. 

The data of Figure 24 show that the best economic answer is an engine with a bypass ratio of about 4. 
However, the lowest noise is produced by the highest bypass ratio investigated, The break in the thrust and OEW 
curves at a bypass ratio of about 4.25 was the result of matching the takeoff field length second segment climb 
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gradient of 0.03, as indicated by figure 24A.  At bypass ratios greater than 4.25 the engine was sized by the desired 
initial cruise altitude of 32,500 ft for the design mission.  Data for the payload-range characteristics (Fig.24A) is 
shown for the bypass ratio closest to optimum (BPR = 3.75) tor the turbine inlet temperatures studied, and for a 
minimum noise configuration (BPR = 7.5).   Both payload-range curves show a considerable range improvement 
without a payload penalty.   However, the nacelle installation of high bypass ratio engines on the —320B poses some 
major configurational problems that make the minimum-noise engine physical size unacceptable.  Such installation 
problems were not resolved by the study.   Although not indicated by these data, amortization for this kind of an 
engine retrofit to an older airframe would incur a surcharge against the flight passenger in order to pay for quieting 
the airplane.  This is because the expected direct operating cost gains do not compensate for the short life remain- 
ing in the airframe, which has been or soon will be completely amortized.   However, the carpet plot mode of 
presenting the parametric information generated by the study is the significant point of presenting these data, rather 
than an evaluation of the economic results. 

The data presentations of Figure 25 are called carpet plots, because of their three-dimensional appearance which 
sometimes resembles imagined flying carpets.  These plots are woven by plotting the relationship between two 
independent variables, such as bypass ratio and turbine inlet temperature used here, against a common dependent 
variable such as DOC, range, etc.   The curves of Figure 24 correspond to the envelope generated by the range 
carpet plot.  This range envelope or three-dimensional, upper-surface tangency corresponds to the maximum range 
achievable from any combination of bypass ratio and turbine inlet temperature.   The DOC carpet plot minimum 
envelope is also very close to the locus of the maximum range points for the engine variables.  The plots of takeoff 
thrust, OEW, and takeoff noise (Figures 25C, D and F) show the maximum range line cutting across the grid quite 
far from any type of envelope.   In the case of the landing approach noise carpet plot (Fig.25E) the maximum range 
occurs approximately one to two decibels abov.- the minimum noise obtainable from the optimum combination of 
turbine inlet temperature and bypass ratio. 

This is a typical study where certain parameters, not illustrated in Figures 24 and 25, were held constant on the 
assumption that they represented the best in the stale of the art.  Such factors include engine primary and secondary 
pressure ratio, acoustic lining of the inlet and exhaust flows, etc.  Therefore, this kind of a p?rametric study represents 
the limited view of a problem where only two primary variables were studied.  The airplane and the rest of the engine 
variables were constrained as constants. 

4.     OPTIMIZATION EVALUATION TECHNIQUES 

Optimization techniques for airplane design synthesis use exactly the same engineering processes described for 
the parametric techniques.   The fundamental difference between parametric and optimization techniques lies in the 
introduction of an iterative process control system which is capable of interpreting the analytical results and then 
iteratively perturbing variables to seek an optimum for some objective function.  This objective function, dependent 
upon the perturbed design variables, is usually a performance quality such as range, weight, cost, etc.   In the sense 
of optimization it does not matter whether the process control is for maximizing a function, such as range, or 
minimizing a function, such as cost or weight.  This is because the maximum of a given positive function is 
equivalent to the minimum of its negative value. 

The addition of an optimization driver to the design synthesis process is illustrated by Figure 26 as a modifica- 
tion of the airplane design data flow diagram shown as Figure 6.  The optimization driver has two principal functions: 
(i) receive the evaluation results of the design synthesis process and interpret the data in light of the previous 
successive iterations through the process, and (ii) determine which of the variables should be perturbed and how 
large the perturbations should be.   Then the engineering processes are repeated to determine a new configuration 
from these perturbed inputs.   This new configuration is evaluated so the optimizer can determine whether the 
chosen perturbations have been successful in moving toward (or finding) the optimum answer.  The iterative 
procedure is continued until either the objective function has been optimized or it is evident the search is fruitless. 

Since the advent of the high speed digital computers, the use of optimization techniques has proliferated almost 
explosively.  There are many excellent methods now available for use in optimizing drivers of computerized 
engineering problems.  A good many of these are summarized in References 94 and 95 for application to constrained 
optimization problems such as airplane design synthesis. 

Figure 27 shows the optimization methods categorized according to their mathematical sophistication and then 
stacked in accordance with their algorithmic complexity.  The search methods are most analogous to the intuitive 
successive approximations used in the past for airplane design.  These methods are based upon the sequential 
examination of attempted solutions.  Then by simple comparisons of patterned or random attempted solutions, 
some direction is chosen to continue the search for an optimum solution.   These methods require only that the 
design synthesis process be composed of continuous functions which can be evaluated from the chosen sets of 
input data.  Search methods are particularly useful, because they provide information about the terrain where the 
optimum is found, since they interrogate the variable relationships thoroughly in arriving at the sought point. 
Most of the search methods seek the optimum solution rather slowly and they require very careful control to 
determine whether the optimum corresponds to a true minimum value.  However, there are many problems where 
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the search methods have shown their superiority over the more sophisticated descent methods, which depend upon 
the mathematical interpretation of the solution domain. 

The descent methods all depend upon determining a local value of first or second order derivative for explicit 
guidance in the direction for seeking the optimum solution.  There is a great deal of literature available on these 
numerical optimization algorithms (see Reference Nos. 93 through 105), so no detailed description will be provided 
here.  However, it is important to emphasize that the characteristics of the design synthesis process may have a 
strong influence on the suitable choice of a method for optimization.  This problem was recognized years ago by 
Hague95'97 and he resolved the matter by establishing a repertoire of methods in a system of computer programs 
called AESOP (Automated Engineering and Scientific Optimization Program).   By collecting a variety of optimiza- 
tion methods of both the search and descent types it was possible to choose any single method, or combinations of 
methods for sequentially attacking a given design problem. This optimizing driver has been adapted for use on a 
wide variety of computers (IBM 360, SRU 1108, CDC 6600, etc.) and has the ability to solve optimization problems 
involving up to 100 variables and 20 constraints.  AESOP has been widely applied to performance optimization 
problems and to interdisciplinary design problems such as a hypersonic transport98 and more recently the US space 
shuttle for NASA. 

A simplified three-dimensional graphical comparison of the search and descent methods is provided by Figure 28. 
Search methods start at the initial guessed value of the variables and probes in the orthogonal directions of these 
variables to determine an appropriate direction for minimizing the performance function.  The search methods simply 
take a step and then evaluate it for goodness.  Then a decision is made whether to take another step in that direc- 
tion or to look in some other direction.  In this manner there are obviously a lot of false steps taken to probe the 
terrain which is the reason that these methods usually consume more steps and computing energy in arriving at the 
optimum than the descent methods.   The descent methods require derivatives of the variables to be determined at 
the starting point before it can decide on the most beneficial direction to step.   However, when a descent method 
does step, it is usually in a more meaningful direction than the search methods as shown in the lower diagram of 
Figure 28.  This diagram also illustrates that the number of steps required to get from a starting point to the 
optimum depends upon the orientation of the local terrain orthogonal with respect to the direction of the optimum 
from the starting point.  If the orthogonal points in the general direction of the optimum, then the solution will 
occur more rapidly.  If, on the other hand, the orthogonal points away from the optimum direction, then more 
steps will be required to get the orientation corrected toward the optimum.  These statements are also true, of 
course, for the direct search methods, although more steps generally will be required.  As illustrated by these 
diagrams, a ridge or valley can cause a great number of changes in search direction und step size, unless the starting 
point is aligned reasonably well to the shallow gradient axis,   ierndn characteristics iike sharp ridges, bluffs, saddle 
points, etc. can require special techniques for finding optimum solutions or for determining if a solution is a false 
or real optimum. 

So far this discussion of optimization has not involved the subject of constraints.  Constraints can be applied 
as either an equality or an inequality.   When an equality is imposed, then the solution will lie on the boundary 
containing that constraint.  On the other hand, an inequality constraint will allow a solution to be found anywhere 
in the domain in so far as the inequality is satisfied.  Figure 29 illustrates one kind of a problem associated with 
equality-constraint solutions.  This is the type of parametric relationship shown previously by Figure 21, where a 
minimum weight airplane is sought with a specified takeoff and landing field performance.  The constrained solution 
is at the juncture of the two constraint boundaries, (TOFLj and LDGFLj) which is shown to be away from the 
locus of weight minima formed by the tangency of the takeoff field length (TOFL) lines to the takeoff gross weight 
(TOGW) lines,  The true minimum weight, or optimized airplane, lies at the intersection of the locus of minima and 
the takeoff field length constraint line (TOFLj).   If this problem were posed with inequality field length constraints, 
then the true minimum weight of the plane would be found directly.  Then the solution would tell the designer that 
only the takeoff field length is critical in this case, 

This illustration lends emphasis to the basic tenet that all optimum solutions should be suspect.  When an 
"optimum" answer is found, the terrain of the solution domain must be carefully examined to determine its 
characteristics.  Most any of the direct search methods can be utilized for simple exploration locally around the 
answer or solution point.  Such explorations should be standard practice to prevent the misinterpretation or 
misqualification of the solution as a true optimum. 

An engine-airplane optimization study using the quadratic search method from AESOP is illustrated by Figure 30. 
Four engine parameters were varied: bypass ratio, turbine inlet temperature, fan pressure ratio, and compressor 
pressure ratio.  The search limits on these respective variables are indicated by the vertical arrows in the diagrams. 
An initial value was chosen for the engine characteristics to be used in an engine cycle analysis program coupled 
with an airplane matching program to achieve the lightest takeoff gross weight fir the design mission.  Subordinate 
programs for the aerodynamics and weights were also coupled into the system. 

The first 15 iterations of the design variables were required to compute all of the derivatives needed to deter- 
mine the quadratic surface fit to the four-dimensional surface.  Then within the next 10 steps 2 of the variables 
had moved to search limits and the other 2 had settled on values close to the final answers.  The objective function 
to be minimized was the takeoff gross weight which was reduced by 10 percent during these first couple of dozen 
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iterations. A rhythmic pattern was set up in several of the variables after the twenty-fifth iteration as the method 
moved alternately between the search and derivative computations.  Most of the variables established stable 
conditions, even though the gross weight main trend continued to diminish very slightly.  The rate of gain was 
very small for the remaining 125 iterations, less than one-half of one percent.   After the initial major weight gain 
the remaining reduction appeared to be false and was probably the result of randomness or noise in the engineering 
processes. 

There are some other interesting things about these results to be mentioned.  The author of AESOP97 recommends 
the patterned search of any "optimum" solution to determine the nature of the answer.  He also advised that it is 
common for the descent methods to be unable to find substantial gains in many problems where the terrain of the 
answer is not well suited to the nature of a quadratic surface.   In fact, the large excursion just beyond the 130th 
iteration is probably created by the fit of derivatives calculated as the small difference between two very large 
numbers or some similar numerical difficulty.   If this particular algorithm had a memory, it would have discarded 
the advice of the calculations, because the step was indeed a bad one, since the gross weight surged very high. 

Current techniques in use for monitoring AESOP would have lead the observer to terminate the search iterations 
certainly after the second cycle of the derivative-search sequence was producing no marked reduction in weight. 
The great number of iterations indicated here is fairly typical of optimization techniques.  This large number of 
calculations teaches a design team quickly that great care must be exercised in making the engineering processes as 
efficient as possible.  Even then, considerable care must be used in choosing the solution algorithm.  Many experi- 
ments are usually required to get a good match between the synthesis process and the optimization driver. 

Figure 31 shows one of the several suboptimizations that are employed by an airplane design synthesis process. 
This plot displays the results of a search for the maximum range factor throughout the speed-altitude domain.   In 
this case the optimum fell below the thrust limit line, so some climb margin was available.  The actual speed used 
during the cruise was somewhat higher than the speed for maximum range factor, as indicated, to minimize the 
operating costs.  Several constraints other than the thrust limit are considered in this kind of determination, such as 
the maneuver load factor to buffet, climb margin, etc. 

Similar optimizations are needed for matching field performance in the -sense that the best flap deflection can 
be found for a given wing area, but both must be optimized simultaneously.   Another problem facing designers is 
the optimum combination of acoustic treatment and engine cycle characteristics.  Tailoring new or improved engine 
noise characteristics output from the primary and secondary inlet and exhaust flows needs optimization for maximum 
suppression effectiveness.  These kinds of trades involve noise, weight, thrust, external nacelle drag and interference 
effects with adjacent surfaces, such as the wing for wing-mounted pod installations.   The treatment of any suboptimiza- 
tion is similar to the whole airplane problem and may require care in selecting the algorithm used to reach a solution 
reliably and with reasonable effort.  More on this subject will be presented in the next section. 

5.     COMPUTERIZED AIRPLANE DESIGN SYNTHESIS 

There is a broad spectrum of computerized design synthesis possibilities, ranging from simple analysis methods 
which use little synthesis logic to nearly full automation of the synthesis process with sophisticated optimization 
algorithms driving the system of computerized methods.  Probably the most common type of program in use today 
accepts a design concept and then massages it into compatibility with performance objectives.   The results discussed 
previously in the parametric section were of this type.  In contrast, the results that will be described briefly here 
were produced by a computerized method that can either accept a configuration concept, or create a configuration 
concept from given design objectives.  A range of compatible computerized methods should be available to the 
designer or technologist in the future, just as there has been the choice of a slide rule or desk calculator in the past. 

During the last decade there has been a vast improvement in the quality of engineering design and analysis 
methods.   Most of these methods were generated within the confines of specific disciplines for the purpose of 
providing more rapid or better solutions to routine engineering problems.  It was very natural for the first elements 
to be linked for the interdisciplinary purpose of airplane configuration evaluation as indicated in Figure 6 by the 
dark outlined boxes. These included aerodynamics, propulsion and weights technologies coupled to performance 
evaluation methods.  The next step was to extend the methods by simple configuration perturbation techniques 
for sizing wing area, engine size, etc. to meet specified performance criteria.  At present, there is sufficient comput- 
ing capacity and speed available on machines (CDC 6600, IBM 370, etc.) to begin a major upgrading to include all 
technical disciplines into automated design synthesis with optimization. 

There will still be many gaps in the design synthesis processes such as flutter, viscous effects on stability, 
maximum lift, wave drag, etc. for the foreseeable future, but more extensive use of the computer to tie the 
technology methods together through explicit communication of specific interdisciplinary information flow about 
a design, appears to be a great step forward.  It certainly is not the thesis here that all computerized methodology 
should be introduced into a massive computerized design/analysis system.  However, current experience with inter- 
disciplinary computerized synthesis systems has shown the following advantages: 
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(i) Data consistency and method compatibility are significantly enhanced. 

(ii) Less effort and task flow time are required to attain a superior quality answer. 

(iii) The enforced design team cooperation and thinking compatibility promotes better understanding of 
interdisciplinary needs. 

(iv) Configuration design results are more free from fatal faults, since errors are restricted to input data, 
provided the methods are proven. 

Pulling together a major computing system requires a significant commitment of resources and the investment is 
usually substantial before tangible benefits can be observed. 

Keeping the computing process under control of the engineering team responsible for both the inputs and 
outputs to the design problem appears necessary.  The use of experienced human control for monitoring via 
adequate summary displays can prevent loss of time and computing resources.   It is impossible to set up a design 
problem of even moderate complexity and be absolutely sure that limits will not be exceeded, calculation instabili- 
ties will not be encountered, or that the input data have been properly chosen, keypunched, and read into the 
machine without error. Good use of the computer can prevent many errors by numerical input checking or data 
graphical displays. Then if some input data are found erroneous, the use of on-line data editing can expedite the 
tedious corrections.  All of these techniques require time to develop, and time to acquaint users with their capabili- 
ties so the benefits are spread throughout an organization. 

An evolution of the twinjet used to illustrate the parametric and optimization techniques is tabulated in Figure 
32.  The column labelled parametric baseline was the first approximation to the desired objectives determined from 
a combination of previous experience and studies. This baseline airplane was used to derive the parametric trend 
data (cf. Figures 9, 11 and 13) for preparation of the parametric results shown by Figures 21 and 22.  Data for the 
fixed-engine case (Fig.22) are shown in column 2 for comparison with the baseline.   The same baseline was submitted 
to a computerized design synthesis program for refinement of the design with fixed wing geometry as shown by the 
third column. The fourth column relaxed the wing size constraint and showed a reduction in the airplane weight 
when sized to the 2000 n.mi. range and 7000 ft field length. Another variation was made to optimize aspect-ratio 
using the program to resize the wing and empennage, rebalance the configuration, and determine the best wing 
aspect ratio for fixed payload and performance.  Although the weight gains were not as large as the previous step, 
good progress in reducing airplane size was made once again.  These stepwise studies are not truly indicative of the 
optimum airplane, but point out the trends toward it.  A great many more configuration variables should be freed 
to permit the truly minimum weight airplane to be found for a fixed engine and payload. 

Many airplane concepts are input successively to parametric and optimization studies in this manner to resolve 
many heated discussions concerning the way an airplane should be designed.   It is easy to show by examples that 
most airplane configurations are very sensitive to the assumptions made about the proper set of objectives and the 
proper set of constraints.   Use of all of the methods described here have their place and can provide an effective 
set of synthesis tools with the computer serving simultaneously as their power source and toolbox.   The designers 
still have to be the master craftsmen. 

Figures 33 through 37 show a completely integrated computerized method for airplane design and some typical 
graphical results.  The flow diagram (Fig.33) indicates the various steps of the design process and the inputs necessary 
for the desired outputs to be obtained.  The inputs describe the airplane configuration concept and the performance 
expected from it.  Sufficient logic for generating a configuration is available to turn the inputs into a first approxima- 
tion of the answer.  After the configuration is weighed and balanced it is subjected to successive evaluations and 
perturbative iterations as the system driver seeks to satisfy the desired performance objectives.  The sequence of 
finding the right engine size, wing, empennage, flaps, fuselage, etc. have to be altered to suit the particular problem 
being solved.  A scheme is used for rapidly assembling basic modules to accomplish a desired task and compiling 
the design logic with needed data flow controls.  This scheme greatly facilitates the design flexibility and opens the 
synthesis system to continual improvement. 

A configuration two-view drawing is shown as Figure 34 with a corresponding interior deck plan of the 
passenger seating arrangement shown by Figure 35.  This airplane is the same concept used to illustrate the parametric 
and optimization techniques.   Use is made of rather rudimentary graphic geometry methods to reduce the configurat- 
ing time on the computer to a few seconds, because it is repeated so many times.  Since any significant change of a 
component will result in weight and balance changes that in turn force empennage resizing to maintain satisfaction 
with the stability criteria, the configuration is updated continuously prior to the performance evaluations.  Experience 
has shown that precise consistency in the configurations evaluated is necessary for an optimization algorithm to 
accurately seek convergence on the desired solution.  Even the best numerical methods involve randomness which 
creates "noise" that leads to algorithmic indeterminancy through contradictory information.   Remember the wild 
gyration of the last major excursion of Figure 30 was the result of such misguided calculations. 

A dashed line in the profile view of the airplane (Fig.34) identifies the floorline for the passenger cabin.  Below 
this line is shown the cargo containers located fore and aft of the wing spar and landing gears.  The cross mark in 
the topview behind the rear wing spar identifies the location of the landing gear strut.  Fuel volume is contained 
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between tne wing spars. In cases where very long range performance is desired the wing size can be controlled by 
the required fuel volume, unless some of the cargo space is allocated to body fuel cells. All of these factors can be 
controlled by inputs to the program.   In fact, any piece of data flowing between modules of the system can be 
controlled externally, if so desired. 

The floor plan is arranged automatically to accommodate the desired number of first class and tourist passengers. 
Additional considerations are provided for the doors, emergency exits, lavatories, galleys, etc. aft of the flight crew 
cabin. This capability eliminates a great amount of interior layout work, particularly for area-ruled configurations 
where each change in wing area, engine size, passenger count, etc. can require redistribution of the seating plan. 
Any of the arbitrary values assigned to an interior layout can be changed by the designer to evaluate their effect on 
the overall configuration. For example, the aisle width gets directly reflected in the weight, drag, and balance, 
just the same as the passenger class split, seat spacing, and seat width.  Studies of galley location and lavatory 
arrangements are also feasible. 

A weight diagram of the center of gravity travel for the passenger loading, the cargo loading, and the fuel 
loading (respectively, from left to right) is shown by Figure 36. The oblique trend of both the passenger and cargo 
e.g. diagrams to the MAC percent lines is common for aft-mounted engine configurations where the aft empty eg. 
has to satisfy the static stability margins.  Lumpiness of the passenger diagram is the result of passenger seating 
preference for window, aisle and then center seats, where the upper curve represents starting at the rear and loading 
forward in the seat-preference sequence and the lower curve starts at the front and loads aft.  A similar scheme is 
used for the cargo, except that there is no loading preference. Cargo gets loaded either from the rear or from the 
front.  The fuel loads by gravity from the lowest point in the tanks, but gets used from the fuselage-contained wing 
tank first.  This is the reason for the small loop in the fuel diagram.  If the wing were divided into several tanks, 
then it would be possible to open the fuel diagram even farther by fuel management.  The complete .uel diagram 
is inset above the grid. This diagram can be used as an overlay on the grid to explore variations in e.g. travel as 
the passenger or cargo loadings change. 

The last figure on the twinjet is the two diagrams showing the relationship between wing position and the 
horizontal tail size to match the loadability requirements to the aerodynamic stability limits.   Figure 37 shows 
diagramatically how the match is achieved.  The upper graph is simply constructed by moving the wing back and 
forth along the fuselage and determining the e.g. travel of the forward and aft loaded conditions.  The lower 
graph is constructed by varying the horizontal tail size and determining the aft e.g. stability margin and the forward 
e.g. control requirements. These diagrams give a very quick grasp of the way in which the e.g. travel is established. 
The loading map of Figure 36 makes it easy to find an average, or typical, e.g. location for determining the cruise 
trim condition. 

Many other kinds of monitoring diagrams, data displays, drawings, etc. can be generated numerically for rapid 
display by the computer graphics methods available today. A great deal has been written about interactive graphics, 
but their use has had nowhere near the impact that was originally sought in years past.  There appear to be several 
reasons why computer graphics should be completely subordinate to the synthesis process: 

(i) The cost burden and sophisticated hardware-software maintenance problems are significantly severe. 

(ii) The designer should only interact with the computer in the event of failure or questionable processing 
results, rather than continuously as a puppet answering the computer. 

(iii) Sound, consistent control logic based on accumulated experience and under automated control is more 
dependable than a variety of human decisions controlling a solution sequence. 

There is no question that the design engineers have to control the computerized synthesis processes.  However, 
continuously displayed summary information for the engineers to assimik'te during computation makes the most of 
a computer's capability without compromising the decision-making authority of the human.  The user must be able 
to continue the design process from any point of interruption without a great loss in computing resources, or he 
will be too hesitant to interact and evaluate the progress in detail. These bits of philosophy about computerized 
design are conditioned by a specific set of experiences and must be considered in the light of limited Boeing success 
in introducing fully interdisciplinary synthesis processes into commercial airplane design work. 

6.     CONCLUDING REMARKS 

A brief review of parametric and optimization techniques of airplane design has been given.  Considerable 
attention to the organization of the technology elements was required to illustrate the vast amount of interdisciplinary 
data that must flow in the design synthesis process,  ft was emphasized that several levels of methodology can be 
utilized for either parametric or optimization studies of configuration alternatives.  As the number of independent 
variables is increased it falls beyond the means of parametric techniques to determine the real solution and sophisticated 
optimization algorithms must be employed.   Regardless of which technique is used to seek a best design, there are 
various levels or depths of information available as a design progresses. It is important to incorporate the use of this 
new and more detailed information as it accumulates from analytical and experimental evaluations of the configuration 
and its components. 
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Significant progress has been made in the use of computerized engineering methods to reduce the task flow 
time and improve the consistency of data flow in configuration design problems.  The introduction of sophisticated 
optimization algorithms to control large systems of interdisciplinary design synthesis systems is becoming common- 
place.  Some examples of digital computer graphic output shows what the designer has available to interactively 
monitor the output and quickly assimilate the results during computation to determine whether the solution 
process is progressing satisfactorily. The parametric and optimization techniques enhanced by today's powerful, 
high-speed, large-capacity digital computers make feasible the design process as a truly interdisciplinary design team 
affair. 
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IHU Ruf AM > WVntH AffKUVAi AM» «MNttMftUM 

•lui IM B*»rf% 10 afM««l# »««*l» 

t«l IM loai «l «kji M »«tMUM«H «IMM uniil MM  t|*r«wii» luf 4 fMfikwlii «uNnl    i»»« -n J*M.-...»»^<   «nj 
man pint rl)  l«kr«fl «li*l««>r    Ihr pwiMfm «.«.u hv Jchi..«i 1 .   .j wrppwnil .€<».• « Mk«44l fUfkl r*«» 

Ibr K««M ••• ihr «wi 

■ ^NfMM ttufAirfMiA. ir. MMMrf«}« « nupnriK MfM PKMHM bi UM mginr uumt+tum, 

■ AMail)iMink 1I4U pftMkM In fUfhl of fftwiiil lr*l% 

«r pul Hilo « ....npuiri ••ih ihr «ppfupfuir Jci mhkh «|uiktl| fNuiliM«« pWM| of irvill» «f*| pfinu UMIM UM « 
lof ofpiprr. 

All«f "••»1  11 .» ptMiMhlr lo 90 00 "b> luml" of »ilh Ihr «iJ uf « nr« J«%i t..   «muuih" Ihr nuNtrfuw* gfiMip* 
ii «nirtr« tthkh «ill hr « 1 wi uf ihr fhfhi •<■»<• .*i   In both t*«r* Ihr ptubtem mM IM «Jrtilit«! 

Ihr i«ir oil Jt«ijfKr .•>*•• 1* «rnrulh '> IOUCM* 

Al Ihr Ml Ihm ■• 4 ••*><• i«f|Ml p*w$ 1 j»f ••n dmaiKr «rf«u* innpr««luir fof 4 iNimh« of pirMwir «Iniwdr* 
Ihm, $"!»$ on iu»«iil% ihr nghl {Mil ul Ihr «hrrl. M««tal pwip% of vimr«. «omriunr« I."*HM hhr 4 h^hhanr of 
IMI. r4i'h unr «bowing ihr rflrtl of 4 fMHmrirf *«Mh 4% fUp* «rums. -'«•>( tprrd lalio, IUIM»«) »lopr, tkiml. RMHI 

of Ihr limr tn Ihi* ofürf 

I ««.Ii .<ii»c 1* «n 4*tn$t llMlinf Ihr «MIOU» iMumrlrf« imtrfMndrnily «lihou|h ihr mflurnkr of 4 mnikj) Uupr 
1* rtkJcniiv «tillrtrni on • «•»«•n i«k^oft dMimrr if ihi* ditfjikr 1» iuminf from iwo «liflrfml poini* 4% *ho*n on 
lh< «nnrtrd «luffjtn    I »r»> oflkul »unr n noimjll) tlwirn nr4f lu ihr tomcniln« hound«»« «o Hui ihr mrrall 
durt 1* prvumulK   If 1» lhi% t,lurt »hkh 1« «ppfmrd b> ihr Auihuni.r» «nd 'V Ihr I Ighl Mjn. .r 

Now Ih« problrm 4ii»rv 

the imporuni 4irlin«% 41« no» op«ralinf iompul«r% lo r%i4bli%h 4 »IH-.UI I JMC lot ««h of Ihru imul 4irpon%. 
laking into «ccounl tru« runwj). «.tarway, %iofW4> and obkUile«, and k««pini only a« pjuincic«- irmprialurv. 
wind and almotphrnc pr«%%ur«   Ihry ha«« lo pul mio Ihnr Jc.k all Ih« iuncx »c »pofc« uf ahm« and ih«y f«rl 
tin» «rarlt 1« an u««l««« annoy an«:« 

Th«y d«mand from Ih« aiicrafl ntanufaclur«r, in«l«4d of Ih««« than«, ih« du««,! r««ull« ol Ih«» Jr> k  hy ih« 
way of a magmlic lap«    I hi« 1« niui« «implr and chrap«! for hoih parimr« of    l O'MKJ.I 

y« bui. 

Wh«n u«ing Ih««« r«Millt ih« makimum uU ».1 w«i|üili achi«««d hy ih« airlm«« will normally h« hifh«r   To 
be preciw. w« can lay thai ihi» Jifferrnc« may currrnlly b«. on a fi««n runway, ih« cqunakni ul 15 P4»«rny«r« lur 
a 280 Mali aircraft, and in «Mr«m« caMf mor« lhan 30 pa«Mn|«r«   Khal do«« Ih« lawy«r ihmk wh«n Ih« aircraft 
takes off at a w«ifhl high«r by 6000 lb than Ih« appruv«d on« ?  Or what do«« Ih« airlm« think wh«n taking oft 
6000 lb 'eu than it could with full r«tp«ct of the requirement«. 

Meetings between aircraft manufacturer«, airline« and aulhonti«« are necetury. 

Already wveral K>lutioni could be envisaged. 

Fir«' ' the aircraft manufacturer copies the approved curve« on a tape and five« it to the airline. Thi« method 
is obsolete. 

Secondly, the authorities approve the basis, the decks and consequently the direct results. 



W# irrl it it ihf only reawiMblc way. 

LMlly. ihc «uilioniir» approv« holh lhin|i, the deckt and the old charts; deckt for big airlinet and curves for 
•itull« tin«* which have no computer facililiei The »mall airlinet would probably be obliged to have their special 
Table* r»ubli*h«d by the manufacturert.   I hi» it alwayt pottible. 

Ihotr charl*  «»uld remain in the cockpit, at required, and used, if necetsary, as a quick check in special cases. 

To condud«. any chanfe in rules or habits being long, it should be good to open discussions. 
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AN ANALYTICAL I XFKI SSION FOR THE KALANl fcl) III»II LENGTH 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The übjeciive% uf lint nolc are 

• lo derive a irucliihle analylical expremun fur the habnceti UtUi kn$lh of a civil aircrafl. meful for paramcinc 
detign xludie» (engine wlecliun. wing %i/ingK 

• lo demonstrate that in the project design stage a detailed solution of the equations of 'notion and the usual 
graphical-numerical procedure for the definition of the decision point  (V, l can be avoided without 
appreciable loss of accuracy. 

The condition is imposed that the result can be diecked by using direct results from flight lest data or flight 
manuals, in order to mak<* empirical corrections, if necessary. 

Some of the principles exposed in this note have been suggested by a colleague of the present author. 
Mr Th.van Holten, in unpublished work on parametric aircrafl design studies. 

2. DEFINITION OF THE BALANCED FIELD LENGTH (BFL) 

Reference is made to the paper presented by Dr Williams (Ref. I), where he stales on page 2-K 

"A critical decision speed  V,   is defined so that, with a single engine failure, the total accelerate-stop distance 
from rest to rest becomes identical with the total take-off distance to safely reach screen height". 

The following remarks are made with reference to the proposed method: 

(a) Occasionally, the factored take-off distance with ail engines operating is more critical for the field length 
required than the emergency reference distance. 

(b) The validity of the method has not been checked for STOL aircraft and SST. 

3.   CONTINUED TAKE-OFF 

As opposed to the usual subdivision (take-off run to lift-off, transition and climb distance), the continued 
take-off is split up into 2 phases (Fig. 1): 

• Phase 0-1:   acceleration from standstill to engine failure speed   (Vx), 

• Phase 1-2:  the motion after engine failure, up to the moment of attaining the screen height at take-off 
safety speed  (V2). 

The distance travelled during phase 0-1 is: 

V 
Vi  = —r—   • (l) 

2äo., 

The mean acceleration  (JTo-i) may be calculated accurately by numerical integration, but  Vx  must be known 
to do this. Hence, the following simplification is suggested 

(a)   Jet aircraft 

The mean acceleration is obtained at a velocity equal to 72% of Vx  or 65% of Vj  and is approximately: 

T 
lo-i/«  =   kT —- 0.04, 

w 

where To   = total static (wet) thrust of all engines (kgf) and W = aircraft weight (kgf). 

(2a) 

* 
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Ii* ihfuu in>u niM   k,   «rixrwMi. ihc ihfMI ifoaiy tttih *|w«<l, ukuti mm ittutini IIWMI «ir «ml pow« 
oll-uk«*   1.>..>III|UU   •,    Hün^ntc iiuAuf« itNrf'* NiHlitM«'u« gvnrf«ltAril tku i«n h« owtl   Th« favtM 
004 in I.|uji»..i. i "ji i. j typtivl ligufr lu «ui unl i.>» *»...,..,» n..«*>.. ,.»: J...KI>.UM.U .itj« m ffound «■"r.i 

Ihr rnr«» «ivrlnilkin »»uM^iiml «l 4 ♦♦kHH> #«|tMl lo W« ul  V% or 61*4 of V, 

!../• 004 (») 

•hr« Pg 
W 

n 

W W 

» loul MilliT • • - • • «lull hufw i-.«.i ..1 «II rnginr* 

■ jn.ull «rvtgtll ''*" 

• «flrviit« proprllcf rflktrnor 

■ ittul «»c-i K« ihiuu nufhtipfMp rnprn*. Ik|f I 

Tbr Uiitw kp l»it% miu «c«»uni Hi* rllrii ul «prrd «ml pittMri ..111 jkc. 

Durtng p»u«r I ; n.. «n«l)»H of ihr m>»i»un •% vumplkiird by « nurnh«! ol f«cior» iRf. 21 

lal   Ihrou 

Min rnftnr liilurr. ihr Ihrtnl dei»%% in « liniir nmr ir« 4 «riumlo lu #rfu un idliny ihiuu 

(bl  AkUrat 

I njuir Uilmr vjuwrv wintlmilLnf tlr«|i ol ihr «lr«il rnpnr and C»IIJ drii dur 10 ihr «•ymmmic flifhl oondilion 
AJJni.Mul dr«| 1* al«o aeaird in Ihr ruuikm «nd fbir nuiutrutfr«. whkh 1« tuntidmhly «llrwlnl h> Ihr 
pikitmc irihmqur   Thr di>wnlii«d on ihr Uilpbnr mini hr iitrnprmalrd fta hy r%lr« min$ till, ttMtHm$ in 
incfr««rd mducrd dr«y   Ihr gruund rllrcl dr»ir««r% «Ikr 111 .<ii   hrnir ihr induced drag maeawt   Kriradion 
ul ihr undrrcamap. inilialrd 3 «rcund» allrt lifl-oll. ir%uh* in «nulhrr iin$ »anallon 

Id   Ground friction draf 1% rrlalrd lu ihr lifl and tamthr« al lifl-uil 

The calculaled lolal force compunrni in Ihr dirrctiun ul ihr flifhl palh ha» an imrgular «hapr. bul Ihr 
varialiun may mil hr uhtervrd in pracluv due lu Ihr dynamic characirr uf Ihe mulion, %inuulhin| uff Ihr peak* 

Another üompliuiliun 1» llial. ctprctaily un brgr aircrafl. Ihr muliun uf Ihe luwru poml and nui jtnl ilk 
eg. musi be ohterved.  On pamng Ihe uTeen. Ihe lulal eg height pin in ihe lake-oil (Ah) may be comiderably 
more than the wreen height. 

The energy equation is applied lo Phaie \-2 (Fig. 11. 

— (V,» - V,1!* WAh  -/'(T-Dj-Djld». 

where T  ■  (hrusl,  Da   -   air drag and  l)(   ■  ground frklion d.üg. 

Denning an rquivalcnl climb gradicnl y , 

{31 

/,  «T-D,- l)g> ds 

y = ws,., (4. 

the distance between  Vx  and  V]   is: 

S, .1   = -(-3 1- + Ahl • (5) 
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4.  EMERGENCY STOP DISTANCE 

The vekicily m a function ul lime after engine failure i« depicted in Figure 3.  Initially an appreciable velocity 
ovenhoot it obierved due to the still contiderable thrust immediately after the failure. Time delays are necessary 
for failure recognition/decision (I second) and subsequent operation of wheel brakes, throttle closure, lift dumper:, 
and air brakes (Ref. 2). 

Integration of the velocity yields the emergency brake distance, which is approximately 

V » 
'nop 

2 8, 
.+ VsAt (6) 

slop 

where At  may be referred to as an equivalent inertia time, affected by the thrust/weight ratio at  Vx . 
The mean deceleration  (1IS| ,p > >* affected by brake design, tyre inflation pressure, runway condition, flap setting, 
the aerodynamic characteristics of the lift dumpers, etc. 

5.   DECISION POINT (V, ) AND BALANCED FIELD LENGTH (BFL) 

The condition for balancing the field length is S|.a  =  Sst0p .   From equations (S) und (6) the critical engine 
failure speed is deduced.  The approximate solution of the resulting quadratic equation is, for a recognition and 
decision time of one second. 

Vj. mji± 
Vj   ri + 

2gAh/V3 7g(At-l) 

7/(a/g)stop 
(7) 

The condition must be satisfied that  V, < VR . To check this, a more detailed analysis of the rotation and 
flare manoeuvre is necessary.   In the case that  V,   =  VR , the field length is generally no longer balanced. 

Substitution of  Vi   according to Equation (7) into Equation (1) and (5) or (6) results in the expression 

1 I 
BFL = 

V 
2g{i + y/(ä/g)stop} (S/g),,., (ff/g)stGp 

[        28Ah \      45At 

i +   V27
+    s/o (8) 

where a = relative density. 

The term associated with At (expressed in metres) is relatively small.  It is an approximate solution of the 
exact eqiu.ion, derived by substitution of typical wing and power loadings. 

The result is valid for both propeller and jet aircraft. To make the expression useful for design purposes, 
further simplifications can be made on the basis of the following observations: 

(a)   Contrary to the distance Sj.j   according to Equation (S), the balanced field length appears to be 
insensitive to y.  For example, a 10% deviation in  y results in only 1.5% deviation in BFL. 

The equivalent gradient  7  is a linear function of the second segment climb gradient at  V^l-^) '■ 

y = yj + Ay = yimin + ^2 + Ay, (9) 

where Tamin  is the minimum permissible climb gradient in the second segment.  The excess gradient relative 
to the minimum is A72 , while Ay represents the various effects on y , mentioned in Section 3. 

Equation (9) is illustrated on Figure 4, where the results of flight tests of a twin-engined airplane are given. 
Using measured values of  Vx , V2   and  S, ], y is calculated from Equation (S).  The effect of the residual 
thrust after throttle closure is indicated separately, by calculating y during phase   VR -V2 , assuming that 
negligible residual thrust is present during this phase. 

On the basis of assumptions regarding undercarriage drag, ground effect, etc., it was found that almost 
invariably 7imin + Ay — 0.06, irrespective of the number of engines. 

Hence, the approximation is made: 

y = 0.06 + A7J . 
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(b) An average value of a,t0p - 0.37g is established from application of the method to 1S jet transports. 
With optimum brake pressure control and lift dumpers, decelerations as high us 0.4S - 0.50g can be achieved 
on dry concrete. For very high decelerations the balancing condition (Eq. (8)) may not be satisfied. 

Using an inertia time At  ■  4}  seconds and Ah  ■   Mm, we find the tollowing expression: 

Jet Aircraft 

I 
BFL  = 

0.704      /W/S \ /        1 \     200 
=    (    + 14) f + 2.7) + —- 

1+2.3 A7j\oCLa y UTT0/W-0.04        j     y/ä 
(metres),      (11) 

where 

W/S ■ wing loading (kgf/m2) 

a ■ relative air density 

CL2 =CL at Vj ; Vj>1.2Vs,  normally  Vj   =   1.2VS 

Vs ■ stalling speed in accordance with the airworthiness regulations 

T0/W = total static thrust/weight (kgf/kgf) 

kT       = thrust lapse factor, to be determined from the engine brochure, or approximately equal to 
0.75 (5 + 0)/(4 + 0) 

ß = by-pass ratio 

A7j   =  72 — Ti min i TJ   is calculated at airfield height,  7jmin   =  0.024, 0.027, and 0.030 for 2, 3, and 4 
engines respectively.  For project-design, A72   =  0 represents the most interesting case, as the corresponding 
weight is limited by the second segment climb requirement and the BFL is maximum for the particular flap 
setting. 

Turboprop Aircraft 

An interesting feature of the approximation for the thrust lapse is that for very high by-pass ratios k, tends 
to 0.75, which is about the average propeller thrust in the ground run as a fraction of the static thrust.  Assuming 
a typical value for the ratio static propeller thrust/shaft power, equation (11) can be used for propeller aircraft as 
weU.  The term  kTTo/W should be replaced by  kpP0/W,  where 

or 

kp   =   1.0    when P0 is the total e.s.h.p. 

kL  =   1.12 when P0 is the total s.h.p. 

Equation (11) was applied to 20 civil transport aircraft. A r.m.s. deviation of 4% from the manufacturers data 
was found. 

I.   Williams, J. 

2.   Foxworth, T.G. 
Marthinsen, H.F. 

REFERENCES 

Airfield performance prediction for transport and combat aircraft.   VKI Lecture Series 49 
(AGARD Lecture Series 56, paper 00 of this volume). April 1972. 

Another look at accelerate-stop criteria. AIAA Paper No.69-772;   1969. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE TO 
'FLIGHT-MANOEUVRE AND CLIMB-PERFORMANCE FREDiCTION" 

P. Foerster 

In the discussion on Paper 3 of this volume, the question as to the accuracy of the optima! climb procedure 
(as shown by Dr Friedel) had arisen. A good idea of accuracy may be given by the following considerations. 

"Elementary Theory of Energy Manoeuvrability" (E. Rutowski, H. Behrbohm, Fr. Kaiser and others) shows that 
the minimum-time climbing procedure is defined by the locus of all tangent points of the constant specific energy 
lines (E$) and the constant specific excess power lines (SEP  =  Ps).  This locus is represented in Figure 1 by the 
dotted line. 

Similarly, the minimum-fuel climbing procedure is given in Figure 2, by the locus of all tangent points of the 
constant energy manoeuvrability index lines (Psw)  and the constant specific energy lines (Es). 

Specific excess power, energy manoeuvrability index, and specific energy are defined as follows: 

dEs (T - D) 
SEP  =  P.   =  —   =  V 

s dt W 

Ps        dEs 
EMI   =  P.«,   =—   = — ■sw 

Wf dW 

(I) 

(2) 

Es   =  H   =   h  +  —, 
5 2g 

(3) 

where T  =  thrust,  D  =  drag, W =  weight, Wf =  fuel flow,  H  =  energy height,  h   =  altitude,  V  = 
velocity,  g  =  9.80665 m/s2   »  32.174 ft/s2. 

If the points of initial flight conditions ("B") and/or the points of terminated climb procedure ("A" or "A") 
do not coincide with a point of the minimum-time path, the aircraft must either make a dive (for example from 
"B" to the minimum-time path) or a zoom (for example from the minimum-time path to "A"). 

During such a climb, a series of control variables have to be changed very often.   In fact, flying of any 
minimum-time procedure results in a pilot work load which is usually too high for most pilots. 

For this reason, a more practical climb procedure is sought, which is as close to the minimum-time path as 
possible. Such a useful climbing procedure is as follows, especially when climb performances from brake release 
are to be predicted: 

1. Take-off and acceleration to point "C" (see Figure 1) 
2. Climb with constant calibrated airspeed CAS 
3. Climb with constant Mach number 
4. Acceleration or deceleration at constant altitude to desired cruise conditions. 

For a typical subsonic aircraft, the two proposed climbing procedures, minimum-time path on the one hand, 
constant CAS - constant Mach number - climb on the other hand, differ in accuracy by about \'/( with regard to 
time, distance and fuel consumption.  Figure 3 represents on the left the two climbing procedures, treated here. 
und on the right the climbing performances, time, distance and consumption. 

The reason for this good result is shown in Figure 4 which is valid for a typical supersonic aircraft (re-heat 
lit). The minimum time to climb to a given energy height is represented by the area below the envelope.  In this 
particular case, the envelope comes very close to the line representing a constant Mach number of 0.95.  For other 
aircraft, where the envelope is not as close to a line of constant Mach number as shown here, it will nevertheless 
be possible to keep the error in predicting the minimum time to climb to less than five to ten percent even if a 
very inaccurate procedure is used. 

Another problem which had arisen during the discussion concerns the minimum-fue. climbing procedure.   In 
equation (2), an optimal engine rating may be supposed, because thrust and fuel flow are functions of engine rpm. 
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An answer to this question may be given by Figure 5, where the energy manoeuvrability index PIW  is 
plotted against the engine rating. This plot is valid for a turbofan engine with low bypass ratio, and shows that 
there is no optimum except at maximum engine power. This tendency will probably be the stronger the higher is 
the bypass ratio chosen. An optimal engine rating which lies below the maximum engine rating can probably 
be found for turbojet engines only (re-heat unlit).  In case of a maximum energy manoeuvrability (for optimal 
engine rating) this will be only slightly larger than the energy manoeuvrability for maximum engine rating. 
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MINIMUM TIME TRAJECTORY COMPUTATION 
DEVELOPMENT OF THE BALAKRISHNAN METHOD 

P. Middlcton 

As part of a study of interceptor systems it was decided to write a program for the computation of minimun. 
time trajectories. At that time the method in use in our department was the energy-height method. This method 
has severe limitations due to several inaccuracies which arise mostly in the simplified form of the equation of motion 
normal to the flight path. Generally the thrust component in this equation is omitted and in certain aircraft this 
can lead to errors of the order of 2ir: of the thrust in the force sum.   This lerm can he included at the expense of 
extra effort due to the necessary iteration.  The acceleration normal to the llighl path is also ignored and this is 
equally important in certain phases of the trajectory.  The third source of error in this equation is the assumption 
of a negligibly small climb angle.  With modern combat aircraft climb angles of thirty degrees are quite common and 
such a climb angle would cause an error of at least 25% in the induced drag calculation.  These three sources of 
error are combined in the calculation of specific excess power.  If the llighl lime is calculated from the change in 
energy-height and specific excess power then the llighl time is also in error.  Then is a further difficulty in the 
calculation of the llighl time since a different method is required to calculate the lime necessary for ballistic climbs 
and dives.   It was felt that the limitations of this method were loo great for our study so other methods were con- 
sidered 

The first to be considered WM dynamic programming.  In this meihod Ihe state and control variables are con- 
sidered at a number of discrrle points and a path through the matrix ol these values is computed for tin.* solution. 
This method is very efficient if only a small number of discrete \alues are considered: however, if Ihe number of 
values it increased the compulation time increases very rapidly. Probably the HUM used modern meihod is ihe 
gradient method.  In Ihis meihod at each iteration the equations of motion are mtegraled    This is a costly process 
on a digital computer and although the results are very accurate the compulation lime is again very high   At about 
this lime a Note1 was published describing work undertaken al N.A.S.A. Flight Research Center on Ihe use of 
a new method, Ihe Balakrishnan Method, to solve Ihis problem. Since this method seemed to offer sufficient 
accuracy for our needs with a small compulation lime it was decided to write a program using Ihe meihod but in- 
cluding certain improvements we fell necessar> 

Since Ihis meihod is not well knots n a brief descnplion is necessary.   Ihe baste problem as sei out in figure I 
is ihe mininnsafon of a function J  ol  X  and a . where X is an ana) ul slate variables and a an array of 
co tr >l variabtes.  The »tale sanabfes musi salisly a sysiem ol diflerenlial equalions and also a set ol lenmnal 
constraints.  Dr Balakrishnan suggested that the dillerenltal equalions and Ihe function J  be replaced by a function 
K  which was to be mnumised subiecl to the same terminal consiramis   fl was suggested thai as e  tended lo zero 
Ihe X and a which minimised  K tended to the  X and a which nitntmised  J  and satisfied the diflerenlial 
equations.  Dr Balakmhnan went un to prove ill. t  lor a certain -lass of ^lotolenu. tl Ihe problem was soluble by the 
gradient meihod then H was alsr soluble by this meihod   In oriVr to suiiphfy the problem. Ihe integrals in the 
function  K  were replaced by sums of the relevant lernis at a number of mtenals ihrouglioul ihe traieclory 

In our formulation of the minimum lime problem we use live differential equations   Ihe three shown in 
Figure 2 are those actually used within Ihe Balakrishnan Method   In conlrasi to the N A S A. team, we base iniludcd 
the llighl path angle as a stale variable a  '> use the incidence as the control sanable   This allow« the inclusion of 
the full form of the equation of motion   umtal to ihe llighl palh   During each iiviation ot the program the mass 
equation is integrated using a «implc form of Simpson's Rule and this has proved ser> salisfi.iiorv   Al ihe output 
of ihe final irafeclory the range equaiton is also integrated by the same melhud   Initial and final cundtlions on ihe 
speed, altitude and llighl palh angle are specified b> the user although ihew consiramis can be relaxed as shown 
later. Aho on Figure 2 is the form of the opiimtsalton funclton for this problem 

Figure 3 «hows the manner in which Ihe «tale and conlrol variables are repre«enled   In order lo make the 
Problem amenable lo solution on a digil.il compuler. irtgomimeim sene« are used    Ihe «tale sanables are re- 
presented by a linear lerm plu« a sine sene«. thus ensuring lhal ihe terminal consiramis are satisfied   for the vontrnl 
variable it is assumed lhal ihe terminal conditions arc not known, so a constant lerm plus a cosine series is used 
Because the method has very salisfaclory comergence propetttes u is possible fur Ihe tntlial guess to set the co- 
ctiuicni» of Ihe tngunometm srrie» to zero    Ihis is in direct contrast to the gradient method where a »en accurate 
first »ue«s m necessary   Ihe meihod of uptimisaltun used is a Itrsi order Newton-Rapl.«on meihod   Imitally only 
Ihe flight lime wa* used a» a convergence criterion but. since Iht» occastoiully caused lalse convergence. Ihe »alue of 
Ihe optimisalton lunclion is also checked now   One possible limtlatton is the lack of an engine control parameter 
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Thin it of no «iynificance in climb and ttcceleraiion ciitei but could be Liportant in descenU.  Since these latter cases 
are very rare, it was decided this facility should not be included.  It is possible to include time, speed or height 
dependent limitations on engine ratings however. 

At this point the program seemed to be ut the same stage ol' development as the N.A.S.A. program.   Unfortun- 
ately, although convergence was achieved for some cases, the solution was obviously incorrect. On examining the 
results it became obvious that this was due to a problem in the optimisation function.   Because the terms from the 
errors in the differential equations all carry the same weighting in this function, the errors in the equations tend to 
be of the same order.  Since the derivatives themselves are of vastly different orders, this causes very large errors in 
some derivatives.  To remedy this problem the optimisation function was changed from the first form shown in 
l;igure 4 to the second and this solution has proved successful 

During their studies the N.A.S.A. team hud stability problems with the optimisation process and, on the advice 
of Dr Balakrishnan, inserted a constant in the Newton-Kaphson method to remedy this.  We found that this was 
insufficient as the constant required was problem dependent.   I mm a study of the constant required for convergence 
in several cases, we produced u function of the initial and final conditions of a case which gave a constant almost 
always ensuring convergence. 

Kigure 5 shows typical results produced by the program at this stage of development for a project aircraft.  These 
appear similar to the general type of curves generated by minimum time processes.  On closer inspection however of 
the (light path numbered three, it is seen that the climb angle in the later portions of the flight was very great.  In 
order to check more easily the accuracy of the program in these areas, a level acceleration case was considered.  This 
showed that at very low specific excess powet quite substantial errors were present in our solution.  Since the method 
depends on the minimisation of a sum of error terms, it is inevitable that errors are present in the final solution: and 
since only the numerical value of the error is considered, the relative value of the error will be greater at low SEP. 
In order to remove this source of error, a correction procedure was used when the final trajectory was computed. 
In this process the time for a portion of the trajectory is factored by the ratio of the demanded and available Sl-I' 
during that portion.  Although this process inevitably moves the solution slightly away from the optimum, it is 
felt that its inclusion is necessary.   Figure (> shows a comparison of the trajectories for a particular case before and 
after correction.  It is interesting to note that in this case ol a climu to 50000 ft. the change in time is of the order 
of 25%, whereas in a climb to 3600C ft. the change is les» than 1%. There is still a problem with this procedure if 
the demanded and available SBP have different signs, since a negative factor cannot be used. 

We have a large amount of work which we would like to do in the future in connection with this project.  It is 
always very difficult to check that a supposed optimum calculated numerically is in fact a true optimum.  As a 
first stage in checking this program, we intend to write a program to integrate the equations of motion to check 
the consistency of the output trajectory.  This integration would probably be controlled by the Mach number 
altitude relationship and the other variables such as flight path angle and range would be compared with those 
output from the optimisation program.   A further use of such a program would be to study the use of non-optimum 
trajectories since it is usually impossible in practice to fly optimum trajectories.  Work is also now going on in 
certain countries on the use of inflight computation of near optimum trajectories and this also would be a profitable 
field of study.  The obvious check on results from such a program as this is to physically fly them and it is hoped 
to do this shortly.  For this purpose accurate input data is obviously necessary and. when this is available, trajectories 
will be computed and down.  Mathematically we are now looking at the possibility of writing a minimum fuel trajec- 
tory program.  A program has been written to calculate both minimum time and minimum fuel trajectories, but no 
development of the latter facility has taken place.   In Figure 7 the changes necessary to the method for this purpose 
are summarised.   Firstly, the mass equation must be included within the Balakrishnan process and hence the mass 
must be represented by a trigonometric series.   This creates difficulties since the initial but not the final value is 
known.   In order to overcome this problem the mass is represented in the same way as the other state variables, but 
the final mass is treated us a variable in the optimisation.  This points the way as mentioned previously to the 
solution of cases with one or more end constraints removed.   Finally, Figure 7 shows the new optimisation function 
for both time and fuel cases with a new weighting factor for the mass equation term. 

REFERENCE 

I.     Taylor, L.W. 
et al. 

Experience using Balakrishnan's Epsilon Technique to compute optimum flight profiles. 
AIAA Paper 69-75;   1969. 
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SUMMARY 

This paper outlines two methods of optimising aircraft design which have been 
developed at the RAE.  One of these is an analytical method of optimising three of the 
principal design variables of a subsonic swept-wing jet transport aircraft, and demonstrates 
broadly how the optimum design is affected by changes in the mission requirements, the 
operational constraints and the assumed design standards. The second method uses an 
aircraft design program coupled with the multivariate analysis technique to optimise IS 
aircraft design variables, using complex and detailed equations to represent the aerodynamic 
characteristics of the wing and high-lift devices, the masses of all the various aircraft 
components and the engine performance.  This method yields rapid and accurate 
assessments of the effects on the optimum aircraft design of changes in requirements, 
constraints and design standards, including, for example, advanced wing design, take-off 
and landing distance requirements and various noise-reduction techniques. 
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REVIEW OF TWO METHODS OF OPTIMISING AIRCRAFT DESIGN 

D.L.I.Kirkpatrick 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the purposes of Projects Division of Aerodynamics Department at the Royal Aircraft Establishment is 
to assess the effect on aircraft design of advances in aeronautical research, such as the development of supercritical 
aerofoil sections, carbon-fibre-reinforced plastics or high-bypass-ratio engines, and also to identify those areas in 
which successful research would lead to a significant increase in the operating efficiency of one or all of the ever- 
changing array of aircraft projects.  To enable this purpose to be achieved efficiently, a group within Projects 
Division has during the last few years developed two methods of optimising the design of swept-wing jet transport 
aircraft to meet a chosen range/payload speciiication. 

One of these is a simple analytical method of optimising three of the principal aircraft design variables, the 
wing loading, the aspect ratio and the engine-weight fraction, to give the maximum value of the payload fraction. 
This method uses simple empirical expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics, structure weight and engine 
performance so the results are not absolutely accurate; but they do provide a useful insight into the complex 
interactions between the aircraft design variables and the assumed values of aerodynamic, structural and engine 
coefficients and into the effects on the optimum design of operational constraints, such as the need to carry fuel 
reserves and to limit the approach speed. 

The other method uses an aircraft design program coupled with the multi-variate analysis technique to find the 
optimum values of 15 design variables which yield the minimum value of the direct operating cost, or of some other 
criterion of efficiency, and simultaneously satisfy several design constraints.  This method uses a more detailed 
flight plan and much more complex expressions for the aerodynamic characteristics of wings, flaps and slats, for 
the engine performance and for the weights of the various components of the optimum aircraft.   Because multi- 
variate analysis can successfully optimise a large number of design variables, this method provides rapid and 
accurate estimates of the effect on the optimum design of an aircraft project of changing the specified mission or 
the design constraints or of advances in aeronautical technology. 

2. ANALYTICAL OPTIMISATION 

2.1   Assumptions 

In the analytical optimisation, it is assumed that the weights of certain components of an aircraft, such as the 
undercarriage, the tail unit and the systems, are proportional to the take-off weight  W and that the weights of 
other components, such as the fuselage and furnishings, are proportional to the payload  W-,  as presented in the 
table below: 

Symbol Estimate Component 

Wl)C 0.05 W undercarriage 
wT 0.02 W tail unit 

ws 0.05 W systems 

WP payload 
WFUS 0.75 Wp fuselage 
WFUR 0.60 Wp furnishings 

ww wing 

wE engine 

WF fuel 

32? 
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The payload fraction  Wp/W  may then be written as a function of the wing-weights, engine-weight and 
fuel-weight fractions, 

W  =  a,W + a,Wp + Ww + WE + WF; 

therefore 

Wp 

w 
_1_ 

32 
ai      W       W       W 

Using the assumptions presented below, these three fractions can be written in terms of the design variables, viz. 
the wing loading, aspect-ratio and engine-weight fraction, and of the design parameters which define the assumed 
aerodynamic drag, structure weight, engine performance and the specified mission. 

Design variables 

Wing loading W/S 
Aspect-ratio A 
Engine - weight fraction  WE/W. 

Design parameters 

Wing profile drag 
Fuselage and nacelle drag 
Induced drag factor 

Aerodynamics 

Engine thrust/weight ratio 
Cruise specific fuel consumption 
Hold specific fuel consumption 

Wing-box weight parameter 
High-lift devices weight parameters 

Powerplant 

Structures 

Cruise speed 
Take-off weight 
Range 

Mission 

For chosen values of the design parameters, the maximum value of the payload fraction occurs when the design 
variables satisfy the three equations which form the optimisation criterion: 

0   = 
_a_/wp\ a 
3w/s\w/ ~ awE/w (?) 

The analytical optimisation method depends on assumptions which permit the profile drag of an aircraft and its 
wing-weight, engine-weight and fuel-weight fractions to be expressed as functions of the three design variables.   It is 
assumed that the profile drag coefficient   CD0   of the aircraft is given by the sum of the drag coefficients of the 
wing, fuselage and nacelles and that the drag of the fuselage and nacelles can be rewritten as the product of the 
wing loading and a parameter   C  which depends on the fuselage area/unit payload, the payload fraction, the 
nacelle wetted area/unit thrust, the thrust/weight ratio and the coefficients  C,   and   Cj   which include the 
appropriate skin friction coefficients, form factors and interference factors. 

-DO CDW  + CD/FUS  + CD/NAC 

-   n        J. n    SFUS WP W   ,   ^    SNAC   r  W 

ü Wp    W  S T    W S 

W 

The net thrust  T  from a given engine at a chosen cruise speed is assumed to be proportional to the air 
density so that  T/p  is constant.  It is also assumed that the installed weight  WE   of an engine is directly 
proportional to the cruise thrust at a given altitude, 

WE   =  E(T/P). 

3Z8 
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If the aircraft does not carry fuel rewrvei, it« fuel fraction U given by the Breguet range equation 

W 
where 

-  I -e-'. 

H     R 
2£  IKCZÖ 
Vn /   »A 

and c is the specific fuel consumption. V is the cruise speed and  K  is the range. If the aircraft doe« carry 
fuel reserves, the fuel fraction is made up of cruise fuel, diversion fuel and hold fuel so that 

w 
w, FC 

w 
W. JiÜ 

w 
% HI 

w 

Assuming that the aircraft is flown at cruising speed for the specified diversion distance  R4|V  and at minimum 
drag speed for the specified holding time („ , the fuel fraction is given by an expret«ion including the «pecific 
fuel consumption in cruise and in hold, the proille drag coefficient C0o . the lift-dependent drag factor  K and 
the aspect ratio  A ; 

W, 

where 

^    lH,,,Wmin V" w ' v) w 

=   I -e 

Gabrielli's formula for wing weight. 

therefore 

Ww   =  kIWAb + kjS. 

— =  k, JSÄ* + k,S/W, 
W v 

provides an estimate of the wing-weight fraction for a wing box with structural efficiency k,   and a specified 
set of high-lift devices whose weight/unit area ib   kj . The presence of the wing area S in the wing-box term 
introduces the square-cube law into the analysis so that the wing-weight fraction increases with aircraft size.  An 
alternative, and more realistic, formula assumes (hat the complexity and weight of the high-lift devices is 
proportional to the approach lift coefficient; then, for a given approach speed,  k]   is proportional to the approach 
wing loading 

k,   =  k. 
W 

(^) 

and the wing-weight fraction is given by an equation which includes the cruise fuel fraction 

-^ =  k,  s/TÄJ + k3 {-¥) 
In practice the value CLa of the approach lift coefficient which can be achieved at any point in time is limited 
by the «täte of aerodynamic knowledge and structural technology at that time, so for a given approach speed the 
approach wing loading is limited, 

W   /      WfA 
7^--fj<claCLa 

If the approach wing loading is set equal to its limiting value, the wing-weight fraction is given by an equation which 
includes the cruise fuel fraction in both terms. 

W v 

i/j 

+ k. 
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2 2   IfetttMiun »1 KTMIII» 

Hk-u- «Mumplkiii» uii nuw hr u«r«l. in timiunctiun wtlh » lypu«! «i ul ti<yt$n iMiiimrin». l«> iliuuvri ilv 
••iHiim.iM JIKIJII ionliyuiilion» Im dillrrcnl ungr* iiml how HUH- ui*liiiium amlMiuriiMtm» arr jii> >i. il hy 
üiiiiuiiiin« on iii> Ji'i'i.Uiii .(»»•! "• "" Ihr JI i»i'u»ii Miny kuilm« ur hy ihr itrrtl lu • mv (IM! rvtmr* 

II il i» J«%UIIIIil ilui ilu- aira^li canir» no lurl nu»w» jiul ihr hiyh-lili tlcvuv» KIIU-MUM»; HU iipproadi lill 
iiK-lluuiil jli  »iHiiluil liiirlliiKl |l   Ilu ii Ilu  wiiiK i».iKlll   rilüiiu- MIIKIII JII.I Iml Mri^hl IftfClHIII« wlllill t'iu  Ilu 
IIU\IMUIIII pjyludü fraclkin fur pwn ranp« «.nn K- cdlcubl«*«!   Iifurc I «liuw« ilui ihc opinnum JH-MII  -I' 11I.11..1 
u%inf ilu- 4«UIII|<II.>IIN ul HU IIUHI I. tu» hiyh «mg kwümy JIUI ktw ii^ci-riiiiu dl Uiuri imte% lu $tvt luw Mfinyhun 
»«•iiilii  vklufij» ji lunt range« where ihe luel ii-uinui i» mure mipiMijni ihe upiunuin aiiiTall tu« a larye winy 
JIUI hiflier 4»|Hii Uli.« lu give yuud iruiu* ciiuuiu\ 41 Ingli dlliliule»   Hui «iiue llie •ippriMch lill ioellukni 1« 
iixiil hy Ihe chuuv 11 iimh-lill device». Ihe hiyh value» ul wmy luadmy iire dcvumpjnied hy unaaepuhly liiyli 
appruach »peed», m excet» ul ^50 knul» al ihe dinner lanye» 

In 'iielliud II il 1» a»Miined llial ilu appruach »peeü 1» lued al an accepiahly luw value, and Ihal Ihe 
amiplekily and weicht ul Ihe hinh-hll devuv» are Jireclly prupurlKmal lu Ihe approach lill cuellicienl required. 
a» di»cu»ieü ahuve.   Ii)iure I diuw» ihal ihe uplimiini aircrall de»icn calculaled u»inn Ilu» »el ul a»»umpliun» ha» 
bwer wini luadinn lu avoid Ihe need lor very larye and heavy hi^li hii device», lower a»pecHaiiu 10 prevenl Hie 
mcreaved winy area leading lo an euvMive maeaw in winy-lmx weiyhl. and larner eniiine» lo drive ihe larger winn 
akmg al Ihe »ame cruiw »peed    I lu- payluad Iradion i» »liglilly »mailer al »horl ranye» 

Il 1» now a»kumed in melhod III Ihal Ihe aircrall mu»i carry »tnndard luel reverve» »o thai the tuel-weighl 
fracliun 1» given hy an eijuaiiun including the »pecified diver»ion dMana* and holding lime.  I'igure I »how» llial ihe 
uplimum urajli detign variahle» calculated u»ing the third »el of a»»umpliun» liave lower wing loading to reduce 
the proi id- drag cuelTicieni and higher a»pect-ralio lo reduce Ihe induced drag cuelTicient: hoth these eflect» lead 
to a higher maximum lift 'drag ratio and reduced fuel conüiimpiion in the holding pha»e.   The need lor luel 
reserve» ha» more el'feel at »hort range» where the reserve» lorm a considerahle propurlion of the total fuel carried. 

In calculations hased on the second and third set of assumptions, the approach lift coellicieni was allowed to 
avsume its optimum value, however large this value might he.   In method IV it is assumed that the approach lilt 
coefficient is limited so that the take-ofl wing loading is a function of the approach lift coefficient. Ihe approach 
speed and Ihe cruise fuel fraction.   The optimum design variahles calculated using Ihe fourlh set of assumptions 
were pkilted in l-'igure I and suggest that long-range aircraft can he designed with the optimum wing loading hut 
short-range aircraft must have a lower than optimum wing loading because of the limitation on the approach lift 
coefficient. 

l-'igure I shows the effects on the optimum values of the design variables of limited approach speed, of fuel 
reserves and of limited approach lift coefficient, but it does not provide a realistic estimate of how the optimum 
design variahles for aircraft projects vary with range because these curves have been calculated using fixed values 
of the design parameters whereas in fact some of these parameters vary with range. 

To discover whether this simple analytical optimisation method accurately reflects the fundamental features 
of the design of swept-wing transport aircraft, a set of design parameters were chosen to represent the situation 
around I960, and the variation with range of the optimum values of the design variables was calculated by method 
III, assuming fixed approach speed, and by method IV. assuming fixed approach wing loading.   In this calculation 
the fuselage and nacelle drag parameter  C  was related to the payload fraction   W,. /W, and the payload   W(>   was 
related to the range by the two equations 

C   =   0.0006 + 0.0096Wp/W 

Wp oc^/R. 

The first equation takes account of the fact that aircraft with large fuselages also have large values of profile drag 
coefficient, and the second of the fact that aircraft designed for long ranges must be large to reduce their operating 
cost/seat mile whereas at short ranges frequency of service, which leads to smaller aircraft, is comparatively more 
important.   Figure 2 compares the design characteristics predicted using methods III and IV with those of real 
airrraft, and suggests that the aircraft which entered service around I960 were designed by method IV, assuming 
fixed approach wing loading, so that their wing loading increases with range.   The predicted optimum aspect-ratio 
and the aspect-ratios of real aircraft do not vary significantly with range because at long ranges, where high 
aspect-ratios with good aerodynamic efficiency are desirable, the aircraft are large and their aspect-ratio is reduced 
by the square-cube law.  The predicted optimum engine-weight fraction and the engine weight fractions of real 
aircraft tend to decrease with increasing range because the higher wing loading of long-range aircraft reduces the 
cruise thrust required.   This figure suggests that, despite the comparative simplicity of its assumptions, the 
analytical method gives reasonably accurate estimates of the optimum values of the design variables. 
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lüvut« .!riii.'iui(4ii,i iiui Hu« jiuiv «i» ili>» % tnclutk Ute pniiiip«! Uvlui» in i.'ir JU. »JH •K »I^M piKalur«. II u 
mim »HUI; id ItHik «.'ni. >.4i« initi ilu itiiurr «ml lu . JK uUi. die uplimuni »jiui'U. lur «n JII.UII wlitch mwlii 
. III«I WlVk'i* ilhuul I '""•    I or Hu« v jKuUlf in j nr» «1 "I ilrMjn |<JI Jitirln« »j» iln> *II In ir|iii«-iil Hu- «llitalMm 
jiMiiui I'»MII juuiiiiH!! nun jw» in ihr I«-.|U!HJ inn«- »|»rr.l jiui payltutt, iIciirjH» in ilu »iruiiurr wri«hi 
ciiWfkirnl» «n«i in ilw »iwiru furl aimumplkm, anil improivmrnu in ihr tlr«i|n ol nrrufuil wclMtn« and UigU 
Uli tlrvur%   I iKuii ^ »iii.»« ihr ii|>iiiniiin ilr«i|rn »jnii-u« lur I'»NI and «,iimp«rr« ihrni with •?•< h'frf) vilur*   Ihi« 
v.'.ii|..i(r«..ii kiinrrtl« Iiui i's fMl) impriivrtJ hifh'lifl «Irviiv» will prnnil iiiraall lur MI..»I rnny.« lo u- drunnril wilh 
ili. ii opiiniuin wiii| kvnlinn m.l unly uiu.i «liorl rjnyr «iiratill will luvr ilrM^n« vomlriiinrtl hy limil» un apprtvuh 
winf ktatiiiif   Mir iiuuiiirtl iMykud» ol ihr I'tNl) lunrall wrrr grralrr ly * faclor uf nhoul 5 UMII IIIOH* ul ihr 
\'ii*i jiritiili, hui ihr opiiniuin j«i>i «i laini« prrdiclrd I tr ihr l'UU) «tfcrall «rr nol vrry dillrrrnl Iroin iliutr ol 
l%ü 4iiiuii hrcdutr Ihr rllrcl« o| ihr wiiurraiiltr bw «rr piiriully atunlrrhubncrd hy ihr tiMUinrd improvrinrni» 
in «iiiuiuul iiuirruK jnd dr»ifn    Ihr «liilic Ihriui wriühl rjlio of Ihr prrdiclrd M'M) aircrall i» conMdrmhly 
liiltlirr llun Ihr \a\uc% lur l1'««!). Ivcjior Ihr Inuhrr aui«r «pi-rd jMiiiiird for l'HtU rrt|uirr% hiyhrr auin- ihm»! und 
hrt-auw Ihr liiüli-hypjwrjiin rniiinr« ilhitrn lor ihr I'tKU an un luvr a largrr »Ulic Ihrukl'iTiiiw lliru»! ralio llun 
l'XtO rii|Uiir%   Ihr p.i>liud Irachon i\ prrdulrd lo miprovr hy ahoul  "• ul »hör: run|ir\ und MV- ul kmn runitcs 

Ihr unulylKul opiiiiii\ulioii inrihod Ihus piovidr* u tiinplr nirlhiHl ol ukH'ssinn ihr rflrcl» ol oivrulioiui 
conuruniK rMinulinit ihr rl'frcl» ol iluniirs in Ihr drsiitn purunirlrrs, ol corrrlulmit Ihr diuruclrris|ic% ol rxMinit 
uiraull und of prrdiclinit Ihr prohuhlr oplinuin churuclrnslicx ol l'iiuirr uircrul'l. 

}.   Ml LUV \KI All ANALYSIS 

Ihr Noond method of uircrufl opiinnsuiion which lus Inrrn drvrloprd in l'rojrcls DIVKIOH ul KAI  usrs Ihr 
iniiltivuriulr unulyMs U'chni(|ur lo opijmisc 15 drsiim vunuhlrs lo |iivr Ihr niinintum vulur of Ihr Jircct oprruling cosi 
or Minn' olhrr CIIOH'II ohjrclivr function,   ligurr 4 shows ihr configurulion of J lypicul shorl-rungv jrl lruns|Htri 

■ ml prrsrnls Ihr 15 drsign vunuhlrs iwini; UM. uspret-rutio. luprr-riilio. swrrp und Ihicknrss. rnginr si/r, lull si/r. 
flup chord und spun, slut chord und spun. Hup und slut drflrcliuns ul tukr-off und kindinti. sprrd. altitudr. drsign 
< i  . and drüiiin Mach numhrrl usrd in Ihr nuillivarialr unulysis.   Hrcuusc Ihr mullivuriatr analysis program is al 
prrsrnl dirrclrd principally lowurds opiimising Ihr gromrtry of Ihr wing and high-lift drviers. liiis geometry is 
sprcillrd in morr detuil Ihun other purls of the uircrul'l; for example only the si/e of the engine is varied in the 
optimisation while its hypiss ratio, fan pressure ratio, etc. are fixed.   However there is no fundamental reason why 
a future version of the program should not include optimisation of the engine design, provided that the appropriate 
equation! linking engine performance, si/e and weight can be formulated. 

ligure 5 presents the layout of the program and shows that the optimisation program must be supplied with 
a chosen objective function (the aircraft all-up muss, the first cost and the direct operating cost have all been used) 
and that the design program must be supplied with chosen mission requirements and operational constraints, as well 
as with information on the aerodynamic, structural and engine design standards.  T/iis information must include 
sufficient data for the design program to calculate the performance, weight and cost of the various aircraft designs. 
Using coefficients in the input data, the design program calculates the aircraft cruise drag as a function of the wing 
geometry, i.e. aspect-ratio, sweepback. thickness, aerofoil section and design Much number, and the cruise conditions, 
i.e. the cruise Mach number, the Reynolds number and the lift coefficient.   Th'.' lift and drag coefficients at take-off 
and landing are calculated as functions of the geometry of the wing, i.e. aspect-ratio, sweepback, thickness and 
taper-ratio, and of the geometry of the high-lift devices, i.e. flap chord, flap span and flap deflection, slat chord and 
slat deflection.   It would take a long time to   describe in detail either these performance calculations or the weight 
break-down used in the multivariate analysis, but some idea of the complexity of the latter can be obtained by 
considering, as an example, the weight of the wing-box structure.   In the analytical optimisation the wing-box weight 
is estimated from one term including only the wing area, the aspect-ratio and an empirical coefficient, but in the 
multivariate analysis optimisation the wing-box weight is given by the sum of the weights of the box covers, the 
spar webs, the ribs, the joints, the wing tip and the undercarriage support structure and the weights of these 6 
components are calculated independently as functions of the wing-box chord, the wing area, aspect-ratio, thickness, 
sweepback, taper-ratio, load factor and eleven empirical coefficients. 

The optimum aircraft design calculated by the multivariate analysis program must satisfy several design 
constraints as well as meeting the payload/range specification.   These constraints include:- 

approach speed < a specified value related to the landing distance 
take-off distance < specified take-off distance 
engine-failed climb gradient > value given in airworthiness regulations 
volume in the wing-box > volume of fuel carried. 
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To ItrM ih» muhi«raruir upliinMilion pmcram, II •** u«d lu ikMyn a 100 «*M «hufHaii«» Kl lnn»|>iHl 
Micrafl %imiUi lu Ihr HAi  111, IX •' «nd litictn« 7J7.  Typhal *«lur», luf Um CUM uf aMttall. of ihr («ylit«!. 
i4it(tr lurl (c«ri»r» ukcHill iiituiuc «pptuach »iHcii «ml vtimr iumltnttn« *ttt ihtngn and Ihv uplimum aircraft 
atnlifuraiiun» wrrr UUKLIIHI uung ihrtw alirrnali«« ub|riii«r iuiHiiun%    lahk I «huw% thai ihr prrditird %alur» 
uf «umr "i ihr drugn variablr«, »f ihr rmpty wrtyhl and of ihr all-ur wnitii arr mil mflificanlly affnlrd hy ihr 
vhuuv of itu- uhKiiivr funvliun and arr clmr lu ihr valur« fur rral airoafl   ()nr nuiuvahl* fralurr uf ihi» lahlr 
•• lhal Ihr *wt arra*uf rral aiUTall arr aKiul lu   ^rralrr. and Ihr atpftHaltu* vurrrsHtndmplv »niallrr. lhan 
Ihr  all uUinl upnmum valur«   Italf uf ihu ducrrpancy can hr alinhuird lu ihr faci lhal ihr calculalrd valur* 
quuird arr Irapr/utdal arra» whrrra» ihr lahulalrd arva» fur rral atrcrafl arr «"•»» arra». «rhich includr r«lra arra» 
inhuard uf ihr irailiny-rdfr aank. ihr uihrr half aritr« hrcautr ihr upnmum wtih rr«prcl lu mn$ arra i« lairly flai 
and in praclicr II i» «riikiblr Itt CIUMM a win| arra »liglilly yrralrr lhan uplimum in urdrr lo pruvidr an adrqualr 
buffrl margin and lu allow fur fuiurr »irrlch lu a himirr all-up wri|iil 

A» an rtiamplr uf ihr rrtulu (rum ihr mulliviriair analyw* prufram. I able 2 %liim» ihr rlfrcic un 
ihr uplimum aircrail dr«i|Ui of clunipnii Ihr crui«r «prrd al a fivru alliludr   A\ Ihr «prctlird auiw «prrd inara««. 
Ihr wing« brcumr llunnrr and murr highly »wrpi; lhi% rrducr« ihnr maximum lill cui-lficirnl al lu* «preü w> Ihr 
wing arra muu br maraord lu mainlam ihr »amr landing »prrd. Ihr »pan t\ krpi appruMiiulrly i-uiulanl lu mainlam 
ihr climb prrl'ornuncr allrr lakr-uff. ihr furl utrd ri»r» an Ihr CIUIH' lill'drag ralio drlrriurair%, and llu- oprrjiing 
cuM rittr» wiih N|VIII 

A« anuihrr i \.impK- of Ihr rrsulu Irum Ihr mullivariair analyM«. iablr 3 \\MWS Ihr rf'lrcl ul turl pner un 
Ihr uplimum .IIKI.III cunl'iguraliun. lur lurd value» uf aui«r %prrU and alliludr    Ihr currrnl pner ul lurl i\ 
ubuul 0.014 C/kg. and halving and duubhng ul Uns price were cunMdrrrd.  ihr main rlircl ul incrrasing lur! 
price is to increase the wing aspecl-raliu giving a belter value ul lilt/drag ratio in cruise and reducing the fuel mass 
al the expense of an increase in wing mass. 

i 

Alter lormulaling the equations in the aircraft design program and choosing ih   coelTicienis which spicity 
design standards in the input data, the most difficull problem lies in the choice of the ubjective lundions.   In the 
early stages ol program development, the minimum all-up mass and the minimum first cost were used as optimising 
functions, but these functions do not accurately reflect the operating efficiency of the aircraft.  The direct operating 
cost, which includes depreciation, maintenance, fuel, crew costs and landing fees, was then used as an optimising 
function but this does not fully recognise the importance of speed and yields an aircraft with a low cruise speed. 
Using minimum passenger cost, equal to the fare paid by the passenger plus the value of the time of his 
journey, as the optimising function gives a much faster aircraft with only a small increase in operating costs.  The 
optimising function of principal interest to an airline is its profits, which are revenue minus costs, and Ihe revenue 
is proportional to the load factor which is affected by block time, ride comfort, cabin noise, etc.  Another plausible 
optimising function is the 'social benefit', which is composed of operating costs and the value of the aircraft's noise 
footprint.  Systematic and detailed comparison of the aircraft designs optimised using these different functions is 
revealing the essential features underlying the design of a successful aircraft. 

4.   CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The two optimisation methods I have described perform two complementary functions.  The analytical 
optimisation, with simple equations defining the optimi<m aircraft configuration in terms of the design parameters, 
provides some physical insight into the fundamental features of aircraft design.   It may be used either to correlate 
the designs of current aircraft or to predict the designs of future aircraft, and also to help interpret the results of 
the more complex multivariate optimisation process. 

The studies using the multivariate analysis technique havt demonstrated that the design equations normally used 
in project studies can, when cast in the right form, be put together to form an aircraft design program and that an 
optimisation technique can be successfully applied to such a program.  This technique provides a rapid means of 
calculating an optimum aircraft design for a given set of mission requirements, operating constraints and design 
standards and of evaluating the effects on this design of change in the requirements, constraints or standards.   At 
present the program is being used to assess the effects of advanced wing designs, of take-off and landing distance 
requirements and of various noise reduction techniques. 
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TiM» I 

MtHHMum 

mil 

■Ulnlmum 

tmi 

Mtnimum 

»MM A 
A*m!i 

i C 

WtltgMM m' SJ.9 «J6 Ml 95.1 93« 91 1 

Wing «pan m J0.2 27.5 :«« 2tJ 21.5 284 

Aip«t1-ralto 10.« 90 I0J 85 8.7 BJ 

Swctphick an 26J 231 210 200 240 :u, 

Thaknew/chord 0119 0,113 0134 0.110 0.116 0.129 

1 inpiv miu Ü 241 SO 23651 23710 *24450 *24500 «25400 

All-up iiu« M 44218 44262 44095 45200 44450 45575 

1 U»l COM Ml us: 1.137 1.145 *2 *2 *2 

Opetn   t cott p/iNl km 0 2765 0.27119 0.?:76 

liblr : 

Ouur Mach Sumher 0.75 080 085 

Wing arra                   m1 759 83.9 98.5 

Wing tpan                  m J0.H 30.2 29.9 

Atpeci-ralio 125 108 9.1 

Sweepback                 deg ISO 26 3 324 

Thicknen/chord ratio 0.126 0.119 0.109 

Approach lift coefncienl IJ1 1.73 159 

Ouiw lift/drag ratio 14.2 13.1 11.9 
Powerplant man         kg 29S0 329«» 3909 

Fuel mass                  kg 8046 875S 9913 

All-up mass                kg 4P70 44220 47900 

Operating cost            p/seat km 0.2682 0.2765 0.2933   j 

Table 3 

Fuel price £/kg 0.007 0.014 0.028 

Wing area m1 83.1 83.9 84.0 

Wing span m 29.4 30.2 31.4 

Aspect-ratio 10.4 10.8 11.7 

Sweepback deg 26.1 26.3 28.1 

Thickness/chord ratio 0.121 0.119 0.124 

Cruise lift/drag ratio 12.88 13.13 13.51 

Wing mass kg 4972 5229 5627 

Fuel mass kg 8881 8758 8581 

All-up mass kg 44140 44220 44380 

Operating cost p/seat km 0.2536 0.2765 0.3216 
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Fig.l    Predicted design characteristics of datum aircraft. 
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Flap chord and span 
Slat chord and span 
Flap and slat deflections 
at take-off and landing 

Fig.4    Variables to be optimised. 

INPUT   DATA 
Mission   requirements 
Design   standards 
Constraints 

I 
AIRCRAFT   DESIGN 

PROGRAM 

1 

OPTIMISATION  CRITERION 
eg, minimum mass 

minimum price 
minimum operating cost 

OPTIMISATION 

PROGRAM 

OPTIMUM  AIRCRAFT 

DESIGN 

Fig.S    Organisation of optimum aircraft design study. 
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